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Introduction
New Zealand Green Building Council
The New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC) is a not-for-profit, industry organisation dedicated to
accelerating the development and adoption of market-based green building practices.
Our vision is that New Zealanders work and live in healthy, efficient, productive and environmentally
sustainable buildings, today and into the future.
We aim to achieve this through
•
•
•

setting standards of best practice through the Green Star NZ environmental rating system for
buildings
education and training for all areas of the building industry value chain
providing access to networks, information and resources for our members to actively lead the
market

Green Star NZ
Green Star NZ is a comprehensive, national, voluntary environmental rating scheme that evaluates the
environmental attributes and performance of New Zealand’s buildings using a suite of rating tools
developed to be applicable to each industry sector.
The rating scheme was developed by the NZGBC in partnership with the building industry in order to
•
•
•
•
•

establish a common language and standard of measurement for green buildings
promote integrated, whole-building design
raise awareness of green building benefits
recognise environmental leadership
reduce the environmental impact of development

Green Star NZ was adapted from the Australian Green Star rating system. The adaptations reflect the
differences between the two countries’ markets, building legislation and physical environments.
Green Star NZ is also aligned with the other major international building rating tools, including the British
BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) system and the North
American LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) system.

Introduction
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How Green Star works
Categories and Credits

•• Energy
Energy
•• Transport
Transport
•• Water
Water
•• Materials
Materials
•• Land
Land Use
Use and
and Ecology
Ecology
•• Emissions
Emissions

Single Score

•• Indoor
Indoor Environment
Environment Quality
Quality

Issue Category Scores

Assessment Credits

•• Management
Management

Environmental Weightings

Green Star NZ assesses the environmental impact that is a direct consequence of a building’s site
selection, design, construction and maintenance. Green Star NZ has eight separate environmental impact
categories plus an Innovation category as set out in the diagram below.

Rating

• Innovation

All of the categories contain credits; each of which addresses an initiative that improves or has the
potential to improve, a building’s environmental performance. Points are awarded in each credit for actions
that demonstrate the building has met the credit’s criteria.
A weighting factor is then applied to each category to reflect
the overall importance of the environmental issue addressed
by the category. The category weightings vary between each
Green Star NZ tool to reflect the differing environmental
impact of each building type. The weighting for the Office
Design & Built 2009 tool is shown in the diagram to the right.
This results in an overall score out of 100, which translates
into a ‘Star’ rating. (Refer to the end of this section for an
example of the category score calculation.)

Land Use
& Ecology
10%

Emissions
5%

Management
10%

IEQ
16%
Material
14%

If a credit is Not Applicable to a particular building, the points
value associated with the credit will be spread across the
remaining credits in the same category.

Water
10%
Transport
10%

Energy
25%

Rating Levels
Green Star NZ is freely available for use as a guide to track and improve the environmental performance of
all buildings. However, to achieve formal certification, a 4, 5 or 6 ‘Star’ rating must be attained. A project or
building cannot publicly claim to have achieved a Green Star NZ rating unless the NZGBC has certified the
rating.
The scores corresponding to each Green Star NZ rating are set out below:

4

Overall
score

Rating

Outcome

10-19

1 Green Star

Not eligible for formal certification

20-29

2 Green Star

Not eligible for formal certification

30-44

3 Green Star

Not eligible for formal certification
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45-59

4 Green Star

“Best Practice”

60-74

5 Green Star

“New Zealand Excellence”

75+

6 Green Star

“World Leadership”

Industry sector and building phases
Green Star NZ Rating tools are developed for different sectors of the industry (e.g. office, industrial,
education, etc) and for three stages: design, built, and the in use performance of the building. The Office
tool also rates the interior fit-out separately from the base building.
It is not necessary for buildings to achieve a Design rating prior to targeting a Built rating.

Green Star Tool
Phase

Design

Built

In-Use/Performance

What does the tool
assess?

The design of a new
building or major
refurbishment

A completed new
building or major
refurbishment

The actual performance
of a building e.g. energy
use, water use

What is a rating
based on?

Design documentation
and theoretical
modelling e.g. energy
and daylight modelling

As-built documentation
and theoretical
modelling confirmed to
relate to the completed
building

Performance data

When is the rating
achieved?

Rating generally
achieved prior to
construction

Rating achieved
immediately after
Practical Completion

Rating achieved after at
least 1 year of
occupation

Core Credits
There are core credits in all Green Star NZ rating tools. These have been adapted where necessary to suit
each particular industry sector. The name, number and aim of all the core credits remain the same
throughout the tools.
In addition to this each Green Star NZ tool has tool-specific credits which relate only to each particular
industry sector. Each credit type is identified in the following way
•
•

Core credit: Category abbreviation - number e.g. IEQ-1
Tool-specific credit: Category abbreviation – letter e.g. ENE-A

Credit Layout
Each credit is set out in a consistent manner and incorporates the following
Aim

Identifies the environmental issue the credit addresses and
the intention of the credit

Credit Criteria

Explains how the credit must be met and how points are
awarded

Compliance Requirements

Sets out the documentation required to demonstrate that the
credit criteria have been met, and includes a submission
checklist

Additional Guidance

Provides additional information to assist building’s to achieve
the credit

Introduction
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Background

Explains why the environmental issued addressed is
important

References and Further Information

Provides the references to support the credit and links to
accessing further information

Category Score Calculation Example
The Category Score is determined for each category based on the number of points achieved, as follows

If 13 Energy points are achieved out of a total of 29 available, then the
Category Score as a percentage is 45%.
If 2 Land Use and Ecology points are achieved out of a total of 9 available,
then the Category Score as a percentage is 22%.

The Weighted Category Score is calculated as follows:
Weighted Category Score

= Category Score (%) x Weighting Factor (%) x 100

Therefore once the weighting factors are applied:

The Weighted Category Score for Energy is:
0.45 x 0.25 x 100 = 11.25 points
The Weighted Category Score for Land Use and Ecology is:
0.22 x .10 x 100 = 2.20 points

6
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Achieving Certification
Achieving formal Green Star NZ certification reflects the commitment and leadership of the building owner
to improve environmental performance.
The NZGBC commissions at least two third-party NZGBC Assessors to check and validate a project’s
submission and recommend a Green Star NZ certified rating. The NZGBC facilitates all assessments to
ensure that projects are assessed fairly and equally. All NZGBC Assessors are industry experts with a high
level of experience in green building design and construction.
The assessment process is a two stage process. At the second stage, project teams are given the
opportunity to provide further information for any credits which the NZGBC Assessors did not award at the
first round of assessment. Detailed guidance on any further information required will be provided to the
project team by the NZGBC.
The NZGBC does not specify when certification should be achieved. However, certification for Green Star
NZ - Design ratings are generally achieved prior to construction. Submissions for Green Star NZ - Built
ratings will generally be after Practical Completion.
To register a project for certification please email greenstar@nzgbc.org.nz or visit the NZGBC website for
more information www.nzgbc.org.nz

Eligibility
To be eligible to apply for certification under the Green Star NZ – Office 2009 tool the building must meet
the following criteria
1. 80% or more of the building’s total assessable area must be intended for office purposes.
2. The Green Star NZ - Office 2009 rating tool assesses buildings in its entirety. It is not suitable for
the assessment of building components.
3. The building must be visually identifiable from surrounding buildings in order to differentiate
buildings that are Green Star NZ certified and those that are not.
4. The following three conditional requirements must be achieved
2
o The building must achieve an energy use of less than 105kWh/m (exclusive of office lighting
energy consumption and tenant small power consumption)
o The building must meet the New Zealand Building Code base ventilation rates
o New-build projects may not be built on land of high ecological value (as defined in ECO-1
'Ecological Value of Site' credit).
5. If the project is going for a certified Built rating, a certificate of practical completion must be
submitted prior to assessment.
6. The building must achieve a minimum Green Star NZ – Office 2009 score of 45 in selfassessment.

Nett Lettable Area (NLA)
There are two different definitions of NLA used in Office Design and Built 2009.
1. Eligibility NLA
The method for calculating the nett lettable area when determining eligibility is in accordance with the
methodology for measuring office ‘Rentable Area’ as stipulated within the “Guide for the Measurement of
Rentable Areas (2006)”, produced by the Property Institute and Property Council of New Zealand.
Please note, when calculating NLA for the purposes of determining eligibility, that stairwells, lift shafts and
other standard building facilities serving more than one tenant are excluded from the office ‘Rentable
Areas’.
2. Credit NLA
Where Credits refer to NLA, this is defined as the office ‘Rentable Area’ of the building, as stipulated within
the “Guide for the Measurement of Rentable Areas (2006)”, but excludes:

Introduction
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•
Toilets
•
External decks and balconies
•
Fire reel cupboards
•
Cleaners’ cupboards
•
Lift lobbies
All other areas within the office ‘Rentable Area’ must be included within the NLA calculation. The figure
used as NLA must be consistent throughout the submission.

Existing Buildings
1. Definition of Existing Building
Existing Buildings are defined as all buildings completed prior to and including April 2007 (the launch date
of Green Star NZ). This time threshold is fixed and does not move as time passes.
2. Definition of New Building
New Buildings are defined as all buildings completed after April 2007 (the launch date of Green Star NZ).
This time threshold is fixed and does not move as time passes.
3. Definition of Current Refurbishment
The Current Refurbishment is defined as:
•
For a Design rating - any/all refurbishment work planned to occur within the 2 years following
project registration and any/all refurbishment work undertaken with the 2 years prior to project
registration.
•
For a Built rating - any/all refurbishment work undertaken within the 2 years prior to project
registration.
4. Design and Built Compliance Requirements
Either Design or Built Compliance Requirements may be submitted to achieve a Design rating. However
for a Built rating, all Compliance Requirements must be for the Built phase. For example, an Existing
Building targeting a Design rating which is undertaking a major upgrade to the HVAC system will submit
the Design Compliance Requirements for the Energy credits. However if no upgrade is being undertaken
to the water services, then Built documentation should be provided for the Water credits.
5. Significant Amounts
The amount of a material used as part of the Current Refurbishment has to be “significant” in order for the
Credit to be Applicable to that particular building. Significant Amounts are based on the percentage of the
current building replacement value that is spent on the particular material:
•
•

The Significant Amount for all materials (except concrete and steel) is 0.1% of the current
building replacement value.
The Significant Amount for concrete and steel is 1% of the current building replacement value

However, because of the large range in sizes of office buildings, there are minimum and maximum limits to
the 0.1% (and 1%) percentage thresholds. For a very small building 0.1% may only represent $500 worth
of a particular material. Therefore a minimum of $5000 must be spent before the Credit becomes
Applicable. Similarly for very large buildings, 0.1% may represent over $50,000 worth of a particular
material. Therefore whenever $50,000 or more is spent, the Credit is Applicable.
This can be summarised as follows:
For all buildings, whenever an amount greater than 0.1% (or 1% for concrete and
steel), or $50,000, whichever is lesser, is spent on a particular material, the Credit
becomes Applicable. Where the amount spent is less than $5,000 the Credit is Not
Applicable.

8
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The table below lists the Credits to which this definition of Significant Amounts applies:

Credit

IEQ-3

MAT-3
MAT-4
MAT-5
MAT-6
MAT-7
MAT-8
MAT-9
EMI-3

% of Current
Building
Replacement
Value
INDOOR AIR QUALITY
Applied Coatings
Adhesives & Sealants
Floor Coverings
Ceiling Tiles
Formaldehyde
APPLIED COATINGS
PVC
THERMAL INSULATION
TIMBER
CONCRETE
STEEL
FLOOR COVERINGS
INSULANT ODP

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
1.0%
1.0%
0.1%
0.1%

6. Definition of Current Building Replacement Value
The Current Building Replacement Value, as shown on the Insurance Certificate, is the reasonable cost to
rebuild, replace or repair the building to the same condition it was in when new.

Submission Guidance
A high quality submission is a critical factor in a building achieving its targeted Green Star NZ rating. The
clarity of the submission dictates the NZGBC Assessors’ ability to understand how the project meets each
credit criteria, and to determine whether the relevant points should be awarded.
Please refer to the Good Submission Guide on the NZGBC website for a full set of guidelines along with
examples and templates. Set out below are some points of guidance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve a Green Star Accredited Professional in the project from the earliest stage (see
information below).
Make sure that each credit submitted addresses all of the Compliance Requirements in their
entirety.
Include a credit coversheet explaining how the building meets the relevant Credit Criteria, how
many points are being claimed and listing the documentation provided.
If credits are claimed as ‘N/A’ all supporting information required by the Technical Manual shall
be provided.
Ensure that figures such as the assessable area are consistent throughout the submission.
All technical inputs shall be consistent throughout the submission e.g. the fresh air rates claimed
in IEQ-1 Base Ventilation Rates must be consistent with energy modelling in ENE-1.
Only submit relevant sections of reports and highlight relevant sections.

Buildings targeting a Built rating which have already achieved a Design rating may resubmit the same
report (or similar document) as that submitted for Design as long as they are still accurate and match the
as-built drawings. A covering statement should be submitted which confirms that the report is still accurate
and reflects the building as constructed.
The NZGBC charges a fee to cover the costs of project certification. Fees are determined based on the
size of the building. A discounted fee is available for members of the NZGBC. For a current list of
certification fees please refer to the NZGBC website www.nzgbc.org.nz .

Introduction
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Green Star NZ Accredited Professionals
To encourage the adoption of environmental initiatives throughout the building development process, all
Green Star NZ rating tools award points for having a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional (GSNZAP) as
a member of their team.
Green Star NZ Accredited Professionals are experienced building industry practitioners who have
demonstrated their understanding of the Green Star NZ rating system.
In order to become a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional, candidates attend two Green Star NZ
Accredited Professional courses (Level 1 and Level 2) and pass the associated exam.
Visit the NZGBC website at www.nzgbc.org.nz for a directory of Accredited Professionals in New Zealand.

10
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Technical Guidance
This section provides detailed guidance to Green Star NZ Accredited Professionals and others using this
Technical Manual to target a certified rating.

Technical Clarifications and Rulings
Green Star NZ Technical Clarifications and Credit Interpretation Request (CIR) rulings provide an essential
source of information to all projects undertaking Green Star NZ assessment. The information provided
through these will be incorporated into subsequent versions of the Green Star NZ rating tools.
Technical Clarifications are an extension to the guidance provided in the Technical Manual. They clarify,
rather than amend, the Credit Criteria or Compliance Requirements. Technical Clarifications often
represent the NZGBC’s answers to technical queries and NZGBC Assessors will use these as precedent
when assessing submissions.
Credit Interpretation Requests (CIR) relate to situations where it is believed there are alternative yet
equivalent ways to comply with the aim of the credit. Projects are invited to submit CIRs for their project
and provide sufficient evidence to allow a ruling to be made. CIR rulings are then published to provide
guidance to other projects; however each project must submit its own CIR and provide evidence relating to
its own building to support their request.
New Technical Clarifications and CIRs are published on the NZGBC website at www.nzgbc.org.nz.

Areas Addressed by Each Credit
Unless stated otherwise, credits apply to the whole building, which includes all systems and facilities within
the building envelope.
Net Lettable Area (NLA)
Where it is stated that the credit applies to the ‘NLA’ of the building, this is defined as the office ‘Rentable
Area’ of the building but excludes
•
•
•
•
•

Toilets
External decks and balconies
Fire reel cupboards
Cleaners’ cupboards and
Lift lobbies.

All other areas within the Rentable Area must be included and may not be varied depending on relevance
to the credit. ‘Rentable Area’ is defined by the ‘Guide for the Measurement of Rentable Areas (2006)’
produced by the Property Institute and the Property Council of New Zealand.
This applies to the following credits
•
•
•
•
•

IEQ-4, IEQ-5, IEQ-6, IEQ-7, IEQ-8, IEQ-9, IEQ-12, IEQ-15
ENE-1, ENE-5, ENE-6
TRA-3
WAT-1 and
MAT-1, MAT-2, MAT-3, MAT-4.

Site
Where credits apply to the ‘site’ this refers to the area or land associated with the building. In most cases
this will be the legal site boundary. Where multiple buildings are developed on a single title site, a Credit
Interpretation Request should be submitted detailing the areas attributed to each building.
Whole Building
Where credits apply to the ‘Whole building’ this refers to all spaces types within the building. This generally
applies to services type credits or materials credits.

Introduction
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Base Building and Tenancy Fit-out Relationship
The intention of the Office Design & Built ratings is to reflect the improved environmental impact of office
base buildings, irrespective of the impact of the building’s tenancy fit-outs. The Office Interiors tool has
been developed specifically to rate the environmental impact of an office fit-out.
However this situation is complicated by the fact that buildings can be delivered as:
•
•
•
•

an integrated fit-out
a shell and core base building
a conventional delivery basis where tenants are secured during or after construction or
any combination thereof.

For the purposes of the Green Star Office tool, “base building” is defined as follows for all delivery models:
The building's primary structure; the building envelope (roof and facade) in whole or part; public circulation
and fire egress (lobbies, corridors, elevators and public stairs); and primary mechanical and supply
systems (e.g. electricity, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, water supply, drainage, gas) up to the
point of contact with individual occupant spaces and all toilet facilities owned by the base building owner.
This includes all carpet, paint, lighting etc, which is provided to public areas. It also includes any carpet,
paint, lighting, etc, to the Rentable Areas which are provided and owned by the base building owner.
In general credits can be achieved by demonstrating that:
1. The base building provides full capacity for the credit to be achieved.
o
e.g. For ‘IEQ-2 Ventilation Rates’ it must be demonstrated that the base building services can
deliver the required ventilation levels, and the tenant therefore has the capacity to achieve
these levels if they choose to use it.
2. There must be a commitment to re-instate the space to meet the credit if it has been (or will be)
altered by the fit-out via either
o
Providing make-good drawings which demonstrate achievement of credit, and a copy of the
lease conditions with the current tenant which include a requirement to return the space to the
make-good drawings OR
o
Providing relevant drawings which demonstrate achievement of credit, and a written
commitment from the base building owner that the space will be returned to meet the
drawings upon lease termination.
E.g. where the lighting in the base building design meets ‘IEQ-8 Electric Lighting Levels’, but
the tenant fit-out modifies this, the base building owner must provide evidence that it is a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant that they make-good the lighting upon lease
termination to meet the credit.
3. All relevant items must be owned by the base building owner to achieve each credit.
E.g. for ‘IEQ-6 Daylight Glare Control’, where the tenant installs and owns blinds which meet
the credit, the base building will not achieve the credit as the tenant is likely to take the blinds
upon lease termination.
All assessable area is assumed to be open plan, but the impact of all structural walls and columns on a
credit must be included. However, where it is simpler for documentation purposes, assessable area may
be modelled to include the tenant’s fit-out. Please note that IEQ-13 requires further justification when
including the tenant’s fit-out.
Lighting Credits
Projects which will install (for a Design rating) or have installed (for a Built rating) lighting as part of the
base building, will be eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built
documentation must be provided to demonstrate this as per the Compliance Requirements.
Projects which will not install (for a Design rating) or have not installed (for a Built rating) lighting as part of
the base building, will only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting credit. In this
case proof of a contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each
credit must be demonstrated.

Innovation Credits
The Innovation category is included as a way of encouraging, recognising and rewarding the spread of
innovative technologies, designs and processes for building applications that exceed Green Star NZ
requirements.
12
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Innovation points are awarded at the discretion of the NZGBC, and the points can be awarded in a variety
of combinations which are further explained within each credit. There is a maximum of five points available
in total within the Innovation Category.
To provide certainty to projects seeking to include innovative technologies, design and processes,
Innovation credits can be awarded prior to final certification being achieved. Project teams may submit
innovation credits at any stage once the project has been formally registered.
Two rounds of assessment of the Innovation credits are included in the base certification fee. Should a
project wish to have further Innovation submissions assessed a fee will be charged.

Materials Credits
When a building is certified by Green Star NZ, certain materials are able to receive credits. In order to
award credits for materials we rely on third part organisations to rate how “green” a product or material
item is.
Environmental Choice NZ (ECNZ) certified products and materials are recognised alongside those
products and materials that have an eco-label awarded by a certification body that has successfully
passed the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) Assessment Framework for Product Certification
Schemes. Please refer to the “Recognised Eco-labels” section on the NZGBC website for a list of all ecolabels currently recognised under Green Star.

Introduction
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Updates and Feedback
Green Star NZ tools are developed based on the best available scientific information. As more research is
undertaken into green building, Green Star NZ rating tools are updated to reflect new information,
practices, tools and references.
Some issues have not been addressed due to
•
•
•

The lack of a consistent, New Zealand based, and industry-accepted methodology and dataset
for demonstrating outcomes (e.g. embodied energy, Life Cycle Assessment)
The lack of clear benchmarks or guidelines relating to buildings (e.g. electro-magnetic radiation)
Lack of standards of measurement in New Zealand and availability of suppliers’ data (e.g.
material toxicity)

Feedback on Green Star NZ - Office 2009
The NZGBC encourages feedback on Green Star – Office Design & Built 2009. Please direct feedback to
greenstar@nzgbc.org.nz.
When providing feedback on more than one Green Star NZ credit, please convey comments in the form of
a Microsoft Excel table, two columns wide. The first column should list the credit number and the second
column the comment, as shown in the example following.

Name of relevant rating tool (e.g. Green Star – Office Design & Built 2009)
Credit Code

Comment

ENE-1

This credit could be improved by…

14
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Change Log
Credit reviews made to the 2009 tool are noted below. Green Star projects registered before the date of
implementation may choose to use the existing credit or the reviewed credit. Green Star projects
registered after the date of implementation must use the reviewed credit.
Credit

Latest Version

Change

Date of Implementation

MAT-4 PVC

2009.1 (Rev
2012)

Full credit review

March 2013

IEQ-3 Indoor Air
Quality

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

Deleted – points
moved to Materials
category

March 2015

IEQ-11 Electric
Lighting Levels

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

Full credit review

September 2014

MAT-3 Applied
Coatings

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

Full credit review
and incorporation of
IEQ-3 points.

March 2015

MAT-9 Floor
Coverings

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

Full credit review
and incorporation of
IEQ-3 points.

March 2015

MAT-J Adhesives and
Sealants

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

New credit
incorporates IEQ-3
points

March 2015

MAT-K Ceiling Tiles,
Engineered Wood
Products & Gypsum
Plasterboard

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

New credit
incorporates IEQ-3
points

March 2015

EMI-4 Watercourse
Pollution

2009.1 (Rev
2013)

Full credit review

September 2014

Introduction
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Authorisation and Disclaimer
The Green Star NZ environmental rating system for buildings (Green Star NZ) and the Green Star NZ –
Office Design & Built 2009 rating tool (Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009) have been developed
by the New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC).
Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 was developed for both the design and built phases of either
new office construction or base building refurbishment by project stakeholders, including design and
construction project team members, to evaluate the environmental initiatives and/or potential
environmental impact of commercial office buildings. As with all Green Star NZ rating tools, Green Star NZ
– Office Design & Built 2009 may be subject to further development in the future.
Green Star NZ and Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 have been developed with the assistance
and participation of representatives from many organisations. The views and opinions expressed have
been determined upon by the NZGBC and its committees.
Together, Green Star NZ, Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 and all accompanying
documentation represent the NZGBC’s approved standard to improve the environmental impact of
buildings using established and/or advanced industry principles, practices, materials and standards.
The NZGBC authorises you to view and use Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 for your individual
use only. In exchange for this authorisation, you agree that the NZGBC retains all copyright and other
proprietary notices rights contained in and in relation to Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 and
agree not to sell, modify, or use for another purpose the original tool or to reproduce, display or distribute
the tool in any way for any public or commercial purpose, including display on a website or in a networked
environment.
Unauthorised use of Green Star NZ and/or Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 will violate
copyright and other laws, and is prohibited. All text, graphics, layout and other elements of content
contained in Green Star NZ and its rating tools are owned by the NZGBC and are protected by copyright,
trade mark and other laws.
The NZGBC does not accept responsibility, including for negligence, for any inaccuracy within Green Star
NZ and/or its rating tools and makes no warranty, expressed or implied, including the warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, nor assumes any legal liability or responsibility to you
or any third parties for the accuracy, completeness, or use of, or reliance on, any information contained in
Green Star NZ and/or Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009, or for any injuries, losses or damages
(including, without limitation, equitable relief and economic loss) arising out of such use or reliance.
Green Star NZ and Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 are no substitute for professional advice.
You should seek your own professional and other appropriate advice on the matters addressed by them.
As a condition of use, you covenant not to sue, and agree to waive and release the NZGBC, its officers,
agents, employees and its members from any and all claims, demands and causes of action for any injury,
loss, destruction or damage (including, without limitation, equitable relief and economic loss) that you may
now or hereafter have a right to assert against such parties as a result of your use of, or reliance on, Green
Star NZ and/or Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009.
The NZGBC does not endorse or otherwise acknowledge uncertified Green Star NZ ratings. The NZGBC
offers a formal certification process for ratings of 4 Stars and above; this service provides for independent
third-party review of points claimed to ensure all points can be demonstrated to be achieved by the
provision of the necessary documentary evidence. The use of Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009
without formal certification by the NZGBC does not entitle the user or any other party to promote the Green
Star NZ rating achieved.
The application of Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009 to commercial office projects is encouraged
to assess and improve their environmental design attributes. No fee is payable to the NZGBC for such use,
however again formal recognition of the Green Star NZ rating – and the right to promote same – requires
undertaking the formal certification process offered by the NZGBC.
You are only authorised to proceed to use Green Star NZ and Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built 2009
on this basis.
All rights reserved.
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Category/Title

Credit No.

Points Available

Management
Green Star Accredited Professional

MAN-1

3

Commissioning - Clauses

MAN-2

3

Commissioning - Building Tuning

MAN-3

2

Commissioning - Commissioning Agent

MAN-4

1

Waste Management

MAN-5

3

Users' Guide

MAN-6

2

Environmental Management

MAN-7

2

TOTAL POINTS

16

Indoor Environment Quality
Base Ventilation Rates

IEQ-1

Conditional
Requirement

Ventilation Rates

IEQ-2

3

Indoor Air Quality

IEQ-3

5 (deleted 2013)

Air Change Effectiveness

IEQ-4

2

Tenant Exhaust Riser

IEQ-5

1

Thermal Comfort

IEQ-6

3

Thermal Comfort Control

IEQ-7

2

Daylight

IEQ-8

3

Daylight Glare Control

IEQ-9

1

External Views

IEQ-10

2

Electric Lighting Levels

IEQ-11

3

High Frequency Ballasts

IEQ-12

1

Internal Noise Levels

IEQ-13

2

TOTAL

23

Energy
Energy

ENE-1

Conditional
Requirement

CO2 emissions

ENE-2

20

Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control

ENE-3

1

Lighting

ENE-4

3

Lighting Control

ENE-5

3

Electrical Sub-metering

ENE-6

2

Peak Energy Demand Reduction

ENE-7

2
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TOTAL

31

Transport
Car Minimisation

TRA-1

2

Fuel Efficient Vehicles

TRA-2

2

Cyclist Facilities

TRA-3

3

Commuting Mass Transport

TRA-4

4

TOTAL

11

Water
Occupant Amenity Potable Water Efficiency

WAT-1

7

Water Meters

WAT -2

2

Landscape Irrigation Water Efficiency

WAT -3

1

Heat rejection water

WAT -4

2

TOTAL

12

Materials
Shell and Core or Integrated Fit out

MAT-1

3

Building Reuse

MAT -2

6

Applied Coatings

MAT -3

2

PVC

MAT -4

3

Thermal insulation

MAT -5

1

Timber

MAT -6

3

Concrete

MAT -7

3

Steel

MAT -8

3

Floor coverings

MAT -9

3

Recyclables Storage

MAT -10

2

Adhesives and Sealants

MAT-J

1

Ceiling Tiles, Engineered
Gypsum Plasterboard

Wood

Products

&

MAT-K
TOTAL

2
32

Land Use & Ecology
Ecological Value of Site

ECO-1

Conditional
Requirement

Re-use of Land

ECO -2

1

Reclaimed Contaminated Land

ECO -3

2

Change of Ecological Value

ECO -4

4

Topsoil and Fill Removal from Site

ECO -5

1

TOTAL

8

Emissions

Credit Summary Table
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Refrigerant ODP

EMI-1

1

Refrigerant GWP

EMI -2

1

Insulant ODP

EMI -3

1

Stormwater Management

EMI -4

3

Reduced Flow to Sewer

EMI -5

4

Light Pollution

EMI -6

1

Purge Control

EMI -7

1

Legionella

EMI -8

1

TOTAL

13

Innovation
Innovative Strategies and Technologies

INN-1

Exceeding Green Star Benchmarks

INN-2

Environmental Design Initiatives

INN-3

20
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Management

Management
The Credits within the Management category promote adopting environmental principles from project
inception, through design and construction phases, to commissioning, tuning and operation of the building
and its systems.
Management initiatives may include engaging a professional with a thorough understanding of green
building principles and Green Star; recycling demolition and construction waste; and managing
construction activities to minimise pollution and maximise soil and air quality protection. The building and
construction sector places high demands on the environment and globally accounts for 40 percent of
energy use; 40 percent of greenhouse gas emissions; 16 percent of fresh water withdrawals; and 25
1
percent of wood harvest . Implementation of appropriate strategies during the building‘s construction
phase can significantly reduce these figures.
Green Star rating tools aim to recognise and reward building elements which reduce the building‘s
environmental impact throughout its lifecycle. Since much of a building‘s impact is attributed to the
operational phase, proper commissioning and tuning can ensure that all systems meet their design
potential. Personnel training and ongoing information management are essential to enable building users
to contribute to the building‘s environmental performance. Green Star rewards project teams for developing
a comprehensive Building Users‘ Guide to inform the building owner, tenants and personnel of the
environmental features in the building and the requirements for their maintenance.
The Management category aims to highlight the importance of a holistic and thoroughly integrated
approach to the construction and operation of a building, with the intention of reducing overall
environmental impact.

1

―Sustainable Buildings Day: Summary Report‖, Auckland Sustainable Cities Programme, 2005,
http://www.sustainableauckland.govt.nz/ download/sustainable_buildings_day_with_presentations.pdf
(Accessed 2009)
Management
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MAN-1 Green Star NZ Accredited Professional
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the engagement of
Green Star NZ Accredited Professionals
(GSNZAP) who can assist with the integration of
Green Star NZ aims and processes.

3

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that professionals who can assist the
project team with the integration of Green Star NZ aims and processes throughout the design and
construction phases are part of the design and construction teams.
Two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that at least one participant in the design team is
a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional and is engaged to provide sustainability advice:
• Throughout the design and delivery period from the commencement of Concept Design (as defined in
the NZCIC guidelines).
One additional point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that a principal member of the
Contractor's on site team is a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional and is engaged from the
commencement of building construction.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, two points are awarded where it can
be demonstrated that a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional is engaged to provide
sustainability advice and co-ordinate the Green Star submission. The additional point is ‘Not Applicable’
and is excluded from the points available to calculate the Management Category Score. In this case,
type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
The Accredited Professional can be a different member of the team for different phases as long as each
Green Star NZ Accredited Professional individually meets the requirements of this credit and this role has
been fulfilled continually from the commencement of the project as defined above.
The NZGBC Assessors will seek to validate that the value to the project was not compromised by the
handover; projects must also provide a description of the handover procedures for all of the roles of the
original Green Star NZ Accredited Professional.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Letter of
appointment
OR
Fee Proposal and
acceptance of fee
proposal

A copy of the Green Star NZ Accredited Professional’s letter of appointment
that lists his/her scope of works for Design and Construction phases.
A fee proposal from the Green Star NZ Accredited Professional that lists his/her
scope of works.
The acceptance of the proposal is to confirm acceptance of this fee proposal
and the scope of works listed.

Where the additional point is claimed
 Extract from
Contract

22

Extracts from the contract where it is stipulated that a Green Star Accredited
Professional will be engaged as part of the Contractor’s on site construction
team from the commencement of building construction.
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MAN-1 Green Star NZ Accredited Professional

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Letter of
appointment
OR
Fee Proposal and
acceptance of fee
proposal

Copies of the Green Star NZ Accredited Professional’s letter of appointment
that lists his/her scope of works for Design and Built phases.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, scope of works
relates to the Green Star submission only.
Fee proposals from the Green Star NZ Accredited Professionals at Design and
Built phases that lists his/her scope of works.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, scope of works
relates to the Green Star submission only.
The acceptance of the proposals is to confirm acceptance of the fee proposal
and the scope of works listed.

Where the additional point is claimed
 Extract from
Contract

Extracts from the contract where it is stipulated that a Green Star Accredited
Professional will be engaged as part of the Contractor’s on site construction
team from the commencement of building construction.

Additional Guidance
If the Concept Design phase of a project commenced prior to the development of the Green Star NZ rating
system and the accompanying training, projects must demonstrate that at least one principal participant in
the design team was a Green Star Accredited Professional or was dedicated to becoming a GSNZAP
before the end of May 2008 and is engaged to provide sustainability advice throughout the design and
delivery period, and commencing prior to concept design.

Background
The inclusion of a Green Star NZ Accredited Professional into the project team from the earliest stages of
the project can enable the integration of both the principles of sustainable design and Green Star NZ
certification requirements into the project planning.
Projects seeking Green Star NZ certification will find it easier and more cost-effective to achieve
certification when this integration is a part of the project from the outset; the most important and costeffective decisions about green design will be made at the early design stages. It is the role of the Green
Star NZ Accredited Professional to understand the synergies and trade-offs of the various initiatives
recognised within Green Star NZ and how design and construction decisions may affect the project’s
certification.

References & Further Information
NZ Green Building Council
•

www.nzgbc.org.nz

Green Star NZ Accredited Professional Database
•

www.nzgbc.org.nz

New Zealand Construction Industry Council
•

www.nzcic.co.nz

Management
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MAN-2 Commissioning Clauses
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise improved building
services performance and energy efficiency due to
adequate commissioning and hand-over to the
building owner.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

3
MAN-3, MAN-4

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that:
• Comprehensive pre-commissioning, commissioning, and quality monitoring are contractually required
to be performed for all building services (BMS, mechanical, electrical and hydraulic) and for
completed and existing buildings, where the building has been commissioned in the last 2 years and
• The works outlined above are done in accordance with CIBSE Commissioning Codes or ASHRAE
Commissioning Guideline 1-1996 (for mechanical services only) and CIBSE Commissioning Codes
(for the other services).
One additional point is awarded where it is demonstrated that the design team and contractor are
required to transfer project knowledge to the building owner/manager through all of the following:
• Documented design intent
• As-built drawings
• Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual
• Commissioning Report and
• Training of building management staff.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, the additional point is awarded where
project knowledge has already been transferred to the building owner/manager. Please refer to the
Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current
Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
For most projects, the building services addressed by this credit are deemed to include HVAC, BMS,
hydraulic, electrical and fire protection.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Base building services as defined in the Introduction must be commissioned. Commissioning the whole
building, including the tenant’s fit-out will also comply with the credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Commissioning
specification
extract(s)

• Extract(s) from the design specification describing the project’s
commissioning requirements. Relevant items must be highlighted and

 Confirmation from
the building

Confirmation of the building owner’s commitment to incorporate the
commissioning requirements into the project in accordance with the

24

• Must be in exact accordance with CIBSE Commissioning Codes for all
services or ASHRAE Commissioning Guideline 1-1996 for the mechanical
and CIBSE Commissioning Codes for the other services.
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MAN-2 Commissioning Clauses

specifications.

Where the additional point is claimed
 Short report

Must outline the design intent and include the following items:
Building Services
• Description of its basic functions and intended operation and its conditional.
Each of the following systems must be covered:
o Ventilation
o Heating System
o Cooling System
o Electrical Systems
o Lighting and
o Domestic Hot Water (DHW).

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

The specifications must list the contractor’s requirements to provide the owner
with the following at building handover
• As-built/as-installed drawings
• The Commissioning Report and
• Training to ensure that building management staff have all the information
and understanding needed to efficiently operate and maintain the features
and systems in the building.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Extract(s) from
the
Commissioning
Report

• Must demonstrate compliance with CIBSE Commissioning Codes for all
services or the ASHRAE Commissioning Guideline 1-1996
for the
mechanical services and CIBSE Commissioning Codes for all other services
• Must include commissioning dates, records of all functional/commissioning
testing undertaken, list any future seasonal testing, and include a written list
of outstanding commissioning issues and
• Must include the outcomes and changes made to the building as a result of
the commissioning process, accounting for all of the recommendations.

Where the additional point is claimed
 Short Report

Must outline the design intent and must include the following items:
Building Services
• Basic functions and operations of the following systems
o Ventilation
o Heating System
o Cooling System
o Electrical Systems
o Lighting and
o Domestic Hot Water (DHW).
• Each referenced system must be accompanied by the
documentation
o Description of its intended operation and its conditions

following

 As-built
drawing(s)

Provide a complete set of as-built drawings for all mechanical, BMS, electrical
and hydraulic systems.

 Details of training
provided to
building
management
staff.

Confirmation that sufficient training is being or will be provided to ensure that
building managers or staff members have all the information and understanding
needed to efficiently operate and maintain the commissioned features and
systems of the building. The training provided must include at a minimum:
Information provided in the design intent report (including energy/

Management
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environmental features)
• Review of controls set up, programming, alarms and troubleshooting
• O&M manuals
• Building operation (start up, normal operation, unoccupied operation,
seasonal changeover, shutdown)
• Interactions between systems
• Measures that can be taken to optimise energy efficiency and conservation
• Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S) issues
• Maintenance requirements and sourcing replacements and
• Occupant satisfaction feedback.

Additional Guidance
Where appropriate, information transferred to the building owner may be in the form of a comprehensive
Building Users’ Guide (see MAN-6 ‘Users Guide’).
Whilst this is not required by the referenced standards, project teams are strongly encouraged to consider
the implications of commissioning on indoor air quality, e.g. through establishing an indoor air quality
commissioning plan at the design stage with specific provisions for ensuring that this plan is met during
and after commissioning.
ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996 - The HVAC Commissioning Process
The purpose of this guideline is to describe the commissioning process that will ensure heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems perform in conformity with design intent. The procedures, methods,
and documentation requirements in this guideline cover each phase of the commissioning process for all
types and sizes of HVAC systems, from pre-design through final acceptance and post-occupancy,
including changes in building and occupancy requirements after initial occupancy.
The guideline provides procedures for the preparation of documentation of
•
•
•
•

Owner's assumptions and requirements
Design intent, basis of design, and expected performance
Verification and functional performance testing and
Operation and maintenance criteria.

The guideline specifically details the process for
•
•

Conducting verification and functional performance testing and
Maintaining system performance to meet the current design intent after initial occupancy.

The guideline also includes a program for training of operation and maintenance personnel.
CIBSE Commissioning Code M: Commissioning Management
CIBSE Commissioning Code M presents current standards of good commissioning practice in the form of
recommendations and guidance. The Code acknowledges that it may be used in a variety of contractual
frameworks. Users will need to ensure that the use of the Code is considered when contractual
arrangements are being made, to ensure that the recommendations of the Code are not in conflict with
those of the contract. In particular, it is important that contractual arrangements make due allowance for
taking the needs of commissioning engineers into account during design stages and the time required to
properly commission building services systems.

Background
Commissioning is a vital stage of most construction projects. Effective commissioning can counteract the
above impediments and to ensure that the building fabric and services operate as intended by the design
team, in an efficient and effective way. Few buildings work as initially intended by their design teams. As
responsibility passes from the building owner to the architect, to the contractor(s), to the operator and the
maintenance team, there may be significant risks that processes go wrong, misunderstandings arise, and
for strategy to give way to practical expediency.
The successful transfer of building information at commissioning stage will allow:
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•

•
•

MAN-2 Commissioning Clauses

Building operators to understand in detail what they need to do to operate the facility and further
tune it to continuously improve and respond to changes in circumstance
Maintenance personnel to understand how to service the particular systems, not only for reliable
operations, but also for energy efficiency and conservation
Occupants to understand the limits within which they must function within to maintain the design
performance and
Future modifiers to understand the design basis for the building and the systems so that these
are not compromised by any changes.

Building Information Technology (IT) system
The effectiveness of the building’s Information Technology (IT) system is as good as its design.
Utilising the system integration skills of the building IT provider upfront, within the development team, will
assist in making the most effective use of the building IT system. By capitalising on open system
technologies the building owner benefits from the overall cost efficiencies offered by integration and
demonstrates a commitment to system accountability. A properly designed building IT system is simpler to
audit and fine-tune.
Considering building IT at the planning stage of the development has several benefits including:
•
•

•

Demonstrating a commitment by the developer to provide a building where performance may be
simply audited and reported
Pre-commissioning and commissioning stages for the building services that are more effective,
as the system becomes a valuable tool to fine-tuning the building’s performance. An integrated
system may give the user an holistic view of the building’s performance, allowing the user to see
the effects of one system on another and
The reduced cost and increased environmental benefit of utilising open technologies. By their
design, these systems require less hardware and cabling to be installed thereby offering
efficiencies in installation, hardware cost and space requirements.

References & Further Information
AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air-Conditioning and Heating)
•

www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, U.S.)
•
•
•
•
•

ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996 -- The HVAC Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org/publications/page/683
ASHRAE Handbook New Building Commissioning
ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005, The Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CIBSE Commissioning Code A: Air Distribution Systems
CIBSE Commissioning Code B: Boilers
CIBSE Commissioning Code C: Automatic Controls
CIBSE Commissioning Code L: Lighting
CIBSE Commissioning Code M: Management
CIBSE Commissioning Code R: Refrigeration
CIBSE Commissioning Code W: Water Distribution Systems
www.cibse.org
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MAN-3 Building Tuning
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise improved energy
efficiency and comfort within the building when
occupied in all seasons, due to adequate
commissioning.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

2
MAN-2, MAN-4

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where:
• The building owner implements at least a 12 month tuning period of all building systems commencing
once the assessable area is either 90% occupied or within 6 months after practical completion or recommissioning, whichever comes first
• A relevant member of the design team is involved in the tuning process
• Monthly monitoring is undertaken and the outcomes are reported to the building owner quarterly for
the 12 month tuning period and
• A Building Tuning Report on the outcomes of the tuning process is provided to the building owner and
made available to the design team.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, all design team requirements are not
applicable to this credit. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
The building tuning process must include
•
•
•

Verification that systems are performing to their design potential during all variations in climate
and occupancy
Optimisation of time schedules to best match occupant needs and system performance and
Alignment of the systems operation to the attributes of the built space they serve.

In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure it is demonstrated that the project design reflects the
commitment to building tuning and that the owner endorses this commitment. A feedback process must
also be established.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Including a requirement for a minimum 12-month building tuning period
which includes no less than monthly monitoring, quarterly reviews and
reporting in accordance with design intent documentation from the design
team with a Building Tuning Report generated for the building owner and
Listing the roles and responsibilities of the various parties to be involved
during this period.

 Confirmation from
the building
owner

The incorporation of building tuning outcomes into the project and
A feedback report generated by the building tuning team, reviewed by the
design team member and made available to the other project team
members.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, all design team requirements are not
applicable to this credit.
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 Building tuning
contract with the
contractor

MAN-3 Building Tuning

• Must show the scope, timeframe, milestones, and deliverables of the
building tuning process
• Must be signed by the building owner and the contractor and
• Specifying a twelve-month tuning period in accordance with the credit
criteria and
• Specifying quarterly reviews and
• Must stipulate that a Building Tuning Report be generated by the building
tuning team, and reviewed by the relevant design team member, once the
building tuning process has been finalised. This Report must subsequently
be made available to the building owner and other project team members.

 Building tuning
contract with the
relevant design
team member

• Must show the scope, timeframe, milestones and deliverables of the building
tuning process
• Must be signed by the building owner and the relevant design team
professional and
• Specifying a twelve-month tuning period in accordance with the credit
criteria and
• Specifying quarterly reviews and
• Must stipulate that a Building Tuning Report be generated by the building
tuning team, and reviewed by the relevant design team member, once the
building tuning process has been finalised. The Report must subsequently
be made available to the building owner and other project team members.

Background
Commissioning has traditionally been undertaken in a limited period of time at the end of the project, when
there is often no or little budget left. It is done with the ambient climatic conditions at the time and usually
with the building unoccupied.
The aim of this credit is to promote better building tuning by ensuring that the time and cost implications
are accounted for during the design phase. The benefits of a 12-month commissioning period include
•
•
•

Verifying that systems are performing at their optimum efficiency during all climatic variations for
the occupied building
Providing an opportunity for the systems to be tuned to optimise time schedules to best match
occupant needs and system performance and
Aligning the systems operation to the attributes of the built space it serves.

References & Further Information
AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air-Conditioning and Heating)
•

www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, U.S.)
•
•
•
•
•

ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996 -- The HVAC Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org/publications/page/683
ASHRAE Handbook New Building Commissioning
ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005, The Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CIBSE Commissioning Code A: Air Distribution Systems
CIBSE Commissioning Code B: Boilers
CIBSE Commissioning Code C: Automatic Controls
CIBSE Commissioning Code L: Lighting
CIBSE Commissioning Code M: Management
CIBSE Commissioning Code R: Refrigeration
CIBSE Commissioning Code W: Water Distribution Systems
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MAN-4 Independent Commissioning Agent
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the appointment of
an independent commissioning agent.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

MAN-2, MAN-3

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where an Independent Commissioning Agent has been appointed to:
• Monitor and verify the commissioning of all building systems
• Provide commissioning advice to the building owner and
• Provide commissioning advice to the design team OR for Existing Buildings where there is no Current
Refurbishment, to the commissioning contractor. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
The Independent Commissioning Agent must meet the following criteria
•
•
•

Be suitably qualified or experienced (i.e. be a registered professional engineer or qualified
technician with relevant, documented working knowledge of either designing or commissioning
the type of HVAC, hydraulic, electrical and fire suppression systems used in the project)
May not be an employee of any design, contractor or sub-contractor organisation that has been
involved in the installation of the commissioned systems
Be an objective advocate of the building owner, with the following responsibilities
o Be engaged by, and report directly to the building owner
o Provide commissioning advice to the project team from at the latest before the release of
tender documentation through construction and practical completion of the project, interacting
with the team throughout all stages of construction
o Review the basis of design and design intent
o Develop and direct the commissioning process that covers the following wherever present: air
distribution systems, boilers, automatic controls, lighting, refrigeration systems and water
distribution systems
o Set target requirements in the contract documents to ensure implementation of selected
commissioning measures
o Coordinate with the building owner, design team and contractor throughout the
commissioning, testing and adjustment phases
o Observe, review and approve results of all testing undertaken by the contractor
o Monitor and verify the commissioning of all systems
o Prepare the final commissioning report including recommendations to the building owner on
the performance of commissioned building systems and
o Be involved in the quarterly fine-tuning process.

For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, all project and design team requirements
are not applicable to this credit.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
30
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Base building services as defined in the Introduction must be commissioned. Commissioning the whole
building, including the tenant’s fit-out will also comply with the credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Summary table

Listing the companies involved in the works and their respective roles.

 Letter of
appointment
OR

Letter of appointment by the building owner of the independent commissioning
agent
• Must state that the commissioning agent is an objective advocate of the
building owner and
• Must include the responsibilities for the commissioning agent outlined in this
credit.

 Written
commitment from
the building
owner

Written commitment from the building owner to appoint such an agent - which
lists the responsibilities of the agent - will be sufficient where an agent has not
yet been selected.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Summary table

Listing the companies involved in the works and their respective roles.

 Extract(s) from
the
Commissioning
Report

Extract(s) from the Commissioning Report summarising the major findings and
recommendations of the commissioning process.

Additional Guidance
The primary goal of the commissioning agent is to independently identify system deficiencies as early in
the project as possible and track their status until they are corrected.

Background
See MAN-2 and MAN-3.

References & Further Information
AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air-Conditioning and Heating)
•

www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, U.S.)
•
•
•
•
•

ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996 -- The HVAC Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org/publications/page/683
ASHRAE Handbook New Building Commissioning
ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005, The Commissioning Process
www.ashrae.org

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CIBSE Commissioning Code A: Air Distribution Systems
CIBSE Commissioning Code B: Boilers
CIBSE Commissioning Code C: Automatic Controls
CIBSE Commissioning Code L: Lighting
CIBSE Commissioning Code M: Management
CIBSE Commissioning Code R: Refrigeration
CIBSE Commissioning Code W: Water Distribution Systems
www.cibse.org
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MAN-5 Waste Management
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise management
practices that minimise the amount of construction
and demolition waste going to disposal.

3

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the contractor will provide and implement
a comprehensive waste management plan AND contract provisions require the contractor to re-use
and/or recycle construction and demolition waste as follows:
• One point where ≥ 30% of waste by weight is re-used or recycled
• Two points where ≥ 50% of waste by weight is re-used or recycled
• Three points where ≥ 70% of waste by weight is re-used or recycled.
Records must be kept by the contractor to demonstrate the actual percentage of waste recycled by
weight and these must be reported to the client quarterly.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if the Current Refurbishment has a
contract value under $50,000, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available
used to calculate the Management Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
Also refer to Additional Guidance.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
This credit refers to the re-use and/or recycling of construction and demolition waste relating to the base
building as defined in the Introduction.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where the principal building contract has been awarded
 Extract(s) from
the contract(s)

Between the contractor and either the developer or the building owner
stipulating in the body of the contract the full criteria for reuse/recycling of the
stated proportion of construction and demolition waste; the exact provisions of
the Credit Criteria must be found in the body (rather than Appendices) of the
document (Refer to Additional Guidance).

Where the principal building contract has not yet been awarded
 Extract(s)
from
tender
documentation

32

Extract(s) from the tender documentation requiring the recycling of the stated
proportion of construction and demolition waste by the contractor and subcontractors; the exact provisions of the Credit Criteria must be found in the
body (rather than Appendices) of the document.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

From the contractor confirming compliance with the Credit Criteria by
summarising the total amount of demolition and construction waste generated,
how it was reused/recycled, and indicating the total percentage of the waste
diverted from landfill.

 Quarterly waste
reports OR

Quarterly waste reports for the entire duration of construction works issued to
the building owner, referencing appended receipts and any other appropriate
records (e.g. evidence of reuse), stating the total amount (by mass) of waste
generated and the percentage reused or recycled.

REBRI Waste
Transfer Forms

REBRI Waste Transfer Forms for all waste removal from the site.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings
 Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that the base
building has or will not undergo any works with contract value over $50,000
during the Current Refurbishment period.

Additional Guidance
Bulk Recycling
Off-site sorting is not acceptable unless certification is provided for each component of each bin removed,
to prove what the content was. This should be provided in the form of a schedule listing content type and
weight.
If a sub-contractor is engaged to sort and recycle construction waste on the project’s
behalf and does it on a ‘bulk’ basis, not on a project basis, the credit can be claimed if the sub-contractor
can provide evidence of diverting the percentage of waste on average.
Measurement by Volume
If waste is measured by volume rather than mass, the contractor must convert the results to mass and the
calculations and conversion factors chosen must be submitted. In this circumstance, the NZGBC
Assessors will evaluate the veracity of the conversion factors and processes as well as compliance with
the Credit Criteria.
Exclusions
Any waste that is not normally sent to landfill is not addressed by this credit, such as soil (from land
clearing and excavation activities) or waste that legally must be withheld from general construction waste
(such as asbestos).
Common Materials and Reuses
Numerous building materials and components can be recovered or recycled. Common materials and reuses include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bricks and concrete used for clean-fill
Timber to be salvaged for new structural or material use; timber waste ground into mulch or
garden compost
Crushed concrete used as road-base
Plasterboard crushed for soil conditioner or for use in the manufacture of new plasterboard
Steel, aluminium and other metals for reuse in the manufacture of new metal products
Foam insulation and packaging for new insulation or soft structural forms
Pallets for reuse
Clean plastic from packaging for new packaging materials
Carpet and ceiling tiles may be taken back for reconditioning/recycling by the manufacturer
Light fixtures for cleaning and reuse
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Furniture for refurbishing and reuse and
Crushed tiles for paving or landscape decoration.

Construction and Demolition Waste
The collection of waste for recycling must come from all construction, demolition and land clearing
activities carried out on the project.
Contract between Builder and Owner
The contract between the builder and the owner should include commitments for the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The establishment of an on-site waste management area for sorting and segregating waste
Identification of appropriate waste sub-contractors for recycling, the costs for collection, and
timing of collection service
Participation in waste minimisation training for contractors and sub-contractors
A published waste minimisation plan for all contractors to reduce on-site waste to landfill by a
specified percentage and
Provision for colour-coded and clearly marked containers for various materials
Records must be kept by the contractor to demonstrate the actual percentage of waste recycled,
including weight and volume of all wastes leaving the site and the destination and/or name of
recycler/waste hauler
The provision of waste skips or bins at the waste storage area must be made for each of the
following materials (some of these may be in combined skips provided evidence is provided to
demonstrate that the waste contractor will separate these materials off-site)
o Cardboard
o Timber
o Metal
o Soft plastic
o Polystyrene
o Insulation
o Concrete
o Glass and
o Bricks.

Background
It has been estimated by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) that the
construction industry contributes approximately 40% of all waste going to landfill. This is despite the fact
that much of the waste can be considered as a valuable resource and re-used or recycled. A 1997
Auckland study showed that by simply sorting construction industry bin waste, it was (and still likely is)
feasible to reduce the amount by 50-55%, using off the shelf equipment and technology.
Waste management on building sites is becoming increasingly common. As the availability of suitable land
for landfill diminishes, landfill costs increase and concerns about the environmental implications of waste
become more widespread, re-use and recycling practices will increase.
Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries (REBRI) is a New Zealand initiative specifically
developed to address construction related waste. Its purpose is to promote, advocate, and assist resource
efficiency measures in the building and related industries. REBRI grew from a collaborative effort in 1995
between the Auckland Regional Council, BRANZ and the Auckland City Council (with some funding by the
Ministry for the Environment). It now is an extensive resource for the building industry, with research,
demonstration projects, sorting trials, guidelines, information papers, checklists, market development and
product stewardship resources – all available as free downloads.

References & Further Information
REBRI
•

www.rebri.org.nz

Ministry for the Environment
•
34

www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/waste/construction-demo/
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EcoRecycle Victoria
•

www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au

Resource Smart – for Businesses
•

http://www.resourcesmart.vic.gov.au/for_businesses.html

NSW Department of Environment and Conservation
•

www.environment.nsw.gov.au/index.htm

Environment Australia Waste Wise Construction Program
•

www.ea.gov.au/industry/waste/construction/wastewise/

Onsite – Minimising Construction Waste, Maximising Competitiveness
•

http://onsite.rmit.edu.au/

Department of Environment and Climate Change Recycling and Waste
•

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/warr/index.htm/

Department of the Environment and Heritage WasteWise Construction Program
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/archive/settlements/industry/construction/wastewise/index.html

OECD, 2003 (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) Environmentally
Sustainable Buildings: Challenges and Policies
•

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/19/5/2715115.pdf

Queensland Department of Public Works Waste Management Strategic Plan
•

www.publicworks.qld.gov.au/pdf/waste%20management%20strategic%20plan%202002.pdf
(Accessed November 2007)

Sustainability Victoria
•

www.sustainability.vic.gov.au
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MAN-6 Users’ Guide
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise information
management that enables building users to
optimise
the
building’s
environmental
performance.

2

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where:
Two User Guides for the building are developed and made available to the building owner and a
communication strategy is produced outlining how the Tenant Users’ Guide (TUG) will be communicated
to building users, as follows:
• A Building Users’ Guide (BUG) which provides detailed information for building managers on the
environmental features of the building
• Tenant Users’ Guide (TUG) which provides accessible information for building occupants and tenants
representatives on the environmental features of the building and
• A Communication Strategy outlining how the information in the TUG will be communicated with
building occupants.
Both User Guides must address all of the areas listed in the Compliance Requirements.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, the points are awarded where the User
Guides and Communication Strategy have already been transferred to the building owner. Please refer
to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current
Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
Information on the following should be included in the two User Guides
•
Energy and Environmental Strategy
•
Monitoring and Targeting
•
Building Services
•
Transport Facilities
•
Materials and Waste Policy
•
Expansion/ Re-fit Consideration
•
General Information and References
See Additional Guidance for further details.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
The Building Users Guide is to address all areas relating to the base building as defined in the
Introduction, and as set out in this credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Extract(s) from
the contract
OR
specification(s)
36

Extracts from the contract(s) OR specification(s) where it is stipulated that the
project team will produce and transfer to the building owner upon project
completion a Building Users’ Guide, Tenant Users’ Guide and Communication
Strategy.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Building Users’
Guide

A complete Building Users’ Guide which includes all the information outlined
above in this credit be provided for assessment

 Tenant Users’
Guide

A complete Tenant Users’ Guide which includes all the information outlined in
this credit must be provided for assessment.

 Communication
Strategy

Communication Strategy outlining how the information in the TUG will be
communicated with building occupants.

Additional Guidance
The provision of a building Operations and Maintenance (O&M) manual does not meet this requirement.
The O&M manual typically only provides the detailed specialist information required by building managers
and maintenance staff/contractors.
The BUG and TUG should outline information as stated below
Energy and Environmental Strategy
Information on energy-efficient features and strategies in relation to the building including an overview of
the potential savings – stated for economic and environmental impact – to building users and occupants.
Monitoring and Targeting
Energy and water targets and benchmarks for the building and tenancy as well as a metering and submetering strategy and details on how to read, record and present meter readings.
Building Services
A description of the basic function and operation of the following, with simplified system diagrams and
explanation of energy saving features, Ventilation, Heating system, Cooling system, Electrical systems,
Lighting and Hydraulic and Fire systems.
Information regarding the removal or dismantling of installed plant and equipment (for example any special
arrangements for lifting, order or any other special instructions for dismantling etc).
Health & Safety information about equipment provided for cleaning or maintaining the plant and equipment
installed.
The nature, location and markings of significant services, including underground cables, gas supply
equipment, fire-fighting services etc.
Information and as-built drawings of the structure, its plant and equipment (for example, the means of safe
access to and from service voids, fire doors and compartmentalization etc).
Transport Facilities
Car-parking requirements including details of the provision of cycling facilities, conditions of access and
appropriate use should be included. If applicable, also include local public transport information, maps and
timetables, and information or links on alternative methods of transport to the workplace (e.g. carpooling).
Materials and Waste Policy
Information on recycling including what can be recycled, where the recycling storage area are, and
schedules for waste/ recycling removal. Include instructions on proper use for less common practices such
as composting.
Expansion/ Re-fit Consideration
A list of environmental recommendations for consideration, highlighting in particular the areas covered in
the Building Users’ Guide and Green Star NZ (i.e. use of environmentally friendly materials, re-use of other
materials, exhausts for printing/ photocopying rooms, etc).
References
Links to relevant information including websites, publications, and organisations pertaining to energy and
water conservation, efficient building operation, indoor air quality/ sick building syndrome, environmentally
friendly design features, etc.
Management
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Communication Strategy
The Communication Strategy should outline how the information in the guides will be communicated to the
building users (eg. through information on internal website, building tours, new staff inductions).

Background
The Building Users’ Guide is intended to facilitate the building occupants’ understanding and provide
details of the everyday operation of the building and the systems occupants will encounter.
The aim of the credit is to ensure that design features are used efficiently and that changes to office space
are managed in the most environmentally appropriate manner.
This credit is aimed at management personnel, building occupants and tenant representatives who make
facilities management decisions and who monitor internal facility performance against environmental
measures. This information is to be passed on to the personnel making those management decisions and
performing facility review, so that they are aware of the environmental impacts of the building and the
tenancies.

References & Further Information
The following websites and manuals provide guidance on the type of information that could be included in
the Building Users’ Guide.
General
•

www.greenoffice.org.nz/

Energy
•
•

Victoria Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit
http://www.resourcesmart.vic.gov.au/for_businesses.htm

The Carbon Trust
•

www.carbontrust.co.uk/

The Chartered Institute of Building Services Engineers
•

www.CIBSE.org

Australian Building Greenhouse Rating
•

www.abgr.com.au/

EECA
•

www.eeca.govt.nz

Waste
•
•

REBRI – Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries
www.rebri.org.nz

Materials
•
•
•

www.enviro-choice.org.nz
www.ecospecifier.org
www.greenbuild.co.nz

Tenancy Guidelines
•
•

Queensland Government – Ecologically Sustainable Office Fit-out Guideline
www.build.qld.gov.au

Green Leases
•
•
•

http://www.60lgreenbuilding.com/grnlease.htm
http://www.lcca.co.uk/upload/pdf/Green_Lease_Workshop_Presentation_12_9_07.pdf
Centre for Research in the Built Environment UK

Green Leases and Building Management
•

38

http://www.greenleases-uk.co.uk/
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Sustainable Government Buildings in New Zealand - Green or Performance based Leases
•

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/sus-dev/sustainable-government-buildingsjun07/html/page10.html

Green Lease Guide for Commercial Office Tenants
•
•

A collaboration of the City of Melbourne, City of Sydney, Department of Environment and
Conservation NSW, et al
http://eco-efficiency.management.dal.ca/Files/Green_Lease_Guide.pdf
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Man-7 Environmental Management
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the adoption of a
formal environmental management system in line
with established guidelines during construction.

2

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded for either:
• An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) implemented by the contractor which is a
comprehensive, project-specific Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for the works in
accordance with Section 4 of the NSW Environmental Management System guidelines 1998 or
2007
OR
• If the Contractor has valid ISO14001 Environmental Management System (EMS) accreditation
applicable to the construction of the building prior to and throughout the project.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if the Current Refurbishment has a
contract value under $50,000, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available
used to calculate the Management Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
Submission Checklist: Design Phase
Where the principle building contract has been awarded:
 Extract(s) from
contract(s)
between the
contractors and
either the
developer or
building

Stipulating in the body of the contract(s) the requirement for the provision and
implementation of a comprehensive EMP for the works in accordance with
Section 4 of the NSW Environmental Management System (EMS) guidelines
1998 or Section 3 of the NSW Environmental Management System guidelines
2007; the exact provision of the Credit Criteria must be found in the body
(rather than Appendices) of the contract document.
OR
Stipulating in the body of the contract the requirement for the main contractor to
have either ISO 14001 accreditation or Diamond Level Enviro-Mark NZ
Certification applicable to the construction of the building prior to and through
the project.

Where the principle building contract has not yet been awarded:
 Extract(s) from
the tender
documentation

Stipulating the requirement for the provision and implementation of a
comprehensive EMP for the works in accordance with Section 4 of the NSW
Environmental Management System (EMS) guidelines 1998 or Section 3 of the
NSW Environmental Management System guidelines 2007; the exact provision
of the Credit Criteria must be found in the body (rather than Appendices) of the
contract document.
OR
Stipulating the requirement for the main contractor to have ISO 14001
accreditation applicable to the construction of the building prior to and through
the project and specifying that a copy of the certificate is to be included in their
tender response.

40
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OR
Stipulating the requirement for the main contractor to have Diamond Level
Enviro-Mark NZ certification applicable to the construction of the building prior
to and through the project

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Environmental
Management
Plan

A comprehensive, project-specific EMP, clearly demonstrating compliance with
the requirements of Section 4 of the NSW Environmental Management System
guidelines 1998 or 2007

 Confirmation of
subcontractor
adherence to
ISO14001
requirements

Documentation included with the Environmental Management System or
Project EMP showing that any subcontractors relevant to the project have
adhered to applicable ISO14001 requirements. OR Contractor Diamond Level
Enviro-Mark NZ Certificate that is current and valid, demonstrating that an
appropriate EMS is operating for the specific project.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings
 Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that the base
building has or will not undergo any works with contract value over $50,000
during the Current Refurbishment period.

Additional Guidance
Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
The commitment to future provision of the EMP does not meet the Credit Criteria. The EMP must be fully
comprehensive and project-specific. The NZGBC expects that where an EMP has been correctly
implemented, an internal audit trail tracking compliance will be evident to ensure that there is ongoing
compliance during construction. A large amount of the documentation may be required to demonstrate
compliance with this credit.
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) Certification
It is important to distinguish between an environmental strategy that is applied to the organisation or
project team undertaking the work versus a site-specific Environmental Management Plan (EMP) that
establishes environmental objectives and actions for the site works. In this case, ISO14001 is a
requirement of the contractor. It is up to the contractor to check whether or not their certificate is still valid.
ISO14001 Alternatives
In smaller organisations below 30 staff, simple tools other than ISO14001 are acceptable where the results
are externally available to customers and the public and internally to staff and other building occupants. An
external Auditors report confirming evidence of its effective use must be provided to achieve the credit.
All systems are to follow the basic stages of top level commitment, identification of impacts, review, target
setting, action plan, monitoring and reporting. The process is to be frequent and ongoing. Any of these
must set out the following
•
•
•
•
•

A degree of high level commitment
Key responsibilities are to be spelt out with names attached
Key environmental impacts are to be identified and prioritised as part of a review process
Targets are to be set and an action plan established and
Monitoring is to be carried out, with the reporting of this monitoring to senior management.

Management
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Background
Construction and demolition are responsible for significant impacts, especially at the local level.
These arise from site disturbance, pollution, construction waste, and water and energy use.
It is important that responsibility is taken for creating and executing management procedures to minimise
or avoid these impacts. ISO14001 is applicable worldwide and provides management tools for
organisations or project teams to control their environmental impacts and to improve their environmental
performance. These tools can provide significant tangible economic benefits, including
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced raw material/resource use
Reduced energy consumption
Improved process efficiency
Reduced waste generation and disposal costs and
Utilisation of recoverable resources.

References & Further Information
Environmental management systems - Requirements with guidance for use Available from
Standards New Zealand
•

AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004

Department of the Environment and Heritage Model Environmental Management System for
Commonwealth Agencies
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/government/ems/publications/model.html

International Organization for StandardizationISO14001 - Environmental management systems
•

www.iso.org

Department of Commerce Buildings and Infrastructure: Environmental Services
www.dpws.nsw.gov.au
Property Council of Australia
•

www.propertyoz.com.au/ (search under ‘environmental management systems’)

NSW Environmental Management Systems Guidelines (2nd edition 2007); and Olympic
Coordination Authority Environmental Management Plan – Checklist C1
•
•
•

www.dpws.nsw.gov.au/NR/rdonlyres/etgo5moyf6rgnx6poj6gcds233pgz2whi66cewtxmuhb7rhwsu
mmfvhmhojqkwto3yiwdg4mvq2hljfezxlujvyc4jg/Environmental+Management+Systems+Guideline
s+Edition+2.doc
First edition 1998
http://www.managingprocurement.commerce.nsw.gov.au/nsw_government_guidelines/ems_guid
elines.pdf

Heating and Venting Contractors Association (HVCA)
•
•

http://www.b-espublications.co.uk/
https://shop.welplan.co.uk/catalog/index.php

Property Council of Australia
•

www.propertyoz.com.au/data/brain/fs_brainframe.htm
management systems’)

(search

under

‘environmental

Environment Australia Model Environmental Management System for Commonwealth Agencies
•
•
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Indoor Environment Quality
Each of the Credits within the Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) category targets the wellbeing of building
occupants by encouraging a healthy indoor environment.
Credits address how the HVAC system, lighting, indoor air pollutants, and some building attributes
contribute to a high indoor environmental quality. Comfort factors addressed within this category include
external views, individual climate control and noise levels. Health issues such as minimisation of indoor
VOCs, asbestos, formaldehyde emissions and mould prevention are also addressed in this category. The
IEQ Credits aim to balance other Green Star categories since a reduction in energy consumption could
easily be achieved at the expense of indoor comfort, such as limited occupant access to outside air.
Occupant comfort is vital and should not be compromised.
IEQ is a critical element of healthy buildings as we spend a significant portion of our time indoors. Poor
2
IEQ is considered to be the principal cause of Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) which, according to the
3
Environmental Protection Agency , may have an annual price tag of billions of dollars in lost productivity
4
and even more in health sector costs globally. The Value Case for Sustainable Building in New Zealand
suggests that in poor IEQ spaces there is a 5 to 15 percent loss in terms of productivity, through higher
levels of sickness and absence, and lower quality work. The World Health Organization Committee reports
that up to 30 percent of new and refurbished buildings globally may suffer from Sick Building Syndrome.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development‘s Sustainable Buildings Project Report of
1998 confirmed that health problems resulting from indoor air pollution have become one of the most acute
environmental problems related to building activities. The known health effects of indoor pollutants (such
as VOCs, Formaldehydes, and Lead) include asthma and cancer, as well as impaired vision, hearing,
5
intelligence, learning, and impacts on the cardiovascular system .
The IEQ category in Green Star addresses the indoor environment quality and rewards project teams
which design buildings and workspaces that provide comfortable and healthy spaces to increase occupant
wellbeing.

2

―Sick Building Syndrome‖, Standing Commitee on Public Works, April 2001
http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/PARLMENT/Committee.nsf/0/c73bb66b35386533ca256aa800075
41d/$FILE/5207%20Sick%20Building%20Syndrome%20Report.pdf (Accessed February 2009)
3

―An Office Building Occupant‘s Guide to Indoor Air Quality” United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), August 2007, http://www.epa.gov/iaq/pubs/occupgd.html (Accessed March 2009)
4

―Value Case for Sustainable Building in New Zealand‖, Ministry for the Environment, February 2006,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/sus-dev/value-case-sustainable-building-feb06/html/index.html
(Accessed March 2009)
5

―Healthy Buildings, Healthy People: A Vision for the 21st Century‖, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, October 2001, http://www.epa.gov/iaq/hbhp/hbhptoc.html (Accessed February 2009)
IEQ
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IEQ-1 Base Ventilation Rates
Points:

Conditional

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the provision of good
base building ventilation rates.

Related Credits:

IEQ-2

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
It is a Conditional Requirement for obtaining a Green Star NZ Certified Rating that the base building
must meet current New Zealand Building Code (NZBC) requirements for ventilation.

Compliance Requirements
Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For New Buildings or Existing Buildings with Current Refurbishments that require a Building Consent for
ventilation:
 Consent number
OR

As provided for Local Authority consent.

Producer
statement OR
Peer review
document.
For Existing Buildings with no Current Refurbishment or a Current Refurbishment that does not require a
Building Consent for ventilation:
For mechanically ventilated buildings:
 Summary table

Demonstrating that for each area served by an AHU, the requirements of the
credit for the points claimed are met.

 Mechanical
design drawings

Showing the minimum outside supply air to each area and indicating the
assessable area served by each AHU.

 Commissioning
report – Built
Phase only

Showing minimum fresh air rates served by each AHU.

For naturally ventilated buildings:
 Schedule of
ventilation
openings
OR
Empirical
calculation(s)
OR

Empirical calculations to be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities to
demonstrate compliance with AS 1668.2-2002.

Computer
modelling report

To be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities demonstrating that the
design meets the intent of the AS 1668.2-2002.

 Commissioning
report – Built
Phase only

44

Listing the opening sizes and floor area for each naturally ventilated area
demonstrating that the deemed-to-comply requirements of NZBC requirements
are met.

Confirming that the as-installed system functions correctly and demonstrating
its capacity to respond to user controls.
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Additional Guidance
The NZBC and its associated documentation set minimum requirements for air-handling systems for
preventing an excess accumulation of airborne contaminants or objectionable odours. It does not cover
other requirements associated with comfort, such as temperature, humidity, air movement or noise.

Background
New Zealanders spend over 90% of their time indoors, and much of New Zealand’s GDP is generated in
closed offices. Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) is critical to productivity, workplace satisfaction and selfreported worker wellbeing. Fanger (1999) has estimated that the overall performance of office tasks is
estimated to increase by 1.9% for every two-fold increase in ventilation rate at constant pollution load.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that up to 30% of new and remodelled buildings
worldwide may be subject to excessive complaints related to indoor air quality. Employers, building
owners, product manufacturers, engineers, architects and builders are all at risk of litigation arising from
claims based on indoor air pollution and poor IEQ.
Clearly there is a balance to be struck between providing adequate fresh air in recirculation systems to
dilute contaminants and the loss/gain of heat with the resulting increased energy consumption needed to
maintain comfort levels.
Although Green Star NZ aims all credits above Building Code compliance, it is important in this case to
ensure NZBC compliance for buildings going for a Green Star NZ rating but not required to go through
building consent.

References & Further Information
Compliance document for NZBC Clause G4 Ventilation
•

www.dbh.govt.nz/UserFiles/File/Publications/Building/Compliance-documents/G4-ventilation.pdf

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•
•

AIRAH Technical Handbook 3rd Edition
www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
•
•

IEQ

ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook 1997
www.ashrae.org
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IEQ-2 Ventilation Rates
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the provision of
increased outside air rates, in order to promote a
healthy indoor environment.

3

Related Credits:

IEQ-1

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded if the minimum outside air is provided at rates better than the current
requirements of the NZBC or if natural ventilation is provided as follows:
Mechanically Ventilated Buildings
Up to three points are awarded where for 90% of the assessable area, outside air is provided at rates
greater than the requirements of the NZBC as follows:
• One point is awarded for a 50% improvement on NZBC requirements
• Two points are awarded for a 100% improvement on NZBC requirements and
• Three points are awarded for a 150% improvement on NZBC requirements.
Naturally Ventilated Buildings
Three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that 90% of the assessable area is naturally
ventilated in accordance with AS 1668.2-2002.
Mixed Mode Buildings
Both modes of operation must satisfy the relevant mechanical and natural ventilation criteria. The points
awarded will be limited to the maximum points awarded under the mechanical ventilation criteria.

Compliance Requirements
The percentage improvement must be achieved for 90% of all spaces within the assessable area, not as
an average across the overall assessable area of the project.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the systems claimed for this credit are documented
consistently throughout the submission, especially within related credits (e.g. ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide
Monitoring and Control’, ENE-2 ‘Greenhouse Gas Emissions’ or IEQ-6 ‘Thermal Comfort’).
Naturally ventilated spaces
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clearly demonstrated, that areas nominated as
‘naturally ventilated’ have been designed to meet the requirements of AS 1668.2-2002, that they can be
occupied without mechanical ventilation, and that no air conditioning has been provided for them.
Mechanically air-conditioned spaces
Projects are required to use the design occupancy, not default occupancy from relevant standards, for all
credits that address mechanical ventilation systems.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that
•
•
•
•

46

The documentation shows the minimum outside air rates for each separately served space in the
building
The HVAC system has been clearly sized to accommodate the increased outside air rates
The design ventilation rates represent the required increase on the NZBC and that these
minimum outside air rates are clearly documented in the project design and
The minimum outside air rate required by the standard is quoted. This will demonstrate to the
assessor the percentage improvement for each mechanically air-conditioned space in the
building
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Mixed-mode Ventilated Spaces
To deem a space or building ‘mixed-mode ventilated’ it must independently satisfy the criteria for both
naturally ventilated and air-conditioned spaces, regardless of the proportion of time the space operates in
either mode.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For mechanically ventilated buildings:
 Summary table

Demonstrating that for each area served by an AHU, the requirements of the
credit for the points claimed are met. Note that improvements must be
measured against the NZBC requirements.

 Mechanical
drawings

For the building showing the minimum outside supply air to each area and
indicating the assessable area served by each AHU.

For naturally ventilated buildings:
 Schedule of
ventilation
openings
OR

Listing the opening sizes and floor area for each naturally ventilated area
demonstrating that the deemed-to-comply requirements of NZBC requirements
are met.

Empirical
calculation(s)
OR

To be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities to demonstrate compliance
with the NZBC.

Computer
modelling report

To be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities and which demonstrates
that the design meets the intent of the AS 1668.2-2002.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For mechanically ventilated buildings:
 Summary table

Demonstrating that for each area served by an AHU, the requirements of the
credit for the points claimed are met. Note that improvements must be
measured against the NZBC requirements.

 Commissioning
report

Showing minimum fresh air rates served by each AHU.

For naturally ventilated buildings:
 Schedule of
ventilation
openings
OR
Empirical
calculation(s)
OR

Empirical calculations to be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities to
demonstrate compliance with AS 1668.2-2002.

Computer
modelling report

To be submitted to the relevant territorial authorities demonstrating that the
design meets the intent of the AS 1668.2-2002.

 Commissioning
report
IEQ

Listing the opening sizes and floor area for each naturally ventilated area
demonstrating that the deemed-to-comply requirements of NZBC requirements
are met.

Confirming that the as-installed system functions correctly and demonstrating
its capacity to respond to user controls.
© New Zealand Green Building Council
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Additional Guidance
ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control’
For mechanically air-conditioned spaces, the submissions for this credit and ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide
Monitoring and Control’ must correlate. If the Carbon Dioxide (CO2) monitoring system specified or
installed (refer to ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control’) is designed to decrease the outside air
rates to below those required to achieve this credit, then the points achieved shall be reduced to reflect the
minimum ventilation rates set by the CO2 monitoring and control system. If this credit is claimed, the
minimum threshold must correlate to the rate claimed in ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control’.
The occupant density referenced for ventilation credits must be consistent with the design occupant
density stipulated in the mechanical services specification.
The following reference set points (in parts-per-million) are established within ENE-3 ‘Carbon Dioxide
Monitoring and Control’ to correlate with this credit as follows
Standard

10

l/s/person

or

850

PPM

Increased by 50%

15

l/s/person

or

683

PPM

Increased by 100%

20

l/s/person

or

600

PPM

Increased by 150%

25

l/s/person

or

550

PPM

Table IEQ-2.1: Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control reference set points

Mechanical Ventilation
The NZBC and its associated documents set minimum requirements for air-handling systems for
preventing an excess accumulation of airborne contaminants or objectionable odours. It does not cover
other requirements associated with comfort, such as temperature, humidity, air movement or noise.
The typical minimum outdoor airflow rate for an office area is 10L/s/person. The AIRAH Technical
Handbook (3rd Edition 2000) also requires a minimum outdoor air requirement of 10l/s per person.
Natural Ventilation
The New Zealand Building Code clause G4 has only a rudimentary prescriptive requirement to achieve
openings of greater than 5% of the floor area. The building must comply with this requirement and be
demonstrated in IEQ-1 Base Ventilation Rates.
However, AS 1668.2-2002 provides alternative methods which are to be used for demonstrating
compliance with IEQ-2 Ventilation Rates.
AS 1668.2-2002 gives three approaches to determining the adequate provision of natural ventilation
openings, as follows
•
•
•

Prescriptive opening size and location
Empirical calculations and
Computer modelling.

As a guide, the following prescriptive requirements would apply for typical commercial buildings with a net
floor area per occupant of 15m² (note that the design occupancy rate should be used for this credit)
•
•
•
•

Minimum area of operable opening into an enclosure = 5% of net floor area
All external openings are proportionally distributed to the floor area
All internal openings along the air path shall not be less than the total external openings and flowthrough air does not pass through more than two enclosures and a corridor and
All parts of the enclosure being ventilated shall be within 7m or within a distance twice the
enclosure height of the shortest path between any two natural ventilation openings.

Refer to ‘ENE-3 Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control’ for use of carbon dioxide monitoring and how this
could affect credits achieved for IEQ-2 Ventilation Rates.

Background
The NZBC and AS 1668.2 set minimum permissible ventilation rates having consideration to health and
ventilation amenity. The minimum ventilation rates specified are intended to maintain general contaminants
(e.g. body odours, volatile organic compounds, etc) at concentrations below exposures that have potential
to cause adverse health effects to a substantial majority of occupants.
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New Zealanders today spend over 90% of their time indoors, and much of NZ’s Gross Domestic Product
GDP is generated in closed offices. Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ) is critical to productivity, workplace
satisfaction and self-reported worker wellbeing. Fanger (1999) has estimated that the overall performance
of office tasks is estimated to increase by 1.9% for every two-fold increase in ventilation rate at constant
pollution load.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that up to 30% of new and remodelled buildings
worldwide may be subject to excessive complaints related to indoor air quality. Employers, building
owners, product manufacturers, engineers, architects and builders are all at risk of litigation arising from
claims based on indoor air pollution and poor IEQ.
Clearly there is a balance to be struck between providing adequate fresh air in recirculation systems to
dilute contaminants and the loss/gain of heat with the resulting increased energy consumption needed to
maintain comfort levels.

References & Further Information
Compliance document for NZBC Clause G4 Ventilation
•

www.dbh.govt.nz/UserFiles/File/Publications/Building/Compliance-documents/G4-ventilation.pdf

Standards Australia
•
•

AS 1668.2-2002 The Use of Ventilation and Air-conditioning in Buildings - Ventilation Design for
Indoor Air Contaminant Control.
www.standards.com.au

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•
•

AIRAH Technical Handbook 3rd Edition
www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
•
•

IEQ

ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook 1997
www.ashrae.org
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IEQ-3 Indoor Air Quality
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise specification of
interior finishes that reduce the detrimental impact
on occupant health from products that emit
pollutants.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

5
MAT-3, MAT-6, MAT-9,

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
Up to five points are available for this credit, points are awarded as follows:
VOC
Up to four points are awarded where the various new interior finishes used in the project meet the
benchmarks for low VOC limits (individual requirements are listed in Additional Guidance):
• Applied Coatings
o One point where at least 90% of all new applied coatings meet the requirements.
• Adhesives and sealants
o One point where 90% of all new adhesives and sealants meet the requirements.
• Floor Coverings
o One point where 90% of all new floor coverings meet the requirements.
• Ceiling tiles
o One point where 90% of the new ceiling tiles meet the requirements.
Formaldehyde Emissions
One point is awarded where:
• 90% of all engineered wood products and ceiling tiles (including exposed and concealed applications)
have low or no formaldehyde emissions.
For New Buildings, points for each product category are also achieved where no new finishes of that
type are used. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of New
Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to new finishes used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where
there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amounts of interior finishes are used as part of the
Current Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to
calculate the Indoor Environment Quality Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clear that all finishes of a product category have
been addressed by the documentation. If points are claimed for not using a product type, it must be clearly
stated. Reused Items/Products are not addressed by this credit and do not need to demonstrate
compliance with the Credit Criteria.
A general clause that stipulates that compliance is required with Green Star Credit Criteria, even if the
Compliance Requirements are included as an Appendix to the specification, will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance.
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Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
All products covered in this credit which are provided and owned as part of the base building (as defined in
the Introduction) must meet the credit criteria regardless of tenant requirements i.e. if the carpet is owned
by the base building owner and the tenant requested a non-compliant carpet, the base building will not
achieve the credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short Summary

Listing and referencing all the products within the relevant category used in the
2
project, the area (m ) covered by each type, nominating the ones that meet the
Credit Criteria and demonstrating that the 90% is achieved.

 Product Data
sheet and/or Test
reports

Highlighting the compliant VOC/formaldehyde levels and referenced in the
short summary; and stating the calculation method followed to determine
TVOC/Formaldehyde levels of each specified product.
• The datasheets must come from the manufacturer documenting the
calculation method followed.
• If VOC/formaldehyde levels are determined by laboratory testing, the
supporting information must include the test report from a laboratory
competent to complete the relevant test method.
Laboratories may
demonstrate their competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC
17025 from International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) or other
recognised accreditation agency (e.g. NATA in Australia).
OR
Relevant certification (proving the above) issued by a third party acceptable to
the NZGBC (List of approved Eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website).

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Nominating the VOC limits for each product within the relevant category type
• The formaldehyde content or emissions standard for all engineered wood
products used in the project (except excluded applications)
• Stating that the contractor is required to obtain approval of the design team
or client before substituting the finishes/products listed in the schedule
• Requiring that at the end of construction works, the contractor undertakes a
final audit to ensure that the correct products have been used
• Where the project has no products from a particular category, showing
where it is stipulated that no carpet; paint; adhesive/sealant; engineered
wood products or ceiling tiles is/are to be used in the project.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short Summary

Listing and referencing all the products within the relevant category used in the
2
project, the area (m ) covered by each type, nominating the ones that meet the
Credit Criteria and demonstrating that the 90% is achieved.

 Product Data
sheet and/or Test
reports

Highlighting the compliant VOC/formaldehyde levels and referenced in the
short summary; and stating the calculation method followed to determine
TVOC/Formaldehyde levels of each specified product.
• The datasheets must come from the manufacturer documenting the
calculation method followed.
• If VOC/formaldehyde levels are determined by laboratory testing, the
supporting information must include the test report from a laboratory
competent to complete the relevant test method. Laboratories may
demonstrate their competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC
17025 from International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) or other

IEQ
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recognised accreditation agency (e.g. NATA in Australia).
OR
Relevant certification (proving the above) issued by a third party acceptable to
the NZGBC (List of approved Eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website).
 Confirmation from
the contractor

• That compliant low-VOC/formaldehyde products were used by all
subcontractors and relevant trades wherever specified,
• Describing the procedures in place on the job site that demonstrate
adherence to the summary of finishes in the short report.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings


Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

For Current Refurbishments, the statement must:
• Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include calculations
to define the appropriate Significant Amounts.
• Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount
and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Volatile Organic Compounds
“Volatile organic compound” (VOC) means any organic compound which has a vapour pressure more than
o
o
0.1mm Hg at 25 C. Organic compounds with a boiling point greater than 250 C, measured at a standard
pressure of 101.3kPa, will not be considered to be a VOC. (As defined by Environmental Choice
specification EC-07-08 Paints)
Applied Coatings
Applied Coatings/Paints are defined as any liquid applied finish including paints, varnish, stains and oils.
Any finish/paint used in an internal application, and applied on site, must meet the TVOC Content Limits
outlined in Table IEQ-3.1 below.
This includes exterior-grade and solvent-based paints should they happen to be used in an interior
application.
Internal car parks are excluded from this credit. Paints used in exterior applications are also excluded from
this Credit
Applied coatings not defined as paint/varnish or stain must meet the VOC limit of <60(g/litre) set out for low
sheen Interior paints listed below. (This excludes textiles)
Clear Sealers used for timber or concrete must meet the VOC limit of <100(g/litre) set out for Stains and
Varnishes below.
The testing method for the VOC content of the paint shall either be calculated from the VOC data for each
of the raw materials or, experimentally by ASTM D3960 or equivalent. For more details, refer to the latest
Environmental Choice NZ Specification on Paints.
Note: These limits are for paint bases and do not include tints added to the paint products (please see
Background for more information).
The product(s) must comply with the following Table IEQ-3.1:
Paint Type

VOC(g/litre wet paint)

Low sheen (interior)

60

Low sheen (exterior)

60

Flat (interior) –washable

55

Flat (interior) –ceiling

60

Flat (exterior)

55
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Semigloss (interior)

65

Semigloss (exterior)

65

Gloss (interior)

75

Gloss (exterior)

75

Stains & varnishes

100

Sealers & Primers
Exterior timber primer

60

Interior sealer

60

Latex primer (for galvanised iron and zincalume)

50

Undercoats
Exterior latex

60

Interior latex

60

Performance Coatings
One and two pack performance coatings for floors*

140

Intumescent Paints

100

*EU Directive
Table IEQ-3.1: Maximum TVOC Content Limits for Paints, Varnishes and Protective Coatings

Adhesives & Sealants
Any adhesive and sealant product(s) used in an internal application (including both exposed and
concealed applications) and applied on site, (non-occupied areas included) must meet the VOC limit
criteria for the applications outlined below; this includes exterior-grade and solvent-based
sealants/adhesives, should they be employed in internal applications.
Sealants/adhesives excluded from the Credit Criteria and do not need to demonstrate compliance where
they are used
•
•
•

In Internal car parks
In exterior applications
For temporary formwork

All adhesive tapes are also excluded
If a multi purpose construction adhesive or architectural sealant is being used for a listed application then it
must meet the lower of the two VOC limits, i.e. when a multi construction adhesive is being used as a
ceramic tile adhesive then it must meet the lower of the two VOC limits, in this case 50g/l not 70g/l.
VOCs are to be in conformance with the grams per litre (g/l) content limits set out in the table below which
have been adopted from South Coast Air Quality Management District (California, U.S.) – Rule 1168.
Compliance Testing: Refer to South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 1168 for testing methods.
Exempt compounds must not be subtracted in the calculation of VOC content. Values should reflect the
final product as mixed.
The TVOC content of the ‘ready-to-use’ product may also be calculated theoretically as the sum total of the
VOCs of each of the raw material components comprising the product.
Where the TVOC content of individual components is not known, it must be determined experimentally by
ASTM D3960, which is comprised of 4 individual testing procedures that measures TVOC (D2369) as well
as density (D1475), water content (D4017) but not excluding exempt compounds (D4457).
The product(s) must comply with the following Table IEQ-3.2:
Product Type

Maximum TVOC content*
(g/litre of product)

Indoor carpet adhesive

50

Carpet pad adhesive

50

IEQ
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Wood flooring and Laminate adhesive

100

Rubber flooring adhesive

60

Sub-floor adhesive

50

Ceramic tile adhesive

65

Cove base adhesive

50

Dry Wall & Panel adhesive

50

Multipurpose construction adhesive*

70

Structural glazing adhesive

100

Architectural sealants*

250

Sealants used to enhance the fire and water-proofing properties are included.
Table IEQ-3.2; Maximum TVOC limits for Adhesives & Sealants

Floor Coverings
Floor coverings include carpet (wool pile, wool-rich pile, or synthetic), parquet, wooden planks, laminate
and linoleum.
All VOC emission limits and compliance testing must meet or exceed those stated within the appropriate
Environmental Choice NZ specification.
Ceiling tiles
Ceiling tiles are to meet the limits as per the following Table IEQ-3.3:
Individual VOCs

≤0.1 TLV

1

≤0.05 ppm (≤ 0.06 mg/m3)

Formaldehyde
Total VOCs

≤0.5 mg/m

2

Total Aldehydes

3

≤0.1 ppm

3

Respirable Particles (≤10 μm)

≤0.05 mg/m

3

1

Any VOC not listed must produce an air concentration level no greater than 1/10 the Threshold Limit
Value (TLV) industrial work place standard (Reference: American Conference of Government Industrial
Hygienists, 6500 Glenway, Building D-7, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211-4438).
2
Defined to be the total response of measured VOCs falling within the C6 – C16 range, with responses
calibrated to a toluene surrogate.
3
Defined to be the total response of a specific target list of aldehydes (2-butenal; acetaldehyde;
benzaldehyde; 2,5-dimethylbenzaldehyde; 2-methylbenzaldehyde; 3-and/or 4-methylbenzaldehyde;
butanal; 3-methylbutanal; formaldehyde; hexanal; pentanal; propanal), with each individually calibrated
to a compound specific standard.
GREENGUARD Certification affirms that a product’s emissions fall within the limits selected by
GREENGUARD from reputable third-party risk based criteria, as identified above. GREENGUARD
program testing is conducted consistent with a defined protocol and does not measure emissions under
usage conditions other than those defined in the protocol and does not address potential environmental
impact other than chemical emissions.
© 2005 GG Publications, Inc. GGPS.EC.004.R0 January 2001
Table IEQ-3.3; Maximum TVOC limits for Ceiling Tiles

Formaldehyde Emission Requirements
Products made from wood and other natural products that contain formaldehyde-based additives, shall be
subject to the following air emission limits for formaldehyde as measured using the Air Chamber,
Desiccator or Perforator test methods.
Engineered wood products
Engineered wood products are defined as particleboard, plywood, veneer, MDF and decorative overlaid
wood panels.
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The emission levels must be established by an IANZ, NATA or ISO/IEC 17025 registered laboratory as per
the testing methodologies provided below
The following applications are excluded from this credit and do not require documentation
•
•
•
•
•

Any engineered wood products used in exterior applications (e.g. decorative façade)
Formwork
Internal car park applications
Reused engineered wood products and
Raw timber.

Compliance with these requirements shall be demonstrated by providing test reports from a competent
laboratory using the relevant test method below
•
•
•
•

AS/NZS 4266.16 Reconstituted wood-based panels – Methods of test – Formaldehyde emission
– Desiccator method
AS/NZS 2098.11 Determination of formaldehyde emission from plywood
AS/NZS 4357.4 Structural laminated veneer lumber- Part 4 Determination of formaldehyde
emissions
These panels shall demonstrate a level equivalent to or below E1 limit values provided in Table
IEQ-3.4.

Other internationally accepted test methods may be accepted as outlined in Table IEQ-3.4.
The product(s) must comply with the following Table IEQ 3.4:
Test Protocol

Emission limit/ Unit of measurements

- AS/NZS 2269:2004, testing procedure AS/NZS
2098.11:2005 method 10 for Plywood

< 1.0 mg/L

AS/NZS 1859.1:2004 - Particle Board, with use of
testing procedure AS/NZS 4266.16:2004 method 16

< 1.5 mg/L

AS/NZS 1859.2:2004 - MDF, with use of testing
procedure AS/NZS 4266.16:2004 method 16

< 1.0 mg/L

JIS A 5908:2003- Particle Board and Plywood, with use
of testing procedure JIS A 1460

< 1.0 mg/L

JIS A 5905:2003 - MDF, with use of testing procedure
JIS A 1460

< 1.0 mg/L

JIS A1901 (not applicable to Plywood)

< 1.0 mg/L

ASTM D5116

<0.1 (+/- 0.0005) mg/m²hr (may also be
represented as mg/m²/hr)

ISO 16000 part 9, 10 and 11 (also known as EN
13419)

<0.1 (+/- 0.0005) mg/m²hr (may also be
represented as mg/m²/hr)

ASTM D6007

0.12mg/m³*

ASTM E1333

0.12mg/m³**

EN 717-1 (also known as DIN EN 717-1)

0.12 mg/m³

EN 717-2 (also known as DIN EN 717-2)

3.5 mg/m²hr (may also be represented as
mg/m²/hr).

*The test report must confirm that the conditions of Table 1 comply for the particular wood product
type, the final results must be presented in EN 717-1 equivalent (as presented in the table) using the
correlation ratio of 0.98.
** The final results must be presented in EN 717-1 equivalent (as presented in the table), using the
correlation ratio of 0.98.
Table IEQ 3.4: Formaldehyde emission limit values for different testing methods
IEQ
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The levels provided in the table are equivalent results for the same board tested with different procedures.
Refer to ‘Background’ for more information on the comparisons and differences between testing
methodologies.
Where a surface treatment is applied to an engineered wood and the treatment substance or preparation
contains formaldehyde, formaldehyde emissions from the treated engineered wood shall not exceed 1.0
mg/l. (For surface laminations onto a wood-based panel, the substrate edges must be sealed).
Ceiling tiles
Limit values must be as above for engineered wood products OR less than or equal to 0.05ppm
(≤0.06mg/m³) (Greenguard Emission Criteria Ceiling systems, Green Guard Environmental Institute)
The adhesive used in ceiling tiles must be no more than 0.5% by weight of adhesive (Furniture and fittings
ECNZ).

Background
People spend over 90% of their lives indoors and their exposure to air pollutants is far greater from
breathing indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air
concentrations are far in excess of those outdoors. Consequently there is considerable research underway
concerning
•
•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and
Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited (refer IEQ-1).

VOC
The VOC limits for paints currently exclude tinters. We are aware that there are now low VOC tinters
available on the market and it is encouraged that these tinters are selected when choosing colours. When
industry recognised standards are available for low VOC tinters we will be referencing them in future
editions of this Credit.
VOC is the term used to describe the several hundred organic chemicals in the boiling point range of 50°C
to 260°C. These consist primarily of petrochemical solvent-type compounds - e.g. aliphatic and aromatic
hydrocarbons, alkenes, halogenated hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes and esters. The global problems
attributed to VOCs arise from the use of solvents in many industrial processes.
In both new and existing buildings it is common to find 50 or more of these compounds at average
concentrations of 200 ppb (existing buildings) and 1000 ppb (new buildings). In new buildings
concentration levels of 5000 ppb have been measured. Outdoor levels are typically 10 to 20 ppb. Sources
of VOCs in buildings include
•
•

In new buildings: paints, adhesives, carpets, sealants, reconstituted wood products, new furniture
and
In established buildings: cleaning products, printed materials, office equipment, consumer
products, dry-cleaned clothing and car exhaust.

Due to the large number of compounds, indoor air concentrations are typically based on total VOC (TVOC)
concentrations, essentially the sum of the individual concentrations.
The health effects of exposure to VOC are consistent with ‘sick building syndrome’ effects – eye, nose and
skin irritation, headache, lethargy. These have been observed in subjects exposed to 1000 ppb and indoor
air goals have been set to limit exposures to much lower levels.
Formaldehyde
Formaldehyde is a widely used industrial chemical (generally as a solution in water) and is a gas at room
temperature. Formaldehyde resins are used to bond the constituent parts together (in some particleboards
and all fibreboards) and have been reported to
•
•
•
•

Be an irritant at low levels to eyes, mucous membranes, nose and throat
Lead to sensitive skin (dermatitis) and respiratory systems (asthma and rhinitis)
Increase the risk of cancer and
There is some evidence of reproductive hazards and ability to damage a foetus.

Formaldehyde resin continues to emit vapour after it has hardened.
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References & Further Information
Environmental Choice New Zealand
•

www.enviro-choice.org.nz

Department of Labour- Health and Safety Section
•

www.osh.dol.govt.nz

South Coast Air Quality Management District (U.S.) - Rules and regulations
•

www.aqmd.gov/rules/rulesreg.html

Carpet and Rug Institute (U.S.)
•

www.carpet-rug.com

Green Label Testing Program
•

www.carpet-rug.com

Nordic Swan Ecolabelling - Ecolabelling of Panels for the Building, Decorating and Furniture
Industry
•

www.svanen.nu/Eng/default.asp

Department of Environment and Heritage
•

www.deh.gov.au/atmosphere/airtoxics/publications/sok/appb.html

State of Knowledge Report: Air Toxics and Indoor Air Quality in Australia. – 2001
Allergy Research Foundation
•

AIRAH Short Course – Indoor Air Quality

Good Environmental Choice Australia
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.geca.org.au/StandardsRegister.htm (Accessed November 2007)
Good Environmental Choice Australia (2007) Standard No: GECA 41-2007 Toys and Childcare
Products section 3.2.1.5 Formaldehyde Emissions
Good Environmental Choice Australia (2007) Guidance Note October 2007 – Formaldehyde
Testing v0.1 Table 1
Good Environmental Choice Australia, Type 1 Ecolabel Certified low formaldehyde Products and
Materials.
Good Environmental Choice Australia (2007), Good Environmental Choice Australia Standard
No: GECA 04-2007 Panel Boards section 3.2.1.5 Emissions Requirements
http://www.geca.org.au/productsregister.htm (Accessed November 2007)

European Standards EN 13986, 2001. Wood-based Panels for Use in Construction –
Characteristics, Evaluation of Conformity and Marking.
Indoor Air Pollutants: Sources, Health Effects and Measurement by Steve Brown (CSIRO)
•

www.arf.org.au/research

National Occupational Health and Safety Commission
•
•
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Guidance Note for the Assessment of Health Risks Arising from Hazardous Substances in the
Workplace [NOHSC: 3017(1994)]
www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/leadfs.html (Accessed November
2007)
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Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise systems that provide
for the effective delivery of clean air through
reduced mixing with indoor pollutants in order to
promote a healthy indoor environment.

2

Related Credits:

ENE-3

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the building includes a displacement ventilation
system with under-floor diffusers at least every 20m² and an evenly distributed high-level exhaust with
extract points less than 5 times the floor to ceiling height from diffusers.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that where the areas claimed as being mechanically
ventilated, you clearly demonstrate in the documentation the size of these areas, the supply and exhaust
points, and that the displacement system is evenly distributed.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Design: The displacement ventilation system must be part of the base building design to comply with the
Credit.
Built: The displacement ventilation system must be installed to comply with the Credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Drawing(s) and
accompanying
schedule

Showing floor areas and mechanical ventilation system(s) for all spaces in the
building.

The following documentation is required for each typical space/system
 Mechanical
design drawings

• Showing each typical system modelled and
• Showing a displacement ventilation system with floor diffusers at least every
20m² and an evenly distributed high-level exhaust with extract points less
than 5 times the floor to ceiling height from diffusers.

Submission Checklist: As Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 As-built
drawing(s) and
accompanying
schedule

Showing floor areas and mechanical ventilation system(s) for all spaces in the
building.

The following documentation is required for each typical space/system
 As-built
mechanical
drawings
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• Showing each typical system modelled and
• Showing a displacement ventilation system with floor diffusers at least every
20m2 and an evenly distributed high-level exhaust with extract points less
than 5 times the floor to ceiling height from diffusers.
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Background
By increasing Air Change Effectiveness, provision of supply air to a building’s users is improved. Poor
provision of clean air in buildings has negative impacts on occupant health and productivity. Effective
delivery of clean supply air is particularly important in minimising the impact of pollutants that are
generated within the workspace upon building users. The effectiveness of air change in removing
contaminants from the work space is equally important in preventing accumulation of contaminants in the
workspace. Pollutants generated within the workspace include Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
released from furnishings and finishes and emissions from office equipment such as photocopiers and
laser printers.
Although CFD analysis can be a useful indicator in air change effectiveness analysis, the wide range of
variables present in buildings while occupied can make accurate results difficult to calculate.
The air exchange efficiency of displacement HVAC systems is approximately twice that of conventional
mixing systems reaching occupant air exchange efficiency rates of 82 per cent. In displacement HVAC
systems, cool supply air is introduced from an under floor system and pools evenly across the space,
displacing warmer air. The heated air, carrying contaminants generated in the space, rises to the ceiling
where it is extracted, resulting in a high level of contaminant extraction efficiency.
Displacement HVAC systems are more energy efficient than HVAC systems that rely on high velocity
supply air mixing with the room air. The supply air is introduced to the space at a lower velocity,
approximately 35-70% (Turner 2001) and at a higher temperature (during a cooling cycle) than that of
conventional HVAC systems.

References & Further Information
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
•
•

ASHRAE Transactions; 2005; 111, Career and Technical Education pg. 264
http://www.ashrae.org/

Air Change Effectiveness Measurements in Two Modern Office Buildings
•

www.fire.nist.gov/bfrlpubs/build94/PDF/b94024.pdf

The Carbon Trust Ventilation Fact sheet
•
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IEQ-5 Tenant Exhaust Riser
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the provision of
buildings with a general exhaust riser that can be
used by tenants to remove indoor pollutants from
printing and photocopy areas.

1

Related Credits:

IEQ-2

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that the building includes a dedicated tenants' exhaust
riser (complying with Section 5.7 of AS 1668.2-2002) that:
•

Extracting no less than 0.2l/s/m2 for 100% of the assessable area

•

Has a capacity of 0.5l/s/m2 for 100% of the assessable area on any individual floor and

• The exhaust system is not recycled to other enclosures of different use.

Compliance Requirements
It is a requirement of this Credit that the exhaust facility is a dedicated exhaust facility and that air
exhausted cannot be recycled to other enclosures. In addition, the tenant exhaust riser must not serve the
kitchenette or tearoom areas.
The fans must be installed as part of the base building; provision for future installations (e.g. by the tenant)
does not meet the Credit Criteria. Where it can be shown that the ventilation air is not recycled and all
other credit criteria are met, a general exhaust duct will suffice to meet the aim of the credit.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clear in the documentation that the exhaust
riser meets the flow rate, the requirement for the percentage of assessable area is met and that all tenancy
printing/photocopy rooms/areas are externally exhausted. Where location of such areas is not known
conservative assumptions may be made as to where such areas would be located. Should any project
seek confirmation whether its assumptions are sufficiently conservative, Credit Interpretation Requests
justifying the assumptions must be submitted.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

 Tender exhaust
riser drawings
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•

Describing how the tenants’ exhaust riser is controlled and operated

•

Describing how the system is connected to the base building energy
meter

•

Describing how the system meets the requirements of the credit and
referring to design drawings and specifications and

•

Including clear calculations correlating per-floor air rates to the
assessable area, specifications and the drawings.

Showing the location of the tenants’ exhaust risers. These drawings can be in
the form of architectural floor plans or reflected ceiling plans, and must contain
relevant information required for this Credit.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Describing how the tenants’ exhaust riser is controlled and operated
• Describing how the system is connected to the base building energy meter
• Demonstrating that the risers have the capacity to serve all floors as
required by the credit
• Describing how the system meets the requirements of the credit and
referring to design drawings and specification and
• Including clear calculations correlating with per-floor air rates to the
assessable area, specifications and the drawings.

 Commissioning
report

Confirming that the tenant exhaust riser functions and exhausts air at the rates
specified.

Background
We spend over 90% of our lives indoors and our exposure to air pollutants is far greater from breathing
indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air concentrations are
far in excess of those outdoors.
Consequently there is considerable research underway concerning
•
•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and
Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited.

This Credit addresses copying equipment ventilation concerns. A tenant exhaust riser can assist in
removing pollutants from the office environment.
The typical copying/printing process can produce emissions such as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs),
ozone and particulates, particularly as machines age. VOCs are produced when toner is baked onto the
paper during photocopying, while the black pigment is generally the source of particulate pollution from
these machines.
Toner dust may irritate the respiratory tract, resulting in coughing and sneezing. Some toners contain
carcinogenic chemicals.
Copier pollutants have been known to be the cause of headache, mucous membrane irritation, and
dryness of eyes, nose and throat.
Ozone is an unstable form of oxygen which may be formed during printing or photocopying. Ozone is a
reactive, unstable gas with a half-life of six minutes in office environments. It is a highly toxic gas and is the
most serious health risk from photocopiers. Ozone is also produced by ultraviolet emission from the
photocopier lamp.
Ozone has a sweet smell and can be detected at concentrations of 0.01 to 0.02 parts per million (ppm).
The permissible exposure level currently accepted in New Zealand for ozone is 0.1ppm as a time-weighted
6
average over the working day . Prolonged inhalation of ozone levels of a few parts per million is known to
damage the lungs. Some authorities suggest that a concentration of 0.1ppm might have the effect of
causing premature ageing and shortened life span.
Some photocopiers and printers use a drum impregnated with selenium and cadmium sulphide. The gas
these chemicals emit, especially when hot, can cause throat irritation and sensitisation to exposed
workers.
Nitrogen oxide gas may be produced when there is a spark in electrostatic photocopiers. Carbon monoxide
is produced when toner (containing Carbon Black) is heated in an inadequate air supply. In an insufficient
ventilated environment this can induce headaches, drowsiness, faintness and increased pulse rate and
carbon monoxide can cross the placenta and affect the foetus.

6

OSH NZ Service Workplace Exposure Standards p44
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References & Further Information
The Department of Labour - OSH Service Workplace Exposure Standards
•

http://www.osh.govt.nz/order/catalogue/archive/wes2001.pdf

Standards Australia
•

www.standards.com.au

Worksite Safety
•

www.worksite.govt.nz

Department of Labour (Health and Safety)
•

www.osh.dol.govt.nz/

London Hazards Centre
•

www.lhc.org.uk/

Photocopier and Laser Printer hazards
•
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IEQ-6 Thermal Comfort
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the use of thermal
comfort assessments to guide design options.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

ENE-1, IEQ-7

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that assessments have been made of thermal
comfort levels and used to evaluate appropriate servicing options.
The following Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) levels, calculated in accordance with ISO 7730, (or equivalent
using Draft ASHRAE Comfort Standard 55 and "Developing an Adaptive Model of Thermal Comfort and
Preference - Final Report on ASHRAE RP884"), must be achieved during Standard Hours of Occupancy
and using standard clothing, metabolic rate and air velocity values for 90% of the year:
For mechanically ventilated and mixed mode buildings:
• One point = PMV levels are between -1 and +1
• Two Point = PMV levels are between -0.75 and +0.75 and
• Three points = PMV levels are between -0.5 and +0.5.
For naturally ventilated buildings:
• Two Point = PMV levels are between -1 and +1 and
• Three points = PMV levels are between -0.75 and +0.75.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clear that the modelling is based on the
documented design and that the thermal comfort results correlate with what would be expected for the
project façade and system details.
Where thermal comfort calculations are provided for a Green Star NZ Design Certified Rating submission,
the Built submission need only demonstrate that the design and materials have not been altered in a way
that would change the outcome of the original report. Alterations to the original design are to be
documented. If there are any changes that would impact the original report results, then the as-built design
is to be remodelled for thermal comfort. The NZGBC Assessors reserve the right to request remodelling of
an as-built design where they deem the difference to be substantive.
Thermal comfort calculations must use default values for clothing, metabolic rate and air velocity as
outlined in ‘Additional Guidance’.
Note that for Green Star NZ Built, thermal comfort measurement of the built form is not considered an
acceptable way of demonstrating compliance with this Credit.
Where an existing façade is reused it may be necessary to use an approximation of the estimated thermal
and visual properties (e.g. the U-values and shading coefficients of walls/glazing). It is the responsibility of
the project team to demonstrate that conservative assumptions have been used. Should any project seek
confirmation whether its assumptions are sufficiently conservative, a Credit Interpretation Request
justifying the assumptions must be submitted.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
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Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Thermal Comfort
Design Report

Demonstrating how the design complies with the criteria of the credit. The
report will need to contain
•

A summary of the thermal modelling simulation output including hourly
PMV levels for each day of the year that the space is occupied

•

Summary of radiant temperatures, air temperatures and humidity from
the simulation and details of the weather data used

•

A description of the HVAC system and drawings showing how the
building layout has been zoned for the thermal comfort analysis

•

A description of the methodology and software package used for
determining the thermal comfort levels

•

The clothing, metabolic rate and air movement values used (see
standard variable values below)

•

A summary of the hourly thermal comfort results, radiant temperatures,
air temperatures and humidity for each zone and

•

A description of the year’s worth of weather data used.
The report will also need to demonstrate that it is valid for the design by
referencing all other required documents.
 Design drawings

 Confirmation from
the modeller(s)

•

Plan drawings clearly showing each zone assessed for thermal comfort
and

•

Façade and roof drawings, as well as any other relevant elevations to
show the façade materials in the design.

•

Mechanical drawings showing the perimeter zones used for the PMV
modelling match the mechanical control zoning and are no greater than
4m in depth.

Confirmation from the modellers that the software matches the ISO
7730/ASHRAE 55 requirements set out in the Credit.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Thermal Comfort
Report

Demonstrating how the as-built design complies with the Credit Criteria. The
report will need to contain
•

Thermal modelling simulation output including hourly PMV levels for each
day of the year that the space is occupied

•

Summary of radiant temperatures, air temperatures and humidity from the
simulation and details of the weather data used.

•

A description of the HVAC system and drawings showing how the building
layout has been zoned for the thermal comfort analysis

•

A description of the methodology and software package used for
determining the thermal comfort levels

•

The clothing, metabolic rate and air movement values used (see standard
variable values below)

•

A summary of the hourly thermal comfort results, radiant temperatures, air
temperatures and humidity for each zone and

• A description of the year’s worth of weather data used.
The report will also need to demonstrate that it is valid for the as-built design by
referencing the all other required documents.
 As-built drawings

• Plan drawings clearly showing each zone assessed for thermal comfort and
• Façade and roof drawings, as well as any other relevant elevations to show
the façade materials in the design.
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• Mechanical drawings showing the perimeter zones used for the PMV
modelling match the mechanical control zoning and are no greater than 4m
in depth.
 Extracts from the
commissioning
reports

Demonstrating correct operation of the mechanical ventilation or for naturally
ventilated systems, confirmation that the naturally ventilated spaces comply
with AS1668.2.

Additional Guidance
Internal Loads
Internal loads shall be assigned as per those used for the Energy Model (ENE-1 credit).
Zone Distribution
Perimeter zones of less than four meters shall be modelled independently to prevent averaging of heat
fluxes and temperatures from invalidating the results (i.e. the comfort predictions shall be measured 2m
from the internal face of the façade). The thermal comfort results are to be calculated on an area weighted
average between perimeter zones and centre zones.
Weather Data
The modelling must use full hourly IWEC source data created by ASHRAE for a weather station with a
climate representative of the local climate to the building. Where no IWEC weather file is available for the
region this should be highlighted to the NZGBC during project registration.
Standard Variables
Standard Hours of Occupancy are defined as 8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday.
The following CLO, MET and Air Velocity constants shall be used:
For Air Conditioned and Mixed Mode Offices:
For determining the frequency of PMV > 0.5:
CLO

0.6

MET

1.2

Air Velocity

0.15m/s

For determining the frequency of PMV < -0.5:
CLO

0.95

MET

1.2

Air Velocity

0.15m/s

For Naturally Ventilated Offices:
For determining the frequency of PMV > 0.5:
CLO

0.6

MET

1.2

Air Velocity

0.30m/s

For determining the frequency of PMV < -0.5:
CLO

0.95

MET

1.2

Air Velocity

0.15m/s

These standard values were based on values published in ISO 7730.
Table IEQ-6.1: CLO, MET and Air Velocity constants
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Modelling Programs
It is recommended (but not mandatory) that the PMV is calculated using the energy modelling programme
used for ENE-1.

Background
Most buildings are designed using air temperature design conditions. Whilst this metric is the most easy to
measure for the determination of comfort, it is often a poor indicator of how comfortable spaces actually
are. This is because the sensation of comfort is based on a wide range of parameters, which include air
temperature, radiant temperature, humidity, air movement, clothing levels and metabolic rates.
Some examples of where one might feel uncomfortable, despite ambient conditions of 21-24°C include
•
•
•

Feeling too hot in direct sun on a 22°C day
Feeling cold from the draught in an air-conditioned office and/or
Feeling hot in an air-conditioned car on a very hot day.

This Credit aims to encourage projects to design for comfort, rather than temperature. To assist this, there
is an international standard (ISO 7730) that was developed to measure thermal comfort, rather than
temperature, to assess the comfort of building occupants.
The purpose of ISO 7730 is to present a method for predicting the thermal sensation and the degree of
discomfort (thermal dissatisfaction) of people exposed to moderate thermal environments and to specify
acceptable environmental conditions for comfort. It applies to healthy men and women and was originally
based on studies of North American and European subjects but also agrees well with recent studies of
Japanese subjects and is expected to apply with good approximation in most parts of the world. It applies
to people exposed to indoor environments where the aim is to attain thermal comfort, or indoor
environments where moderate deviations from comfort occur.
The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) is an index that predicts the mean value of the votes of a large group of
persons on the following seven point thermal scale:
+3

Hot

+2

Warm

+1

Slightly Warm

0

Neutral

-1

Slightly Cool

-2

Cool

-3

Cold

The PMV index can be determined when the activity (metabolic rate) and the clothing (thermal resistance)
are estimated, and the following environmental parameters are measured
•
•
•
•

air temperature
mean radiant temperature
relative air velocity and
humidity.

A PMV of -1 to +1 corresponds to a Predicted Percent Dissatisfied (PDD) of no more than 25% (i.e. 25% of
people are dissatisfied or uncomfortable). A PMV of –0.5 to +0.5 corresponds to a PDD of 10%. A PMV of
zero would still have 5% of occupants dissatisfied or uncomfortable.

References & Further Information
ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation)
•
•

ISO 7730 Moderate Thermal Environments – Determination of the PMV and PDD Indices and
Specification of the Conditions for Thermal Comfort
www.iso.org

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
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IEQ-7 Thermal Comfort Control
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings
facilitate user control of thermal comfort.

that

Related Credits:

IEQ-6

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the base building provides for user control of
air supply rates, air temperature, or radiant temperature to each zone:
One point = for small zones for average control size i.e. <5 people or <75 m

2

2

Two points = for individual zones i.e. 1 person or <15 m .
AND where:
• For mechanically ventilated buildings the base building HVAC system is designed to permit user
control (either via manual controls or direct access via a BMS system) to each zone
• For naturally ventilated buildings, user control over ventilation openings must be provided and
• For mixed mode buildings both criteria apply.

Compliance Requirements
The documentation should demonstrate that the base building HVAC system is capable of providing small
or individual zone user control and direct user access to controls. How a tenancy uses this feature i.e.
whether direct access is actually given to users during occupancy, is assessed in the Green Star NZ Interiors tool.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the base building clearly provides or allows for
separate individual control of thermal comfort in the documented HVAC system.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

 Design drawings

About the system, describing
•

The system operation

•

The controls strategy

•

How control is provided to each zone

•

The area served by the system and

•

Listing each zone size.

Clearly showing the location of user controls and the workspace area served by
each control.

For naturally ventilated buildings also provide:
 Elevation
drawings

68

Showing the location and size of operable windows meet AS1668.2.
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For mixed mode buildings also provide:
 Elevation
drawings

Showing the location and size of operable windows meet AS1668.2.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for mechanically ventilated
buildings
 Short report

About the system, describing
•

The system operation

•

The controls strategy

•

How control is provided to each zone

•

The area served by the system and

•

Listing each zone size.

 As-built drawings

Showing location of individual control devices and extent of assessable area
that is served by those devices.

 Commissioning
report

Confirming that the as-installed system functions correctly and demonstrating
its capacity to respond to user controls.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for naturally ventilated buildings:
 Elevation
drawings

Showing the location and size of operable windows meet AS1668.2.

 Commissioning
report

Confirming that the as-installed system functions correctly and demonstrating
its capacity to respond to user controls.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for mixed mode buildings
 Short report

About the system, describing
•

The system operation

•

The controls strategy

•

How control is provided to each zone

•

The area served by the system and

•

Listing each zone size.

 As-built drawings

Showing location of individual control devices and extent of assessable area
that is served by those devices.

 Commissioning
report

Confirming that the as-installed system functions correctly and demonstrating
its capacity to respond to user controls.

 Elevation
drawings

Showing the location and size of operable windows meet AS1668.2.

Additional Guidance
Typically conventional ceiling-mounted air distribution systems are unable to provide individual control over
ventilation and temperature in an office. This is because they supply air from above to many workstations.
The simplest examples of individual control of thermal comfort are individual cellular office spaces which
have operable windows or discreetly controlled air conditioning systems or units within those offices.
Operable windows control thermal comfort through air movement and air temperature; other systems may
control air temperature (discreetly controlled air conditioning system), air movement (fans) or even radiant
temperature (radiant cooling and heating panels).
In a mechanically-ventilated open plan building there are several methods of achieving individual occupant
control. In these systems, supply air outlets usually provide for manual control by way of adjustable
diffusers in the floor at each workspace or via personal HVAC systems with controllable air vents
integrated into workstation desks or partitions. These systems usually require an under floor air distribution
IEQ
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system. Because air is supplied locally to the occupied zone, supply air temperatures are usually warmer
than conventional ceiling based systems to avoid draft discomfort to the occupants.
Another effective system includes a ceiling-level swivelled vertical air jet (McGill jet) installed in each
workstation. The advantage of this approach is the elimination of secondary fan energy and the capacity to
operate without a raised floor. However, installations that include overhead jets may require a minimum
pressure of 100 Pascal in the air distribution ducts.
Importantly, the air outlet must be very close to the individual to
•
•
•

Allow low air velocity to be effective
Bring air to the individual below room temperature and
Facilitate individual air flow control to increase ventilation efficiency.

Whilst there are very few examples of individual radiant control from an HVAC system, such an option
would also make sense, given the impact of radiant temperature on comfort and the exponential increase
in the impact of radiant temperature on comfort compared with distance from the occupant.
Refer to ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook 1997 Chapter 31 for more guidance on localised ventilation
systems.

Background
Modern office buildings tend to be sealed boxes with no physical connection to the outdoors and no control
of systems for the individual. Individual control means providing user choice for temperature adjustment
and delivering conditioned air to occupant space.
Providing individual control of thermal comfort systems allows occupants to customise the indoor
environment to their own preference.
Chapter 8, ‘Thermal Comfort’, in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 2001, indicates vast
differences between people’s needs for thermal comfort, strongly indicating the need for individual control.
This can have significant benefits for occupants comfort which
•
•

Increase occupant satisfaction and productivity and
Lower occupant complaint levels – meaning fewer trouble calls for building management.

Individual control has also been shown to widen the range of comfort temperatures. This can provide
substantial energy savings in both heating and cooling. In particular it means that a naturally ventilated
environment may be possible for increased periods of the year.
‘Age of air’ experiments indicate better penetration of the ventilation component than with systems which
both supply and return air at the false ceiling.
Feedback from building occupants overseas has been positive, because individual personal control of the
workstation provides a sense of personal empowerment. Subjective estimates of improved productivity
have been noted in a range of 0 to 10%.

References & Further Information
ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
•
•
•
•
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ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook 1997
Draft ASHRAE Comfort Standard 55
Developing an Adaptive Model of Thermal Comfort and Preference - Final Report on ASHRAE
RP884
www.ashrae.org
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IEQ-8 Daylight
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that provide
good levels of daylight for building users.

Related Credits:

IEQ-9

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that a nominated percentage of the assessable
area has a Daylight Factor not less than 2.5% as measured at the floor level under a uniform design sky,
as follows:
One point where 30% of the assessable area complies
Two points where 60% of the assessable area complies
Three points where 90% of the assessable area complies.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the Daylight Modelling Report includes all
information required in the ‘Additional Guidance’ section of this Credit and that the daylight modelling
reflects the design.
Reflectances of a working office environment shall be taken as 75% for ceilings, 50% for walls and 20% for
floors. Actual reflectances may be used in the model where they can be demonstrated to be higher.
Where changes to the design have significantly altered daylight calculations carried out for the original
design submission (e.g. where the glazing characteristics are significantly different to those used for the
original daylight calculations), up-to-date calculations and results must be provided. The NZGBC
Assessors may request that daylight modelling be recalculated for the Built rating to confirm compliance.
Note that measured daylight data is not an acceptable method for demonstrating compliance with this
Credit.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
The base building (as defined in the Introduction) should be modelled. The default values set out in the
General Guidance must be used for all projects.
Design: Actual reflectances may be used where these are higher than the default values and they have
been stipulated in the base building specification.
Built: Actual reflectances may be used where these are higher than the default values and where
contractually binding make good drawings can be used to show this.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Daylight
Modelling Report

IEQ

Describing the software or calculation methodology and variables used for the
daylight modelling and providing daylight results for each area claimed to have
a Daylight Factor of 2.5% or greater.
The Daylight Modelling Report must provide all information nominated in
‘Additional Guidance’.
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In the context of the surrounding area showing heights and location of
surrounding buildings and average reflectance for those buildings.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Daylight
Modelling Report

Describing the software or calculation methodology and variables used for the
daylight modelling and providing daylight results for each area claimed to have
a Daylight Factor of 2.5%. The Daylight Modelling Report must provide all
information nominated in ‘Additional Guidance’.

 Site plan

In the context of the surrounding area showing heights and location of
surrounding buildings and average reflectance for those buildings.

Additional Guidance
Daylight Modelling Report
The Daylight Modelling Report must include the following information
•
•
•
•
•

A description of the methodology and/or modelling software used to calculate the Daylight
Factors
A description of the building model including values of reflectance and transmittance used for
each relevant material/glazing
A description of the Uniform Design Sky used for the daylight model
Legible floor plan outputs from the daylight modelling for each plan area claimed to have a
Daylight Factor ≥2.5% and
A summary table showing the assessable area, divided into spaces and the area in each space
which satisfies the 2.5% Daylight Factor.

Daylight Factor
The Daylight Factor describes the proportion of internal illuminance over external horizontal illuminance
and is expressed as a percentage.
A typical horizontal external illuminance might be 10,000 Lux. In this instance, wherever the internal light
levels are 250 Lux, the Daylight Factor is 2.5%.
Daylight Factor is a useful method for benchmarking the effectiveness of a design, because it measures
the proportion of daylight entering a building and is not climate specific. At present there is not enough
data on daylight availability in NZ to conveniently and accurately design to achieve specific Lux targets.
Uniform Design Sky
If the software used for the calculations does not have a preset option for the Uniform Design Sky, it can
be set up manually.
A Uniform Design Sky represents a sky with a constant value of luminance. Thus, no matter where in the
sky you look, the model has the same value. Design Sky values are derived from a statistical analysis of
outdoor illuminance levels. They represent a horizontal illuminance level that is exceeded 85% of the time
between the hours of 9am and 5pm throughout the working year. Thus they also represent a worst-case
scenario that a building can be designed to and ensure it will meet the desired light levels at least 85% of
the time.
The resulting semi-hemispheric “bubble’ is located at ‘infinite’ distance; therefore the shading effect of the
immediate surrounding building will still be taken into account.
Please note that the uniform sky distribution and diffuse illuminance levels tend to vary from the equator to
the poles. Uniform skies are still sometimes used for cases where access to light is being argued.
Daylight Factor (DF) is most commonly calculated using a CIE overcast sky. Green Star, however, requires
the use of a uniform design sky because it allows Daylight Factors for simple designs to be calculated by
hand and the results compared with computational models. It also makes it easier to compare results
between computational simulations. This is important, because the DF calculated using a Uniform Design
Sky will almost always be higher than that calculated using an overcast sky.
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Hand Calculations
It is acceptable to calculate Daylight Factor using hand calculations for simple designs. To use hand
calculations, there must be negligible overshadowing of glazed areas and separate calculations must be
provided for each space.
Point Calculations
All software calculates Daylight Factor at points on a plan. Some systems calculate the Daylight Factor for
an almost infinite number of points, providing very accurate results. Other modelling programs request the
user to identify the points matrix on the floor plan.
The Daylight Factor must be calculated for at least one point for each square metre of floor area. A
maximum 1m² grid must be overlaid over the floor plan to determine these points and at all perimeters,
each 1m² must begin at the façade. Daylight Factor is then calculated in the centre point for each box in
the grid.
Overshadowing
Overshadowing must be taken into account. A nearby building or feature (such as a cliff face) must be
accounted for in overshadowing.
Alternative Assessment
The Daylight Factor of a project design does not always fairly account for natural light levels provided by
systems designed to reflect direct light. These sorts of systems include light reflecting systems designed to
transfer and diffuse direct light deeper into a space.
To address this, an alternative method for the calculation of the Daylight Factor is acceptable. This method
requires the following calculations for each space using an alternative assessment
•
•

Calculation of the Daylight Factor for the space using a uniform design sky
Calculation of Daylight Factors for 9am, 12pm and 3pm on 21 December, 21 March and 21 June
using a CIE clear sky
•
Data from the Bureau of Meteorology for the average number of clear and cloudy days for
December, March and June.
The weighted Daylight Factor for each point assessed for the purposes of this credit is then calculated as
follows:
•
The uniform design sky Daylight Factor is multiplied by the total number of cloudy days in
December, March and June
•
9am, 12pm and 3pm Daylight Factors for 21 December are each multiplied by the number of
clear days for December then the final value divided by three
•
9am, 12pm and 3pm Daylight Factors for 21 March are each multiplied by the number of clear
days for March then the final value divided by three
•
9am, 12pm and 3pm Daylight Factors for 21 June are each multiplied by the number of clear
days for June then the final value divided by three
•
Uniform, December, March and June Daylight Factors are all added together and divided by the
total number of cloudy and clear days for December, March and June.
This process is carried out for each point for which the Daylight Factor is calculated.
General Guidance
The following scenarios are often used when determining the expected daylight performance of a building
design with clear float glazing
•
•

•

The room depth is less than 7m (i.e. the depth from window to edge of notional circulation
space).
The general reflectance of surfaces is middle to high - i.e. surfaces are generally light in colour
including walls and ceiling. The floor covering should not be excessively dark although this
surface is less relevant as it can be assumed that much of the reflective area will be covered by
furniture when the building is in occupation.
The sky must be visible from desk height (0.7m) for at least 80% of each room (based on floor
area).

Note that the above is a guide only and all submissions must demonstrate through calculations that the
Credit Criteria have been met.
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Background
The sun has been used for centuries to light building interiors during the day but many buildings today tend
to place great emphasis on artificial lighting.
Unfortunately studies are now starting to show that the increased reliance on artificial lighting is having a
detrimental impact on occupant health and wellbeing. A significant body of research has also begun to
document the impact of natural light in schools and on students.
In educational environments, the research consistently indicates that students in classrooms with access to
natural light perform better in all academic fields than students in classrooms without natural light at the
same school. The advantage of the use of students as case studies is that generally the benchmarks are
identical, allowing a reasonable degree of comparison in performance.
International research has also found that students studying in environments with natural light have better
attention rates, are less prone to being distracted or disruptive, and have better health than fellow students
in artificially lit rooms.
The impact of circadian rhythms on our productivity and health is well documented. These rhythms are
based on the body’s understanding of the time of day, which is driven by access to daylight. The natural
changes in light that occur over the course of the day drive the circadian rhythms and remind the body that
it is not evening.
Whilst most of the current research has been developed for school environments, the improvements
measured in students are improvements which are likely not only to improve occupant health and
wellbeing, but also productivity. These are benefits which can be readily transferred to an office
environment and which are likely to provide office occupants with financial as well as health and wellbeing
improvements.

References & Further Information
Standards New Zealand
•
NZS 1680.1-2006 Interior Lighting - General Principles and Recommendations
www.standards.co.nz
International Energy Agency
•

Daylighting in Buildings, IEA 2000
www.iea.org/

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•

Daylighting and Window Design, CIBSE 1999
www.cibse.org

Illuminating Engineering Society of Australia
•
•
•

Skylight Availability in Australia – Data and Their Application to Design, Dr Nancy Ruck, IESA
2001
www.iesanzq.asn.au
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/Council/documents/OnExhibition/ESDRatingTool/IEQ4%20Daylight.pdf.

Baker, Nick and Koen Steemers, Daylighting Design of Buildings, James and James 2002.
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IEQ-9 Daylight Glare Control
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that reduce
the discomfort of glare from natural light.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

1
IEQ-8, IEQ-10

NLA

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that glare from daylight is reduced through any
combination of the following:
• For each typical glazing configuration on each façade, fixed shading devices shade the working
plane (700mm AFFL), 1.5m in from the centre of the glazing, from direct sun for 80% of standard
working hours.
OR
• Blinds or screens are fitted on all glazing and atriums as a base building provision and meet the
following criteria:
o Eliminate all direct sun penetration
o Have a visual light transmittance (VLT) of <10%
o Are controlled with an automatic monitoring system
o Are equipped with a manual override function accessible by occupants.

Compliance Requirements
The glare control devices must be provided by the base building to meet the Credit Criteria. Automated
blinds must be controlled by the Building Management System (BMS) or an equivalent control system;
control by a manually-activated switch does not suffice.
Projects can use a combination of fixed external blinds and automated internal blinds, with different
systems on each orientation, to achieve this Credit.
Where changes to the design have significantly altered daylight calculations carried out for the original
design submission (e.g. where the glazing characteristics are significantly different to those used for the
original daylight calculations), up-to-date calculations and results must be provided. The NZGBC
Assessors may request that daylight modelling be recalculated for the Built rating to confirm compliance.
Fixed Shading
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the typical glare control devices on the façade
shade the stipulated proportion of the assessable area from direct sun for at least 80% of standard working
hours throughout the year. This must be supported by the documented design.
The business day of 8am to 6pm is to be used for calculating 80% of the standard occupancy hours.
Diagrams may be derived from stereographic computer modelling methods or manual methods to comply
with the Credit.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the plan drawing(s) or stereographic diagram(s) are
consistent with the information provided by the design professional.
Deemed to satisfy criteria
Compliance can be demonstrated by achieving the Credit Criteria at 9am, midday and 3pm during winter
and summer solstice as well as one equinox,
Diagrams may be derived from stereographic computer modelling methods or manual methods to comply
with the Credit.
Occupant Controlled, Automated Blinds/Screens
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the all of the documented blinds/screens are
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Provided by the base building owner/developer
Automated and controlled by a BMS system or equivalent to prevent direct sunlight penetration
during standard occupancy hours
Are fitted with manual occupant override and
Have a VLT of less than 10%.

Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

• Identifying all spaces where glare is minimised and stating their areas
• Stating the solutions used to minimise glare in each space and
• Where internal blinds/screens are used, describing how direct sun
penetration will be avoided.

 Design façade
drawings

Of the building and any atriums marked up to show
•

Each typical glazing system (see ‘Additional Guidance’) in the design
and its orientation

•

The glare control solutions used for each typical glazing system or
atrium

•

The extent of fixed shading for that glazing system or atrium

•

Wherever applicable, construction detail drawings of the glare control
devices

Where Credit Criteria is met through fixed shading
 Floor plan
diagrams

At the working plane (700mm AFFL), indicating points 1.5m in from the centre
of each typical glazing system and aspect, demonstrating that the points are
shaded for at least 80% of standard working hours.

Where Credit Criteria is met through fixed shading ‘Deemed to satisfy criteria’
 Floor plan
diagrams

Typical floor plan diagrams must be submitted for 9am, midday and 3pm during
winter and summer solstice as well as one equinox and are to map out areas of
direct unimpeded solar radiation.

Where Credit Criteria is met through blinds/screens
 Extracts from the
specifications

• Indicating the daylight glare control system within the design
• For any internal blinds/screens, stipulating a VLT of less than 10% how
they will be automated and how the occupant manual override must perform
and
• Stating that blinds/screens are monitored with an automatic control system
and equipped with an occupant manual control override function for
occupants.

Submission Checklist: As Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

• Identifying all spaces where glare is minimised and stating their areas
• Stating the solution(s) used to minimise glare in each space and
• Where internal blinds/screens are used, describing how direct sun
penetration will be avoided.

Where Credit Criteria is met through fixed shading
 As-built façade
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• Each typical glazing system (see ‘Additional Guidance’) in the design and its
orientation
• The glare control solutions used for each typical glazing system or atrium
• The extent of fixed shading for that glazing system or atrium and
• Wherever necessary, construction detail drawings of the glare control
devices.

 Floor plan
diagram(s)

At working plane (700mm AFFL), indicating points 1.5m in from the centre of
each typical glazing system and aspect, demonstrating that the point(s) are
shaded for at least 80% of standard working hours.

Where Credit Criteria is met through fixed shading ‘Deemed to satisfy criteria’
 As-built façade
drawing(s)

Of the building and any atriums marked up to show
• Each typical glazing system (see ‘Additional Guidance’) in the design and its
orientation
• The glare control solutions used for each typical glazing system or atrium
• The extent of fixed shading for that glazing system or atrium and
• Wherever necessary, construction detail drawings of the glare control
devices.

 Floor plan
diagram(s)

Typical floor plan diagrams must be submitted for 9am, midday and 3pm during
winter and summer solstice as well as on equinox and map out areas of direct
unimpeded solar radiation.

Where Credit Criteria is met through blinds/screens
 Signed
statements

From
• A sub-contractor confirming that the system described above was installed
with automation and occupant control overrides and
• A supplier confirming that the system supplied has a VLT of less than 10%.

Additional Guidance
The 80% requirement may be demonstrated either for each typical façade, or on an area-weighted basis.
When calculating on an area-weighted basis, the average percentage of working hours each typical
glazing system is shaded is multiplied by the area of that entire glazing system. The sum of these values
for all glazing systems is then divided by the entire façade area analysed to achieve the area-weighted
value.
For example, a building has four façades, each of which is shaded as shown below
Façade

Area

% Shaded 8am-6pm

Area-weighted Value

North

5000m²

95%

4750

South

5000m²

100%

5000

East

2000m²

65%

1300

West

2000m²

60%

1200

TOTAL

14000m² (a)

AREA WEIGHTED AVERAGE

12250 (b)
(b)÷(a) =

87.5%

This building meets the requirements of this credit, even though the east and west façades do not
separately meet the credit requirements.
Typical Glazing Systems
Stereographic diagrams must be calculated for each typical glazing system. A typical glazing system is
defined as a glazing system which is replicated for at least 5% of the total façade area. Where typical
glazing systems are common across orientations, a separate stereographic diagram must be determined
for each orientation. If the total area of all typical glazing systems >5% of the total façade area does not
IEQ
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equal >85% of the total façade area, additional glazing systems must be assessed such that the total area
assessed >85% of the façade area.
Glazing systems which only cover plant or non-assessable area floor area are excluded from these
calculations.
Stereographic Diagrams
Stereographic diagrams represent an upward-facing hemispherical view from a particular point in space,
over which the sun-path for that area is traced to determine times and dates the point is shaded and under
direct sun.
VLT (Visual Light Transmittance)
VLT represents the total VLT penetrating through a blind or shading device. Where that device is opaque
its VLT is 0, meaning no light transmittance. VLT is commonly provided by blind manufacturers as part of
the technical data for the blind.
Direct Sun Penetration
Direct sun penetration is any direct sunlight not protected by a blind with a VLT of <10%. Detail drawings of
blinds must demonstrate that blinds cover mullions and glazing frames such that no direct sun is able to
pass the blind during standard working hours.

Background
While daylighting is generally accepted as beneficial by improving the internal environment and saving on
artificial lighting energy, it can also cause significant glare problems. The provision of blinds can overcome
this problem by offering occupant control to deal with local glare.
Direct sunlight or patches of sunlight on internal surfaces, including reflections of windows on computer
screens, can cause discomfort due to glare. Although a subjective and complex phenomenon, much of the
research into the physiological basis of glare indicates that there are certain common factors influencing
the levels of discomfort and/or visual impairment associated with glare including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contrast between the luminance level of the light source and ambient/ background luminance
Contrast between ambient/background luminance and the luminance/illuminance of the task
Reflections
Size and number of glare sources
Length of time that the glare source is present and
Relative position of the glare source in the field of view.

Shading is essential in preventing glare caused by direct sunlight.
Designing the façade to provide fixed external shading allows the visual transmittance of the glazing to be
improved and controls glare caused by direct sun effectively.

References & Further Information
CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
•

Daylighting and Window Design; CIBSE 1999
CIBSE Guide A Design Data (1997)
www.cibse.org

IESNA (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America)
•
•

Lighting Handbook, 8th edition, Reference and Application (1993)
www.iesna.org

Square One Archive
•
•
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Shadows and Shading – Sun Path and Stereographic Diagrams
http://ecotect.com/archive/index.php?solar/sun-path-diagrams.html
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IEQ-10 External Views
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise reduced eyestrain
for building occupants by allowing long distance
views and the provision of visual connection to the
outdoors.

2

Related Credits:

IEQ-9

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that a percentage of the assessable area has a
direct line of sight through vision glazing, either externally or to an adequately sized and naturally lit
internal atrium, as follows:
One point = 60% of the assessable area
Two points = 90% of the assessable area.
The distance to the nearest vision glazing is to be no more than eight metres. The external length of view
must also be no less than eight metres.

Compliance Requirements
External views
Where compliance is achieved through external views, the following must be achieved
•
•
•

The view must extend from the perimeter of the building unblocked by solid structures (i.e. there
must not be another building within eight metres)
The area behind any solid portion of the external wall or atrium must be excluded from the
calculations and
The sight line is to be measured by extending a perpendicular line from the atrium or window; a
line at 45 degrees can be used at the corners of atria or windows, as per Figure 1. Sight lines
must take into account thickness of external walls (there must be a clear line of sight to the
outside).

Day-lit Atrium
Where compliance is achieved through a day-lit atrium, the following must be achieved
•
•
•
•
•
•

IEQ

The atrium must be at least 8 metres wide at any point to which the line of sight is demonstrated
If the space opens directly onto the atrium, calculation must be made from the vision glazing or
from the internal perimeter of the atrium if no internal glazing is installed
The area behind any solid portion of the atrium perimeter must be excluded from the calculations
The minimum daylight factor of 3.5% is for 90% of the atrium area on each level for which
compliance is claimed, calculated at floor level for that particular level
The base of the internal atrium is considered to be at the lowest level of Office space (even if the
actual base of atrium is several floors lower) and
The sight-line is to be measured at by extending a perpendicular line from the atrium/window; a
line at 45 degree can be used at the corners of atrium/windows. Site lines must take into account
thickness of external walls (there must be a clear line of site to the outside).
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Figure IEQ-10.1 Diagrams illustrating areas that comply with the Credit Criteria given various floor plans.

Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report
80

Referencing drawings
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• Providing calculations of the total assessable area within eight metres of
vision glazing or daylight atrium; the area behind any solid portion of the
perimeter of the external wall or atrium must be excluded from the
calculations and
• Providing a summary table demonstrating that compliant assessable area
jointly accounts for the stipulated percentage of the assessable area.
 Design drawings

• Floor plans of all typical floors marked up to show any atria and their
dimensions, the location of vision glazing and all assessable area within
eight metres of vision glazing or daylight atrium, excluding the area behind
any solid portion of the perimeter of the external wall or atrium and
indicating sight lines where relevant
• Sight lines must take into account thickness of external walls (there must be
a clear line of sight to the outside) and must extend eight metres from the
perimeter of the building (i.e. there must not be another building within eight
metres) and
• Elevation drawings showing shape of vision glazing.

Where compliance is achieved through use of atria, the following is also required
 Daylight
modelling report
or daylight
calculations

Demonstrating, with inputs justified by the documented design, the Daylight
Factor in the atria at compliant floor levels.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Referencing as-built drawings
• Providing calculations of the total assessable area within eight metres of
vision glazing or daylight atrium; the area behind any solid portion of the
perimeter of the external wall or atrium must be excluded from the
calculations and
• Providing a summary table demonstrating that compliant assessable area
jointly accounts for the stipulated percentage of the assessable area.

 As-built drawings

• Floor plans of all typical floors marked up to show any atria and their
dimensions, the location of vision glazing and all assessable area within
eight metres of vision glazing or daylight atrium, excluding the area behind
any solid portion of the perimeter of the external wall or atrium and
indicating sight lines where relevant
• Sight lines must take into account thickness of external walls (there must be
a clear line of sight to the outside) and must extend eight metres from the
perimeter of the building (i.e. there must not be another building within eight
metres) and
• Elevation drawings showing location and shape of vision glazing.

Where compliance is achieved through use of atria, the following is also required
 Daylight
modelling report
or daylight
calculations

Demonstrating, with inputs justified by the documented as-built design, the
Daylight Factor in the atria.

Where this point was awarded under a Green Star NZ Design 2009 certification, the following
documentation satisfies the Compliance Requirements
 Statement from a
design
professional

IEQ

Statement from a design professional that the base building has not changed
from the documentation included in the Green Star NZ Design 2009 submission
and is still valid.
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Additional Guidance
The requirements for an adequately sized and naturally lit internal atrium are
•
•

The minimum daylight factor of 3.5% is for 90% of the atrium area on each level for which
compliance is claimed (calculated at floor level for that particular level) for the duration of
standard hours of occupancy under a uniform design sky; and
A minimum 8m sight line across atrium.

Vision glazing does not include windows below 700mm or above 2400mm as measured from floor level.
Skylights are not classed as vision glazing.

Background
There is increasing evidence that eyestrain and related health problems can be significantly reduced in
situations where the eyes can be refocused periodically on a distant object. Views encourage occupants to
rest their eyes by providing visual interest. Office work is generally dominated by relatively static close
distance work that can cause eye strain from lack of sufficient eye movement over prolonged periods.
Although looking away into the far distance is ideal any change in focal distance relieves the eye muscles
employed in focusing on close objects. Brighter areas with some movement are generally more visually
attractive although care must be taken to ensure the view is not too distracting. Views also provide a sense
of connection with other people and the outside world.

References & Further Information
Queensland University of Technology
•
•

Modification of Atrium Design to Improve Thermal and Daylighting Performance
http://adt.library.qut.edu.au/adt-qut/uploads/approved/adtQUT20020326.155817/public/01front.pdf

Standards New Zealand
•
•

AS/NZS 1680.1-2006 Interior Lighting - General Principles and Recommendations
www.standards.com.au

CIBSE (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K.)
•
•
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Publications - Daylighting and Window Design; CIBSE 1999
www.cibse.org
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IEQ-11 Electric Lighting Levels 2009.1
Points:

Aim:

To encourage and recognise office lighting
provided by the base building that improves
visual comfort.

Related Credits:

3
IEQ-12, ENE-4 ENE-5

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded as follows:
One point is awarded where 80% of each of the wall and ceiling area meets the following:
• Surface finishes have reflectances of not less than 65% for ceilings and 40% for walls AND
• An average surface illuminance of at least:
o

20% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) is achieved on the
ceiling AND

o

40% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) is achieved on the
walls.

Two points are awarded where the above point has been achieved and 80% of each of the wall and
ceiling area meets the following:
• Surface finishes shall have reflectances of not less than 75% for ceilings and 50% for walls AND
• An average surface illuminance of at least:
o

30% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) is achieved on the
ceiling AND

o

50% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) is achieved on the
walls.

One point is awarded where:
• The lighting design has an average maintained illuminance level (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006
1.4.4) of no more than 400 Lux (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006 Table 3.1 for difficult tasks) with:
• A uniformity of no less than 0.6 for 95% of the assessable area as measured at the working plane
(700mm AFFL)
This shall be calculated using a maintenance factor of 0.76.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clearly demonstrated that the documentation
accurately reflects the entire lighting system, even if only typical lighting layouts are documented.
Please ensure that the submitted documentation correlates with documentation submitted for all other
lighting credits.
Any glass window or partition may be excluded from the area required to comply with reflectances and
surface illuminance criteria.
Reflectance value verification for Design ratings
It is understood that designers may wish to alter materials at later stages of the design. It is therefore
acceptable for Green Star NZ purposes that reflectance levels for walls and ceilings are demonstrated by
stipulating minimum reflectance levels in the specification. It is not necessary to specify the actual material
type to be used.

IEQ
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Reflectance value verification for Built ratings
For a Green Star NZ Built rating it is necessary to demonstrate which materials have been used and to
estimate the reflectance levels of walls and ceilings.
Reflectance values for materials used should be demonstrated by providing manufacturer’s datasheets.
These are to be included as an appendix with a summary table. Where these are not available,
reflectances may be estimated from AS 1680.1 Table E1 or Table IEQ-11.1 below. Estimates should be
conservative where the submitter is unsure. Where a material is not included in Table IEQ-11.1, a CIR can
be submitted to have the material evaluated. A good description and photo of the material should be
submitted with the CIR documentation.
Where manufacturer’s datasheets are not available for paint they may be estimated using a colour chart. In
order to show compliance with this method a photo of the surface and the colour chart must be submitted,
showing both colour chart and colour in the same photo.

Material

Description

Concrete/cement

Cement screed

0.45

Portland cement smooth, white fibre cement

0.4

Portland cement rough

0.25

Light

0.35

Medium; light oak, mahogany, gaboon

0.25

Dark; teak, medium oak

0.2

Very dark

0.1

Concrete, light grey

0.35

Common

0.3

Red

0.25

Concrete, dark grey

0.2

Dark hard fired

0.15

Timber

Brick

Reflectance level

Stainless steel
Tiles

PVC tiles

0.35
White

0.8

Cork polished

0.2

Quarry tiles, red, heather brown

0.1

Cream

0.45

Brown and cream marbled

0.25

Dark brown

0.1

Table IEQ-11.1 Approximate reflectances for materials (derived from AS 1680.1 Table E1)

Where a colour or material is used for less than 2% of any wall it may be excluded from the calculation for
reflectance level of that wall.
An average reflectance level should be calculated as follows:

84

•

Tabulate reflectances used for all surfaces and their respective areas.

•

Calculate an area weighted average for all walls and ceilings within a space or room.

•

This must be repeated for all areas or spaces unless a standardised design is used. Where a
standardised design is used over several floors only one floor needs to be calculated.
© New Zealand Green Building Council
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The requirement of 80% of the walls and ceilings meeting the criteria above can be applied either
on a room by room basis, showing that each room meets the requirement, or as a whole building.

If the project wishes to use a maintenance factor higher than 0.76 they may submit a Credit Interpretation
Request.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fitouts. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fitout, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Projects which will install (Design) or have installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will be
eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built documentation must be
provided to demonstrate this as per the Technical Manual.
Projects which will not install (Design) or have not installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will
only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting Credit. In this case proof of a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each credit must be
demonstrated.
For existing buildings where the lighting is owned by the current tenant, confirmation of the lighting system
remaining after lease end will be deemed equivalent to base building ownership of the lighting system and
will be eligible for full points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met, referencing attached
documents as appropriate, by
• Showing the assessable area served by each layout
• Providing an area summary demonstrating that areas with average
maintained illuminance levels of no more than 400 Lux jointly account for at
least 95% of the assessable area and
• Providing illuminance calculations demonstrating
o The average maintained lighting levels for each layout
o The working plane used and
o Compliance with the percentage assessable area requirements.

 Design reflected
ceiling plan
(RCP) drawings

For each typical ceiling layout, marked up to demonstrate compliance with the
Credit Criteria, with the location, type and expected average maintained
illuminance of all luminaires clearly indicated.

 Isolux drawings

Isolux drawings complete with stated uniformities, surface reflectances,
maintenance factors and task heights.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Short report that describes how the Credit Criteria have been met
• Referencing as-built documentation and commissioning results
• Showing the assessable area served by each typical layout
• Providing an area summary demonstrating that areas with average
maintained illuminance levels of no more than 400 lux jointly account for at
least 95% of the assessable area and
• Providing illuminance calculations demonstrating
o The average maintained lighting levels for each layout
o The working plane used and
o Compliance with the percentage assessable area requirements.

IEQ
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Complete with stated uniformities, surface reflectances, maintenance factors
and task heights.

Additional Guidance
Average maintained illuminance refers to the average illuminance of light sources and luminaires at the
end of their usable life and cleaning cycle (dust and other factors taken into account). 400 lux is the
maximum average (over a floor or space) value for maintained illuminance. This should be calculated on
an area weighted average for each distinct space or area. A space may contain areas with illuminance
levels above 400 lux as long as it is balanced to achieve an average of less than 400 lux over the whole
space.
Full lighting capacity (not dimmed, unless with a commissioned long term set point) must be included in
calculations. Green Star assesses the capacity of a building’s attributes to reduce its environmental impact;
allowing for greater luminance levels does not meet the Aim of this Credit because tenant operations
and/or behaviour can reverse the effort of the commissioning and utilise the full capacity of the design.
Surface reflectances
Windows and glazed areas are to be ignored when working out the average wall/ceiling reflectance.
Light levels
Assume that it is dark outside with no contribution from external light sources. Rooms may include light
contribution from adjacent spaces through glazed partitions, etc.

Background
Lighting luminance levels are an important factor in determining occupant wellbeing and health in an office.
Lighting that is too dim or too bright can cause discomfort and strain for office occupants.
A building owner and lighting designer usually provide office-standard lighting before the office space has
a tenant and the usage of the space is known. This results in ceiling mounted light luminaires being used
to provide an illumination level suitable for reading almost everywhere, even though only about 5–10% of
the office space will require this lighting level.
In general office design, which assumes most work to be focused on screen-based tasks (IT), maintained
illuminance levels of not less than 320 lux are recommended or 400 lux if there is a degree of hard copy
paper work. Many offices are substantially over-lit with Lux levels due to artificial lighting exceeding 600 lux
at predicted end of lamp life.
Increased reflectance and illumination of wall and ceiling surfaces reduces eye fatigue by lowering the
contrast between room and work surfaces. Wall and ceiling surfaces with low reflectances appear dark
despite high illuminance levels (falling on the surfaces). The high contrast between background surfaces
and work surfaces (especially computer screens) and light sources can create glare, discomfort and eye
fatigue.
Illuminance distribution is improved with increased reflectance levels of room surfaces avoiding sudden
drops in illumination. The comfort, performance and safety of building occupants is improved when
illuminance distribution is more uniform requiring less transitional adaptation between areas of differing
illuminance.

References & Further Information
Standards Australia
•
AS 1680.2.2-1994 Interior Lighting - Office and Screen-based Tasks
•
AS1680.2.3:2008: Interior lighting: Specific applications - Educational and training facilities
•
www.standards.com.au (Accessed July 2012)
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Standards New Zealand
•
AS/NZS 1680.1:2006 Interior and workplace
Recommendations
•
www.standards.co.nz (Accessed June 2012)
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IEQ-11 Electric Lighting Levels
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise office lighting
provided by the base building that improves visual
comfort.

Related Credits:

3
IEQ-12, ENE-4 ENE-5

Assessable area:

NLA

SUPERCEDED – AVAILABLE TO PROJECTS REGISTERED PRIOR TO SEPT 2014

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded as follows:
One point is awarded where 80% of each of the wall and ceiling area meets the following:
• Surface finishes have reflectances of not less than 65% for ceilings and 40% for walls.
• An average surface illuminance of at least:
o 20% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) on the ceiling and
o 40% on the walls.
Two points are awarded where the above point has been achieved and 80% of each of the wall, ceiling
and floor area meets the following:
• Surface finishes shall have reflectances of not less than 75% for ceilings, 50% for walls and 20% for
floors.
• An average surface illuminance of at least:
o 30% of the required task lighting levels (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006) on the ceiling
o 50% on the walls and
o 20% on the floors.
One point is awarded where:
• The office lighting design has an average maintained illuminance level (as defined by
AS/NZS1680.1:2006 1.4.4) of no more than 400 Lux with a uniformity of no less than 0.6 for 95% of
the assessable area as measured at the working plane (700mm AFFL) with the standard
maintenance factor of 0.76.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clearly demonstrated that the documentation
accurately reflects the entire lighting system, even if only typical lighting layouts are documented.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the submitted documentation correlates with
documentation submitted for all other lighting credits.
Any glass window or partition may be excluded from the area required to comply with reflectances and
surface illuminance criteria.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Projects which will install (Design) or have installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will be
eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built documentation must be
provided to demonstrate this as per the Technical Manual.
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Projects which will not install (Design) or have not installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will
only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting Credit. In this case proof of a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each credit must be
demonstrated.
For existing buildings where the lighting is owned by the current tenant, confirmation of the lighting system
remaining after lease end will be deemed equivalent to base building ownership of the lighting system and
will be eligible for full points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met, referencing attached
documents as appropriate, by
• Showing the assessable area served by each layout
• Providing an area summary demonstrating that areas with average
maintained illuminance levels of no more than 400 Lux jointly account for at
least 95% of the assessable area and
• Providing illuminance calculations demonstrating
o The average maintained lighting levels for each layout
o The working plane used and
o Compliance with the percentage assessable area requirements.

 Design reflected
ceiling plan
(RCP) drawings

For each typical ceiling layout, marked up to demonstrate compliance with the
Credit Criteria, with the location, type and expected average maintained
illuminance of all luminaires clearly indicated.

 Isolux drawings

Isolux drawings complete with stated uniformities, surface reflectances,
maintenance factors and task heights.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Short report that describes how the Credit Criteria have been met
• Referencing as-built documentation and commissioning results
• Showing the assessable area served by each typical layout
• Providing an area summary demonstrating that areas with average
maintained illuminance levels of no more than 400 lux jointly account for at
least 95% of the assessable area and
• Providing illuminance calculations demonstrating
o The average maintained lighting levels for each layout
o The working plane used and
o Compliance with the percentage assessable area requirements.

 As built Isolux
certification
measurement
drawings

Complete with stated uniformities, surface reflectances, maintenance factors
and task heights.

Additional Guidance
Average maintained illuminance refers to the average illuminance of light sources and luminaires at the
end of their usable life and cleaning cycle (dust and other factors taken into account). 400 lux is the
maximum average (over a floor or space) value for maintained illuminance. This should be calculated on
an area weighted average for each distinct space or area. A space may contain areas with illuminance
levels above 400 lux as long as it is balanced to achieve an average of less than 400 lux over the whole
space.
Full lighting capacity (not dimmed, unless with a commissioned long term set point) must be included in
calculations. Green Star assesses the capacity of a building’s attributes to reduce its environmental impact;
IEQ
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allowing for greater luminance levels does not meet the Aim of this Credit because tenant operations
and/or behaviour can reverse the effort of the commissioning and utilise the full capacity of the design.

Background
Lighting luminance levels are an important factor in determining occupant wellbeing and health in an office.
Lighting that is too dim or too bright can cause discomfort and strain for office occupants.
A building owner and lighting designer usually provide office-standard lighting before the office space has
a tenant and the usage of the space is known. This results in ceiling mounted light luminaires being used
to provide an illumination level suitable for reading almost everywhere, even though only about 5–10% of
the office space will require this lighting level.
In general office design, which assumes most work to be focused on screen-based tasks (IT), maintained
illuminance levels of not less than 320 lux are recommended or 400 lux if there is a degree of hard copy
paper work. Many offices are substantially over-lit with Lux levels due to artificial lighting exceeding 600 lux
at predicted end of lamp life.
Increased reflectance and illumination of wall and ceiling surfaces reduces eye fatigue by lowering the
contrast between room and work surfaces. Wall and ceiling surfaces with low reflectances appear dark
despite high illuminance levels (falling on the surfaces). The high contrast between background surfaces
and work surfaces (especially computer screens) and light sources can create glare, discomfort and eye
fatigue.
Illuminance distribution is improved with increased reflectance levels of room surfaces avoiding sudden
drops in illumination. The comfort, performance and safety of building occupants is improved when
illuminance distribution is more uniform requiring less transitional adaptation between areas of differing
illuminance.

References & Further Information
Standards New Zealand
•
•

AS/NZS 1680.1-2006 Interior Lighting - General Principles and Recommendations
www.standards.co.nz

Standards Australia
•
•
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AS 1680.2.2-1994 Interior Lighting - Office and Screen-based Tasks
www.standards.com.au
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IEQ-12 High Frequency Ballasts
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the increase in
workplace amenity by avoiding low frequency
flicker that may be associated with electromagnetic fluorescent lighting.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

1
IEQ-11, ENE-4, ENE-5

NLA

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where:
• High frequency ballasts are installed in all fluorescent luminaires present over a minimum of 95% of
the assessable area.

Compliance Requirements
To meet the Credit Criteria areas lit by fluorescent lighting without high frequency ballasts must account for
less than 5% of the assessable area.
All types of luminaires are to be accounted for in submitted documentation.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Projects which will install (Design) or have installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will be
eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built documentation must be
provided to demonstrate this as per the Technical Manual.
Projects which will not install (Design) or have not installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will
only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting credit. In this case proof of a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each credit must be
demonstrated.
For existing buildings where the lighting is owned by the current tenant, confirmation of the lighting system
remaining after lease end will be deemed equivalent to base building ownership of the lighting system and
will be eligible for full points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Identifying all luminaires used in the building with types of ballasts and
quantities nominated
• Stating the assessable area served by fluorescent luminaires with highfrequency ballasts and
• A summary table or calculations showing that the areas served by
fluorescent luminaires with high frequency ballasts jointly account for at
least 95% of the total assessable area.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Stipulating the use of high frequency ballasts for all fluorescent luminaires listed
over 95% of the assessable area.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

IEQ

• Identifying all luminaires used in the building with types of ballasts and
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quantities stated
• Stating the assessable area served by fluorescent luminaires with highfrequency ballasts and
• A summary table or calculations that shows the areas served by fluorescent
luminaires with high frequency ballasts jointly account for at least 95% of the
total assessable area.
 Supplier or
subcontractor
confirmation
OR

Confirmation of the total number of high frequency ballast fittings installed.

Manufacturers’
data sheets
OR

For all installed light fittings indicating the types of high frequency ballasts
installed to all fluorescent luminaires.

Photograph of
each type of
ballast

One photograph per each type of ballast included on the summary sheet,
clearly showing where it explicitly states it is a ‘high frequency’, ‘electronic’ or
‘digital’ ballast.

Additional Guidance
The purpose of this Credit is to reward designs that avoid conventional and low frequency ballasts and
specify only high frequency ballasts.
Older, conventional (low frequency) ballasts are commonly referred to as ‘magnetic ballasts’. Newer, high
frequency ballasts are commonly referred to as ‘electronic ballasts’.
Non-maintained emergency lighting i.e. lighting that only turns on in the event of a power failure as well as
emergency exit sign luminaires need not be considered as part of the assessment.

Background
Conventional fluorescent luminaires operate at a frequency of 50Hz (i.e. mains frequency). This results in
the light switching on and off 100 times per second. Some people are perceptive to flicker at these low
frequencies and can suffer significant discomfort as a result. The most commonly experienced problems
ascribed to flicker are eyestrain and headaches.
High frequency ballasts are now commonly specified and operate at over 32,0000Hz (32 kHz). At this
frequency the flicker is totally undetectable either consciously or unconsciously. In offices where these are
installed, health problems have been successfully reduced.
Whilst it is the health implications of these units that are under consideration within this Credit, high
frequency luminaires also result in significant energy savings and prolonged lamp life, leading to direct
financial benefits.

References & Further Information
EECA
•

www.eeca.govt.nz/labelling-and-standards/meps.html

National Lighting Product Information Program (U.S.)
•
•
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Electronic Ballasts Specifier Report
www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/publicationdetails.asp?id=129&type=1
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IEQ-13 Internal Noise Levels
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that
maintain internal noise levels at an appropriate
level.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

2
N/A

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where 95% of the project’s assessable area does not exceed the
‘Satisfactory’ ambient internal noise levels in accordance with AS/NZS 2107:2000, as follows:
Building Services Design:
• One point is awarded where noise from the building services does not exceed 43dB(A)LAeq.
Overall Building including Building Services:
• One point is awarded where the noise level does not exceed 43dB(A)LAeq (assuming open plan
offices).

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that it is clear the noise modelling and documentation
account for all internal and external noise sources and were carried out in accordance with AS/NZS
2107:2000.
The measured level at any single measurement position shall not exceed 43(A)LAeq. Site allowances are
assumed to have been taken account of in the design levels specified.
Measurements should be taken according to AS/NZS 2107:2000. A representative range of measurements
should be taken at expected workstation locations. Measurement positions shall be no less than 1 per
75m². When assessing the overall building noise levels and where the measurement location is within 10m
of the façade a measurement period of 15 minutes is expected, during a typical working day.
Operable windows must be opened during measurements only if required for compliance with Clause G4
Ventilation of the NZBC as is standard practice.
Naturally Ventilated Spaces
In naturally ventilated buildings, unless fans are used (for mechanically assisted natural ventilation), the
Building Services Design point refers to hydraulic services only. All modelling must be carried out with
ventilation openings open.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Design Phase
Internal partitions need only be considered if they are a base building provision, and if they are structural
walls of internal offices; most projects can assume open-plan layout. Tenant installed partitions are not to
be included.
Built Phase
Where a building, floor or space is delivered as integrated fit-out and it is not possible to measure an open
plan space without the tenancy fit-out, verification that the space has been built as described in the short
report will be deemed acceptable. Justification for not being able to take measurements in an open plan
space should be given in the short report.

IEQ
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Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Prepared by a qualified acoustics consultant that describes in summary how
the Credit Criteria have been met by describing
• All relevant internal and external noise sources
• The design features required to meet the Credit Criteria and
• Comments on measures taken to address low frequency HVAC noise.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Extract(s) from
the
Commissioning
Report

Showing the results of noise level testing and outlining the conditions under
which the tests were carried out including
• A plan of the measurement positions and
• The time period the measurements were conducted under.

Where spaces are delivered as integrated fit-out and cannot practically be measured as an open plan
space the following can be submitted to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Prepared by a qualified acoustics consultant that describes in summary how
the Credit Criteria have been met by describing
• All relevant internal and external noise sources and
• The design features required to demonstrate that the Credit Criteria has
been achieved
• Comments on measure taken to address low frequency HVAC noise and
• A brief justification for not being able to take measurements in an open plan
un-tenanted space.

 As-built drawings

• Plan drawings of all typical floor plates showing the noise control features
included within the design
• Typical section drawings of the building showing the noise control features
included within the design and
• Typical detail drawings demonstrating noise control design features
included within the design.

Additional Guidance
Significant annoyance can arise from mechanical systems with excessive low frequency noise due to
turbulence (rumble), even when the A-weighted sound pressure level is below the recommended value.
The acoustic consultant is to provide comment on this if applicable to the building.
Base building projects do not need to meet the recommended reverberation times within AS/NZS
2107:2000.
In order to achieve both points, an allowance needs to be made for the contribution from all noise sources
eg it may be appropriate to design Building Services to 40dB(A)LAeq and Building envelope to
40dB(A)LAeq.
Internal Partitions
Internal partitions need only be considered if they are a base building provision, and if they are structural
walls of internal offices; most projects can assume open-plan layout. Tenant installed partitions are not to
be included.
Typical Noise Sources may include the following
•
•
•
•
•
94

Mechanical Equipment
Pipes
Hydraulic Services
Plant Room Breakout
Traffic Noise
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Other External Noise Sources

Background
Internal noise is a significant factor in terms of occupant satisfaction and wellbeing. It can have a major
influence on productivity in the workplace and is recognised as a health hazard by the World Health
Organisation (WHO).
Sound is measured in terms of pressure levels to which the human ear is extremely sensitive. The
measure used is the decibel (dB). On this scale 0dB corresponds to the lowest possible audible sound
and 140dB to the level at which pain will occur. The scale is not linear and an increase of 3dB
corresponds to a doubling of the sound intensity whilst an increase of 10dB is perceived as an
approximate doubling of the loudness of the sound.
The level of ambient sound may affect speech communication or, in extreme conditions, the effectiveness
of a public address system. Control of the ambient sound level is required to achieve good
communications. On the other hand, spaces such as offices and restaurants may benefit from some
continuous ambient sound, which may assist in providing privacy between adjacent groups of people or in
reducing distraction where people are concentrating on some particular task.
Noise level usually lies in the range between 30dB (A) and around 100dB (A) with levels above 85dB (A)
capable of causing some permanent loss of hearing. Noise levels fluctuate and a number of scales are
used to represent this. These scales are referred to as dB L scales.
LAeq - This scale measures the average energy of the noise level. It is the equivalent steady state level of
a fluctuating noise level. When considered over a period of time T, this is represented by the scale dB
LAeqT. AS/NZS 1269.1:1998 sets out the method for calculating this level.
LA90 - This scale measures the level that is exceeded for 90% of the time.
LA10 - This scale measures the level that is exceeded for 10% of the time - i.e. the louder end of the noise
range only.

References & Further Information
Standards Australia
•
•
•
•

AS/NZS 2107:2000 Acoustics - Recommended Design Sound Levels and Reverberation Times for
Building Interiors
AS/NZS 1269.0:1998 Occupational Noise Management – Overview
AS/NZS 1269.1:1998 Occupational Noise Management - Measurement and Assessment of Noise
Emission and Exposure
www.standards.com.au

National Occupational Health and Safety Commission
•
•
•

IEQ

National Standard for Occupational Noise [(OHSC: 1007(2000)]
National Code of Practice for Noise Management and Protection of Hearing at Work [NOHSC:
2009(2000)]
www.ascc.gov.au/NR/rdonlyres/6EE85D16-7D1C-4FFC-99E7-E611B7290E18/0/Noise_COP.pdf
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Energy

Energy
The Credits within the Energy category target an overall reduction in energy consumption in an effort to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other emissions associated with energy generation.
The extraction, generation and consumption of energy all have a significant impact on the environment,
employing more energy efficient building features has the potential to reduce these impacts. Nonrenewable energy demand can also be reduced by energy generation from alternative sources.
The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) states that in Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, the building sector accounts for 25-40
percent of the global energy demand. In New Zealand, approximately 43 percent of all greenhouse gases
can be attributed to energy, largely through the incineration of non-renewable fossil fuels such as oil,
7
natural gas, and coal. In 2005, 72 percent of New Zealand‘s energy supply came from these sources . The
Working Group of the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that the built
environment can provide a significant amount of cost-effective greenhouse gas mitigation; more than any
other industry. Studies also show that construction-related issues are the single largest contributor to
energy consumption in buildings.
A vast quantity of emissions can be reduced by simply improving energy efficiency in the operation of
buildings and appliances, such as replacing current artificial lighting with more efficient bulbs. Nearly half of
all energy consumed in building operations is through heating and cooling systems, and energy reductions
can be achieved through monitoring and adjustments to heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems. Improvements in thermal, daylight and natural ventilation performance can also reduce energy
consumption in buildings. These methods reduce the need for new energy supplies, improve security of
supply, increase productivity and reduce environmental impacts.
Green Star Energy Credits aim to recognise project designs that include energy efficient measures and
systems which reduce overall energy demands and greenhouse gas emissions.

City Council Corporate Emissions by Sector, Data Source: Wellington City Council

http://www.wellington.govt.nz/services/environment/pdfs/emissionsassessmentreport.pdf

Commercial sector energy use (PJ), Data Source: Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (2002),
http://www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/council/documents/monitoring/docs/energy2005.pdf

7

―Climate Change in New Zealand‖, Ministry for the Environment,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/climate/about/index.html (Accessed November 2007)
Energy
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ENE-1 Energy
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that contain
design features that help to minimise energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of the
base building.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

Conditional
ENE1, IEQ-6

Whole building

Credit Criteria
It is a Conditional Requirement for obtaining a Green Star NZ - Office Certified Rating that the base
2
building achieves an energy use figure of less than 105kWh/m (exclusive of office lighting energy
consumption and tenant small power consumption) using the Green Star NZ modelling method outlined
in the Additional Guidance.
AND
Off-axis scenarios are adopted to ensure the validity of energy models.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Conditional Requirement, please ensure that
•
•

The energy consumption for the building has been estimated using the Green Star NZ modelling
method listed in Additional Guidance and
Each variable in the energy modelling report and energy model is supported by the documented
design, and the model is representative of the documented design

Built Projects
For projects certified under Green Star NZ Design and where this Credit was awarded as a part of their
certification, the energy modelling does not have to be redone if there have been no changes to the
building design or equipment since that submission. However, the original documentation for this credit
must be included in the Green Star NZ Built submission for reference by the NZGBC Assessors. A
complete list of Credits awarded under the Green Star NZ Design certification must be located at the front
of the submission.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Energy modelling
report

Clearly describing the modelling process for the building in accordance with the
requirements listed in Additional Guidance below.

 Summary of
inputs and
outputs from the
energy model
software

Sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the Credit.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)
and design brief

Demonstrating that all modelling data used in the energy simulation reflects the
current design (see ‘Additional Guidance’).

 Design drawings

Design drawings demonstrating that the façade details and materials are the
same as described in the energy modelling report.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Energy modelling
report

98

Clearly describing the modelling process for the building in accordance with the
requirements listed in Additional Guidance below.
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 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Extract(s) from the commissioning report demonstrating that the building
operates in the configuration described in the energy modelling report.

 Summary of
inputs and
outputs from the
energy model
software

Sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the Credit.

 As-built drawings

Demonstrating that the façade details and materials are the same as described in
the energy modelling report.

Built streamlining is available for this credit where the project has achieved a design rating.
Commissioning extracts must be provided if streamlining this credit.
 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Extract(s) from the commissioning report demonstrating that the building
operates in the configuration described in the energy modelling report.

Additional Guidance
Supporting Documentation
The following table lists the variables and supporting data which must be provided to demonstrate that the
modelled design energy consumption (summarised in the energy modelling report) is the submitted
documented design.
Variable

Documentation and modelling inputs required

Area Calculations

Details of the modelled (conditioned) building area and zoning also stating
the building’s assessable area.

Design Conditions
(including temperature,
temperature control
bands, humidity, turndown rates, etc)

Specification(s) and agreed services brief.

Building orientation

The building must be modelled in the same orientation as shown on site
plan drawings.

Façade/Building
Envelope Make-up

Elevation drawings for each façade and roof drawings showing each
different material used. Details of exposed floors shall also be provided.

Materials

Modelling Software

Modelling Inputs and
Outputs

Weather File

HVAC System

Energy

Materials schedule or architectural specification extracts listing material
properties or limits for each material nominated for the façade(s) and
building envelope.
The software must be of the dynamic thermal modelling type with the ability
to model thermal mass effects employing either the response factor or
finite difference thermal calculation method. The software must be capable
of modelling the building services systems and controls for each HVAC
zone (and heat transfer interaction between adjacent zones).
Document from the software provider demonstrating how it has met
independent verification procedures required by Green Star NZ (refer to
the Modelling Specifics below).
Print-out of internal conditions, materials and summary of inputs and
outputs from the modelling software.
Must use full hourly IWEC source data created by ASHRAE for a weather
station with a climate representative of the local climate to the building.
Where no IWEC weather file is available for the region this should be
highlighted to the NZGBC during project registration.
A 10 day sample print out should be provided of the weather file.
Specification extracts and mechanical drawings to demonstrate the system
described in the report is documented in the design.
© New Zealand Green Building Council
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Car Park Ventilation
Car Park Lighting
Ventilation and Services

Lifts/Elevators

Domestic Hot Water

Other Energy
Consumption
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The model must be representative of the HVAC system layout and design,
including interaction between zones and system/zone control
arrangements.
The model must include the specified heating and cooling capacity for each
zone in the building.
Specification extracts showing exhaust and supply fans used, plan
architectural drawings showing car park layout and elevations where
natural ventilation is claimed.
Reflected ceiling plan drawings and/or specification extracts for car park
lighting layout.
Schedule of all fans used and plug loads to support calculations for
supplementary fans and services in report.
Typical operating hours used shall be 2600 hours per year.
Lift data sheet and energy calculations where standard values not used.
Standard value =
4kWh/sqm for low rise buildings where lifts serve up to 4 storeys.
6 kWh/sqm for buildings where the lifts serve up to 10 storeys.
Lift energy calculations to be submitted for buildings where lifts serve more
than 10 storeys.
Drawings and specification extracts showing the hot water system where a
value other than the standard is used for hot water energy. Standard
values are
4 kWh/m² for no showers installed
7.5 kWh/m² for showers installed but no significant gym or cycling facilities
11 kWh/m² one TRA-3 point claimed or gym installed
14.5 kWh/m² two TRA-3 points claimed.
These figures have been calculated using WELS 1 star rated fittings and
consumption values as described in WAT-1 Credit.
Evidence to demonstrate energy consumption for other energy consuming
features of the building design, including water treatment facilities,
rainwater pumps, heaters, etc.

Office Lighting

Reflected ceiling plans and lighting calculations to demonstrate the design
lighting levels and the W/m² rate used in the model as internal lighting
loads.

Lighting Control

Where automated daylight compensation controls are installed as part of
the base building design, calculations to demonstrate the reduction in
lighting energy use shall be provided to support the submission. The
daylight compensation controls must account for blinds being closed on
sunny days for thermal/glare control purposes.

Automated Blinds

Where automated solar control blinds are installed as part of the base
building design, evidence to demonstrate their operation in the energy
model shall be provided (including effects on HVAC system and lighting
energy)

Small Power

Tenant small power to be modelled as 8W/sqm using the schedules below.

External Lighting

Drawings and specification extracts for external lighting design, plus
calculations of external lighting energy use.
Typical operating hours used shall be 860 hours per year.

On-site Power
Generation

Drawings and specification extracts demonstrating inclusion, size, fuel,
capacity and annual output of system.

On-site Renewable
Power Generation

Drawings and specification extracts demonstrating inclusion, size, capacity
and annual output of system.

HVAC Plant Operating
Schedules

Minimum HVAC plant operating schedules are to be as indicated in table
ENE-1.2 and 1.3 below, with earlier starts on weekdays as determined by
optimum start programme (where specified).

Plant and system
Efficiencies

Specification to be provided to demonstrate the plant and system
efficiencies used in the model
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2

Occupancy

Design occupancy is 15m per person.
The minimum outdoor air supply rate used in the model to be the same as
Credit Criteria claimed in IEQ-2 ‘Ventilation Rates’.
Infiltration rate of 0.25 air changes/hour shall be modelled when the HVAC
plant is operating. Infiltration rate of 0.5 air changes/hour shall be modelled
when the HVAC plant is not operating.
2
Entrance doors and external openings larger than 1.5m (typical door)
must be explicitly modelled with an appropriate door operating profile.
Surrounding buildings shading effect is to be included in the model.
A plan of the site with heights of surrounding buildings indicated is to be
provided to demonstrate the information used.
This is to be consistent with the information provided in IEQ-8 ‘Daylight’.

Outdoor Air Supply

Infiltration

Surrounding Buildings

Table ENE-1.1: Table showing variables and documentation required.

The above table is not exhaustive, but provides a typical list of documentation expected to demonstrate the
modelling for this Credit.
Modelling Specifics
1. Only those modelling programmes which have been independently tested by BESTEST and/or
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2004 (Building Thermal Envelope and Fabric Test Loads) are to be used.
2. The following default schedules are to be used for all modelling occupancy, plug loads and lighting.
These are expressed as percentage maximum load or percentage of power density and are shown in
Table ENE-1.2 and 1.3:
Occupancy
Week
Saturday
Sunday
Plug and Lighting
Week
Saturday
Sunday

12am- 8am

8am – 11am

11am – 6pm

6pm-10pm

10pm – 12am

0
0
0

95
10
5

95
5
5

5
0
0

0
0
0

5
5
5

90
30
5

90
15
5

30
5
5

5
5
5

Table ENE-1.2: Default schedules to be used for modelling occupancy.

12am- 7am
HVAC System Operation
Week
Off
Saturday
Off
Sunday
Off

7am – 9am

9am – 12pm

12pm-6pm

6pm – 12am

On
Off
Off

On
On
Off

On
Off
Off

Off
Off
Off

Table ENE-1.3: Default schedules to be used for modelling occupancy.

3. All areas which are directly heated, ventilated or cooled (via mechanical cooling, mechanical ventilation
or natural ventilation) to control internal environmental conditions should be included in the modelling
calculations. This includes general lobbies, lift lobbies and toilet areas.
4. The intention of this model is to enable comparison of base building designs. The figures calculated
here will differ to the actual energy consumed by a fully occupied building.
5. Net Lettable Area for use in relation to commercial office buildings is defined in the Introduction.
6. Document part load efficiencies e.g. 25%, 50%, 75%.
Off-Axis Scenarios
The NABERS Energy (previously ABGR) Validation Protocol for Computer Simulations proposed the use
of off-axis scenarios to identify any “weak points” in the simulation information.
The NZGBC also requires these to be carried out as part of the modelling procedure to determine the
modelled system’s robustness, in the case of plant failure (or similar change in building operation) to inform
on the 'sensitivity' of the model to certain variables. The particular scenarios will differ from building to
building but are generally to deal with the parameters that are least well defined for the building.
At least two off axis scenarios are to be submitted. Each bullet point listed in table ENE-1.4 constitutes one
possible off axis scenario.
Energy
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Sensitivity testing of the building model should concentrate on the following areas
•
•
•

HVAC controls: simulations should be run to investigate common flaws in control.
HVAC after-hours operation, or similar investigation of plant efficiency at low loads.
Change in HVAC loads: system performance should be investigated with varying amounts of
internal gains, particularly after hours given the unpredictable nature of tenant equipment use.
These scenarios should investigate the effect on system performance not simply building energy
use.
• Multiple failures: the effect of multiple minor failures can often vastly exceed the sum of the
impacts of each failure taken individually.
The above guidelines have been used to develop the following off-axis factors for common system types:
System Type
Off-axis scenarios
All system types to
incorporate these
criteria in the off axis
study
Independently zoned
VAV (restriction on SAT
rescheduling affecting
perimeter reheat)

• Incorporate design small power load for schedules
• Model building morning warm up from 6.00am to 8.00am and apply
50% occupancy, plug load and lighting from 8.00am to 9.00am for
winter
• Model building pull down (summer Dec, Jan, Feb) from 8.00am
• Disable economy cycle, allow extra 150Pa for dirty filters
• Model 8oC reheat to 10% of centre zone VAV boxes
• Model 50% of each perimeter zone system shaded
• Disable economy cycle, allow extra 150Pa for dirty filters

Mixed zone VAV
(Excessive perimeter
reheat, set AHU SAT at
design minimum)

• Model reheat on perimeter VAV with supply air temperature control
constant at minimum supply temperature and VAV box at 50%
turndown
• Model shade on 50% of each perimeter zone
• Model 8oC reheat to 10% of centre zone VAV boxes

VRV/VRF

• Model control of VRV as two stage step control (23oC=100% cooling,
22oC=50% cooling, 21oC=15% cooling and 20oC=50% heating,
19oC=100% heating
• Model COP at 3.0 and no dead band
• Model outdoor air (conditioning or tempering) control at18oC summer
and 22oC winter
• Disable economy cycle, allow extra 150Pa for dirty filters

Chilled beam/ Induction
unit system

• Primary air temperature control constant at
temperature to achieve maximum dehumidification

minimum

supply

• Model 4oC reheat to 10% of centre zone

Fan coil unit

• Model control of FCU as two stage step control (23oC=100% cooling,
22oC=50% cooling, 21oC=15% cooling and 20oC=50% heating,
19oC=100% heating)
• Model outdoor air (conditioning or tempering) control at18oC summer
and 22oC winter.

Constant volume
system (excess fan
energy and reheat)

• Disable economy cycle, allow extra 150Pa for dirty filters
• Model 8oC reheat to 10% of centre zone
• Model 8oC reheat to 20% of centre zone
Table ENE-1.4: Off-axis factors for common system types.

Renewable Energy
Where the building produces its own on-site renewable energy this can be taken into account when
determining the base building rating.
Commitments to purchase renewable or green power from an electricity supplier are not to be included in
the assessment.
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Background
The 2006 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change reported that the built environment is a
significant emitter of greenhouse gas emissions; if ‘upstream’ emissions from heat and electricity are
included, emissions from buildings total 20% of global greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, the
Working Group of the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) noted that the built
environment can provide a significant amount of cost-effective greenhouse gas mitigation; more than any
other industry.
In terms of energy usage, the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) states that
in OECD countries, the building sector accounts for 25-40% of the final energy demand globally.
Energy production is quickly becoming an environmental issue in New Zealand. New Zealand’s primary
energy supply has been and still is, dominated by fossil fuels – oil, natural gas, and coal. In 2005, 72% of
New Zealand’s energy supply came from these sources. By improving how we use energy, New Zealand
can reduce the need for new energy supplies, improve security of supply, reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, and increase productivity.
Commercial buildings and industrial buildings account for around 11.2% of New Zealand’s total energy
consumption annually, and 5% of our CO2 emissions. It has been shown through field studies that the
energy consumption in similar buildings can vary enormously. They also show that construction-related
issues are the single largest contributor to the difference.
Building shell performance has a large impact on the heating, cooling and illumination requirements for
commercial buildings, currently accounting for 58% of commercial energy use. Improvements in the
thermal, daylight and natural ventilation performance of commercial building shells will reduce both
greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption. Increasing the efficiency of artificial lighting for
example will reduce emissions directly by lower energy consumption, and indirectly through lower cooling
requirements.
In addition to addressing the reduction in operational greenhouse gas emissions, the overall reduction in a
building’s contribution to climate change depends on the efficiency and embodied energy of its systems.

References & Further Information
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140-2004 (Building Thermal Envelope and Fabric Test Loads
•

www.designbuilder.co.uk/documents/ANSI_ASHRAE.pdf

Standards New Zealand
•

www.standards.co.nz

Office of Climate Change
•
•

Stern Review on the economics of climate change
http://www.occ.gov.uk/activities/stern.htm

Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria
•
•

Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit
http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/www/html/1938-energy-and-greenhouse-managementtoolkit.asp

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•

www.airah.org.au

NABERS Energy for Offices (previously Australian Building Greenhouse Rating)
•

http://www.nabers.com.au/office.aspx

EECA
•
•

Energy

Energy End Use Database
http://www.eeca.govt.nz/enduse/index.as
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ENE-2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise buildings that contain
design features that help to minimise energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of the
base building as calculated by the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Calculator.

20

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

ENE-1, IEQ-6

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to 20 points are awarded where it is estimated that the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission figures are
significantly lower than a standard building.
The gross GHG emissions (i.e. inclusive of plant operational efficiencies) are awarded points according
to the Greenhouse Gas Emissions calculator.
Two points are awarded, up to a maximum of 20 points for this Credit, where:
• Non-combustible renewable energy is generated onsite and this provides more than 5% of the total
energy used by the base building as calculated in ENE-1.

Compliance Requirements
The GHG Emissions calculator awards points based on GHG emissions as follows:
Predicted Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
(kgCO2-e/m²/annum)
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Points
Awarded
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Table ENE-2.1: Points based on predicted greenhouse gas emissions.

Refer to ENE-1 and input the resulting energy densities (by source) into the GHG Emissions Calculator
worksheet in the assessment workbook. Note that Small Power and tenant power loads are excluded from
the GHG Emissions calculation.
For projects certified under Green Star NZ Design and where this Credit was awarded as a part of their
certification, the energy modelling does not have to be redone for this Credit, if there have been no
changes to the design or equipment since that submission. However, the original documentation for this
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ENE-2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Credit must be included in the Green Star NZ Built submission for reference by the Assessor(s). A
complete list of credits awarded under the Green Star NZ Design certification must be located at the front
of the submission.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Short report
 Detailed
calculations

Short report briefly describing the system and referencing documentation
provided for this Credit as well as reports and calculations submitted for ENE-1.
Detailed calculations and estimates of the annual energy contributions from
renewably-based on-site generation sources (e.g. photovoltaics, wind-energy,
micro-hydro, etc) that offset the GHG emissions from non-renewables, if not
provided for in ENE-1 previously. Electricity generated on-site from CHP systems
may be included here – see Additional Guidance for details.

Additional Guidance
For other additional guidance, refer to ENE-1.

Background
The GHG emission factors were taken directly from the NZBCSD Emission calculator web tool. These
were in turn based on figures from the Ministry of Economic Development and information from the Climate
Change Office. The emission factors are displayed in the table following.
Fuel Type
Electricity
Diesel
Gas
Coal
LPG
Wood
Biogas

C02 Emission Factor (kg CO2-e/kWh)
0.18
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.22
0.01
0.01
Table ENE-2.2: CO2 Emission Factors

Note that these emission figures for NZ may change in the future, however will remain consistent for this
version of the tool. The most likely figure to change is the electricity factor, which changes yearly as a
result of NZ’s varying reliance on gas-fired generation. Both EECA and Landcare Research are working on
refining these emission figures at present.

References & Further Information
New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development
• www.nzbcsd.org.nz
For CO2 emission values specifically:
• www.nzbcsd.org.nz/climatechange/content.asp?id=19
Bordass W. Cohen R. and Field J. Energy Performance of Non-Domestic Buildings: Closing the
Credibility Gap, Building Performance Congress, Frankfurt, April 19-24, 2004
•

www.usablebuildings.co.uk/Pages/UBPublications/UBPubsEPNDB.html

BRANZ Ltd
For associated study reports and papers on the influence of buildings on climate change.
• www.branz.co.nz
The Association for the Conservation of Energy
•

www.ukace.org

Australian Building Greenhouse Rating
Rating Energy Efficiency of Non-Residential Buildings
• www.abgr.com.au
Tenant Energy Management Handbook (SEDA 2000)
Energy
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www.deus.nsw.gov.au

Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria
Energy and Greenhouse Management Toolkit
• www.seav.vic.gov.au
AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•
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ENE-3 Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Control
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise energy saving achieved
by reducing outdoor air rates under partial occupancy
through carbon dioxide monitoring and control.

Related Credits:

IEQ-2

Assessable area:

NLA

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where a system is used to measure and control ambient indoor air quality, and the
system:
• Facilitates continuous monitoring and control of outside air ventilation rates to at least 95% of the
assessable area AND
• Allows control of CO2 concentrations to match the outside air rate specified in IEQ-2.
Where buildings are naturally ventilated or have 100% fresh air with no recycled component, this credit is
‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available to calculate the Energy Category score.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that the system facilitates continuous monitoring and
control of outside air ventilation rates to at least 95% of the assessable area allowing control of CO2
concentrations to match the outside air rate specified in IEQ-2 (refer to Additional Guidance).
Control refers to the ability to influence set points in the HVAC system in response to changes in CO2
levels in a space. This can be achieved either by
•
•

The CO2 sensors directly adjusting set points via a BMS system or
The facilities manager manually adjusting set points in response to logged CO2 levels.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report
Describing the mechanical ventilation system in place and details of how the
Credit Criteria are achieved.
 Design drawings
Of the mechanical system showing the location of sensors.
or schematics

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report
 As-built drawings
or schematics

Describing the mechanical ventilation system in place and details of how the
Credit Criteria are achieved.
Of the installed mechanical system showing the location of sensors.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed as Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases
Where the building has 100% fresh air:
 Short report

Describing the ventilation system in place and details of how 100% fresh air
supply is achieved.

Where the building is naturally ventilated no further documentation is required.

Energy
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Additional Guidance
The following reference set points (in parts-per-million) are established to correlate with IEQ-2 ‘Ventilation
Rates’:
Standard
Increased by 50%
Increased by 100%
Increased by 150%

10 l/s/person
15 l/s/person
20 l/s/person
25 l/s/person

or
or
or
or

850 PPM
683 PPM
600 PPM
550 PPM
Table ENE-3.1: Ventilation Rates

Full occupancy is a design condition, whereas partial occupancy is a common situation whereby energy
savings can be achieved through a reduction of the outdoor air rate without raising CO2 levels above
specified levels.

Background
Higher than normal levels of Carbon Dioxide can be an indicator of inadequate ventilation and impact upon
the quality of the breathable air within an enclosed office space. This can have substantial effects on the
wellbeing of the occupants and, subsequently, on their productivity.
CO2 monitoring systems modulate ventilation according to occupancy levels preventing over ventilation
during periods of under-occupancy. By taking a dynamic measurement of CO2 levels within the space the
ventilation system can adjust to changing pollutant/contaminant levels ensuring efficient supply of good
quality indoor air.
Studies have shown significant energy saving associated with CO2 monitoring systems. Office based case
studies report 50% reductions in HVAC related energy costs in CO2 based demand controlled ventilation
systems with the initial capital investment typically paid off in energy savings within the first three years. A
2006 Norwegian school study found demand control ventilation (DCV) systems used in conjunction with
displacement HVAC systems resulted in a 65% to 75% reduction in ventilation air volume compared to
constant air volume mixing ventilation systems. The DCV system reduced heating energy demands by
21%, the average airflow rate by 50% and fan energy consumption by 87%. Although heating energy
savings in New Zealand are unlikely to be as significant (as the temperature differential is smaller) and
results will differ slightly for Offices, the example illustrates the effectiveness of CO2 monitoring and control
as an energy saving feature.

References & Further Information
Standards Australia (2002), AS1668.2: The Use of Ventilation and Air Conditioning in Buildings,
Part 2: Ventilation design for indoor air contaminant control.
•

www.standards.org.au

Energy and Buildings
•
•

Fisk, William J. and Anibal T. De Almeida, ‘Sensor-based demand-controlled ventilation: a review’,
Energy and Buildings, Volume 29, Issue 1, December 1998, pp. 35-45.
Wachenfeldt, B.J., Mysen, M. and P.J. Schild, ‘Air flow rates and energy saving potential in
schools with demand-controlled displacement ventilation’, Energy and Buildings, vol.39 (2007)
pp.1073–1079.

Ashrae Journal
•

Schell, M. and D. Inthout, ‘Demand Control Ventilation Using CO2’, Ashrae Journal, Feb 2001.

International Energy Agency
•
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Mansson, L.G. (Ed.), ‘Demand- controlled ventilating systems: case studies’, Swedish Council for
Building Research, International Energy Agency, Stockholm: 1993.
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ENE-4 Lighting
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise lighting design practices
which lessen lighting energy consumption while
maintaining appropriate lighting levels and also while
maintaining appropriate illumination on ceilings, walls
and floors.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

3
ENE-5, IEQ-11, IEQ-12

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that:
The lighting power densities for 95% of the assessable area meet the following criteria at 700mm AFFL
with the standard maintenance factor of 0.76.
• One point for lighting power density of 2.5 W/m² per 100 Lux
• Two points for lighting power density of 2.0 W/m² per 100 Lux and
• Three points for lighting power density of 1.5 W/m² per 100 Lux.
AND
The lighting design has an average maintained illuminance level (as defined by AS/NZS1680.1:2006
1.4.4) of no more than 600 lux (as defined in AS/NZ1680.1 :2006 table 3.1 for difficult tasks) with:
• A uniformity of no less than 0.6 for 95% of the assessable area as measured at the working plane
(700mm AFFL) and
• A standard maintenance factor of 0.76.

Compliance Requirements
A CIR should be submitted where projects wish to use a higher maintenance factor than 0.76 to validate
the calculation process.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Projects which will install (Design) or have installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will be
eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built documentation must be
provided to demonstrate this as per the Technical Manual.
Projects which will not install (Design) or have not installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will
only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting credit. In this case proof of a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each credit must be
demonstrated.
For existing buildings where the lighting is owned by the current tenant, confirmation of the lighting system
remaining after lease end will be deemed equivalent to base building ownership of the lighting system and
will be eligible for full points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by
• Providing a summary table that lists all layouts and their area, demonstrating
that compliant areas jointly account for at least 95% of the assessable area
• Stating the working plane used in the calculations and

Energy
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• Outlining the lighting power density calculations for each of the typical
layouts.
 Typical computer
modelling sheets

Typical computer modelling sheets/Isolux or equivalent calculations confirming
illuminance levels.

 Design reflected
ceiling plan

Indicating the location and area of each typical lighting layout, the luminaires
used and the types of lamps used for each fitting.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by
• Providing a summary table that lists all layouts and their area, demonstrating
that compliant areas jointly account for at least 95% of the assessable area

 Typical computer
modelling sheets

Typical computer modelling sheets/Isolux or equivalent calculations confirming
illuminance levels.

 As-built reflected
ceiling plan

Indicating the location and area of each typical lighting layout, the luminaires
used and the types of lamps used for each fitting.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Demonstrating (through supporting evidence) that the lighting has been
commissioned and operates as intended by the design.

Additional Guidance
Lighting power density is calculated on an area-weighted average over each typical lighting layout.
Full, rather than dimmed, lighting capacity must be assessed as it is an inherent building attribute; unless
the dimmed lighting has been commissioned to a long term set point.
In addition to brightness, factors such as, but not limited to, vertical illuminance, luminance contrasts, lamp
obscuration and light distribution (direct vs. indirect) will affect the visual comfort of building occupants. For
example, a lower level of illumination may be comfortable if the walls are well lit. While this Credit
addresses over-design, designers should take all factors into account when generating the best design for
the space.
The lighting power for a luminaire assembly must include for lamp power and ballast losses.
Related Credits
If IEQ-11 ‘Electric Lighting Levels’ is claimed, the lighting levels referenced in both Credits must be
consistent.
Should both IEQ-11 ‘Electric Lighting Levels’ and ENE-5 ‘Lighting Control’ credits be claimed, the same
software, values for the design lighting levels and inputs must be consistent between these Credits.
For the purposes of Green Star, it is irrelevant whether task lighting illuminates the entire surface or not.
Note that AS/NZS 1680.1.1990 has been superseded by AS/NZS 1680.1.2006 ‘Interior and Workplace
Lighting – General Principles and Recommendations’.
Design strategies
The provision of energy efficient lighting systems is achievable through
Use of electronic ballasts (refer also IEQ-6 ‘High Frequency Ballasts’)
New generation fluorescent lamps
Efficient luminaires
Correct spacing of light fittings
Designing to a reasonable light level (refer IEQ-11 ‘Electric Lighting levels’)
Lighting control zoning (refer ENE-5 ‘Lighting Control’) and/or
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Maximising use of daylight with perimeter dimming (refer also IEQ-8 ‘Daylight’).
Example
General Office = 400 Lux at 9.5 W/m2 over 10,000m2
Meeting Rooms = 360 Lux at 15 W/m2 over 500m2
Therefore:
General Office = 2.375 W/m2 per 100 Lux over 10,000m2
Meeting Rooms = 4.150 W/m2 per 100 Lux over 500m2
Average = 2.450 W/m2 per 100 Lux = 1 point
The energy efficiency of a lighting system is gauged by the lighting power density (watts per square metre)
for a given lighting level, and the flexibility and effectiveness of lighting controls (switches, dimmers etc) –
refer ENE-5 ‘Lighting Control’.

Background
Lighting luminance levels are an important factor in determining occupant wellbeing and health in an office.
Lighting that is too dim or too bright can cause discomfort and strain for office occupants.
A building owner and lighting designer usually provides office-standard lighting before the office space has
a tenant and the usage of the space is known. This results in ceiling mounted light luminaires being used
to provide an illumination level suitable for reading almost everywhere, even though only about 5–10% of
the office space will require this lighting level.
In general office design, which assumes most work to be focused on screen-based tasks (IT), maintained
illuminance levels of not less than 320 lux are recommended or 400lux if there is a degree of hard copy
paper work. Many offices are substantially over-lit with Lux levels due to artificial lighting exceeding 600 lux
at predicted end of lamp life.
Increased reflectance and illumination of wall and ceiling surfaces reduces eye fatigue by lowering the
contrast between room and work surfaces. Wall and ceiling surfaces with low reflectances appear dark
despite high illuminance levels (falling on the surfaces). The high contrast between background surfaces
and work surfaces (especially computer screens) and light sources can create glare, discomfort and eye
fatigue.
Illuminance distribution is improved with increased reflectance levels of room surfaces avoiding sudden
drops in illumination. The comfort, performance and safety of building occupants is improved when
illuminance distribution is more uniform requiring less transitional adaptation between areas of differing
illuminance.

References & Further Information
Standards Australia
•
•

AS/NZS 1680.1-2006 Interior Lighting Part 1: General Principles and Recommendations
www.standards.com.au

CIBSE
•
•

The Society of Light & Lighting Guide LG7 Section 3.3.2
www.cibse.org

Building Performance Congress
•

Bordass W. Cohen R. and J. Field, ‘Energy Performance of Non-Domestic Buildings: Closing the
Credibility Gap’, Building Performance Congress, Frankfurt, April 19-24, 2004.

Usable Buildings
•

www.usablebuildings.co.uk/Pages/UBPublications/UBPubsEPNDB.html

Australian Greenhouse Office
•
•
Energy

Greenlight Australia - Discussion Paper for Improving the Efficiency of Lighting in Australia 20052015
http://www.energyrating.gov.au/library/details200408-greenlight.html
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EECA Business
•
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www.eecabusiness.govt.nz
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ENE-5 Lighting Control
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise lighting design that
gives greater potential for energy saving through
increased control and flexibility.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

3
ENE-4, IEQ-11, IEQ-12

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded as follows:
• One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that:
o All individual or enclosed spaces are individually switched
o The size of individually switched lighting zones does not exceed 100m² for 95% of the assessable
area and
o Switching is clearly labelled and easily accessible by building occupants.
• A second point is awarded where
o The first point is achieved
o Presence detectors are installed in all infrequently used areas to control lighting and
o Luminaires switch off automatically when the 100m2 lighting zones are unoccupied.
• A third point is awarded where:
o Both points above are achieved and
o It is demonstrated that an automated, intelligent dimmable lighting system is provided to all
luminaires for 80% of the assessable area.

Compliance Requirements
In order to be deemed ‘easily accessible’, switching (for each zone of 100m² or any part thereof) must be
located as follows
•

Within no more than 8m from the 100m² zone AND at every entry (two or three-way switches may
need to be provided) to the floor or tenancy (if known), whichever area is smaller

•

At the entry point to the tenancy or floor (whichever area is smaller) if the area controlled by the
switching does not exceed 500m².

OR

Infrequently used areas applicable to the assessable area include as a minimum
•
•
•
•
•

Enclosed corridors not part of the open plan office area
Toilets
Storerooms
Plant rooms and
Dedicated fire escapes.

A sensor override attached to a time clock would also be considered an acceptable solution.
To be considered automated, intelligent and dimmable, the luminaires must be able to be programmed or
set to optimise the system’s efficiency. For example
•
•
•
•

Energy

Daylight balancing (harvesting)
Maintenance dimmability (to stabilise light output throughout the lamp life)
Presence detection and
Lighting adjustment after hours (for cleaning services etc).
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Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Projects which will install (Design) or have installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will be
eligible for full points under all the lighting credits. Specifications and as-built documentation must be
provided to demonstrate this as per the Technical Manual.
Projects which will not install (Design) or have not installed (Built) lighting as part of the base building, will
only be eligible for 50% of the total points available for each lighting credit. In this case proof of a
contractually binding requirement on the tenant to make-good the lighting to achieve each credit must be
demonstrated.
For existing buildings where the lighting is owned by the current tenant, confirmation of the lighting system
remaining after lease end will be deemed equivalent to base building ownership of the lighting system and
will be eligible for full points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met for all points claimed and
providing a summary table that lists all separately switched zones and their area,
demonstrating that compliant areas jointly account for the stipulated proportion of
the assessable area.

 Design lighting
layout drawings

Clearly indicating the location of each switch and the associated zones. Where
the second and third points are claimed, these features should also be
included.

When the second point is claimed, the following is also required
 Design single-line
diagram

Showing the intended lighting control system schematic.

When the third point is claimed, the following is also required
Design single-line
 diagram

Showing the intended lighting control system schematic.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met for all points claimed and
providing a summary table that lists all separately switched zones and their
area, demonstrating that compliant areas jointly account for the stipulated
proportion of the assessable area.

 As-built lighting
layout drawings

As-built lighting layout drawings clearly indicating the location of each switch
and the associated zones. Where the second and third point are claimed, these
features should also be included.

When the second point is claimed, the following is also required
 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Demonstrating (through supporting evidence) that the lighting system has been
commissioned and operates as intended by the design.

When the third point is claimed, the following is also required
 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report
114

Demonstrating (through supporting evidence) that the lighting system has been
commissioned and operates as intended by the design.
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Additional Guidance
Controlling alternate rows by separate switches in a lighting zone that exceeds 100m² does not meet the
intent of the Credit to minimise energy consumption necessary for performing a task in a specific area, as it
is likely that both switches will be on simultaneously to provide the desired lighting level.
Where lighting zones are switched on and off automatically and are not dimmable, sensor timers are
recommended (not required) to be set to 15 minutes in infrequently used areas, 30 minutes in meeting
rooms and breakout spaces and 1-2 hours in general office areas.

Background
For tenancies, lighting expenditures can represent two-thirds of total energy costs. By installing systems
with inbuilt flexibility the occupants can modify the lighting system to their needs, adjusting the lighting
intensity of different areas to provide efficient lighting levels that are suitable for the various activities of
their office and minimising their energy consumption.
A simple form of lighting control is to reduce the size of switching zones. This gives tenants the ability to
only illuminate those areas being used. Although this feature offers tenants the potential to save on
lighting, it is commonly left unused. Occupancy sensors add an element of automation and are particularly
useful where occupancy is either infrequent or very consistent. Without proper configuration these systems
can lead to frequent light switching, irritating occupants in neighbouring areas. Dimmable systems allow
further control over lighting intensity and can be combined with daylight sensors to provide a combined
lighting system that provides a consistent lighting level throughout external fluctuations.
Intelligent systems such as DALI (digital addressable lighting interface), an international standard for the
control of electronic ballasts, allow a two way interface between the individual intelligent control panels and
the ballasts of each lighting fixture. DALI uses time schedules, switches and sensors to customise the
control of the entire building’s lighting system to suit the occupants needs.

References & Further Information
Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability (NSW)
•
•

Tenant Energy Management Handbook, Sustainable Energy Development Authority (2000)
www.deus.nsw.gov.au

Building Performance Congress
•

Bordass W. Cohen R. and J. Field, ‘Energy Performance of Non-Domestic Buildings: Closing the
Credibility Gap’, Building Performance Congress, Frankfurt, April 19-24, 2004.

Usable Buildings
•
•

www.usablebuildings.co.uk/Pages/UBPublications/UBPubsEPNDB.html
Communication Standard IEC 62386

DALI Action Group
•
•
•

http://www.dali-ag.org/
DALI Manual
http://www.dali-ag.org/c/manual_gb.pdf

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) Control Devices Protocol
•
•
•
•
•

Energy

NEMA STANDARD PUBLICATION 243-2004 (Draft 2004)
Part 1: General Requirements
http://www.archenergy.com/lrp/lightingperf_standards/DALI%20V1_13.pdf
Part 2: Specific Commands for Control Devices
http://www.archenergy.com/lrp/lightingperf_standards/DALI%20Pt2%20V1_3.pdf
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ENE-6 Electrical Sub-metering
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the installation of
energy
sub-metering
to
facilitate
ongoing
management of energy consumption.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

2
N/A

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded as follows:
• One point is awarded where:
o Sub-metering is provided for substantive energy uses within the building (i.e. all energy uses of
100kVA or greater) and
o There is an effective mechanism for monitoring energy consumption data.
• Two points are awarded where:
o The point above is achieved
o Sub-metering is provided separately for lighting and separately for power (unless either load is
less than 5kVA) for each floor or every 600m² whichever is area smaller and
o There is an effective mechanism for monitoring energy consumption data from all energy submeters.

Compliance Requirements
Documentation submitted must account for all of the energy consumption loads in the building and clearly
identify (through highlighting or similar means) the location, number and respective loads of all sub-meters.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, please ensure that there is an effective system for collecting, recording
and monitoring data from the sub-meters, as well as alerting the facility management of any change in
energy consumption trends during the building’s operation. In most cases, the requirement for an effective
system will lead to the design and implementation of automated monitoring systems, such as Building
Management Systems (BMS).
If there is a Building Management System (BMS) which can provide a breakdown of the energy use by
building system and location, this will also comply with the Credit Criteria. However, relevant details of the
BMS and data must be provided to confirm the metering capability of the system.
In order to meet the Credit Criteria, for the second point please ensure that it is clear the sub-metering is
provided by the base building owner/developer.
Note that supplementary equipment can also be installed on the same measured circuit as the substantive
energy use item. However, it must not contribute more than 10kVA.
For a typical office building, the following will have loads of 100kVA or greater and must be sub-metered
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Car parks
Chillers
Air handling fans
Lifts
Common area lighting
Common area power and
Any additional item which carries an energy use greater than 100kVA.

Whenever lifts, individually or collectively, carry an energy use greater than 100kVA, they must be submetered. If individual lifts carry an energy use under 100kVA, they can be sub-metered individually or as a
group; if individually they carry an energy use greater than 100kVA, they must be sub-metered separately
unless they are monitored by an intelligent control system.
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Where the second point is claimed it is not necessary to split the distribution board for separate lighting
and power loads where meters can be attached to all lighting and power circuits separately.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range of
different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical Guidance
section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by:
• Providing a summary table of all major energy uses in the building
• Providing a summary table of all separately metered spaces in the building
• Describing how the energy consumption data will be effectively monitored
during the building’s operation and
• Where the second point is claimed, describing how sub-metering is provided
separately for lighting and separately for power for each floor or every
600m², whichever is smaller; and the effective mechanism for monitoring
energy consumption data.

 Schematic
electrical
drawings

With all uses and loads clearly indicated and with the location of all sub-meters
clearly marked.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Short report

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by:
• Providing a summary table of all major energy uses in the building
• Providing a summary table of all separately metered spaces in the building
• Describing how the energy consumption data will be effectively monitored
during the building’s operation and
• Where the second point is claimed, describing how sub-metering is provided
separately for lighting and separately for power for each floor or every
600m², whichever is smaller; and the effective mechanism for monitoring
energy consumption data.

 As-built
schematic
electrical
drawings

With all uses and loads clearly indicated and with the location of all sub-meters
clearly marked.

Where sub-meters are read via a BMS:
 As-built BMS
point schedule

Showing inputs from the sub-meters and that they are duly connected.

Background
Consumption of electricity is the biggest contributor of greenhouse gas emissions arising from office
buildings (approx 89% according to the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO)). In successfully managing
energy consumption it is important that sufficient data is available to building managers to allow them to
monitor consumption and compare historically. Sub-metering allows building managers to fine tune
operational procedures to minimise consumption and to detect any operational problems early.
Lighting is one of the biggest single consumers of electrical energy in office building. Metering can assist in
the measurement and management of lighting usage.
Studies have shown people are more likely to adopt energy efficient behaviour when their energy use and
savings are made visible (Kempton, Darley, and Stern, 1992; Stern & Aronson, 1984). Publicly visible
Energy
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metering has shown even greater changes in behaviour as people compare and compete with their
neighbours to achieve greater energy efficiency. Measuring the energy use by all tenants within a building
can highlight differences in energy use and allow facilities charges to be linked to levels of energy
consumption, thus providing a financial incentive for organisations to reduce energy consumption.

References & Further Information
Australian Greenhouse Office (1999)
•
•

Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1990–2010, Executive
Summary Report 1999.
www.climatechange.gov.au/

Sustainable Energy Development Authority (SEDA) (2000)
•

Tenant Energy Management Handbook, Sydney.

Queensland Department of Public Works
•
•

Energy Conservation Manual for Government Office Building Tenants.
www.build.qld.gov.au

Environment and Behaviour
•

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, ‘Motivating residents to conserve energy without financial
incentives’, Environment and Behaviour Journal, 2002.

AIRAH
•

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air-Conditioning and Heating). Retrieved November 6,
2007, from www.airah.org.au

NABERS
•

www.nabers.com.au

Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability (NSW)
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www.deus.nsw.gov.au

Energy SA.
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www.sustainable.energy.sa.gov.au

International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from http://www.evo-world.org/

NSW Ministry of Energy and Utilities, Reducing Greenhouse Emissions from Government
Operations
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www.deus.nsw.gov.au

Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria, Energy & Greenhouse Management Toolkit
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/www/html/1517-home-page.asp

Sustainable Energy Development Authority (NSW), Work Energy Smart
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www.energysmart.com.au

Sustainable Energy Development Office (WA)
•

Retrieved November, 2007, from www1.sedo.energy.wa.gov.au

Queensland Government Office of Sustainable Energy
•
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ENE-7 Peak Energy Demand Reduction
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that include
systems to reduce peak demand on electricity
supply infrastructure.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

ENE-1, ENE-2

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the building has reduced its peak energy
demand load on electricity infrastructure as follows:
One point where:
• Peak energy demand is actively reduced by 15%.
Two points where:
• Peak energy demand is actively reduced by 25%.
Where buildings are naturally ventilated this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available to calculate the Energy Category score.

Compliance Requirements
Peak energy demand is the predicted annual peak to be calculated as the sum of all distribution bars (to
include all miscellaneous loads) relevant to the base building in electrical schematics. Peak energy
demand must be calculated as follows
•
•

•

In accordance with ASNZS 3000:2007
As the absolute design capacity of the system, after the application of diversity factors but prior to
the application of contingency factors as required for utility agreements (the value is likely to be
about 25% less than that for the utility agreement); mixed-mode ventilated buildings must be
calculated as per the mechanically air-conditioned mode
Everything except tenant light and power must be included in assessing peak demand.

The use of load lopping by the Building Management System (BMS) (or equivalent) does not meet the Aim
of this Credit because load lopping/shedding strategies are rarely well implemented in practice and lead to
reduced indoor environment quality, and usually relate to aspects of energy use that could be better
managed.
Unless they are designed and integrated into the base building for the purpose of peak energy demand
reduction and can be activated automatically and without causing a blackout, stand-by generators do not
qualify for this Credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Short report

Prepared by an electrical engineer that describes how the Credit Criteria have
been met by:
• Demonstrating, with supporting calculations, the building’s peak demand
value
• Describing in detail, with supporting calculations, the design, operation, and
sufficient capacity of the intended system
• Appropriately referencing drawings and ASNZS 3000 and
• Clearly identifying what active mechanisms will ensure that the demand on
the infrastructure will at no point exceed the stipulated percentage of the
building’s demand.

Energy
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 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Where the proposed solution(s) are described.

 Tender schematic
electrical
drawings

Clearly indicating the type, location and details of the proposed solution(s).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Short report

Prepared by an electrical engineer that describes how the Credit Criteria have
been met by:
• Demonstrating, with supporting calculations, the building’s peak demand
value
• Describing in detail, with supporting calculations, the design, operation, and
sufficient capacity of the intended system
• Appropriately referencing as-built drawings and ASNZS 3000 and
• Clearly identifying what active mechanisms will ensure that the demand on
the infrastructure will at no point exceed the stipulated percentage of the
building’s demand.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Demonstrating that the solution(s) have been commissioned and operate as
intended by the design, and referencing the Operations and Maintenance
(O&M) Manual.

 As-built
schematic
electrical
drawings

As-built schematic electrical drawings of the installed solution(s).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases:
 Schedule of
Schedule of ventilation openings that identifies all spaces within the building,
provides their sizes, identifies which are naturally ventilated, lists the sizes of the
ventilation
ventilation openings and confirms that the deemed-to-comply requirements of
openings
AS1668.2-2002 are met for at least 95% of the IEQ-2 assessable area.
OR
Empirical
calculations
OR

Empirical calculations required for demonstrating compliance with AS1668.22002 to the relevant local council.

Computer
modelling report

Computer modelling report, to be submitted to the relevant local council, which
demonstrates that the design meets the intent of AS1668.2-2002.

Additional Guidance
Peak energy demand
The peak demand is expected to occur during regular occupancy hours. The typical peak energy demand
occurs during hot summer afternoons when the HVAC system is providing maximum cooling.
Design strategies
Peak energy demand reduction systems that could comply with the Credit’s requirements include, but are
not limited to
•
•
•
•
120

Distributed energy systems
Cogeneration
Micro-turbines
Photovoltaics (with battery storage)
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•
•
•
•
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Fuel cells
Energy and thermal storage systems
Batteries
Ice storage and
Phase change materials.

It is expected that where compliance is achieved using an active, rather than a passive, system, a
significant amount of time and detail would be required to ensure the correct design and commissioning of
such a system.
Energy storage systems may also be useful in combination with intermittent energy sources, a common
trait of many renewable energy sources. The most common example of this is a system that utilises the
excess electricity from a photovoltaic array to charge a battery during daylight hours, then draws off the
battery during the night.
Renewable Energy and Carbon Credits
Where the building produces its own energy on site, it can be included in energy modelling. Any
greenhouse-neutral energy will directly reduce the building’s predicted greenhouse gas emissions.

Background
Energy providers are obligated to have excess power generation and transmission capacity to handle
peaks in the system – typically a few hours in the afternoon during unusually hot weather. This capacity is
needed to handle ordinary business operations during busy working times with increased demand for air
conditioning. As a result, secondary power plants are built to handle these extra load requirements.
Reducing peak demand reduces emissions from fossil fuel powered generators currently used to provide
power at peak times, as well as preventing or delaying the need for additional generation and distribution
investment to cover peak loading. By spreading electrical demands over the day the energy supply
network can be used at a greater efficiency. The EECA has estimated the technical potential of consumer
participation in managing peak demand on the network to be between 250 and 900MW per year.
Transmission and distribution losses currently account for 7.5% of electricity generation per year. The rate
of transmission and distribution loss increases with increased loading that could be mitigated through more
even daily distribution of demand loading.

References & Further Information
CSIRO
•
•

Demand-Side Response and the Electricity Network
http://www.det.csiro.au/science/de_s/de_dsm.htm

Queensland Government Office of Energy
•
•

Demand Side Management in an Electricity Supply System
www.energy.qld.gov.au

Australian Greenhouse Office
•
•

Managing Energy in Local Government
www.greenhouse.gov.au

EECA
•
•

Energy

New Zealand Energy Efficiency and Conservation Strategy 2007
http://www.eeca.govt.nz/eeca-library/eeca-reports/neecs/report/nzeecs-07.pdf
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Transport
Green Star Transport Credits aim to address the significant environmental impacts of vehicles used for
commuting, by discouraging their use and simultaneously promoting alternative transportation. Vehicle
emissions, notably from private cars, are particularly hazardous to both the environment and our health.
Global warming is directly linked to heavy motor vehicle use, energy is also required to develop the
infrastructure necessary for transportation. Burning petroleum-based fuels in vehicles releases
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide into the atmosphere, and has been found to
8
damage the ozone layer . Run-off from roads can also pollute waterways and used cars, tyres, and oil
require careful disposal due to their hazardous nature. Car exhaust fumes increase the levels of polluting
particles in the air and are a contributing factor to asthma and other respiratory illnesses.
The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) reports that transportation accounts for 86
percent of New Zealand‘s total oil consumption, with road transport making up 89 percent of that amount.
As a result, 18 percent of New Zealand‘s total greenhouse gas emissions come from the transport
9
sector . In order to reduce the energy consumption of private vehicles, alternative transport options need
to be encouraged. Trains, buses, ferries, cycling and pedestrian alternatives are viable options for
alternative transportation. Walking and cycling have the least impact on the environment, with little
associated embodied energy and pollutants. EECA also states that society‘s dependency on private
motor vehicles is contributing to an increasingly sedentary way of life and physical health and fitness is
suffering as a result.
Green Star Transport Credits aim to reduce the dependency on motor vehicles as a means of reducing
overall greenhouse gas emissions, while encouraging personal health and fitness.

Means of Travel to Work on Census Day, 7 March 2006, Data source: Statistics New Zealand, 2006a10

8

―New Zealand‘s Greenhouse Gas Inventory‖, Ministry for the Environment, 1990-2005,
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/climate/greenhouse-gas-emissions/greenhouse-gas-inventory.html (Accessed
February 2009)
9
―Transport‖, Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority,
http://www.eeca.govt.nz/transport/indexnew.html (Accessed February 2009)
10
―Current Pressures and Trends‖, Ministry for the Environment, 2007,
www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-dec07/html/chapter4-transport/page4.html (Accessed February
2009)
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TRA-1 Car Park Minimisation
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that promote
the utilisation of alternative modes of transport by
limiting available car park spaces.

2

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that car parking spaces provided on the
site are less than the maximum or equal to the minimum local planning regulations, as follows:
One point is awarded where the number of car parking spaces is at least 25% less than the maximum
local planning regulations or within 10% of the minimum local planning regulations if only a minimum is
stipulated.
Two points are awarded where the number of car parking spaces is at least 50% less than the
maximum local planning regulations or no more than the minimum local planning regulations if only a
minimum is stipulated.
Where car parking is not permitted in the local planning regulations, this credit is ‘Not Applicable’.

Compliance Requirements
This credit is applicable regardless of the location of the project and the existence of local planning
regulations.
Whenever local planning regulations do not exist, or are optional, please refer to the Additional Guidance
section.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met including a comparison
between the total number of car parking spaces provided by the project
against the total number of car parking spaces permitted in the local planning
regulations.

 Design drawings

Demonstrating the number of car parking spaces associated with the project.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met including a comparison
between the total number of car parking spaces provided by the project
against the total number of car parking spaces permitted in the local planning
regulations.

 As-built drawings

Demonstrating the number of car parking spaces associated with the project.
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Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required


Extract(s) from
the relevant
city/district plan
OR
Letter from the
relevant
City/District
Council

Demonstrating
• That car parking is not permitted for the project
• Whether the regulations are mandatory or otherwise and
• The date that the regulation was released and the issuing authority.
Demonstrating that no car parking spaces are permitted for the project.

Additional Guidance
Car parking spaces dedicated for use by disabled users can be excluded from the total number of car
parking spaces provided by the project. All other car parking spaces that form part of the development
must be included.
Alternative Requirements
Whenever there are mandatory car parking requirements within the relevant city/district plan, they must
be used. However, where mandatory car parking requirements do not exist or are optional (or
recommended), the project has the following two options
•

Clearly demonstrate that car parking spaces are not provided in excess of one car parking space
2
2
per 100m of assessable area to achieve one point or one parking space per 200m to achieve
two points

•

Submit a Credit Interpretation Request (CIR) to substantiate an argument for equivalent yet
alternative compliance with the Credit Criteria.

OR

If this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ because car parking spaces are not permitted under the relevant
city/district plan, this must be demonstrated by meeting the Compliance Requirements above.
External Car Parks
Car parks on adjacent sites are excluded from the car parking spaces available for the project, whether
public or commercial. However, if any part of the car parking provisions for the building occupants are
met through external means (e.g. car park spaces are leased in another building), please ensure that the
energy modelling addresses those car parks in accordance with the relevant methodology (refer to ENE1 ‘Greenhouse Gas Emissions’).
Where part or all of the car parking provided on-site is to be leased as a separate commercial car park
then this must also be counted in the number of parking spaces provided.

Background
According to the NZ Ministry of Transport, the transport sector is one of the largest and the fastest
growing contributors to New Zealand's greenhouse gases. Transport is responsible for 43% of New
Zealand’s carbon dioxide emissions, and around 16% of New Zealand’s total greenhouse gas emissions.
Transport energy-use grew at an average of 3.5% annually from 1990-1999 and now accounts for over
40% of consumer energy. New Zealand has the third highest car ownership rate in the world.
Transport utilises 86% of New Zealand’s oil consumption, with road transport making up 87% of that
total. Over the next 25 years, ‘business as usual’ models forecast that national transport energy use and
greenhouse gas emissions are expected to grow by about 35%, with road transport accounting for about
three quarters of this growth. Since the transport sector is also one of the largest greenhouse gas
emitting sectors, there are various central and local government efforts to reduce these emissions.
In terms of life time office building-related greenhouse gases, transportation emissions from the
th
commuting of office workers are considerable. On census day, 7 March 2006, private motor vehicles
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accounted for 76% of transport to and from work. In a 2001 BRANZ report it was estimated that CO2
emissions for commuting transport to and from work has the highest of all the associated office-related
emissions, even topping that of operating energy, refurbishment and initial material-related emissions
over the typical lifetime of a building.
In addition to greenhouse-related issues, there are many other environmental effects caused by transport
including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The total accidents or deaths per km
Congestion and access problems
Spatial issues, such as parking, asphalt and urban sprawl
Habitat destruction
Road dust and particulates
Reliance on imports for raw materials and non-renewable fuels and
Contribution to water pollution etc.

These issues are common to all cities.
Reducing the number of car parking spaces will not only encourage building occupants to use mass
transport but also to car – share, walk or cycle to work.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment
•
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/transport/
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/transport/sustainable/

NZ Land Transport strategy
•

www.beehive.govt.nz/nzts/

Transit NZ
•

www.transit.govt.nz/

Land transport NZ
•
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TRA-2 Fuel Efficient Transport
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that facilitate
the use of more fuel efficient transport.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that:
A minimum of 10% or 10 car parking spaces (whichever is the greater) of the total car parking spaces on
the site are designed and labelled for car pool participants and/or fuel efficient cars (5 star rated by
‘rightcar’ www.fuelsaver.co.nz).
An additional point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that a minimum of 5% or 5 parking spaces
(whichever is the greater) are designed and labelled for motorbikes and/or mopeds, which adhere to a
minimum size of 2.5 x1.0 m per parking space.
Where parking areas have less than or equal to 10 spaces in total, all parking spaces must be for car
pool participants and/or fuel efficient cars to achieve the first point. In order to achieve the additional point
50% of parking spaces must be for car pool participants and/or fuel efficient cars and 50% must be for
mopeds and/or motorcycles.
If no additional parking spaces are to be provided, this credit is ‘Not Applicable’.

Compliance Requirements
This credit is applicable regardless of the location of the project and the existence of local planning
regulations.
For the purpose of this credit, car parking spaces dedicated for use by disabled users can be excluded
from the total number of car parking spaces.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where car parking is provided:
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by indicating the number of
car pool, fuel efficient car, motorbike, moped and total number of car parking
spaces being provided, and referencing the design drawings where
necessary.

 Design drawings

Demonstrating the total number of car pool, fuel efficient car, motorbike,
moped and total number of car parking spaces being provided, clearly
marking and dimensioning each parking space.

Transport
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where car parking is provided:
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by indicating the number of
car pool, fuel efficient car, motorbike, moped and total number of car parking
spaces provided, and referencing the as-built drawings where necessary.

 As-built drawings

As-built drawings demonstrating the total number of car pool, fuel efficient car,
motorbike, moped and total number of car parking spaces provided, clearly
marking and dimensioning each parking space.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases


Drawings
OR

Confirming that no parking spaces are to be provided.

Confirmation from
the building
owner

Stating that the project has no car parking spaces.

Additional Guidance
Fuel Efficient Vehicles and Car Pooling
A display sticker giving a star rating for fuel efficiency in accordance with ‘rightcar’ can be downloaded
from www.fuelsaver.govt.nz. Cars have to display this sticker if they are being sold and a similar system
can be put into place by building owners/tenants.
Only cars displaying this sticker would be eligible to use the car spaces allocated for fuel efficient car
spaces. Building owners/tenants are encouraged to implement a similar system to recognise cars taking
part in car pooling.

Background
According to the NZ Ministry of Transport, the transport sector is one of the largest and the fastest
growing contributors to New Zealand's greenhouse gases. Transport is responsible for 43% of New
Zealand’s carbon dioxide emissions, around 19% of New Zealand’s total greenhouse gas emissions and
11
a 64% net increase of emissions since 1990 . Every litre of petrol used releases about 2.3 kilograms of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The NSW EPA State of the Environment Report (2000) states that
motor vehicles contribute over half the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in Sydney’s air and are by far
the biggest contributors of carbon monoxide.
Vehicle emissions such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, hydrocarbons, ozone,
benzene and fine particulates are also a health concern. There is strong evidence supporting the link
between vehicle emissions and health problems such as premature mortality, heart disease, cancer, and
12
respiratory illnesses - particularly in children and older people . A 2005 Ministry of Transport report put
the cost in 2001/02 to cover the health effects of vehicle emissions at $442m and estimates 400 people a
year die prematurely due to harmful vehicle emissions.
Choosing a fuel-efficient vehicle reduces running costs and can help to reduce air pollution as well as
minimise greenhouse gas emissions, thereby helping to combat climate change effects. Under a NZ
Government initiative all light vehicles (under 3.5 tonnes) manufactured since 2000 and imported from
Japan since 2005 have a rating out of 6 for their fuel efficiency. Since April 2008 all vehicles for sale have

11

Ministry for the Environment, Trends in greenhouse gas emissions, New Zealand's Greenhouse
Gas Inventory 1990 - 2005 http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/nir-jul07/html/page4.html
12
Tizard, Rt Hon. J., dealing with the harmful effects of vehicle emissions
http://www.transport.govt.nz/jt-sp-index/
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had to display this rating and a similar system is being encouraged for users of fuel efficient vehicles
used for commuting to work.
As New Zealand is not involved in motor vehicle manufacturing, improvements to the fuel efficiency of the
national fleet are dependent on technological advances overseas, governmental controls of imports and
national awareness campaigns such as ‘Choke the Smoke’. Changes to the vehicle emission standards
in Europe and Japan in 2005 to 0.025g/km and 0.013g/km respectively have improved the fuel efficiency
of new imported vehicles from those countries into New Zealand. This does not, however, affect older
more inefficient vehicles already in New Zealand where improvements and maintenance are largely
dependent on the owner.

References & Further Information
NZ Fuelsaver web site
•
•

www.fuelsaver.govt.nz/
http://labeling.fuelsaver.govt.nz/

Australian Greenhouse Office - Fuel Consumption Guide
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/transport/fuelguide/

Transit NZ
•

www.transit.govt.nz/

Land transport NZ
•

www.transfund.govt.nz/

EECA - Vehicle Fuel Economy Labelling – FAQs
•

www.eeca.govt.nz/transport/vehicle-fuel-economy/faqs.htm
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TRA-3 Cyclist Facilities
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that facilitate
the use of bicycles by occupants and visitors.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that buildings include provision of cycling
facilities, as follows:
Tenant Facilities:
• One point is awarded where there is adequate provision of cycling facilities, as follows:
o Secure bicycle storage for 5% of building staff (based on one person per 15m2 of assessable
area).
AND
o Convenient showers and change facilities (one shower per 12 bicycle spaces and one locker for
each bicycle space provided or part thereof) located within close (50m) proximity to the secure
bicycle storage and connected by an all weather cover where the showers and change facilities
are located outside of the building.
• Two points are awarded where there is adequate provision of cycling facilities as follows:
o Secure bicycle storage for 10% of building staff (based on one person per 15m2 of assessable
area).
AND
o Convenient showers and change facilities (one shower per 12 bicycle spaces and one locker for
each bicycle space provided or part thereof) located within close (25m) proximity to the secure
bicycle storage and connected by an all weather cover where the showers and change facilities
are located outside of the building.
Visitor Bicycle Storage:
• An additional point is awarded if either of the above requirements are met AND visitor bicycle
parking is provided as part of the building development that meets the following criteria:
o A minimum of two spaces, plus one space for every 7500m2 of total assessable area, is
provided in a convenient location which is signposted and near a major public entrance.

Compliance Requirements
Bicycle Storage
Secure bicycle storage for staff is to be protected from the elements and be provided in close proximity to
the entrance of the building, in a location that is highly visible, well lit, and well signposted and with good
passive surveillance.
Secure tenant bicycle storage can be achieved by one of the following two methods
•
•

130

Racks/rails which are covered and protected from the elements, and designed to allow both a
wheel and the frame to be locked securely to the structure in accordance with AS2890.3. OR
A locked bicycle shed, with access for staff only. Sufficient space must be provided to store all
bikes without having to move other bikes or rely on a bike’s integral stand. Fixtures to lock bikes
in this case are not required.
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Visitor Bicycle Parking
Visitor bicycle parking must be located near a major public entrance (they are not intended for sole or
primary use by couriers) and comply with AS2890.3 if the additional point is claimed. Railings, lamp posts
and other non-purposeful bike parking facilities do not comply.
Showers and Changing Facilities
The total required number of showers and lockers does not have to be provided in one area. Facilities for
changing and showering should be either on the same floor, or accessible to cyclists/foot commuters
without going via a common area such as reception or any area the public use. Lockers can be located
adjacent to the change area.
Secure lockers must be adequately sized to accommodate the hanging of office clothing. The locker size
should not be significantly smaller than 80cm tall by 25cm wide (for box lockers) or 180cm tall by 30cm
wide (for ‘L-shaped’ double lockers).
Toilets do not count as changing facilities unless there is sufficient private space and lockers. Even if
toilets are fitted out as changing rooms, the minimum number of disabled toilets mandated by statutory
requirements cannot contribute to the total number of changing facilities provided, as doing so may
detract from their availability for use by disabled persons. Disabled showers can contribute towards the
total number of showers provided when they are not a statutory requirement for the project.
To be deemed adjacent, changing facilities in new buildings must be immediately adjacent to the
showers. For refurbishments, changing facilities must be located on the same floor with direct access that
avoids crossing of public spaces such as lift lobbies, reception areas or primary circulation space.
Cyclist Facilities Located Outside of the Building
The following additional requirements must be demonstrated
•
•
•

The showers and change rooms must be connected to the building by an all-weather cover
The cycling facility (storage, showers and change rooms) must be owned and managed by the
same corporate body as the building (i.e. it must not be under separate ownership or title) and
The Masterplan, which includes the building, cyclist facilities (storage, showers and change
rooms) and any other premises within the development, must include equitable allocation of
cyclist facilities across all buildings in the development.

All other elements are to be consistent with the credit requirements, including the number of spaces
provided, the type of space and the need for associated showering facilities.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance regardless of the number of points
claimed
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by
• Describing the location and provision of the cyclist facilities and
referencing the cyclist facilities drawings
• Describing how the spaces are weather protected and have good passive
surveillance (or are in a secured area)
• Stating what proportion of assessable area is used for the calculations,
and how access is provided, to each bicycle space, shower and locker
facilities
• Where the additional point is being claimed the summary should also
describe how the Credit Criteria have been met by
• Describing the number of visitor bicycle parking spaces required for the
building
o Describing the location of spaces
o Demonstrating that the spaces provided are signposted in an
accessible location near a major public entrance and
o Describing that the spaces are provided with good passive
surveillance and weather protection.
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Design drawing(s) of the cyclist facilities showing
• The number and location of bicycle racks/rails/storage facilities
demonstrating sufficient space to store all bikes and manoeuvre bikes in
and out without having to move other bikes or rely on a bike’s integral
stand, and in accordance with AS2890.3
• The number and location of shower and locker facilities and
• The number and location of visitor bicycle parking, if the additional point is
being claimed.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance regardless of the number of points
claimed
 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by
• Describing the location and provision of the cyclist facilities and
referencing the cyclist facilities drawings
• Describing how the spaces are weather protected and have good passive
surveillance (or are in a secured area)
• Stating what proportion of assessable area is used for the calculations,
and how access is provided, to each bicycle space, shower and locker
facilities and
• Where the additional point is being claimed
o Describing the number of visitor bicycle parking spaces provided for
the building
o Describing the location of spaces
o Demonstrating that the spaces provided are signposted in an
accessible location near a major public entrance and
o Describing how the visitor spaces are provided with good passive
surveillance and weather protection.

 As-built drawings

As-built drawings of cyclist facilities showing
• The number and location of bicycle racks/rails/storage facilities
demonstrating sufficient space to store all bikes and manoeuvre bikes in
and out without having to move other bikes or rely on a bike’s integral
stand, and in accordance with AS2890.3
• The number and location of shower and locker facilities and
• The number and location of visitor bicycle parkin, if the additional point is
being claimed.

Background
Cycling to work benefits the New Zealand environment, provides substantial health and economic
benefits to the cyclist, and helps reduce road congestion. According to the Ministry for the Environment,
New Zealanders have one of the highest vehicle ownership rates in the world, and most of our travel is
by car. The average occupancy rate is 1.3 people per car. In comparison, there are few trips made by
public transport, walking or cycling. Given that a third of all trips made by car in New Zealand are less
than 2kms, and two thirds are less than 6kms, these distances can easily be covered by cycle. In terms
of energy spent, cycling takes around 100 times less energy than a car (Ministry for the Environment web
site).
A cold car motor pollutes more than a hot one, especially when equipped with a catalytic converter. It can
take 5km or more before pollution control devices such as catalytic converters start to become effective.
Short trips in cars are therefore relatively more environmentally damaging, whilst being the most
attractive for walking and bicycling.
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A number of New Zealand cities are adopting programs to encourage increased use of non-motorised
transport. Most cities have ongoing programs to improve walking and cycle paths.
International research has consistently found that people are more willing to cycle when the appropriate
facilities are provided at the destination.

References & Further Information
Land Transport New Zealand
•

www.ltsa.govt.nz/road-user-safety/walking-and-cycling/

Ministry for the Environment
•

www.mfe.govt.nz

Cycling Advocates Network
•

www.can.org.nz/

Cycling to work statistics
•

http://can.org.nz/resources/hi-ho-hi-ho-its-off-to-work-we-go-nz-census-cycling-to-work-statistics

NZ Strategy to Advance Walking and Cycling
•

www.transport.govt.nz/getting-there-index/

Australian Bicycle Council1999-2004 Australia Cycling: The National Strategy:
•

www.austroads.com.au/abc/

Bicycle Federation of Australia
•

www.bfa.asn.au/

Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics (2002), Greenhouse Policy Options for Transport
•

www.btre.gov.au

VicRoads, Bicycle Parking: Providing Bicycle Parking Facilities brochure
•

www.vicroads.vic.gov.au
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Points:

4

Aim:
To encourage and recognise developments that
facilitate the use of mass commuting transport.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to four points are awarded for the quality of mass transport options available to building users. The
points are determined using the Green Star Mass Transport Calculator based on:
The type(s) of mass transport services available within 1000m of the site
The number of services during each weekday peak interval
The number of compliant routes.
Total Mass Transport Calculator Score

Number of points for TRA-4

20

1

40

2

60

3

80

4

Table TRA-4.1: The Conversion of the Total Mass Transport Calculator Score to Points Achieved.

Compliance Requirements
For projects certified under Green Star NZ Design and that were awarded this credit as part of their
certification, this credit is automatically awarded in the Built phase and documentation does not need to
be resubmitted.
However, the Design documentation for this credit must be included in the Green Star NZ Built
submission for reference by the NZGBC Assessors. A complete list of credits awarded under the Green
Star NZ Design certification must be located at the front of the submission.
Deemed to satisfy criteria
Projects located within these postal regions will automatically receive four points for this credit:
Postal Region
Auckland CBD
Hamilton CBD
Wellington CBD
Christchurch CBD
Dunedin CBD

Postal Code
1010
3204
6011
8011
9016
Table Tra-4.2: Postal Codes with a ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ Provision

Additional qualifying postal codes will be provided on the NZGBC website upon availability.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Completed Green
Star Mass
Transport
Calculator
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 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by summarising the
compliant route(s) that correspond to each mass transport stop showing the
route number(s) of the bus service for each stop and/or tram or train line
servicing the nearest station.

 Design drawings
extending to
surrounding
areas

The design drawings must clearly justify the walking ‘Distance to Site’ inputs
in the Calculator. They must be legible and to scale. The major public
entrances to the building must be clearly marked. The mass transport stops
must be clearly indicated and labelled with the associated services.

 Extract(s) from
timetables

Extract(s) from timetables for each compliant route showing number of
services at peak periods. The timetable provided must not be more than six
months old from the date of submission.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
 Completed Green
Star Mass
Transport
Calculator

A copy of the Completed Green Star Mass Transport Calculator.

 Short summary

Describing how the Credit Criteria have been met by summarising the
compliant routes that correspond to each mass transport stop showing the
route number(s) of the bus service for each stop and/or tram or train line
servicing the nearest station.

 As-built drawings
extending to
surrounding
areas

The site plan must clearly justify the walking ‘Distance to Site’ inputs in the
Calculator. It must be legible and to scale. The major public entrances to the
building must be marked. The mass transport stops must be clearly indicated
and labelled with the associated services.

 Extract(s) from
timetables

Extract(s) from timetables for each compliant route showing number of
services at peak periods. The timetable provided must not be more than six
months old from the date of submission.

Additional Guidance - Mass Transport Calculator Guide
Using the Mass Transport Calculator involves three steps:
1. Determine the types of public transport stopping within 1000m walking distance of the building.
2. Determine which routes are ‘compliant routes’ (refer to Additional Guidance below)
3. Determine the number of services during peak morning (6.30am to 8.30am) and peak afternoon
(4.30pm to 6.30 pm) periods on Monday to Fridays that are occur in the following intervals:
•
•

Number of services ≤ 15 minute frequency
15 minute frequency < Number of services ≤ 30 minute frequency

Notes:
If more than half of the services during the peak morning and afternoon period have a frequency of less
than or equal to 15 minutes then this is a compliant route and should be entered in the 15 minutes
frequency column of the calculator. Similarly, if more than half of the services during the peak morning
and afternoon period have a frequency greater than 15 minutes and less than or equal to 30 minutes,
then this is a compliant route and should be entered in the 30 minutes frequency column of the
calculator.
If the site is within 15 minutes of a public transport interchange that is connected by a mode of public
transport, then the compliant route (as defined in the Additional Guidance) available from the interchange
can be included in the calculator with the following modifications:
•

The number of routes going to the interchange for each type is to be halved;
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The distance to be entered for interchange services is equal to the distance from the site to the
connecting service plus 250m; and
Any connecting route from the interchange that terminates within 1000m of the site only counts
as half of one route (e.g. enter 0.5 instead of 1 for that service).

Distance to site
The distance to a mass transport node is to be measured as actual pedestrian walking distance (not as
‘the crow flies’) from a major building entrance.
Number of services for each route
The project team needs to determine the number of services for each compliant route during weekday
peak hours from current timetables with a frequency of less than either 15minutes or 30 minutes as
appropriate.
The calculator does not assess the number of services outside of peak periods as there is generally a
good correlation between peak and off-peak services, indicating the overall quality of the available mass
transport. The morning peak period is 6.30am to 8.30am and the afternoon peak period is 4.30pm to
6.30pm.
The number of services and its frequency for a particular route during the peak periods is calculated as
shown in the example below:
Between 6.30 am and 8.30 am the times for a particular service route are:
Time
Time between services (minutes)
7.25am
7.45am
20
8.00am
15
8.15am
15
8.25am
10
8.35am
10
8.50am
15
9.05am
15
9.25am
15
9.40am
20
Table Tra-4.3: Example of times for a particular service

Between 4.30am and 6.30 am the times for a particular service route are:
Time
Time between services (minutes)
4.20pm
4.40pm
20
4.55pm
15
5.05pm
10
5.15pm
10
5.25pm
10
5.35pm
10
5.45pm
10
6.00pm
15
6.15pm
15
6.30pm
15
Table Tra-4.4: Example of times for a particular service

Number of morning peak services = 9 (7 services ≤ 15minutes, 15minutes < 2 services ≤ 30minutes)
Number of afternoon peak services = 10 (10 services ≤ 15 minutes)
Compliant Routes
A compliant route must provide service during the morning and afternoon peak period.
In the example above more than half its services during the peak morning interval occur at less than a 15
minute interval and all its peak afternoon services occur less than or equal to a 15 minute interval.
Therefore this is classified as a compliant route.
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The project team needs to determine the type of mass transport services available within 1000m of the
site. Available bus, tram, ferry or train services can be counted. Airplane travel is not considered a form
of mass transport.
The project team also need to determine the number of mass transport services stopping at each stop
within 1000m walking distance of the building. If a transport route provides services in two directions, it is
to be counted as two services. Please note that in some locations the services in each direction may not
have the same frequencies. However, any route that terminates within 2km of the site is to be counted as
half of one service (enter 0.5 instead of 1 into the calculator).
Only the services which arrive at the stop can be used to calculate the average interval for the morning
peak period. Conversely only the services that depart from the site can be used to calculate the afternoon
peak period.
In addition, only one stop per route can contribute to calculations. Even if a service stops at more than
one stop within 1000m from the site, it is to be counted once as the building occupants are most likely to
catch this service closest to the site.
Proximity to a public transport interchange
The services available to building occupants at an interchange that is further than 1000m away from the
site can be entered into the calculator if the interchange is accessible by mass transport with service
intervals of no greater than 30 minutes and stop(s) within 1000m from the site. The services available at
that interchange must be entered with the following modifications:
•
•

The number of services available at the interchange are to be halved; and
The distance to be entered for interchange services is equal to the distance from site to the
connecting service plus 250m.

To assist with completion, a worked example is provided in Appendix D: Public Transport Calculator
Example.

Background
On census day 4% of people travelled to work by train and 1% by public bus. 76% of people travelled to
work by private motor vehicle.
Between 1980 and 2000, total annual vehicle kilometres travelled in New Zealand more than doubled,
causing a 64.1% increase in total transport emissions from 1990 to 2006. In addition to this, 45%of the
energy sectors’ carbon dioxide emissions came from domestic transport. In order to prevent continued
growth of transport related greenhouse gas emissions, urban air pollution and congestion other transport
options must be maximised.
When a development is poorly located in relation to the proximity of transport nodes and their frequency
of service then it is unlikely that building occupants will use public transport to travel to work. Conversely,
developments that are within close proximity of good transport nodes with frequent service can
encourage building occupants to use public transport.

References & Further Information
Land Transport NZ - Workplace Travel Plan
•

www.landtransport.govt.nz/sustainable-transport/guidelines/workplace-travel-plan.pdf

New Zealand’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory 1990–2006
•

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/nz-greenhouse-gas-inventory-apr08/index.html

New Zealand Transport Strategy
•

http://www.transport.govt.nz/new-zealand-transport-strategy-2/

TravelSmart
•

www.travelsmart.gov.au/

Public Transport Users Association
•

www.ptua.org.au
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Ecotransit Sydney
•

www.ecotransit.org.au/

Australian Greenhouse Office, Sustainable Transport,
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/transport/index.html

Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics, (2002), Greenhouse Policy Options for Transport
•

www.greenhouse.gov.au/ago/annual-report/2001-02/performance_agenda.html

Ecotransit Sydney
•

www.ecotransit.org.au

NSW Government – Ministry of Transport
•

www.transport.nsw.gov.au/abouttrans

Public Transport Users Association
•
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Water
Within the Water category, Credits address the reduction of potable water use through efficient design of
building systems, rainwater collection and water reuse.
Water has long been considered a precious and high-demand resource, essential for all living things.
Fresh water supplies are increasingly affected by a range of factors including catchment locations,
contaminated sources, drought and rising demand. It is estimated that total water use in New Zealand
currently equates to two or three times more water per person than in most other OECD countries
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2006). New Zealand‘s freshwater is clean by
13
international standards; however water quality is generally poorest in rivers, streams and lakes . As
consumption levels continue to rise, there is an increasing pressure upon these freshwater ecosystems.
Levels of nutrients (such as nitrogen, phosphorus and algal blooms) have increased in our rivers over the
past two decades and this reflects the impact of pollution from urban stormwater, animal effluent, and
14
fertiliser run-off on the natural environment .
In addition to reducing the demand for water, efficient use of water in buildings can reduce building owner
operational costs. Demand for potable water can be reduced through recycling from rainwater, greywater
and blackwater. Water-efficient appliances and fixtures, behavioural changes, and changes in irrigation
methods can reduce consumption by 30 percent or more. Green Star encourages measures to reduce
the potable water consumption in buildings through design and water conservation management. Such
reductions will ease the pressure on New Zealand water sources and contribute to a more cost effective
operation of buildings.

13

―Freshwater‖, Ministry for the Environment, 2007,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-dec07/chapter-10.pdf (Accessed March 2009)
14
―Environment New Zealand Publication‖, Ministry for the Environment, 2007,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-dec07/chapter-10.pdf (Accessed February 2009)
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WAT-1 Occupant Amenity Potable Water Efficiency
Points:

7

Aim:
To encourage and recognise systems which have
the potential to reduce the potable water
consumption of building occupants.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

EMI-5

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to five points are awarded where:
• It is demonstrated that the predicted potable water consumption for sanitary use within the building
has been reduced. The points awarded are based on the type and water rating of fixtures/fittings
less any reduction in potable water use through greywater or rainwater collection systems. This is
determined using the Potable Water Calculator.
Two additional points are awarded where:
• No water based heat rejection systems are used.
OR
• Water based heat rejection systems use 90% non potable water.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure that
•
•
•

The water fixtures used in the Potable Water Calculator are consistent with the specification
All water collection, storage and re-use systems and calculations used to provide input data for
the Potable Water Calculator are clearly documented and consistent with the specification and
design drawings and
All water re-use systems have documented approval from the relevant authority.

The NZGBC Assessors will be looking for evidence that the water reuse systems are sized adequately to
support the quantity of water reuse claimed in this credit.
For the purpose of the potable water calculator, fittings and fixtures must be entered as a flow rate and
must be measured in accordance with AS/NZS 6400:2005.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
All predicted potable water consumption for sanitary use by the base building (as defined in the
Introduction) is to be included in the calculation.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 A copy of the
completed
Potable Water
Calculator

A copy signed and dated by a project team member.

 Short report

Including
• A description of all water efficient features in the building.
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• A description of any water reuse systems installed.
 Design drawings

Showing the location of all water re-use or collection systems including the
location of water storage systems.

 Detailed
Calculations

• Detailing any water based heat rejection requirements and

 Proof of Flow
Rates

WELS Certificates product data sheets or Certificates stating the flow rats for
each fixture in the building.

 Design drawings

Showing the location of all water re-use or collection systems including the
location of water storage systems.

• If manual calculations are selected in the water calculator, that sufficient
capacity exists for the designated reuse systems as per the Additional
Guidance.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 A copy of the
completed
Potable Water
Calculator

Signed and dated by a project team member for the building as built.

 Short Summary

Including
• A description of all water efficient features in the building and
• A description of any water reuse systems installed.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Showing that the system operates correctly. This report must confirm that
these systems conform to relevant approval authority requirements.

 As-built drawings

Demonstrating the water reuse systems have been installed.

 Detailed
Calculations

• Detailing any water based heat rejection requirements and
• If manual calculations are selected in the water calculator, calculations
must demonstrate sufficient capacity exists for the designated reuse
systems.

Where fittings and fixtures documentation is not available
 Flow rate
measurements

Including an explanation of how rates were calculated.

 Summary
sheet(s)

With the number and locations of fittings and fixtures in the data set (enough
data must be provided to generate a representative sample producing an
average for each fitting type).

Additional Guidance
How the Potable Water Calculator Works
The Potable Water Calculator estimates the likely water consumption based on the occupancy of the
building, the type of fittings (WCs, urinals, taps, showers) installed, and whether rainwater harvesting or
treated greywater systems reduce this. The estimated water consumption is compared to the
benchmarks in table WAT-1.1 to determine the points awarded.
The benchmarks used in this credit are based on
•
•

Water

Rating specifications of the Water Efficiency Labelling Scheme (WELS)
AS/NZS 6400:2005 and
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An assumption regarding the frequency and duration of use of each fitting type.

For example, the calculator would award 4 points if
•
•
•
•

All WCs, wash hand basins (WHBs), urinals achieved a 6 star WELS rating and
Showerheads achieved their maximum rating of 3 stars and
No rainwater or greywater systems were installed and
There were no irrigation or evaporative cooling water requirements.

To achieve five points, the building would need to go further to reduce water consumption. This could be
done through the specification of greywater recycling and/or rainwater collection systems, waterless
urinals, and so on.
The point benchmarks for water consumption per person per day are described in the following table for
fittings:
L/day/person Benchmark
POINTS

5
4
3
2
1

WELS Star ratings

6 star + 20% improvement
6 star
5 star
4 star
3 star

No
showers
installed
5
6
7
9
11

Low Demand
(5%)
7
8
9
11
13

Medium
Demand
(10%)
8
10
12
13
15

High
Demand
(15%)
10
13
14
16
17

Table WAT-1.1: Water Rating Benchmark L/day/person (based on all fittings of same water rating)

The usage per person per day is based on equal numbers of male and female occupants, as follows
Type

No. of Uses Per Day Per Person

Duration Per Use

WC

Male
0.3

Female
2.3

Urinal

2

0

1 flush

Shower

Varies

Varies

5 minutes

WHB

2.5

2.5

1 flush

9 seconds
Table WAT-1.2: Usage assumptions

This data is based on studies undertaken in the U.K. by the Water Centre at the Building Research
Establishment (BRE) for typical office buildings. Male and female WCs are treated separately where
urinals are installed. If there are no urinals then an average WC use of 2.3 per person per day is
assumed for all occupants. The Calculator assumes the frequency of use of kitchen sinks to be the same
as WHBs for the Indoor Tap calculation.
Occupancy
The number of occupants used in the Calculator is based on one person per 15m² of assessable area.
Unless specifically designed or intended otherwise, standard office hours are to be assumed for hours of
operation (10 hours per day, five days per week). If higher occupied hours (either 24 hours or seven days
a week) then the Calculator will take this into account by assuming proportionally greater use of fittings.
The assessable area and hours of occupancy only affect the output of the Calculator if rainwater or
greywater systems are used. This is because supply of recycled water is finite and therefore the net
benefit of such systems needs to relate to how much the recycled water actually reduces potable water
supply. The potable water requirement depends on number of people and hours of occupancy and this
must be assessed against the size of water tanks and so on so that the net reduction in mains water
supply can be estimated.
Fittings and Fixtures
For each water use (WC, WHB, urinal or shower) up to four different types of fitting can be inserted and
described in the Calculator. For each type, the water consumption (in litres per minute for showers and
taps and litres per flush for urinals and WCs) - measured in accordance with AS/NZS 6400:2005 - must
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be entered, together with the percentage of each type of fitting in the building. Where the actual
consumption of the fitting is not known but the fitting does have a WELS rating, use the following default
values (in litres):
Water Consumption for Fixtures of Different “Star” Ratings (WELS)*
0 Star

WCs
(L/Flush)
NA

1 Star

<5.5

2 Star

<4.5

3 Star

<4.0

4 Star

<3.5

5 Star

<3.0

6 Star

<2.5

Fixture

Urinals
Showerheads
Taps
L/single stall or L/600 mm width of continuous wall
(L/min)
(L/min)
More than 2.5 serving a single stall or 4.0 for two stalls or >16
>16
equivalent width of continuous wall, or failing the performance
requirements, or having an adjustable activation device with a
sensitivity field greater than 300 mm from the front of the urinal, or
having a flushing control mechanism that flushes more than two
stalls or equivalent width of continuous wall
Not more than 4.0 serving two stalls or equivalent width of <16
<16
continuous wall, and conscious, demand-driven or smart-demand
operation
Not more than 2.5 serving a single stall or equivalent width of <12
<12
continuous wall, and conscious, demand-driven or smart-demand
operation
Not more than 2.0 serving a single stall or equivalent width of <9
<9
continuous wall, and conscious, demand-driven or smart-demand
operation
Not more than 1.5 serving a single stall or equivalent width of NA
<7.5
continuous wall, and smart demand operation
Not more than 1.0 serving a single stall or equivalent width of NA
<6
continuous wall, and smart demand operation
Not more than 1.0 serving a single stall or equivalent width of NA
<4.5
continuous wall, and smart demand operation with a urine sensing
device
Table WAT-1.3: Values for differently rated fittings

* See AS/NZS 6400:2005
Where the actual consumption of the fitting is not known and the fitting does not have a WELS rating,
measurements can be made. These must be shown to be sufficiently conservative and reflect the water
pressure present in the building in question.
For the 6/3 litre two-button flush WCs an average flush volume of four litres per flush is to be entered into
the tool.
If urinals feature a timed flushing system (this is uncommon but may be found in some refurbishment
projects) rather than a manual or sensor flush then the actual number of cisterns are to be inserted
together with the percentage of floor area served. The remainder of the urinals must have a percentage
based on 100% less the percentage of timed floor area served.
The timed flush system assumes flushing every 30 minutes, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Adjust the
flush capacity (L/flush) proportionally if different rates apply.
Shower Use
Shower use varies depending on the facilities provided in the building. The assumptions regarding use
by building occupants are:
Facilities Provided

Shower Usage
(% of occupants that will use facilities)

Showers installed but no gym or cycling facilities

Low – 5%

One TRA-3 point claimed or gym installed

Medium – 10%

Two TRA-3 points claimed

High – 15%
Table WAT-1.4: Facilities assumptions

The Potable Water Calculator assumes that if one point is claimed within the TRA-3 credit that this
corresponds to medium shower usage (assumed that 10% of building occupants will use the showers).
Similarly if two points are claimed in TRA-4 this corresponds to high usage.

Water
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Rainwater or greywater reuse systems
The first part of the calculator (Fittings and fixtures) also allows users to enter which fittings are supplied
with rainwater or greywater. The total water required by the fittings is then calculated aswell as the
reduced quantity of potable water if sufficient rainwater or greywater is available. The calculator will use
the lower quantity if
A detailed manual calculation is provided showing how sufficient rainwater or greywater is available to
supply the selected fittings and the manual calculation is selected in the calculator.
All requirements in the simple calculator have been met as detailed below.
Water based heat rejection
Two points are awarded where either no water based heat rejection is present or 90% of the water used
by the system is supplied by rainwater or greywater. Enter the amount of water required on a monthly
basis by the system and how much of this is to be supplied by rainwater or greywater. Monthly water
based heat rejection usage needs to be demonstrated with manual calculations during the submission.
Simple Calculator
Note that the Potable Water Calculator is only meant for building benchmarking purposes in Green Star
NZ and should not be used by designers to size and specify rainwater and greywater recycling systems.
The Calculator makes a simplified assessment of the amount of rainwater that could be collected and
used for toilet flushing per annum. This is based on the
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual monthly rainfall
Collection area
Run-off coefficient
Storage capacity
Volume of rainwater collected used for irrigation or other purposes and
Percentage of urinals and WCs using rainwater for flushing.

Points are awarded based on consumption figures from water based heat rejection systems, fittings and
fixtures. The simple calculator verifies that sufficient water is available for these consumption figures.
The simple calculator asks several questions as follows:
Miscellaneous Rainwater requirements
Q1.
Enter any other water uses for which recycled water is used (other than Fittings, Heat rejection
and Irrigation) in L/day here.
Landscape requirements
Q2.1

Is collected rainwater/greywater used for irrigation?

Q2.2

Enter the landscaped area requiring irrigation (m²)?

Q2.3

Enter the monthly requirement for water (mm/m²/month)?

Rainwater collection system
Q3.

Project location?

Q3.1

Rainfall collection area (m²)?

Q3.2

Run-off co-efficient (see Table in assessor manual)?

Q3.3

Storage capacity (Litres)?

Greywater system
Q4.1

Does the Greywater feed the Rainwater tank?

Q4.2

Percentage of taps & showers used for greywater collection (%)?

Q4.3

Percentage of collected greywater reused (%)?

The calculator then compares the above water inputs and outputs to assess whether sufficient water is
available to supply any water based heat rejection systems, fittings and fixtures as indicated in the first
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part of the water calculator. The validation is based on rainfall and greywater collection rates aswell as
storage tank size.
It is recommended that rainwater tanks have a 20 day storage capacity, however for the purpose of
assessment, the rainwater tank storage capacity must be shown to be sufficient so that no additional
potable water is required (to the amounts specified) in any two week period regardless of tank size or
catchment area.
Two of the following three requirements must be met for the tank size in order to validate the calculation.
Requirement 1:
Is there enough rainwater available to supply the promised rainwater requirements each month?
Requirement 2:
Tank sufficiently sized to supply requirement when there is no rain for 2 weeks
Requirement 3:
Tank sufficiently sized to hold two average rainfall events during every month assuming no consumption.
The calculator will show an error until Requirement 1 is achieved and at least one of Requirement 2 and
3 above have been met.
The required inputs for the rainwater calculator are as follows
•
•
•
•

Monthly average rainfall - This data has been sourced from NIWA.
Number of rainy days per month - This data has been sourced from NIWA.
Rainfall collection area – In most cases the roof area used to supply the rainwater tank.
Run-off co-efficient – values should be taken from Table WAT-1.5 below.
Where more than one coefficient is relevant an area weighted average should be taken.
• Area of the site requiring irrigation (m²)
• Monthly requirement for water (mm/m²) – This should exclude any assumptions for rain as the
calculator will incorporate this.
• Monthly fitting use - This is calculated from the inputs into the first part of the calculator. The
percentage of rainwater used for each fitting type must be such that the rainwater tank is
sufficiently sized to not require extra potable water top up during any two week period in an
average year.
• Monthly water use for water based heat rejection – 2% losses are typical, design teams should
make conservative assumptions.
A sample calculation for Auckland in January works as follows
Number of days per month
31 days
Average working days per month
31 x 5/7 = 22 days
Monthly average rainfall from NIWA
75mm (project input)
No of rainy days each month
8 days/month (project input)
Average rainfall event size
75mm/8days = 9.4mm/event
Building use, fittings (taps/toilets etc.)
Building Occupancy
467 people
Monthly flushing water use
6L/person/day (from calculator above)
Monthly building use, fittings
467x6L/personx22days=47,533 L/month
Building use evaporative cooling
Monthly water use for evaporative cooling
0 (project input)
Landscape irrigation use
Area of the site requiring irrigation (m²)
168m² (project input)
Monthly requirement for water
100mm water /m2 (project input)
Monthly requirement for irrigation water
100mm – 75mm = 25mm
Monthly irrigation requirement
25mm x 168m² = 4,200 L/month
Rainfall available
Rainfall collection area
1750m² (project input)
Run-off coefficient
0.5 (project input)
Roof catchment
1750m²x0.5x75mm = 65,625 L/month
Rainwater tank sizing check
Rainwater tank size
30,000 litres
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Requirement 1: Is there enough rainwater available to supply the promised rainwater requirements
each month?
Roof catchment
1750m²x0.5x75mm = 65,625 L/month
Total monthly water required
47,533 + 0 + 4,200 = 51,733 L/month
Rainwater surplus
65,625 - 51,733 = 13,892 litres/month
Therefore sufficient rainwater available for required supply!
Requirement 2: Tank sufficiently sized to supply requirement when there is no rain for two weeks
Weeks per month
31days/7days = 4.4 weeks/month
Water required for any 2 week period
51,733/4.4 x 2 = 23,515 L/fortnight
Therefore tank sufficiently sized to supply water for 2 weeks in January! If this requirement is not met, the
rainwater contribution to potable water must be reduced unless it can be shown that the rainwater tank is
sufficiently sized to hold two rainfall events.
Requirement 3:
Tank sufficiently sized to hold two average rainfall events during every month assuming no consumption.
Rainfall collected in 2 events

1750 x 9.4 x 0.5 x 2 =16,450 litres

Therefore rainwater tank meets the second requirement for January!
Simple Greywater Calculator
The Calculator requires the percentage of showers and WHB fittings from which greywater will be
collected to be entered. Greywater storage tank size is not considered in the Calculator as the greywater
collected daily from showers and WHBs in an office is unlikely to exceed the daily toilet flushing
requirement. Where combined rainwater/greywater systems are used the calculator will include this into
the size requirements for the rainwater tank.
Detailed Calculations
Where greywater or rainwater systems are to be installed and the contribution is determined by the
design team rather than using the simple Calculators then calculations demonstrating the reduction in
potable water consumption must be submitted by a consultant qualified and experienced in the design of
such systems.
The following table is to be used to determine the run-off coefficients for rainwater collection systems:
Roof Type
o
Pitched tile roof (>30 angle)
o
Steel roof (>30 angle)
Internal gutter
o
Flat smooth roof (<30 angle)
o
Flat gravel or turf roof (<30 angle)

Run-off Coefficient
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
Table WAT-1.5: Run-off Coefficients for Different Roof Types

Background
Global water consumption has risen almost ten-fold since 1900, and many parts of the world are now
reaching the limits of their supply.
New Zealand has no reliable breakdowns of water end uses for office buildings. Based on water audits
conducted by Sydney Water in the office building sector, water use is typically broken down as follows
•
•
•
•

Amenities = 40%
Cooling Towers = 30% (see WAT-4)
Irrigation = 5% (see WAT-3) and
Wastage/Leakage = 25% (see WAT-2).

National Water Conservation Rating and Labelling Scheme
The National Water Conservation Rating and Labelling Scheme was administered by the Water Services
Association of Australia on behalf of its members. A fitting with a 5A rating was defined by the Water
Services Association of Australia as having ‘an excellent level of water efficiency’. The ratings run from
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1A, ‘moderate level of water efficiency’ through to 5A. Participation in the Scheme was voluntary and has
now been replaced by the Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards (WELS).
Water Efficiency Labelling Scheme
The Australian Government, through the Department of Environment and Heritage, has introduced a
Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards (WELS) Scheme which involves the introduction of national
mandatory water efficiency labelling and minimum performance standards for domestic water-using
devices. The scheme has been in force since July 2006.
The Australian WELS scheme is underpinned by the joint Australian/New Zealand standard AS/NZS
6400, which contains details on
Product coverage and testing (referring to a number of individual product standards for testing
and performance)
Calculation of the WELS star rating
Labelling requirements and design of labels
Registration of products and required documentation.
There are strong trans-Tasman trade reasons for New Zealand also to introduce a water efficiency
scheme. The Ministry for the Environment is working on implementing the scheme within New Zealand.
New Zealand WELS is also expected to rely on AS/NZS 6400 for much of the same detail, but will not
necessarily include all requirements of the standard because some of these relate only to compliance in
Australia.
The AS/NZS 6400 standard is currently being amended. Further amendments are expected over time as
both WELS schemes evolve. The New Zealand WELS regulations, when drafted and implemented in
2009, are expected to make use of the late 2008 version of the standard.
Rainwater and Greywater Systems
Collecting rainwater from roof and other impervious surfaces can add to the available water for toilet
flushing and irrigation.
Greywater can be recovered from sinks and showers, washing machines, and other water sources that
do not contain food or human waste. This water can be stored for irrigation or toilet flushing use but
needs to be used within a short time after collection to avoid extensive water treatment.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/waste/product-stewardship-water-labelling-jul05/html/page10.html

Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand
•
•

Water - New Zealand’s Valuable Natural Resource
http://www.ipenz.org.nz/ipenz/media_comm/documents/Water-Management.pdf

The Water Services Association of Australia
•
•

The National Water Conservation Rating and Labelling Scheme
www.wsaa.asn.au

Standards New Zealand
•
•

AS/NZS 6400: 2005. Water efficient products – rating and labelling
www.standards.co.nz

Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards (WELS) Scheme
•

www.waterrating.gov.au

National Institute of Water & Atmospheric Research Limited (NIWA)
•

Water

www.niwascience.co.nz
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WAT-2 Water Meters
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the design of systems
that monitor and manage water consumption.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

WAT-1

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that water meters are installed for all major water
uses in the project.
An additional point is awarded if the meters are linked to a BMS or equivalent automated monitoring
system that provides an alarmed leak detection system.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure the water uses nominated are metered separately and
correlate with other documentation regarding the major water uses within the project.
Major water uses are considered to include the following as a minimum (where installed)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathrooms
Showers (if provided for at least 5% of staff)
Evaporative heat rejection systems
Irrigation systems
Wash-down systems
Recycled water supply
Rainwater supply and
Humidifiers.

In order to meet the second point in the Credit Criteria, please ensure that during the building’s operation
there is an effective system for collecting, recording and monitoring data from the sub-meters as well as
alerting the facility management of any change in water consumption trends (such as in the case of
leaks). In most cases, effective design will lead to automated monitoring systems, such as Building
Management System (BMS). Wherever such a system is present to monitor water data, water submeters must be linked to them. The BMS or equivalent system must provide a leak detection system and
include an alarm that is triggered in the event of a new trend in water consumption (e.g. increased afterhours consumption).
If rainwater is collected for irrigation and includes no mechanical distribution system then metering is not
required, documentation should reflect this.
The NZGBC Assessors will be looking for consistency with information provided for other water credits
(e.g. WAT-1, WAT-3, WAT-4), where applicable.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 List of all major
water uses in the
building
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or schematics

WAT-2 Water Meters

Clearly showing the locations of all water meters and the associated water
use.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance with the second point
 Short report

Describing the leak detection capability of the BMS or equivalent compliant
system.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Showing that the water meters are to be connected to the alarmed BMS or
equivalent compliant system.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance with the first point
 List of all major
water uses in the
building

Referencing the as-built drawings and which uses are supplied by rainwater if
applicable.

 As-built drawings
or schematics

Clearly showing the locations of all water meters and the associated water
use.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance with the second point
 Short report

Describing the leak detection capability of the BMS or equivalent compliant
system.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Showing that the meters function correctly.

Additional Guidance
Water Meter Requirements
One water meter for all bathrooms is sufficient for meeting the Credit Criteria regardless of the size of the
building, as long it covers both hot and cold water.
Kitchenette and custodian sinks (regardless of number) do not require a separate meter. However, their
water use must be monitored by being on one of the sub-metered lines, such as the bathroom line.
If the water consumption of one of the major uses can be determined by a simple (and in most cases
automatic) subtraction of all the other metered uses from the building’s total water consumption, it does
not have to be separately sub-metered. For example, if all water going into the building and all water
going out (e.g. for cooling towers) is sub-metered and if the difference equates to bathroom water
consumption, it is not necessary to have a separate bathroom meter.
Separate metering of rainwater supply is not required if rainwater is used solely for manual irrigation.

Background
To help reduce water consumption, accurate information on usage is required at the building
management level. The inclusion of water meters to major water users in the building is a simple and
effective way of achieving this.
Leaks and wastage on the development site and in the building itself can result in significant water losses
and costs, as well as having the potential to cause major damage. Sydney Water estimates that
approximately one quarter of water consumption in commercial office buildings is attributable to leaks
and wastage in Australia. This figure is likely to be similar for the NZ case, however the exact figure is not
known.
Water resource management is governed by local government in New Zealand. Many councils around
New Zealand require metering for commercial and industrial premises. Increased awareness of water
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consumption through metering in both businesses and residential properties has already been
successfully implemented in regions of New Zealand that experience water shortages. The introduction
of metering has resulted in immediate and long lasting efficiency improvements. The average daily per
capita water use in 2008 in councils with water meters in the residential sector was 184 litres, with
unmetered areas using over 300 litres per day, and several councils averaging over 600 litres per day.

References & Further Information
NZ Water and Wastes Association
•

www.nzwwa.org.nz/

New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development
•
•

A Best Use Solution for New Zealand's water problems Full Report 2008
http://www.nzbcsd.org.nz/water/content.asp?id=444

Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand
•
•

Water - New Zealand’s Valuable Natural Resource
http://www.ipenz.org.nz/ipenz/media_comm/documents/Water-Management.pdf

NZWWA
•
•

Briefing to Incoming Ministers
http://www.nzwwa.org.nz/documents/comment_and_submissions/081110_briefingtoincomingmin
isters_final.pdf see page 5

Ministry of Economic Development
•
•

Future trends in water use
http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/MultipageDocumentPage____12538.aspx

Call for Mandatory use of water meters (NZ Herald 08/10/08)
•

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/water/news/article.cfm?c_id=362&objectid=10536348

SaveWater
•

www.savewater.com.au

Sydney Water
•
•
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WAT-3 Landscape Irrigation Water Efficiency
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the design of systems
that aim to reduce the consumption of potable water
for landscape irrigation.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

WAT-1

Site

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that:
• 90% of the water requirement for landscape irrigation is sourced from on-site rainwater collection or
recycled site water.
OR
• Where a water efficient irrigation system comprising subsoil drip systems and automatic timers with
rainwater or soil moisture sensor control override is installed for servicing at least half of the
landscaped area.
OR
• Where plants chosen are all drought-tolerant and require no additional watering once established (i.e.
xeriscaping is used).
If there is no landscaping, or landscaping (including roof, vertical and planter gardens) represents less
than 1% of the site area or 100m² (whichever is the larger), this point is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded
from the points available used to calculate the Water Category Score.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure the solution(s) described in this credit correlate with the
other relevant credits claimed, e.g. WAT-1 ‘Occupant Amenity Water’ and ECO-4 ‘Change in Ecological
Value’.
Xeriscape Garden
A ‘xeriscape garden’ is defined as a water-conserving garden, or garden requiring no additional watering.
Where a xeriscape garden has been installed, provisions must be made to remove any irrigation system
within three months and ensure that the landscape will not receive watering after that time. It must be
evident that it will not require irrigation (otherwise it will be assumed to require) during the building’s
operation.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For irrigation systems with 90% water sourced from rainwater collection or recycled water
 Short report

By a qualified engineer detailing how the rainwater or recycled water irrigation
system works and demonstrating a 90% capacity.

 Design drawings

Showing the location and design of the recycled water/rainwater system.

For water efficient irrigation systems:
 Short report

By a landscape architect detailing the water efficient irrigation system and
demonstrating that it will meet all of the requirements of the criteria.

 Design drawings

Showing the location and design of the water efficient irrigation system.

Water
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Plants chosen are all drought-tolerant (xeriscaping is used):
 Short report

Short report by a landscape architect detailing the drought tolerant plants
used and confirming why the design can be qualified as xeriscape.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For irrigation systems with 90% water sourced from rainwater collection or recycled water:
 Short report

By a qualified engineer detailing how the rainwater or recycled water irrigation
system works and demonstrating a 90% capacity.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Demonstrating that the system operates as per the details in the report.

For water efficient irrigation systems:
 Short report

Describing the water-efficient irrigation system installed and its components
and referencing all other required documentation as appropriate.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

Demonstrating that the system operates as per the details in the report.

Plants chosen are all drought-tolerant (xeriscaping is used):
 Short report

From a landscape architect detailing the drought tolerant plants used and
confirming why the design can be qualified as xeriscape.

Where the credit is claimed as Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases
 Plans of the
Showing the use of each area and clearly indicating either
entire site
• The lack of any landscaped area
• Landscaping area less than 1% of the site area or Landscaping area less
than 100m² (whichever is greater).

Additional Guidance
Potable water demand can be reduced through the installation of water-efficient irrigation systems (such
as sub-soil or drip irrigation) or through the use of non-potable water for landscape irrigation.
If rainwater harvesting or greywater collection is also used for toilet flushing then to avoid doublecounting, the volume of water provided for the irrigation credit must be entered into the Potable Water
Calculator. The Potable Water Calculator does not undertake detailed calculations of water storage
efficiency.

Background
Irrigation demand is not included in the Potable Water Calculator (see WAT-1) due to difficulties in setting
a benchmark for use in commercial buildings (including area and type of plants). Sydney Water estimates
that water consumption for irrigation in commercial offices is typically 5%.
The New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development predicts all available fresh water
resources in New Zealand’s most economically significant regions will be fully allocated by 2012.
(Canterbury, Otago, Nelson – Marlborough, Waikato and Northland)
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Landscaping water consumption can be reduced through planting design and irrigation equipment. Low
maintenance design uses plants that are suited to the site climate and soil conditions. Locally occurring
native plants generally require less watering than exotic species. Landscaping design should encourage
deep root growth that improves plants tolerance of dry periods. Planting to site sub climates such as
sunexposed walls and shaded areas will require less active gardening. The use of ground cover plants
and mulch improves soil water retention.
Landscape watering should be as efficient as possible. Watering in the early morning and evening
minimises water loss to evaporation. Automatic systems remove human error and can be programmed to
run at a certain time of day. Cycle irrigation improves water penetration and reduces runoff and can be
combined with soil moisture meters to ensure active watering is used only when it is needed. Hoses and
other watering equipment left running can be significant sources of water wastage, for example a 20mm
hose wastes 58L per minute. Types of water efficient irrigation equipment include drip irrigation, sensor
irrigation, sprinklers and bubbler/soaker systems. Grey water harvesting further reduces potable water
consumption of landscaped areas.

References & Further Information
Irrigation Association of Australia
•

www.irrigation.org.au

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A)
•
•

How to Conserve Water and Use It Effectively - Practices for Industrial/Commercial Users
http://www.epa.gov/nps/chap3.html

EPA WaterSense
•
•

Weather- or Sensor-Based Irrigation Control Technologies
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/pp/controltech_overview.htm

Landscape Irrigation Services
•

Water

http://www.epa.gov/watersense/pp/irrprof.htm
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WAT-4 Heat Rejection Water
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise buildings that reduce
the potential demand on potable water supplies and
infrastructure due to water-based building cooling
systems.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

2
WAT-1

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where the building design demonstrates that potential water consumption
is reduced through efficient use of, or avoidance of, evaporative or water cooling tower systems.
Two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that:
• The cooling tower water treatment is designed to achieve six or better cycles of concentration for
water based cooling systems.
OR
• The natural ventilation mode of a mixed mode system reduces the HVAC cooling water consumption
by at least 50%.
OR
• No water based heat rejection systems are provided.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure that it is demonstrated that the information provided for
WAT-1 and ENE-1 correlates with the information provided in this credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For mechanically ventilated buildings using water based heat rejection:
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing how the cooling towers have
been designed to achieve at least six cycles of concentration.

For mechanically ventilated buildings not using water based heat rejection:
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing the heat rejection
requirements of the building and how these requirements will be met without
the use of cooling towers or evaporative cooling.

For mixed mode buildings with natural ventilation:
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing either of the following as
appropriate
• How the cooling towers have been designed to achieve at least six cycles
of concentration OR
• How the mixed mode system (including calculations) will reduce the water
consumption (this must reference the calculations/modelling carried out in
ENE-1/ENE-3). See ‘Additional Guidance’ OR
• The heat rejection requirements of the building and how these
requirements will be met without the use of cooling towers or evaporative
cooling.
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For naturally ventilated buildings
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing the heat rejection
requirements of the building and how these requirements will be met without
the use of cooling towers or evaporative cooling.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
For mechanically ventilated buildings using water based heat rejection
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing how the cooling towers have
been designed to achieve at least six cycles of concentration

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

That the Cooling Towers operate in accordance with the design and intended
operating parameters.

For mechanically ventilated buildings not using water based heat rejection
 Short report

That is prepared by a qualified engineer detailing the heat rejection
requirements of the building and how these requirements will be met without
the use of cooling towers or evaporative cooling.

For mixed mode buildings with natural ventilation
 Short report

That summarises the following as appropriate
• The performance and operating parameters of the as-built mixed mode
system (including calculations) in order to demonstrate its reduced impact
on cooling tower water consumption by 50% and referencing all other
required documents as appropriate OR
• Describing the heat rejection systems of the building referring to extracts
from the commissioning report showing those systems in operation and
describing how mechanical cooling systems in place do not use
evaporative cooling.

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

That show that the Cooling Towers operate in accordance with the design and
intended operating parameters.

For naturally ventilated buildings
 Short report

Describing the heat rejection systems of the building referring to extracts from
the commissioning report showing those systems in operation and describing
how mechanical cooling systems in place do not use evaporative cooling.

Additional Guidance
For the purposes of this credit the calculation of water consumption savings due to the mixed mode
system can be considered proportional to the cooling energy savings. For example, if the cooling energy
consumption is reduced by 30% per annum due to the natural ventilation mode of operation compared to
full HVAC mode of operation then the cooling tower water consumption can be considered to be reduced
by 30% for this credit assessment.

Background
The NSW water utility Sydney Water estimates that cooling towers used for air conditioning typically
consume 30% of a commercial building’s total water use. It is unknown what typical figures are for NZ –
but it is unlikely to be very different. Process cooling towers can consume an even greater proportion.

Water
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The use of non-chemical dosing (such as ionisation, UV treatment etc) or the elimination of water cooled
systems can significantly reduce potable water consumption.

References & Further Information
Standards NZ
•
•

AS/NZS 3666 Air-handling and Water Systems of Buildings – Microbial Control
www.standards.co.nz

North Carolina Division of Pollution Prevention and Environmental Assistance (U.S.)
•
•

Water Management Options: Cooling and Heating
www.p2pays.org/ref/04/03101.pdf

Sydney Water
•
•
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Cooling Tower: Save Water, Money and the Environment (2001)
www.sydneywater.com.au/html/yourhome/publications/CoolingTowers.pdf
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Materials

Materials
Within the Materials category of Green Star, Credits target the consumption of resources through
material selection and reuse of materials. The aim of the category is to reduce the amount of natural
resources used, to reuse viable materials, and recycle these materials wherever possible.
The production and use of building materials can have serious and widespread impacts on the natural
environment. A significant amount of energy is used to extract, manufacture and transport building
materials, and many natural resources are exploited for their use. The construction sector is a major
consumer of resources, including metals, wood, plastics, and the constituent materials for cement and
masonry. According to the Worldwatch Institute, building construction consumes 40 percent of the raw
15
stone, gravel, and sand used globally each year, and 25 percent of the virgin wood being created . In
addition to materials themselves, the manufacturing process needs to be resource efficient in order to
reduce energy consumption, minimise waste, and reduce greenhouse emissions. The manufacturing
process causes environmental pollution (such as fly ash from cement production) and construction
materials themselves become more difficult to process as waste. Construction and demolition wastes
contribute up to 50 percent of New Zealand‘s waste stream, with 20 percent of all waste going to landfill
16
and 80 percent to clean-fill (landfills which only accept natural, non-hazardous materials) .
The environmental impact from building materials can be reduced by limiting the quantities of virgin
building materials used in projects and choosing the least harmful of these materials for use. Materials
and resource concepts that are rewarded under Green Star also include, but are not limited to;
sustainable timber; reuse of building façade and structure; and recycled content of concrete and steel. In
particular, this category attempts to focus on the lifespan, lifecycle and approach towards use of
materials, resources and building fabrics.

15

―Worldwatch Paper #124: A Building Revolution: How Ecology and Health Concerns are Transforming
Construction‖, Worldwatch Institute, March 1995,
http://www.worldwatch.org/node/866 (Accessed March 2009)
16
―Construction and Demolition Waste‖, Ministry for the Environment,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/waste/construction-demo/index.html (Accessed February 2009)
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MAT-1 Shell and Core or Integrated Fit-out
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the reduction of
material wastage during tenancy fit-outs.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the percentage of the assessable area of
the base building construction or refurbishment is delivered as either:
• Shell and core (i.e. no ceiling, floor finishes or partitions installed) OR
• Integrated fit-out (i.e. base building and tenant fit-out works are fully integrated) OR
• Any combination of the above.
Points are awarded as follows:
• One point if 30% of the assessable area meets the criteria
• Two points if 60% of the assessable area meets the criteria
• Three points if 90% of the assessable area meets the criteria.
For Existing Buildings, this credit only applies to areas of Current Refurbishment that involve a change
in tenancy. For all other Existing Buildings, this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Providing a tabulated breakdown identifying all assessable area spaces in the
building and their areas, nominating whether they are delivered as shell and
core, integrated fit-out or neither, and confirming that compliant spaces jointly
account for at least the stipulated proportion of the assessable area.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.
For Existing Buildings, this credit only applies to areas of Current Refurbishment that involve a change
in tenancy.
 Short summary
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Providing a tabulated breakdown identifying all assessable area spaces in the
building and their areas, nominating whether they are delivered as shell and
core, integrated fit-out or neither, and confirming that compliant spaces jointly
account for at least the stipulated proportion of the assessable area.
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MAT-1 Shell and Core or Integrated Fit-out

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings.


Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that there
is no Current Refurbishment that involves a change in tenancy.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Additional Guidance
The definition of shell and core for the purpose of this credit is tenancy space where
•
•
•
•
•
•

It includes finishes and fit-out to common areas only.
No ceilings are installed
No floor covering are installed
No lighting systems are installed
Ducts from air supply/return risers finish within 1m of the face of the riser and with services
capped off within the riser at each floor and
No partition walls are installed.

Background
It is not uncommon for speculatively developed buildings to include as part of the base building finishes
such as flooring and ceilings, only to have some of these finishes removed to suit tenant needs and
aesthetics. This practice can lead to increased resource use and material consumption, and
unnecessarily adds to the strain on landfills from construction and demolition waste.
The Building Research Establishment’s ‘Green Guide to Specification’ (3rd edition) outlines the relative
environmental impact of different elements of a commercial building in the U.K. A typical wool/nylon mix
carpet with foam backing/underlay accounts for around 40% of the total building impact (assuming
replacement every five years over a 60 year life). This is similar to the combined environmental impact of
the structure (floors, substructure, roof, walls and glazing) measured over the same period.
In a preliminary investigation of construction and demolition (C&D) waste, it was found that business
renovations accounted for 47% of all C&D waste for Auckland city. This was nearly twice as much as
new residential building or new business building. These in turn are more than twice the quantity
generated by residential renovations.

References & Further Information
BRE (Building Research Establishment)
•
•

The Green Guide to Specification, 3rd edition by Jane Anderson and David Shiers, Blackwell
(2002).
www.bre.co.uk

Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries (REBRI)
•

www.rebri.org.nz

Pulse
•

www.buildingcommission.com.au/

EcoRecycle Victoria
•

www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au

NSW Department of Environment and Conservation
•
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MAT-2 Building Reuse
Points:

6

Aim:
To encourage and recognize the use and reuse of
existing
buildings
to
minimize
materials
consumption.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

GFA

Credit Criteria
Up to six points are available as follows:
Up to three points are awarded where a proportion of the total façade and roof of the building, by area,
is retained:
• One point if 30% meets the criteria
• Two points if 60% meets the criteria and
• Three points if 90% meets the criteria.
AND
Up to three points are awarded where a proportion of the existing major structure, by gross building
volume, is retained:
• One point if 30% meets the criteria
• Two points if 60% meets the criteria and
• Three points if 90% meets the criteria.
For New Buildings, where:
• The site contained no buildings at the time of purchase OR
• The total assessable area of the original building(s) is less than 20% of the assessable area of the
new building that replaces it,
This credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the Materials
Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the
Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of New Building.

Compliance Requirements
Refurbishment projects are likely to achieve this credit without difficulty unless the building is entirely reclad. New buildings with retained façades provide another means of achieving the credit. However it
should be noted that refurbished façades sometimes require extensive renovation/reinforcement.
Please note the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The reused structure is to comprise at least 20% of the final building by volume.
Volume is calculated inside the external surfaces of the building.
Existing material which is retained may be covered or refurbished and still meet the Credit
Criteria.
The total area of all building(s) that are to be demolished for the development is to be calculated.
This is applicable even where the building(s) extend beyond the site boundary.
If the development comprises both a refurbishment and a new addition, the Credit Criteria relates
to the refurbishment only.
The calculation of the façade excludes externally affixed elements (e.g. fixed shading devices).
The definition of major structure is floors, columns, beams, and load-bearing walls, and
foundations where required for structural use by the new building.
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•

MAT-2 Building Reuse

This Credit uses gross building volume to calculate the points allocation as material volume is
difficult to calculate. If the structure undergoes significant strengthening or alteration (more than
50% by mass), it is not eligible for inclusion within the calculations for this Credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Describing what elements of the façade/structure are being retained, and
providing calculations and a complete area/volume schedule for both the
original and new buildings that demonstrate that the total area (for façade
calculations) or volume (for structure calculations) retained from the original
building(s) is sufficient to meet the Credit Criteria. All of the original
façade/structure must be accounted for.

 As built drawings
generated at, or
prior to, site
purchase,
showing the built
area on the site.

• Elevation drawings marked up and highlighted to show the location and
area of the reused façade and
• Floor plan drawings marked up and highlighted to show the location and
associated building volume of the reused structure and indicating the
building(s)’ assessable area.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Describing what elements of the façade/structure were retained, and providing
calculations and a complete area/volume schedule for both the original and new
buildings that demonstrate that the total area (for façade calculations) or
volume (for structure calculations) retained from the original building(s) is
sufficient to meet the Credit Criteria. All of the original façade/structure must be
accounted for.

 As built drawings
generated at, or
prior to, site
purchase,
showing the built
area on the site

• Elevation drawings marked up to show the location and area of the reused
façade and
• Floor plan drawings marked up to show the location and associated
building volume of the reused structure and indicating the building(s)’
assessable area.

For projects certified under Green Star NZ – Office Design that have been awarded this credit
 A signed
statement
(can be submitted
in lieu of the
above
Compliance
Requirements)

From the construction project manager or owner’s project manager /architect or
engineer confirming that there have been no design changes that would impact
the project achieving the Credit Criteria.
A complete list of credits awarded under the Green Star NZ – Office Design
certification must be located at the front of the submission.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases


Scaled site plans
OR

Scaled site plans (with built area indicated and quantified) OR aerial
photographs generated at or prior to site purchase, showing the built area on
the site.

Aerial photos

Background
Construction and demolition (C&D) waste as classified by the New Zealand Waste Analysis Protocol
accounts for approximately 20-30% of all waste that goes into landfills and up to 80% of all waste going
to clean fill. For the Auckland Region, this amounts to over 200,000 tonnes per year, depending on the
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level of activity in the region. The largest portion of waste coming from the construction industry results
from demolition, excavation, site clearance and roadwork. The bulk of this (generally inert) material, such
as concrete rubble, soil, etc, goes to clean fills. Waste from construction and renovation is generally
collected in bins and skips for disposal in landfills. This source of waste accounts for 19% of the total
going to landfills.
Re-use of buildings and parts of buildings can significantly reduce the demand for new construction
materials and thus the environmental burden resulting from the development. The re-use of building
façades is commonly required for other reasons, such as heritage considerations, but also leads to a
direct environmental benefit.

References & Further Information
REBRI – Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries
•

www.rebri.org.nz

Ministry for the Environment
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/waste/construction-demo/index.html

Smart Growth Online (U.S.) Green Building Case Studies
•
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MAT-3 Applied Coatings 2009.1
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of
applied coatings that are independently verified to
be environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

Whole building

One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new applied coatings used
meet the Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) limits, set by the recognised IAQ schemes as listed in the
Additional Guidance OR
Two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the applied coatings used
are independently certified as having lower environmental impact than standard applied coatings, as
verified through a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels is
available on the NZGBC website).
For Existing Buildings, the Credit applies to applied coatings used in the Current Refurbishment only.
Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of applied coatings are used as
part of the Current Refurbishment, this Credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance
in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
Applied coatings are defined as any liquid applied finishes. This includes, but is not limited to, paints,
stains, varnishes and oils. Any pre-existing paint that is retained in a refurbished building is not to be
included in the calculation of this Credit.
A general specification clause requiring compliance with the Credit Criteria will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an appendix to the
specification.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fitouts. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fitout, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of applied coatings used on the building
• The area (m ) or Litres (L) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Materials

• Nominating applied coatings requirements and stipulating the applied
coatings type for each requirement.
• Including a statement in the specification that the contractor is required to
obtain approval of the design team or client before substituting the applied
coatings listed in the specifications.
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Relevant certificates for the specified applied coating types showing
compliance with a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a
list of approved eco-labels is available on the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
specified applied coatings showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of applied coatings used on the building
• The area (m ) or Litres (L) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant Certificates for the specified applied coatings types showing
compliance with a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a
list of approved eco-labels is available on the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
specified applied coatings showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings
 For Current Refurbishments, the statement must confirm the Current Building Replacement Value
and include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Any finish/paint used in an internal/external application, and applied on site, must have an approved ecolabel (a list of approved eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website) or meet the VOC testing
requirements as recognised by the IAQ schemes listed below.
The New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC) does not test, review or certify products or materials.
Third party certification bodies are relied upon for testing and environmental assessments of products
and materials with relevance to Green Star NZ Materials category Credits.
Products that have an approved eco-labelling licence may be eligible for the full points available for the
credit. The current NZGBC approved eco-labels address and measure the environmental impact of a
product throughout its lifecycle.
VOC emission is only one of many impact areas a product may have on the environment over its
lifecycle, but is an area that can directly affect the indoor air quality of the building in which the product is
used. Where a product can demonstrate that it has a low VOC content by meeting the limits set by the
relevant IAQ scheme as recognised below, but has not yet achieved an eco-label licence, then it may be
eligible for one point.
The recognised IAQ schemes for applied coatings are:
•

Greenguard requirements.

NOTE: For more information on Greenguard requirements refer to the NZGBC website.
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A test report from a competent laboratory comparing the VOC limits of the product as measured against
the limits set by each of the above schemes is acceptable to show compliance as long as the units of
measure are the same. If VOC levels are determined by laboratory testing, the supporting information
must include the test report from a laboratory competent to complete the relevant test method.
Laboratories may demonstrate their competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC 17025
from International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) or other recognised accreditation agency (e.g.
NATA in Australia).

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
An increasing number of “eco-labels” are emerging that are based on “Life-Cycle” thinking principles.
These provide a credible and independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are
better for the environment. Although many do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to
capture the key environmental issues within a product category.
Environmental Choice NZ (ECNZ) is the main eco-label of such nature in New Zealand. ECNZ
specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products. As a
minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and outputs
during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to determine
possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040-based
international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.
The NZGBC also currently recognises third-party product certification schemes (eco-labels) approved by
the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). An up-to-date list of approved eco-labels can be found
on the NZGBC website.
VOC
People spend over 90% of their lives indoors and their exposure to air pollutants is far greater from
breathing indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air
concentrations are far in excess of those outdoors. Consequently there is considerable research
underway concerning:
•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and

•

Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited (refer IEQ-1).

VOC is the term used to describe the several hundred organic chemicals in the boiling point range of
50°C to 260°C. These consist primarily of petrochemical solvent-type compounds - e.g. aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, alkenes, halogenated hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes and esters. The global
problems attributed to VOCs arise from the use of solvents in many industrial processes.
In both new and existing buildings it is common to find 50 or more of these compounds at average
concentrations of 200 ppb (existing buildings) and 1000 ppb (new buildings). In new buildings
concentration levels of 5000 ppb have been measured. Outdoor levels are typically 10 to 20 ppb.
Sources of VOCs in buildings include:
•

In new buildings: paints, adhesives, carpets, sealants, reconstituted wood products, new furniture
and

•

In established buildings: cleaning products, printed materials, office equipment, consumer
products, dry-cleaned clothing and car exhaust.

Due to the large number of compounds, indoor air concentrations are typically based on total VOC
(TVOC) concentrations, essentially the sum of the individual concentrations.
The health effects of exposure to VOC are consistent with ‘sick building syndrome’ effects – eye, nose
and skin irritation, headache, lethargy. These have been observed in subjects exposed to 1000 ppb and
indoor air goals have been set to limit exposures to much lower levels.

Materials
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References & Further Information
Environmental Choice New Zealand
•

http://www.enviro-choice.org.nz/ (Accessed July 2012)

Department of Labour- Health and Safety Section
www.osh.dol.govt.nz
Green Building Council of Australia
• http://www.gbca.org.au/uploads/244/2292/Product%20Certification%20Project%20%20Background%20and%20Outcomes_rebrand%20110511.pdf (Accessed August 2012)
State of Knowledge Report: Air Toxics and Indoor Air Quality in Australia. – 2001
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/sok/index.html

Greenguard
•

http://www.greenguard.org (Accessed July 2012)

United States Environmental Protection (EPA)
•
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MAT-3 Applied Coatings
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of
applied coatings that are independently verified to
be environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

IEQ-3

Whole building

One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new applied coatings
used:
• Are independently certified as having lower environmental impact than standard applied coatings, as
verified through a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels are available on the NZGBC website).
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to applied coatings used in the Current Refurbishment only.
Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of applied coatings are used as
part of the Current Refurbishment, this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
Any pre-existing paint that is retained in a refurbished project is not to be included in the calculation of
this Credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing all types of applied coatings used on the project, the area (m2)
covered by each type, whether or not it qualifies for the credit and compliance
with the Credit Criteria.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Nominating applied coatings requirements and stipulating the applied
coatings type for each requirement.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Materials

• Including a statement in the specification that the contractor is required to
obtain approval of the design team or client before substituting the applied
coatings listed in the specifications.
Certificates for the nominated products showing compliance with a materials
certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are
available on the NZGBC website).
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing all types of applied coatings used on the project, the area (m2)
covered by each type, whether or not it qualifies for the credit and compliance
with the Credit Criteria.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Certificates for the nominated products showing compliance with a materials
certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are
available on the NZGBC website).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings


For Current Refurbishments, the statement must confirm the Current Building Replacement Value
and include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Applied coatings are defined as any liquid applied finishes. This includes, but is not limited to, paints,
stains, varnishes and oils.
A general specification clause requiring compliance with the Credit Criteria will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an appendix to the
specification.

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
However, Environmental Choice New Zealand (ECNZ) is an independent scheme which does examine
building materials based on LCA and has detailed standards for assessing materials and products.
Initiated and endorsed by the New Zealand Government, ECNZ recognises genuine moves made by
manufacturers to reduce the environmental impacts of their products. It provides a credible and
independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are better for the environment.
Although ECNZ do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to capture the key environmental
issues within a product category.
ECNZ specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products.
As a minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and
outputs during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to
determine possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040based international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.

References & Further Information
Environmental Choice New Zealand
•
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MAT- 4 PVC 2009.1
Points:

Aim:
To reduce the environmental and health impacts of
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) by encouraging the use of
PVC material which adheres to Best Practice
Guidelines and to recognise the use of alternative
materials to PVC material.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

3
N/A

Whole Building/Whole
Tenancy

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the ‘common uses of PVC’ in a project are
either:
• PVC products which meet the Green Building Council of Australia’s Best Practice Guidelines for PVC;
AND/ OR
• Non-PVC material.
Points are awarded as follows:
• One point where at least 30% of the common uses products in the building (by cost) complies;
• Two points where at least 60% of the common uses products in the building (by cost) complies; and
• Three points where at least 90% of the common uses products in the building (by cost) complies.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to common uses products in the Current Refurbishment only. If
the cost of common uses products represents less than 0.1% of the project’s total contract value, or if
there is no Current Refurbishment, then this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available used to calculate the Materials Category Score.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building,
Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
The PVC credit sets out key criteria, which allow project teams to achieve up to three points in a
combination of common uses products; which adhere to Best Practice Guidelines and alternative
materials to PVC material in a project.
Common uses of PVC
This credit addresses the common uses of PVC in buildings. This refers only to:
•

Pipes, conduit and associated fittings;

•

Wire and cable insulation and

•

Flooring* and resilient wall covering products that contain PVC.

*Flooring refers to vinyl flooring or a carpet containing PVC backing.

Materials
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Common uses of PVC products that are re-used are excluded from this credit. Any PVC product not
included in common uses of PVC is not addressed by this credit (for example PVC windows) and is
neither positively nor negatively treated by the credit.
Non-PVC products
A Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) or a Material Data Sheet that describe the composition of the
products is the means to establish the product does not contain PVC. Costs of non-PVC items must be
accounted for as required for PVC.
Calculating PVC product cost:
The ‘total cost of PVC products’ for the purpose of providing cost calculations shall be determined by the
cost of the entire product (excluding installation costs); the percentage of PVC in the product is irrelevant
for the purposes of this credit.
Evidence of Independent Verification
Documenting compliance of a PVC product to the Best Practice Guidelines shall be demonstrated using
any of the following pathways:
•
•
•

ISO 14001 certified EMS that includes the requirements of the Best Practice Guidelines
Independently audited manufacturer’s declaration of compliance to the Best Practice Guidelines
or
Product third party certification of compliance to the Best Practice Guidelines (ISO type 5
certificate or eco label).

For further information refer to the Additional Guidance section.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:


PVC and NonPVC Schedule on
the Credit
Template

• Identifying all pipe, conduits and associated fittings, wire and cable
insulation, wall covering products, flooring products and stating whether
they contain/do not contain PVC.
•

Identifying all supplier names that are compliant;

• Stating which PVC products in common uses of PVC are compliant with
the Credit Criteria;
• Stating which PVC products in common uses of PVC are not compliant
with the Credit Criteria.


Evidence of
Independent
Verification

• Requiring that the specified common uses of PVC are independently
verified as compliant with the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the
Built Environment.



Material Safety
Data Sheets

• For products in common uses of PVC that do not contain PVC.

Any substitute of a specified common uses of PVC product must be complaint with the Credit
Criteria.
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Submission Checklist: Where the Credit is Claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings:


Significant
Amount
calculation

For Current Refurbishments:
• Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a
calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount
and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Green Building Council of Australia- Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built Environment
The Guidelines address opportunities for the minimization of environmental and health risk impacts of the
PVC life cycle. The guidelines include strict minimum requirements for PVC supply chain constituents,
PVC resin production, PVC manufacture and end of life management.
The Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built Environment (Guidelines) have been developed by the
Green GBCA’s PVC Expert Reference Panel (appointed February – September 2009) and the GBCA as
part of the ‘PVC Minimisation’ credit review. The Guidelines cover environmental impacts and health risks
associated with the manufacture and end of life management of the common uses of PVC products used
in buildings. Full details of the Guidelines are provided in the Literature Review and Best Practice
Guidelines for the Life Cycle of PVC Building Products available on the GBCA website:
http://www.gbca.org.au/.
Manufacturers and suppliers of common uses of PVC products should obtain independent third-party
verification to demonstrate that their products fully comply with the Best Practice Guidelines.
Independent third party verification of compliance with the Best Practice Guidelines is intended to provide
the market with simple methods to demand, and be assured of receiving, PVC products that have been
manufactured, sold, tracked and will potentially be reclaimed according to best practice environmental
and health impact minimisation criteria.
Evidence of Independent Verification of PVC Product
Documenting compliance of a PVC product to the Best Practice Guidelines shall be demonstrated using
any of the following pathways:
1. Environmental Management System (EMS): Inclusion of the Best Practice 1. Guidelines for PVC in the
manufacturer or supplier’s independently audited ISO 14001, Environmental Management Systems
(EMS). Audits must be conducted by a JAS-ANZ (or equivalent) accredited certification body on a
biannual basis. The compliance certificate issued by the auditor must provide written assurance of
compliance to the guidelines and serves as the documentation needed to establish compliance with the
credit via the EMS option; or
2. Product Declaration: Manufacturer or supplier product declaration that the producer-specific and
product performance-specific criteria of the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC have been met for a
specific product. The product declaration must be independently audited on a biannual basis by either an
accredited auditor registered by RABQSA or another equivalent national or international auditor, or a
JAS-ANZ (or equivalent) accredited certification body. A copy of the compliance certificate issued to the
manufacturer/supplier by the auditor must be included in the Green Star submission along with a copy of
the product declaration. These two items serve as the documentation required to establish compliance
with the credit via the Product Declaration option; or
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3. Product Certification: Independent accreditation program(s) or product certification schemes that
integrate the producer-specific and product performance-specific criteria of the Guidelines into
standard(s) or certification criteria (e.g. Type 5 ISO product certification, and eco labels). Independent
accreditation programs and product certification schemes must either be JAS-ANZ accredited or prequalify for GBCA recognition by demonstrating full compliance with Part I, Section A – Governance and
Transparency of the GBCA Assessment Framework for Product Certification Schemes. Evidence of
independent accreditation of the product(s)(e.g. to an ISO Type 5 certification such as an Australian
Standard or to a GBCA recognised eco label) must be provided to Green Star project teams for inclusion
in Green Star submissions and serves as the documentation needed to establish compliance with the
credit via the Product Certification option.
Note: A guidance document detailing how the criteria of the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built
Environment will be verified is available from the GBCA website. The guidance document is to be
incorporated in technical standards or eco labels and applied by all auditors undertaking assessment of
products against the Best Practice Guidelines. The GBCA will list relevant standards or eco labels as
these become available on the GBCA website.

Best Practice Guidelines for the Built Environment - Independent verification of PVC product end
of life management
The Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built Environment (Guidelines) offers project teams two
ways of Independent verification of PVC product end of life management.
Below is an extract out of the Guidelines which illustrates option two for Independent Verification of PVC
product end of life management. This second option has been altered to suit a New Zealand
demographic rather than an Australian one. If this option is followed, project teams must ensure that they
comply with the New Zealand demographic.
Existing contractual agreements with recycling and waste transport service providers for the collection of
end of life product and delivery of that product must be made to a New Zealand recycling service provider
or the manufacturer, or another third party that will reuse or recycle the material. Agreements must
service at least one major city in each of the North and South Islands for the reuse/recycling of PVC.
Full details of the Guidelines are provided in the Literature Review and Best Practice Guidelines for the
Life Cycle of PVC Building Products available on the GBCA website: http://www.gbca.org.au/.
Re-used PVC
Re-used PVC is defined as PVC products pre-existing in a building or fitout, or PVC products procured
from a second hand source. Re-used PVC product sources may include, but are not limited to second
hand retailers, removalists, auction houses, and demolition works from previous sites.
Re-used PVC products may be excluded from documentation in this credit.
Recycled content in PVC products
Products containing recycled PVC content shall be documented in the credit and comply with the Best
Practice Guidelines as even PVC products with high recycled content require some virgin PVC in their
production. Claims of recycled content in such products by suppliers or manufacturers must be
independently verified. This requirement is incorporated in the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the
Built Environment.
PVC and Non-PVC Schedule
For Green Star submissions, the percentage (calculated from cost) of common uses of PVC products
addressed by this credit and installed in the building shall be demonstrated using the PVC and Non-PVC
Schedule shown below in Table 1.
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Table 1: PVC and Non-PVC Schedule example

Type of
common
PVC use
&
product
name

Supplier
name *

PipeStormwater

A, B

PipeSewer

A, B

ConduitElectric

C

ConduitComms

C

Wire/Cable
InsulationPhone
Wire/Cable
InsulationData

Type of
compliance
documents
provided and
reference to
attachments to
Schedule *

New Zealand
Standard
Certificate (Type
x) (Attachment A)
& Non PVC
product MSDS
(Attachment B)
New Zealand
Standard
Certificate (Type
x) (Attachment C)
& Non PVC
product MSDS
(Attachment D)
Non PVC product
MSDS
(Attachment E)
Non PVC product
MSDS
(Attachment F)

Actual
total cost
of
common
uses of
PVC
products
in project
**

Best
Practice
PVC ($)

NonPVC ($)

480 (lm)

$14,000

$7,000

350(lm)

$8,000

Quantity by
area (m2),
lineal metres
(lm), or
number of
items
(no)**

Total-

Total-

Standard
PVC ($)

compliant
materials
($)

noncompliant
materials
($)

$7,000

$0

$14,000

$0

$4,000

$4,000

$0

$8,000

$0

300(lm)

$6,500

$0

$5,000

$1,500

$5,000

$1,500

500(lm)

$7,500

$0

$7,500

$0

$7,500

$0

D

EMS Certificate
(Attachment G)

400(lm)

$16,000

$6,000

$0

$10,000

$6,000

$10,000

D

EMS Certificate
(Attachment H)

400(lm)

$10,000

$10,000

$0

$0

$10,000

$0

950(m2)

$44,000

$1,000

$43,000

$0

$44,000

$0

600(m2)

$15,000

$1,000

$14,000

$0

$15,000

$0

FlooringCarpet tiles

E, F

FlooringResilient
sheet floor

E, F

Eco label
certificate
(Attachment I)
& Non PVC
product MSDS
(Attachment J)
Product
Declaration
(Attachment K) &
Non PVC product
MSDS
(Attachment L)

Total cost of all compliant products
Total cost of all non-compliant products
Combined total cost of all PVC and non-PVC products in Schedule
Percentage of common uses products compliant with the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC and non-PVC
($109,500 / $121,000) x 100 = 90% compliant products (achieves THREE points)

$109,500

$11,500
$121,000
90%

*Provide certificates for compliance documentation as attachments to the PVC and Non-PVC Schedule.
For further information refer to the Evidence of Independent Verification & Material Safety Data Sheets
sections in the Compliance Requirements in the MAT- 4 PVC Credit. Where the supplier name and
products have not been specified for the project, provide extract(s) from the specification(s) nominating
and stipulating common uses of PVC products and stating that all common uses of PVC products used in
the project will adhere to the Credit Criteria. The specification must also include a statement that the
contractor is required to obtain approval of the design team or client before substituting the common uses
of PVC products in the specifications. Any substitute of a specified common uses of PVC product must
be compliant with the Credit Criteria.
**Measurements and cost estimates of PVC and non-PVC products must be conducted in accordance
with the New Zealand Standard Method of Measurement for Building Works.
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Project teams should enter the type of product (e.g. pipe), supplier names who are compliant with the
credit, indication of compliance, type of compliance documentation provided, reference to compliance
documentation attachments, quantities of each product, actual total cost of common uses of PVC
products in project, the cost of Best Practice, non-PVC and standard PVC products into the PVC and
Non-PVC Schedule.
The percentage of PVC products that comply with the Best Practice Guidelines for PVC and/or the
percentage of non-PVC products must be at least 30% to achieve one point, at least 60% to achieve two
points and at least 90% to achieve three points.
PVC and Non-PVC Schedule- Stormwater pipe breakdown example
The following example shows a breakdown of information required for the PVC and Non-PVC Schedule
above for stormwater pipe, supplied by supplier A & B.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The type of common uses product is stormwater pipe.
There are two stormwater pipe suppliers being used- one is called ‘A’ and the other ‘B’. All
compliant suppliers must be stated. Non-compliant suppliers do not need to be identified.
A New Zealand Standard Certificate (Type x) (Attachment A) and MSDS (Attachment B) are
attached as evidence of compliance.
The quantity of stormwater pipe used in the project is 480 (lm).
The actual total cost of stormwater pipe for 480 (lm) is $14,000.
The project uses $7,000 Best Practice PVC storm water pipe supplied by a company that has
been independently assessed to meet the Best Practice Guidelines.
The project uses $7,000 non-PVC stormwater pipe.
No standard PVC stormwater pipe is used in the project.

Therefore 100% of the stormwater pipe used in the project is compliant.
For Shell and Core buildings
Design – The documented design must demonstrate compliance with the Credit Criteria regardless of
whether any component of the building is delivered as Shell and Core or an Integrated fitout.
Built – The as-built/as-installed evidence must demonstrate compliance with the Credit Criteria
regardless of whether any component of the building was delivered as Shell and Core or an Integrated
fitout.

Background, References & Further Information
Please refer to the Background and Outcomes of the PVC Minimisation Credit Review and the Literature
Review and Best Practice Guidelines for the Life Cycle of PVC Building Products available on the GBCA
website for detailed background and references supporting the Green Star PVC credit.
Plastics Industry Pipes Association (PIPA) New Zealand
•

www.pipa.org.nz

New Zealand and Australian Standards
•
•
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MAT-5 Insulation
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognize the selection of
thermal insulation materials that are independently
verified to be environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

EMI-3

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new thermal insulation
used:
• Is independently certified as having lower environmental impact than standard thermal insulation, as
verified through a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels are available on the NZGBC website).
For New Buildings, if no new thermal insulation is used then this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is
excluded from the points available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case, type
"NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of New Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to insulation used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where
there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of thermal insulation is used as part of
the Current Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used
to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved'
column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
All new wall, roof/ceiling and floor thermal insulation used in the building should be included in the
calculation of the total amount of insulation used. Any pre-existing thermal insulation that is retained in
a refurbished project is not to be included in the calculation of this credit.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Listing all thermal insulation used on the project, the area (m2) covered and
whether or not it qualifies for the credit, and confirming that the proportion of
independently certified thermal insulation is 90% or more of the total insulated
area.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Nominating wall, roof/ceiling and floor insulation requirements and
stipulating the insulation type for each requirement.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the nominated products from a materials certification
body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are available on
the NZGBC website).

Materials

• Including a statement that the contractor is required to obtain approval of the
design team or client before substituting the insulation listed in the
specifications.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Listing all thermal insulation used on the project, the area (m2) covered and
whether or not it qualifies for the credit, and confirming that the proportion of
independently certified thermal insulation is 90% or more of the total insulated
area.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the nominated products from a materials certification
body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are available on
the NZGBC website).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.
 Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a calculation to define the appropriate
Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Typically this credit refers to the following bulk insulation types:
•
•
•

Board-type thermal insulation materials
Loose-fill and spray on thermal insulation materials, and
Segment and blanket-type thermal insulation materials.

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
However, Environmental Choice New Zealand (ECNZ) is an independent scheme which does examine
building materials based on LCA and has detailed standards for assessing materials and products.
Initiated and endorsed by the New Zealand Government, ECNZ recognises genuine moves made by
manufacturers to reduce the environmental impacts of their products. It provides a credible and
independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are better for the environment.
Although ECNZ do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to capture the key environmental
issues within a product category.
NZEC specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products.
As a minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and
outputs during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to
determine possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040based international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.

References & Further Information
NZ Environmental Choice
•
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MAT-6 Timber
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise the re-use of timber,
timber from certified sustainably managed forests,
and reduction in the inappropriate use of treated
timber.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

3
IEQ-3

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are available as follows:
Up to two points are awarded where a % (by volume) of all new timber products used in the building
and construction works are any combination of the following:
• Re-used timber
• Post-consumer recycled timber
• Independently certified as having lower environmental impact than standard timber, as verified
through a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are
available on the NZGBC website).
• Points are awarded as follows:
• One point for 50% timber by volume
• Two points for 90% timber by volume.
One additional point is awarded where it is demonstrated that 90% of the timber selected does not
exceed the minimum treatment classification that is required by the New Zealand Building Code for the
application that it is being used for.
For New Buildings, if the material cost of timber represents less than 0.1% of the building’s total
contract value the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate
the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please
refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of New Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to timber used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where there
is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of timber is used as part of the Current
Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate
the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please
refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current
Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
This credit addresses all permanent timber and composite wood products within the building. No
distinction is made between temperate or tropical timbers, or between hardwoods and softwoods.
Expected timber uses include, but are not limited to
•
•
•
•
•

Materials

Structural timber including wall, floor and roof structures
External and internal cladding
Flooring / wall / ceiling finishes
Internal and external joinery including windows, doors and other specialist uses of timber such
as-installed furnishings, joinery fixtures, or balustrades and
Structural formwork (which is left in-situ).
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Recycled timber
Recycled timber must have a minimum of 50% post-consumer recycled content. Non permanent timber
used in construction does not count towards this credit.
Re-used timber
This includes all timber which has previously been used and is re-used in the new/refurbished build in its
same form. For example this could be a window frame relocated or purchased second hand. Pre-existing
timber that is retained within a refurbished project can also be included in the calculation of this credit.
The quantification of these items must be very clear in the summary and schedule.
Independently certified
For Built submissions, certificates must be presented for all independently certified timber. Where
applicable each party in custody of the product up until procurement for the project must also provide
Chain of Custody Certificates (see Additional Guidance).
Timber treatment
The timber treatment used for each application must not exceed the minimum requirement as required by
NZS 3602:2003 (See Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

• Listing all uses of timber on the project and whether or not the timber
qualifies with the credit. All of the timber must be accounted for.
• Calculations confirming that the total % amount claimed (by volume) of
timber used within the building(s) is sufficient to meet the Credit Criteria. All
of the timber must be accounted for.

 Timber schedule

Of all timber uses in the project and the proposed material for those uses
including treatment.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Demonstrating Credit Criteria requirements, stipulating the timber source for
each requirement and that the evidence confirming compliance with the
Credit Criteria (e.g. FSC Certificates) and receipts be kept and logged.
• Stating the timber treatment to be used for each application must not
exceed the NZBC requirement (if additional point is claimed).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

• Listing all uses of timber on the project and whether or not the timber
qualifies with the credit. All of the timber must be accounted for.
• Calculations confirming that the total % amount claimed (by volume) of
timber used within the building(s) is sufficient to meet the Credit Criteria. All
of the timber must be accounted for.

 Timber schedule

• Of all timber uses in the project and the proposed material for those uses
including treatment.

 Chain of Custody
documentation

All relevant Chain of Custody documentation for new timber (see Additional
Guidance).
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Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For New Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design
and Built phases


Extract(s) from
contract

That includes the project’s total value.



Quantity surveyor
statement

Estimating the total timber cost as a proportion of the project’s total value.

For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.


For Current Refurbishments, the statement must confirm the Current Building Replacement Value
and include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Chain of Custody requirements for Forest Stewardship Council
For a product to receive points within this credit for Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification, a full
Chain of Custody (CoC) must exist. The last ‘hands’ to supply the FSC certified timber (e.g. reseller of a
finished product) must have a CoC certificate the project itself does not need this certificate.
For example, if a board manufacturer who has FSC certification sells the board to a contractor for
installation on the building, full CoC exists. However, if the board manufacturer provides product to the
workstation manufacturer who doesn’t have FSC certification, who then sells it to the project, then CoC is
lost, and points will not be awarded for that workstation.
The following is an extract from the Forest Stewardship Council website: www.fsc.org:
Chain of Custody certification provides a guarantee about the production of FSC-certified products. Chain
of Custody (CoC) is the path taken by raw materials from the forest to the consumer, including all
successive stages of processing, transformation, manufacturing and distribution. Companies or
individuals that process, transform, or trade (take ownership of) FSC certified forest products must be
CoC certified.
The current holders of the FSC CoC and Management certificates can be found on the following website: www.fsc-info.org.

Process Stage

Chain-of-custody required?

Sawmills, Lumberyards

YES

Manufacturers of forest
products

YES

Timber brokers

YES

Artisans, carpenters

YES

Building contractors

NO*
Table MAT-6.1: Chain-of-custody requirements in industry types.

Timber treatment
The timber treatment used for each application must not exceed the minimum requirement as set out in
the New Zealand Building Code (NZBC).
•
•
•

Materials

Acceptable solution B2/AS1 of the NZBC gives guidance on assessing the required durability
(years) in terms of use and accessibility for maintenance.
Refer to NZS 3602:2003 Table 1 as an acceptable solution for meeting the durability
requirements of timber building elements.
The level of treatment is referenced to NZS 3640 or AS/NZS 1604.
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Example
Ref
No

Wood
based
building
components

Species
or type

Grade or
standard
reference

In service
moisture
level

Level of
treatment
to NZS
3640 or
AS/NZS
1604

See clause/
section

1E.5

Internal
walls
excluding
those
supporting
decks and
balconies

Radiata
pine

Framing
No.2 or
structural
grades

20% or
less

H1.1

-

Douglas
fir

Structural
grades

Kiln dried
and
gauged
pinus
species

Framing
No.2 or
structural
grades

None

18% or
less

None

105.5

Table MAT-6.2: Example of timber treatments.

Where radiata pine has been specified for the internal walls (excluding those supporting decks and
balconies) then the required treatment level to achieve the credit would be no more than H1.1.

Background
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, half of the world’s forests have
already been degraded, destroyed or converted into other land uses. Much of the remaining forests today
suffer from illegal exploitation and deforestation. FSC was established as a response to these concerns
over global deforestation.
The FSC certification scheme is an international labelling scheme for forest products, which provides a credible
guarantee that the product comes from a well-managed forest that has been independently certified for its timber
resource sustainability, forest ecosystem maintenance, and financial and socio-economic viability.
More than 100 million ha forest worldwide were certified to FSC standards in April 2008, distributed over
79 countries. FSC certified forests represent the equivalent of 7% of the world’s productive forests and
can be regarded as one of the most important forest management initiatives of the last decade.

References & Further Information
Forest Stewardship Council - Information on Asia Pacific Certified Forest Sites
•
•

www.fsc.org/
www.fsc-info.org/VController.aspx?Path=5e8cddf3-9b09-46c6-8b112fbdad9e2d71&NoLayout=truewww.certified-forests.org/asp.htm

Greenpeace NZ - Good Wood Purchasing Guide
•

www.greenpeace.org/new-zealand/campaigns/ancient-forests/action/purchasing-guide

Ecospecifier - Australasia
Australian product selection database which lists suppliers of certified and recycled timber
• www.ecospecifier.org
NZBC New Zealand Building Code
•

NZS 3602:2003 Timber and Wood based products for use in building

BCA Building Consent Authority
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MAT-7 Concrete
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the reduction of
embodied energy and resource depletion
associated with the use of concrete.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
There are two alternative ways of achieving this credit.
Option one:
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that a percentage of the new concrete (by
volume) used in the building construction or refurbishment is independently certified as having lower
environmental impact than standard concrete as verified through a materials certification body
recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website).
Points are awarded as follows:
• One point if 30% of the concrete meets the criteria
• Two points if 60% of the concrete meets the criteria
• Three points if 90% of the concrete meets the criteria.
OR
Option two:
Up to three points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the concrete used in the building
construction or refurbishment has a significant recycled content.
Points are awarded as follows:
• One point if 10% of all aggregate used is recycled aggregate
• Two points if 20% of all aggregate used is recycled aggregate.
One additional point is awarded where 20% of cement in in-situ, and 15% of cement in precast concrete,
is replaced with inert filler and/or industrial waste by-product and/or pozzolanic material all of which is
sourced locally to the cement manufacturing plant.
For New Buildings, if the material cost of the new concrete represents less than 1% of the project’s
contract value, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available to calculate the
Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to
the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of New Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to concrete used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where
there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of concrete is used as part of the Current
Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available to calculate the
Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to
the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current
Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
You can either use option one or option two for demonstrating compliance but not both.
For option two, points will only be awarded if it is clear from the documentation that the nominated
proportion of all cement is required to be replaced with inert filler/industrial waste product/pozzolanic
material. Points will not be awarded where there is a complicated mix of concretes and differing cement
schedules that are not clearly documented.

Materials
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Points are awarded on the basis of reductions in Portland cement use, rather than the quantity of
industrial waste product used and evidence is to show a replacement schedule and not simply compare
the proportion of inert filler/industrial waste product/pozzolanic material to cement.
This credit deals with the percentage of post-consumer recycled content in the aggregate used in the
concrete during the project’s construction. It is acceptable to calculate the required 20% against the total
volume of aggregates used across the project, in all concrete mixes. The recycled content of concrete
can therefore be calculated across the entire concrete use in the building.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Option one:
 Short report

• Providing details on new concrete uses in the project, with the description,
and volume, clearly identified for each mix and use.
• Including a schedule stating the respective volumes of concrete
demonstrating the total volume satisfies the Credit Criteria. All of the
concrete used in the project must be accounted for.

 Extract(s) from
specification(s)

• Nominating how the Credit Criteria will be met, accounting for all concrete
in the project
• Demonstrating Credit Criteria requirements, stipulating the concrete
source for each requirement and that the evidence confirming compliance
with the Credit Criteria (e.g. certificates) and receipts be kept and logged.
• Stating that the contractor is required to obtain approval of the design team
or client before substituting the concrete mix/batch listed in the
specifications.
•

Option two:
 Short report

• Providing details on new concrete uses in the project, with the description,
and volume, clearly identified for each mix and use
• Including a schedule stating the respective volumes of concrete
demonstrating the total volume satisfies the credit criteria. All of the
concrete used in the project must be accounted for.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Option one:
 Short report

• Providing details on new concrete uses in the project, with the description,
and volume, clearly identified for each mix and use.
• Including a schedule stating the respective volumes of concrete
demonstrating the total volume satisfies the Credit Criteria. All of the
concrete used in the project must be accounted for.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the nominated products showing compliance with a
materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels are available on the NZGBC website).

Option two:
 Short Report

• Providing details on new concrete uses in the project, with the description,
and volume, clearly identified for each mix and use.
• Including a schedule stating the respective volumes of concrete
demonstrating the total volume satisfies the Credit Criteria. All of the
concrete used in the project must be accounted for.
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Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For New Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design
and Built phases:


Estimating the total concrete material cost as a proportion of the project’s total value, and
confirming that the proportion of concrete is less than 1% of the total contract.

For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.


For Current Refurbishments, a statement to confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and
include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.

Additional Guidance
This Credit addresses all concrete, including non-structural uses such as paving, footpaths, kerbs,
channels and gutters. Points will only be awarded where it is clear that all of the concrete in the project
has been accounted for.
A general specification clause that stipulates that compliance is required with Green Star NZ Credit
Criteria, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an Appendix to the specification, will not
be acceptable for demonstrating compliance.

Background
Concrete is a significant element in most commercial buildings for floors, columns, cores, footings and
sometimes façades. Reinforced concrete can readily utilise both post-consumer and post-industrial waste
reducing waste, natural resources consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
However, Environmental Choice New Zealand (ECNZ) is an independent scheme which does examine
building materials based on LCA and has detailed standards for assessing materials and products.
Initiated and endorsed by the New Zealand Government, ECNZ recognises genuine moves made by
manufacturers to reduce the environmental impacts of their products. It provides a credible and
independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are better for the environment.
Although ECNZ do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to capture the key environmental
issues within a product category.
ECNZ specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products.
As a minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and
outputs during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to
determine possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040based international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.
Cement replacement
The production of cement is responsible for approximately 75% of the greenhouse gas emissions
associated with concrete production. Replacing a portion of the Portland cement with industrial byproducts such as fly ash, blast furnace slag and silica fume reduces the mining of natural resources and
greenhouse emissions associated with cement production while disposing of a waste material previously
destined for landfill. Fly ash is commonly used to replace between 20-25% of Portland cement in
concrete in Australia because it improves the performance of the concrete and it is cheaper than Portland
cement.
Recycled concrete aggregate
In a recent survey, it was found that in Christchurch, concrete made up for approximately 8% of the
weight of all materials being disposed of in cleanfills (Slaughter, 2005).
Concrete waste can be processed to produce road-base/fill material, recycled concrete aggregate and
recycled concrete fines. Extensive research has and is being undertaken to increase the use of recycled
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concrete worldwide. In the U.K. Wessex Water used recycled concrete (from old railway sleepers) to
replace approximately 40% of natural aggregates in the structural concrete of its new headquarters.
One of the primary uses for recycled concrete aggregate in New Zealand is for use as road-base material
which reduces the need for natural fill. The Aggregate and Quarry Association of New Zealand has
produced a Best Practice Guideline for recycled concrete for use in pavements and other civil works.

References & Further Information
Standards New Zealand
•
•

AS/NZS 3582.3-2002 Supplementary Cementitious Materials for Use with Portland and Blended
Cement – Amorphous Silica
www.standards.co.nz

Standards Australia
•
•
•

HB 155-2002 ‘Guide to the Use of Recycled Concrete and Masonry Materials’.
AS 3582.2-2001 ‘Supplementary Cementitious Materials for Use with Portland and Blended
Cement - Slag - Ground Granulated Iron Blast-furnace’.
www.standards.com.au

The Aggregate and Quarry Association of New Zealand
•

‘Best Practice Guideline for the Supply of Recycled Concrete for use in Pavements and other
Civil Works’. Downloadable: www.aqa.org.nz/Recycled_Concrete_Guidelines.doc.

Concrete Institute of Australia
•
•
•

CPN25-1990 Fly Ash and its Use in Concrete
CPN27-1992 Condensed Silica Fume and its Use in Concrete
www.coninst.com.au

Miscellaneous
•
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Slaughter, Greg, ‘Construction of New Zealand’s First 100% Recycled Road’. Sourced:
www.fh.co.nz/fms/projects/Technical%20Papers/Recycled%20Road.pdf, 2005.
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MAT-8 Steel
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the reduction in
embodied energy and resource depletion
associated with reduced use of virgin steel.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded when a percentage of all new steel in the project (by weight) either has a
post-consumer recycled content greater than 50%, or is re-used.
Points are awarded as follows:
• One point if 30% of the steel meets the criteria
• Two points if 60% of the steel meets the criteria
• Three points if 90% of the steel meets the criteria.
For New Buildings, if the material cost of steel represents less than 1% of the project’s total contract
value, this credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the
Materials Category Score, In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to
the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of New Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to steel used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where there is
no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of steel is used as part of the Current
Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available to calculate the
Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to
the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current
Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
All steel used within the building structure is addressed by this credit, including all concrete reinforcement
steel (stressed, in situ or pre-cast) and structural steel. This includes, but may not be limited to, hot rolled
beams, columns, angles, mullions and reinforcement as well as cold-formed products such as purlins,
girts, profiled steel decking. It also includes non structural components such as, but not limited to,
cladding and roofing.
Points will only be awarded where it is clear that all of the relevant steel uses in the project have been
accounted for and that the evidence of recycled content refers to minimum, not average proportions of
post-consumer content.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Summary Table

Confirming that the total % amount claimed (by weight) of steel used within
the building(s) is sufficient to meet the Credit Criteria. All of the steel must be
accounted for. If steel was supplied for uses outside the building structure,
these uses must be clearly identified and are excluded from the calculations.

 Steel design
schedule

• Showing all of the steel uses in the project and

Materials

• Indicating the quantity of the post-consumer recycled content for each
steel use.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Summary sheet

With the total quantity of steel required for the project and the quantities of
recycled-content steel used.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.


For Current Refurbishments, the statement must confirm the Current Building Replacement Value
and include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Recycled and Reused Steel
The impact of steel is most effectively reduced by reducing the total amount of virgin steel required in the
building. This can be achieved primarily by re-using existing steel and then by recycling steel that cannot
be re-used.
Post-consumer recycled content refers to product composition that contains some percentage of material
diverted from the producer’s waste stream. This excludes re-utilisation of materials such as rework,
regrind or scrap generated in a process and capable of being reclaimed within the same process that
generated it.

Background
Steel is said to be the world’s most recycled material, with more than half the steel today being sourced
from recycled scrap. The New Zealand steel industry consists of two manufacturing plants, NZ Steel
located at Glenbrook (approximately 60km south of Auckland), and Fletcher Challenge’s Pacific Steel
located at Otahuhu (Auckland). The two plants provide a variety of steel products, from roll-formed
roofing and metal joinery to reinforcing bars and wire rods. The plants are however fundamentally
different, in that one produces entirely from scrap steel (Pacific Steel), while the other produces mainly
from raw material in the form of titanomagnetite sand.
Type of scrap metal used in NZ
Home scrap (also known as circulating scrap) is the residue left from the steelmaking, rolling and
finishing operations and includes croppings, offcuts and material rejected by quality inspection
procedures. The home scrap usually accounts for about 10% of total crude steel production in an
integrated steelworks. This is not post-consumer waste and does not count towards the credit.
Purchased scrap returns to the industry from various sources, partly as manufacturers’ off-cuts and
defectives, and partly as obsolete and worn-out goods discarded at the end of their useful lives. Shipbreakers, for example, recover large tonnages. Increasing tonnages of steel cans are now recycled as
steel scrap. In Australia, up to 75% of scrap is recycled annually.
There is a considerable international trade in scrap and prices are sensitive to the variable supply and
demand conditions.
The Basic Oxygen Steelmaking (BOS) process can consume up to 20% of scrap in its metallic charge.
As well as supplying ferrous feed units the scrap is used to control the temperature generated by the
chemical reactions.
In the US the Steel Recycling Institute reports that the percentage of recycled steel in the blast furnace
process is typically 25 to 35%, of which post-consumer recycled content is approximately 20%.
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Electric Arc Furnace Steel
The Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) process is often based entirely on scrap because the furnace is suitable
for heating, rather than extensive chemical reaction.
In the US the Steel Recycling Institute reports that the percentage of recycled steel in electric arc furnace
process is typically 95% of which post-consumer recycled content is approximately 60%.

References & Further Information
Pacific Steel
•

www.pacificsteel.co.nz/products

New Zealand Steel (Bluescope)
•

Materials

www.nzsteel.co.nz/go/responsibilities/environment
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MAT-9 Floor Coverings 2009.1
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of floor
coverings that are independently verified to be
environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new floor coverings used
meet the Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) limits set by the recognised IAQ schemes as listed in
Additional Guidance OR
Three points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new floor coverings
(e.g. carpet, parquet, wooden planks, laminate and linoleum, tiles) used are independently certified as
having lower environmental impact than standard flooring, as verified through a materials certification
body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website) OR
•

Are re-used flooring OR

•

Meet a combination of the above criteria.

For New Buildings, if no floor coverings are used within this project then this Credit is ‘Not Applicable’
and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the Materials Category Score.
For Existing Buildings, the Credit applies to floor coverings used in the Current Refurbishment only.
Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of floor coverings are used as
part of the Current Refurbishment, the Credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available to calculate the Materials Category Score. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in
the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
A general specification clause requiring compliance with the Credit Criteria will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an appendix to the specification.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fitouts. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fitout, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of flooring used on the building
• The area (m ) covered by each type AND
Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
2

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)
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• Nominating flooring requirements and stipulating the material types for
each requirement.
•

Including a statement in the specification that the contractor is required to
obtain approval of the design team or client before substituting the flooring
listed in the specifications.
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 Proof of
independent
certification

MAT-9 Floor Coverings 2009.1

Relevant certificates for the specified flooring showing compliance with a
materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels is available on the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
specified flooring showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of flooring used in the building
• The area (m ) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with Credit
Criteria.
 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the installed flooring showing compliance with a
materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels is available on the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
installed flooring showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For New Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design
and Built phases


Signed statement
from quantity
surveyor

Confirming that floor coverings are not used in the building.

For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.


For Current Refurbishments, the statement must:
• Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a calculation to define the
appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Floor coverings include carpet but are not limited to (wool pile, wool-rich pile, or synthetic), parquet,
wooden planks, laminate and linoleum, vinyl and rubber floor coverings.
The New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC) does not test, review or certify products or materials.
Third party certification bodies are relied upon for testing and environmental assessments of products
and materials with relevance to Green Star NZ Materials category Credits.
Products that have an approved eco-labelling licence may be eligible for the full points available for the
credit. The current NZGBC approved eco-labels address and measure the environmental impact of a
product throughout its lifecycle.
Where a product can demonstrate that it has a low VOC content by meeting the limits set by the relevant
IAQ scheme as recognised below, it may be eligible for a one point.

Materials
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The recognised IAQ schemes for flooring products are:
•

GuT requirements (Germany);

•

AgBB requirements (Germany);

•

Greenguard requirements (USA);

•

Resilient Floor Covering Institute’s (RFCI) Floorscore programme (USA); or

•

Carpet and Rug Institute’s (CRI) Green Label Plus programme (USA).

NOTE:
•

Information on the GuT testing methods and limits is available at http://www.gutev.de/en/emission_test.htm

•

Information on the AgBB Testing methods can be found at
http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/produkte-e/bauprodukte/agbb.htm

•

For more information on Greenguard requirements refer to the NZGBC website.

•

Information on the Resilient Floor Covering Institute’s FloorScore programme requirements can
be found at http://www.scscertified.com/gbc/floorscore.php.

•

Information on the CRI Green Label Plus programme is available at http://www.carpetrug.org/commercial-customers/green-building-and-the-environment/green-label-plus/ and for the
current limits at http://www.carpet-rug.org/documents/glp/120101_GLP_Adhesive_Criteria.pdf

A test report from a competent laboratory comparing the VOC limits of the product as measured against
the limits set by each of the above schemes is acceptable to show compliance as long as the units of
measure are the same. If VOC levels are determined by laboratory testing, the supporting information
must include the test report from a laboratory competent to complete the relevant test method.
Laboratories may demonstrate their competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC 17025
from International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) or other recognised accreditation agency (e.g.
NATA in Australia).

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
An increasing number of “eco-labels” are emerging that are based on “Life-Cycle” thinking principles.
These provide a credible and independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are
better for the environment. Although many do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to
capture the key environmental issues within a product category.
Environmental Choice NZ (ECNZ) is the main eco-label of such nature in New Zealand. ECNZ
specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products. As a
minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and outputs
during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to determine
possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040-based
international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.
The NZGBC also currently recognises third-party product certification schemes (eco-labels) approved by
the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). An up-to-date list of approved eco-labels can be found
on the NZGBC website.
VOC
People spend over 90% of their lives indoors and their exposure to air pollutants is far greater from
breathing indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air
concentrations are far in excess of those outdoors. Consequently there is considerable research
underway concerning:
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•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and

•

Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited (refer IEQ-1).

VOC is the term used to describe the several hundred organic chemicals in the boiling point range of
50°C to 260°C. These consist primarily of petrochemical solvent-type compounds - e.g. aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, alkenes, halogenated hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes and esters. The global
problems attributed to VOCs arise from the use of solvents in many industrial processes.
In both new and existing buildings it is common to find 50 or more of these compounds at average
concentrations of 200 ppb (existing buildings) and 1000 ppb (new buildings). In new buildings
concentration levels of 5000 ppb have been measured. Outdoor levels are typically 10 to 20 ppb.
Sources of VOCs in buildings include:
•

In new buildings: paints, adhesives, carpets, sealants, reconstituted wood products, new furniture
and

•

In established buildings: cleaning products, printed materials, office equipment, consumer
products, dry-cleaned clothing and car exhaust.

Due to the large number of compounds, indoor air concentrations are typically based on total VOC
(TVOC) concentrations, essentially the sum of the individual concentrations.
The health effects of exposure to VOC are consistent with ‘sick building syndrome’ effects – eye, nose
and skin irritation, headache, lethargy. These have been observed in subjects exposed to 1000 ppb and
indoor air goals have been set to limit exposures to much lower levels.

References & Further Information
Environmental Choice New Zealand
•

http://www.enviro-choice.org.nz/ (Accessed July 2012)

Department of Labour- Health and Safety Section
www.osh.dol.govt.nz
Green Building Council of Australia
• http://www.gbca.org.au/uploads/244/2292/Product%20Certification%20Project%20%20Background%20and%20Outcomes_rebrand%20110511.pdf (Accessed August 2012)
State of Knowledge Report: Air Toxics and Indoor Air Quality in Australia. – 2001
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/sok/index.html

Greenguard
•

http://www.greenguard.org (Accessed July 2012)

United States Environmental Protection (EPA)
•

http://www.epa.gov/ (Accessed July 2012)

Carpet and Rug Institute (U.S.)
•

http://www.carpet-rug.org/

Green Label Testing Program
•
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MAT-9 Floor Coverings
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of floor
coverings that are independently verified to be
environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

IEQ-3

Whole Building

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new floor coverings
(e.g. carpet, parquet, wooden planks, laminate and linoleum, tiles) used:
• Are independently certified as having lower environmental impact than standard flooring, as verified
through a materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels are
available on the NZGBC website).
OR
• Are re-used flooring
OR
• Meet a combination of the above criteria.
For New Buildings, if no floor coverings are used within this project then this credit is ‘Not Applicable’
and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case,
type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of New Building.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to floor coverings used in the Current Refurbishment only.
Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of floor coverings are used as
part of the Current Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points
available to calculate the Materials Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fit-outs. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fit-out, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing all types of flooring used on the project, the area (m2) covered by
each type, whether or not it qualifies for the credit and compliance with credit
criteria.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• A copy of each section of the specification nominating flooring
requirements and stipulating the material types for each requirement.
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approval of the design team or client before substituting the flooring listed
in the specifications.
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 Proof of
independent
certification

MAT-9 Floor Coverings

Relevant certificates for the nominated products showing compliance with a
materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels are available on the NZGBC website).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing all types of flooring used on the project, the area (m2) covered by
each type, whether or not it qualifies for the credit and compliance with credit
criteria.

 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the nominated products showing compliance with a
materials certification body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved ecolabels are available on the NZGBC website).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
For New Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design
and Built phases
 Quantity surveyor Signed statement confirming that floor coverings are not used in the project.
statement
For Existing Buildings, the following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance.
 For Current Refurbishments, the statement must confirm the Current Building Replacement Value
and include a calculation to define the appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
However, Environmental Choice New Zealand (ECNZ) is an independent scheme which does examine
building materials based on LCA and has detailed standards for assessing materials and products.
Initiated and endorsed by the New Zealand Government, ECNZ recognises genuine moves made by
manufacturers to reduce the environmental impacts of their products. It provides a credible and
independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are better for the environment.
Although ECNZ do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to capture the key environmental
issues within a product category.
ECNZ specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products.
As a minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and
outputs during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to
determine possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040based international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.

References & Further Information
NZ Environmental Choice
www.enviro-choice.org.nz
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MAT-10 Recycling Waste Storage
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognize the inclusion of
storage space that facilitates the recycling of
resources used within buildings to reduce waste
going to landfill.

2

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

NLA

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where:
A dedicated storage area for the separation and collection of office recyclables is provided and:
• It is adequately sized in accordance with Table MAT-10.1
• It has good access for all building occupants and for collection by recycling companies
• It is located on the same level as the loading dock with a clearly marked, sign-posted convenient
access route within one of the following walking distances:
•

Approximately 20m of the exit used for recycling pick-up
OR

•

Approximately 20m of the lift core serving all floors
OR

•
Approximately 3m of the shortest route connecting the lift core serving all floors and the exit
used for recycling pick-up.

Compliance Requirements
The recycling storage area must be sized in accordance with Table MAT-10.1. These sizes have been
developed to allow for the storage of paper, glass, plastics and metals as a minimum. Where the
assessable area of the building falls between the figures outlined in Table MAT-10.1, linear interpolation
may be used to determine an appropriate percentage area for the recyclable storage space.
For assessable areas less than 500m² the minimum area required is 5.5 m² for 1 point and 7.5m² for 2
points.
For projects with an assessable area greater than 20,000m², the minimum area required is 0.125% for 1
point and 0.15% for 2 points.
Assessable
area (m²)
500
1,000
5,000
10,000
20,000

Minimum area of recyclable storage space (% of assessable area)
2 points
1.5%
0.8%
0.35%
0.25%
0.15%

1point
1.1%
0.60%
0.25%
0.2%
0.125%
Table MAT-10.1: Points awarded per area of recyclable storage space (% of assessable area)

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary
• Including calculations demonstrating compliance with the sizing
requirements for the recycling storage area outlined in Table MAT-10.1.
• Confirming that the location and layout of the storage area is easily
accessible by recycling collection vehicles.
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 Design
drawing(s)

MAT-10 Recycling Waste Storage

• Showing the location of the recycling storage area(s), with dimensions
indicated.
• Identifying the route connecting the recycling storage area(s) with either
the exit and/or the lift core, with dimensions indicated.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

• Including calculations demonstrating compliance with the sizing
requirements for the recycling storage area outlined in Table MAT-10.1.
• Including the name of the recycling contractor and confirmation of the
contract for collection of recycled materials.

 As built
drawing(s)

• Showing the location of the recycling storage area(s), with dimensions
indicated.
• Identifying the route connecting the recycling storage area(s) with either
the exit and/or the lift core, with dimensions indicated.

Additional Guidance
Lifts
If a building has multiple lifts, and no lift serves all floors, then the storage area(s) must be located within
near equal proximity of all the lifts.
Storage area
Table MAT-10.1 provides sizing requirements for recycling waste storage only. The area must be
increased by a minimum of 25% should general waste be stored in the same location.
The prescribed amount of recycling waste storage area can be provided by more than one dedicated
space, but no more than one area can serve any 1000m² of assessable area and each storage area must
be functional and separately meet all other Credit Criteria.

Background
Offices generate waste including paper, plastics, cardboard, glass bottles and aluminium cans. These
materials are commonly recycled, with many private companies and some local authorities providing
collection. To make recycling schemes more economic, it is beneficial for waste to be collected quickly
and efficiently. A convenient, purpose-designed storage space ensures that sufficient waste is
accumulated before it is collected, and helps occupants to store material.
One of the largest New Zealand studies of office waste to be completed has been Target Zero’s sorting
of waste from 90 offices in Christchurch. The study showed that, on average, 76% of the material in an
office skip could be diverted from landfill (Ministry for the Environment 2004, ‘A guide to implementing
recycling systems in multi-tenanted office buildings’). Paper made up just over 50% of the waste, with
non-recyclable waste at 24%, mixed recyclables at 10%, food at 10%, and cardboard at 5%. Obsolete
equipment and furniture was not accounted for in this study, but may also occur in significant quantities.
Each steel or aluminium can and glass bottle that is recycled keeps valuable non-renewable resources
such as bauxite, iron-ore and sand in the ground. Every recycled item saves energy that would normally
be used in mining, manufacturing and transporting. Recycling also reduces greenhouse gas emissions.
In addition, there are often financial benefits in waste minimisation and recycling. Recycling services are
often priced at such a level that they are competitive or cheaper than sending material to landfill.

References & Further Information
Reduce Your Rubbish campaign
•

Materials

www.reducerubbish.govt.nz/work/index.html
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‘A guide to implementing recycling systems in multi-tenanted office buildings’
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/sus-dev/recycling-jan04/index.html

Green Office Guide
•

www.greenoffice.org.nz/

The Waste Exchange
•
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MAT-J Adhesives and Sealants
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of
adhesives and sealants that are independently
verified to be environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

N/A

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new adhesives and
sealants used meet the Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) limits, set by the recognised IAQ schemes
as listed in the Additional Guidance.
For Existing Buildings, the Credit applies to adhesives and sealants used in the Current Refurbishment
only. Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of adhesives and sealants
are used as part of the Current Refurbishment, this Credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the
points available used to calculate the Materials Category Score. Please refer to the Existing Building
Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and
Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
Any pre-existing adhesives and sealants that is retained in a refurbished project is not to be included in
the calculation of this Credit.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fitouts. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fitout, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
A general specification clause requiring compliance with the Credit Criteria will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an appendix to the
specification.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary
Showing:
• All types of adhesives and sealants used on the building
• The area (m ) or Litres (L) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Nominating that each product is in accordance with the recognised IAQ
schemes’ VOC testing requirements (recognised schemes are listed in the
Additional Guidance).
• Including a statement in the specification that the contractor is required to
obtain approval of the design team or client before substituting the
adhesives and sealants listed in the specifications.

 Relevant product
Certificate OR
Test Reports

Materials

Certificates or test reports for the specified adhesives and sealants showing
compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme (recognised schemes are listed in
the Additional Guidance).
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of adhesives and sealants used on the building
• The area (m ) or Litres (L) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
 Relevant product
Certificate OR
Test Reports

Certificates or test reports for the specified adhesives and sealants showing
compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme (recognised schemes are listed in
the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings
 For Current Refurbishments, the statement must:
Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a calculation to define the
appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Any adhesive and sealant product(s) used in an internal/external application (including both exposed and
concealed applications) and applied on site, (non-occupied areas included) must adhere to the Credit
Criteria for the applications outlined below; this includes exterior-grade and solvent-based
sealants/adhesives, should they be employed in internal applications.
Sealants and adhesives that are used for temporary formwork are excluded from the Credit Criteria and
do not need to demonstrate compliance.
All adhesive tapes are also excluded.
VOC emission is only one of many, impact areas a product may have on the environment over its
lifecycle, but is an area that can directly affect the indoor air quality of the building in which the product is
used. The product can demonstrate that it has a low VOC content by meeting the limits set by the
relevant IAQ scheme as recognised below,
The recognised IAQ scheme for adhesives and sealants are:
•

Greenguard requirements.

NOTE:
•

For more information on Greenguard requirements refer to the NZGBC website.

A test report from a competent laboratory comparing the VOC limits of the product as measured against
the limits set by each of the above schemes is acceptable to show compliance as long as the units of
measure are the same. If VOC levels are determined by laboratory testing, the supporting information
must include the test report from a laboratory competent to complete the relevant test method.
Laboratories may demonstrate their competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC 17025
from International Accreditation New Zealand (IANZ) or other recognised accreditation agency (e.g.
NATA in Australia).

Background
VOC
People spend over 90% of their lives indoors and their exposure to air pollutants is far greater from
breathing indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air
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concentrations are far in excess of those outdoors. Consequently there is considerable research
underway concerning:
•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and

•

Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited (refer IEQ-1).

VOC is the term used to describe the several hundred organic chemicals in the boiling point range of
50°C to 260°C. These consist primarily of petrochemical solvent-type compounds - e.g. aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, alkenes, halogenated hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes and esters. The global
problems attributed to VOCs arise from the use of solvents in many industrial processes.
In both new and existing buildings it is common to find 50 or more of these compounds at average
concentrations of 200 ppb (existing buildings) and 1000 ppb (new buildings). In new buildings
concentration levels of 5000 ppb have been measured. Outdoor levels are typically 10 to 20 ppb.
Sources of VOCs in buildings include
•

In new buildings: paints, adhesives, carpets, sealants, reconstituted wood products, new furniture
and

•

In established buildings: cleaning products, printed materials, office equipment, consumer
products, dry-cleaned clothing and car exhaust.

Due to the large number of compounds, indoor air concentrations are typically based on total VOC (VOC)
concentrations, essentially the sum of the individual concentrations.
The health effects of exposure to VOC are consistent with ‘sick building syndrome’ effects – eye, nose
and skin irritation, headache, lethargy. These have been observed in subjects exposed to 1000 ppb and
indoor air goals have been set to limit exposures to much lower levels.

References & Further Information
Department of Labour- Health and Safety Section
•

www.osh.dol.govt.nz

State of Knowledge Report: Air Toxics and Indoor Air Quality in Australia. – 2001
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/sok/index.html

Greenguard
•

http://www.greenguard.org (Accessed July 2012)

United States Environmental Protection (EPA)
•

Materials

http://www.epa.gov/ (Accessed July 2012)
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MAT-K Ceiling Tiles, Engineered Wood Products & Gypsum
Plasterboard
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the selection of ceiling
tiles, engineered wood products & gypsum
plasterboard that are independently verified to be
environmentally preferable.

Related Credits:
Assessable area:

2
N/A

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the new ceiling tiles,
engineered wood products and gypsum plasterboard used meets the Volatile Organic Compound
(VOC) requirements as listed in the Additional Guidance.
OR
Two points are awarded where it can be demonstrated that 90% or more of the ceiling tiles, wood
products and gypsum plasterboard used are independently certified as having lower environmental
impact than standard boards, as verified through a materials certification body recognised by the
NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels is available on the NZGBC website).
For Existing Buildings, the Credit applies to ceiling tiles, wood products and gypsum plasterboard used
in the Current Refurbishment only. Where there is no Current Refurbishment, or if no Significant
Amount of ceiling tiles, wood products and gypsum plasterboard are used as part of the Current
Refurbishment, this Credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to
calculate the Materials Category Score. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of Existing Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
This credit only addresses ceiling tiles, engineered wood products and gypsum plasterboard.
Engineered wood products
Engineered wood products include, but are not limited to, particleboard, plywood, veneer, MDF and
decorative overlaid wood panels.
Base Building/Tenancy Requirements
This rating tool certifies the improved environmental impact of office base buildings, irrespective of the
impact of the building's tenancy fitouts. For guidance on applying this to individual credits under a range
of different delivery models (e.g. integrated fitout, shell & core, etc) please refer to the Technical
Guidance section of the Introduction on page 10 of this Technical Manual.
A general specification clause requiring compliance with the Credit Criteria will not be acceptable for
demonstrating compliance, even if the Compliance Requirements are included as an appendix to the
specification.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary
Showing:
• All types of ceiling tiles, wood products and gypsum plasterboard used on
the building
• The area (m ) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
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 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

MAT K

• Nominating that each product is in accordance with the recognised IAQ
schemes’ VOC testing requirements or formaldehyde emissions limits
(recognised schemes and standard test methods are listed in the
Additional Guidance) or have an approved eco-label.
• Stating that the contractor is required to obtain approval of the design team
or client before substituting the products listed in the schedule

 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the specified ceiling tiles, engineered wood products
and gypsum plasterboard showing compliance with a materials certification
body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels is available on
the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
specified ceiling tiles, engineered wood products and gypsum plasterboard
showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme and standard test methods
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Showing:
• All types of ceiling tiles, wood products and gypsum plasterboard used on
the building
• The area (m ) covered by each type AND
2

• Whether or not it qualifies for the Credit and compliance with the Credit
Criteria.
Where points are claimed for products with environmental certification:
 Proof of
independent
certification

Relevant certificates for the installed ceiling tiles, engineered wood products
and gypsum plasterboard showing compliance with a materials certification
body recognised by the NZGBC (a list of approved eco-labels is available on
the NZGBC website).
OR
Where only the VOC point is being claimed, certificates or test reports for the
installed ceiling tiles, engineered wood products and gypsum plasterboard
showing compliance with the relevant IAQ scheme and standard test methods
(recognised schemes are listed in the Additional Guidance).

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings


For Current Refurbishments, the statement must:
• Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a calculation to define the
appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Ceiling tiles, engineered wood products and gypsum plasterboard must have an approved eco-label (a
list of approved eco-labels are available on the NZGBC website) or meet the VOC testing requirements
or formaldehyde emission limits as recognised by the IAQ schemes and standard test methods listed
below.
The New Zealand Green Building Council (NZGBC) does not test, review or certify products or materials.
Third party certification bodies are relied upon for testing and environmental assessments of products
and materials with relevance to Green Star NZ Materials category Credits.

Materials
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Products that have an approved eco-labelling licence may be eligible for the full points available for the
credit. The current NZGBC approved eco-labels address and measure the environmental impact of a
product throughout its lifecycle.
Where a product can demonstrate that it has a low VOC content by meeting the limits set by the relevant
IAQ scheme and Standards as recognised below, but has not yet achieved an eco-label licence, then it
may be eligible for one point.
Gypsum plasterboard products must meet the Greenguard requirements:
•

For more information on Greenguard requirements refer to the NZGBC website.

Engineered wood products and ceiling tiles must meet E1 or E0 formaldehyde emission limits as
determined by AS/NZS 1859.1 or Greenguard requirements.
A test report from a competent laboratory comparing the VOC limits and formaldehyde emission limits of
the product as measured against the limits set by each of the above schemes is acceptable to show
compliance as long as the units of measure are the same. If VOC limits and formaldehyde emission
levels are determined by laboratory testing, the supporting information must include the test report from a
laboratory competent to complete the relevant test method. Laboratories may demonstrate their
competency by being accredited or registered to ISO/IEC 17025 from International Accreditation New
Zealand (IANZ) or other recognised accreditation agency (e.g. NATA in Australia).

Background
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is the independent, scientifically valid and comprehensive process of
assessing and comparing specific building materials. Undertaking full LCAs is a complex exercise. At
present, New Zealand does not have a supporting database of materials that this tool can refer to.
An increasing number of “eco-labels” are emerging that are based on “Life-Cycle” thinking principles.
These provide a credible and independent guide for consumers who want to purchase products that are
better for the environment. Although many do not conduct full LCAs, a concerted effort is made to
capture the key environmental issues within a product category.
Environmental Choice NZ (ECNZ) is the main eco-label of such nature in New Zealand. ECNZ
specifications are derived from careful background studies of the life cycle aspects of the products. As a
minimum, the completion of life cycle templates (which examine the environmental inputs and outputs
during raw material extraction, manufacture, distribution, use and disposal), are carried out, to determine
possible significant environmental issues. However, more formal examination of ISO 14040-based
international studies may also be carried out, depending on the product.
The NZGBC also currently recognises third-party product certification schemes (eco-labels) approved by
the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA). An up-to-date list of approved eco-labels can be found
on the NZGBC website.
VOC
People spend over 90% of their lives indoors and their exposure to air pollutants is far greater from
breathing indoor air than outdoor air. It is commonly found for most air pollutants that indoor air
concentrations are far in excess of those outdoors. Consequently there is considerable research
underway concerning:
•

Eliminating or controlling sources of indoor pollutants and

•

Ensuring building ventilation rates are sufficient to remove pollutants for which source control is
limited (refer IEQ-1).

VOC is the term used to describe the several hundred organic chemicals in the boiling point range of
50°C to 260°C. These consist primarily of petrochemical solvent-type compounds - e.g. aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, alkenes, halogenated hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes and esters. The global
problems attributed to VOCs arise from the use of solvents in many industrial processes.
In both new and existing buildings it is common to find 50 or more of these compounds at average
concentrations of 200 ppb (existing buildings) and 1000 ppb (new buildings). In new buildings
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concentration levels of 5000 ppb have been measured. Outdoor levels are typically 10 to 20 ppb.
Sources of VOCs in buildings include:
•

In new buildings: paints, adhesives, carpets, sealants, reconstituted wood products, new furniture
and

•

In established buildings: cleaning products, printed materials, office equipment, consumer
products, dry-cleaned clothing and car exhaust.

Due to the large number of compounds, indoor air concentrations are typically based on total VOC
(TVOC) concentrations, essentially the sum of the individual concentrations.
The health effects of exposure to VOC are consistent with ‘sick building syndrome’ effects – eye, nose
and skin irritation, headache, lethargy. These have been observed in subjects exposed to 1000 ppb and
indoor air goals have been set to limit exposures to much lower levels.

References & Further Information
Environmental Choice New Zealand
•

http://www.enviro-choice.org.nz/ (Accessed July 2012)

Department of Labour- Health and Safety Section
•

www.osh.dol.govt.nz

State of Knowledge Report: Air Toxics and Indoor Air Quality in Australia. – 2001
•

http://www.environment.gov.au/atmosphere/airquality/publications/sok/index.html

Greenguard
•

http://www.greenguard.org (Accessed July 2012)

United States Environmental Protection (EPA)
•

Materials

http://www.epa.gov/ (Accessed July 2012)
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Land Use & Ecology
The Credits within the Land Use and Ecology category promote initiatives to restore the quality and
reduce human impacts on ecological systems and biodiversity. The term ‗Biodiversity‘ is used to describe
the variation of life forms in a particular ecosystem and is often used as a measurement of the health
status of the environment.
New Zealand is a largely isolated country and as such has evolved unique flora and fauna. However
since human arrival, the country has experienced one of the highest rates of species extinction in the
17
world and almost 2,500 of our native land-based and freshwater species are now listed as threatened .
The built environment has increased in recent decades, causing displacement and degradation of
biodiversity in many locations. Nearly 175 km² of indigenous habitat in New Zealand was lost between
18
1996 and 2002 and urban expansion has resulted in the loss of land for food production as well as plant
and animal habitats. The location and landscaping of a building can often result in highly productive,
versatile soils being covered by artificial surfaces, with these surfaces covering 220,500 hectares of New
19
Zealand‘s total land in 2002 .
Many Credits in other categories of the Green Star rating tools have an indirect impact on the land use
and ecology of the New Zealand environment. EMI-5 ‗Watercourse Pollution‘, for example, addresses the
rainwater run-off from buildings and hard surfaces in an attempt to prevent pollution from reaching nearby
natural watercourses. This category, however, addresses the direct impact of a project on the ecological
value of the site. Green Star rating tools aim to reduce the negative impacts on ecological systems from
urban development, and recognise and reward projects which both minimise harm and enhance the
quality of local ecosystems.

17

―State of the Environment Publication‖, Ministry of the Environment NZ, 2007,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-summary-dec07/html/page5-biodiversity.html (Accessed
February 2009)
18
―OECD Environmental Performance Review of New Zealand‖, Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, 2007, http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/6/6/37915514.pdf (Accessed February 2009)
19
―State of the Environment Publication‖, Ministry of the Environment NZ, 2007,
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-summary-dec07/html/page5-biodiversity.html (Accessed
February 2009)
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ECO-1 Ecological Value of the Site
Points:

Aim:
To encourage wherever possible building on land
that already has been impacted by development
and to avoid building on ecologically valuable sites.

Conditional Credit

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
It is a Conditional Requirement for obtaining a Green Star NZ – Certified Rating that the development
site
• Is not on land of high ecological value.
OR
• Is an existing building
None of the following criteria must be applicable to the site in order to fulfil this requirement:
• Land on or within 100m of a natural wetland
• Land containing threatened plant communities or organisms
• Land containing significant native plants that cannot be practically retained within the proposed
development.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building.

Compliance Requirements
If a project has received a Green Star NZ rating at the Design phase, then this credit is automatically
awarded and no documentation is required. A complete list of credits awarded under the Green Star NZ
Design certification must be located at the front of the submission.
If the project is an Existing Building, then this credit is automatically awarded and no documentation is
required other than a Credit cover sheet confirming that the Conditional Requirement is met.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Correspondence
from the relevant
local Council

Correspondence from the relevant local Council stating that the site prior to
development was
• Not within 100m of a natural wetland
• Not on land containing threatened plant communities or organisms and
• Not on land containing significant native plants that cannot be practically
retained within the proposed development.

Additional Guidance
Information on what constitutes ‘threatened plant communities or organisms’ and ‘significant native plants
that cannot be practically retained’ as well as information on the designation of threatened habitats and
species and information on locally important land issues within the proposed development can be
provided by the appropriate relevant local Council or an Ecology Specialist.
For confirmation of proximity to natural wetlands - maps, photographs or other documentary evidence as
to the site’s location and past uses may be requested by the NZGBC Assessors.
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Background
The principle of this credit is to minimise further ecological degradation by encouraging the selection of
sites for development that have low ecological value.
The encroachment of development and human activities on native habitats puts pressure on the
ecosystems of New Zealand. Despite a long political history of environmental protection and conservation
of flora and fauna and control of development through the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), The
Conservation Act, The Wildlife Act 1953, Native Plants Protection Act 1934, and the Reserves Act 1977,
many species are not protected from habitat decline.
Although New Zealand has an extensive area of nearly 8 million hectares of National Parks and other
protected land, few reserves were set aside to protect native species. Almost all the national parks were
established for their landscape features. The lowland forests, for example, which made up about 50% of
the original forest area, and supported a wider variety of species than the mountain forests, now
comprise only about 16% of the protected forest area, and less than 7% of the original lowland forest
area. Focus is now shifting to the importance of conserving a representation of the broadest possible
range of ecological districts to better support the biodiversity of New Zealand. The Department of
Conservation (DOC) is in the process of identifying under-represented areas through the Protected
Natural Areas Program (PNAP) and the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy.
Land areas with only 20% of their original native vegetation left are considered to be of the highest
priority. This is typical of urban areas and farm land and because the majority of these lands are in
private ownership management, it is more complex than the park administration of DOC. Many trusts are
involved in achieving habitat protection on private land including public trusts and committees such as the
Forest Heritage Fund, Nga Whenua Rahui, the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust, and private
organisations such as Ducks Unlimited, the Native Forests Restoration Trust and the Yellow-Eyed
Penguin Trust.
The RMA provides for the management of aspects of indigenous biodiversity through the following
sections
•

Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems (section 5(2)(b))

•

Protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna as a matter of national importance (section 6(c))

•

Having regard to the intrinsic values of ecosystems (section 7(d)). In this case, intrinsic values
include genetic and biological diversity (section 2(1)).

Territorial Authorities are required to sustain local ecosystems under the RMA. They exercise this
responsibility through the resource consent process and the development of Regional and District Plans,
policies and bylaws. The Key Ecological Sites Program is one of the ways Territorial Authorities define
regionally significant ecological sites on private land that qualify for pest control assistance to help
conserve the local ecosystem.

References & Further Information
Department of Conservation (NZ)
•

www.doc.govt.nz

The Value of Conservation
•

http://www.doc.govt.nz/publications/conservation/threats-and-impacts/benefits-ofconservation/the-value-of-conservation/foreword-from-the-minister-of-conservation/

Ministry for the Environment
•

Environment New Zealand 2007
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-dec07/index.html

•

Society's responses to the pressures on biodiversity
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/ser1997/html/chapter9.8.html
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Society's responses to the pressures on biodiversity
•

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/ser1997/html/chapter9.8.html

Biodiversity New Zealand
•

New Zealand Biodiversity, Regulatory Framework – The R.M.A.
http://www.biodiversity.govt.nz/land/nzbs/pvtland/framework.html

LandCare Research (NZ)
•

www.landcareresearch.cri.nz

Protected Areas Network – New Zealand (PAN-NZ) Database
•
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ECO-2 Re-use of Land
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the re-use of land that
has previously been developed.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that the site has been previously built on.
For the point to be awarded over 75% of the site must comply with the criteria.
For Existing Buildings the point is automatically awarded. Please refer to the Existing Building
Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building.

Compliance Requirements
If a project has received a Green Star NZ rating at the Design phase and was awarded this credit, this
credit is automatically awarded and no documentation is required. A complete list of credits awarded
under the Green Star NZ Design certification must be located at the front of the submission.
If the project is an Existing Building, then this credit is automatically awarded and no documentation is
required other than a Credit cover sheet confirming that the Conditional Requirement is met.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where the building is new:
 Calculations

Demonstrating that the previous development made up at least 75% of the
new development site.

 Drawings
OR

Showing the most recent development on the site prior to the proposed
development, showing building footprints and curtilage.

An aerial
photograph

An aerial photograph showing the most recent development on the site prior
to the proposed development.

Additional Guidance
Previously developed land is defined as that which is or was occupied by a permanent structure
(excluding agricultural or forestry buildings), and associated fixed surface infrastructure (i.e. urban land
uses such as transport, utilities, residential, industry and commerce and community services).
The definition covers the curtilage of the development. The curtilage is defined as the area of land
attached to a building. All of the land within the curtilage of the site will also need to be defined as
previously developed.
Previously developed land may occur in both built-up and rural settings. The definition includes buildings
and land used for mineral extraction and waste disposal where provision for restoration has not been
made through development control procedures.
The definition excludes land and buildings that are currently in use for agricultural or forestry purposes,
and land in built-up areas which has not been developed previously (e.g. parks, recreation grounds, and
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allotments - even though these areas may contain certain urban features such as paths, pavilions and
other buildings). Also excluded is land that was previously developed but where the remains of any
structure or activity have blended into the landscape in the process of time (to the extent that it can
reasonably be considered as part of the natural surroundings). Land is excluded where there is a clear
reason that could outweigh the re-use of the site - such as its contribution to nature conservation - or it
has subsequently been put to an amenity use and cannot be regarded as requiring redevelopment.
Further guidance on what constitutes a developed site and how these are managed locally can be found
in the Territorial Local Authority Urban Development Strategy.

Background
New Zealand’s population continues to grow. Redevelopment of previously built upon or reclaimed sites
will not only reduce the burden on previously undeveloped sites and greenfield space but can also
provide much-needed investment and regeneration into previously defunct industrial and landfill sites.
This in turn, can help create socially and environmentally sustainable communities.
Although all types of development place demands on infrastructure, brownfield development is typically
located within serviced metropolitan areas reducing demands on infrastructure expansion.
Redevelopment of brownfield sites has been shown to generate significantly less vehicle air pollution
than the same development on a greenfield site due primarily to the higher concentration of brownfield
sites, in comparison with greenfield sites, within urban areas.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment - New Zealand Urban Design Protocol
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/urban/design-protocol-mar05/index.html

•

www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/urban/design-protocol/index.html

Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991 S5
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/rma/inex/php

Auckland Region Business Land Strategy
•

http://www.arc.govt.nz/albany/fms/main/Documents/Auckland/Aucklands%20growth/Auckland%2
0region%20business%20land%20strategy%202006.pdf

Planning Institute of Australia
•

www.planning.org.au/

Smart Growth America Preservation and Revitalization
•

www.smartgrowthamerica.org/

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2001
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ECO-3 Reclaimed Contaminated Land

ECO-3 Reclaimed Contaminated Land
Points:

2

Aim:
To encourage and recognise positive actions that
mitigate contaminated land for building.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
Two points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the land prior to development was classified as
contaminated and where adequate steps have been taken prior to the proposed construction to:
Decontaminate (including removal, in situ or ex situ remediation)
Safely encapsulate contaminants on the site
Immobilise or contain contamination within the site.
A contaminated site is defined as any area which appears to the relevant local Council to be in such a
condition, by reason of substances in, on or under the land that:
a) Significant harm is being caused, or there is a significant possibility of such harm being caused, OR
b) Significant pollution of controlled water is being, or is likely to be, caused.
Land that has been polluted or contaminated will not necessarily fall within the above legal definition of
contaminated land. For further clarification refer to Additional Guidance.
For Existing Buildings, the credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to
calculate the Land Use & Ecology Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points
Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of
Existing Building.

Compliance Requirements
If a project has received a Green Star NZ rating at the Design phase, then this credit is automatically
awarded and no documentation is required. A complete list of credits awarded under the Green Star NZ
Design certification must be located at the front of the submission.
If the project is an Existing Building, then this credit is automatically awarded and no documentation is
required other than a Credit cover sheet confirming that the Conditional Requirement is met.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Site assessment
report
OR
Contamination
report
 Signed statement

Land Use & Ecology

Clearly documenting pre-existing contamination and demonstrating
appropriate risk assessment for contaminant source, pathway and receptors
(completed in line with MfE Contaminated Land Management Guideline 1
(2001). Where contamination is found to be present and New Zealand trigger
levels do not exist, the tiered approach detailed in the MfE Contaminated
Land Management Guideline 2 (2001) for using values from published
material elsewhere in the world should be used.
From an Environmental Specialist confirming that the site has been correctly
and appropriately remediated.
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Additional Guidance
Contaminated land is defined in the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), as amended in 2005, as
land of one of the following kinds
•

If there is an applicable national environmental standard on contaminants in soil, the land is more
contaminated than the standard allows or

•

If there is no applicable national environmental standard on contaminants in soil, the land has a
hazardous substance in or on it that –

•

Has significant adverse effects on the environment or

•

Is reasonably likely to have significant adverse effects on the environment.

It should be noted that minor local contamination will occur on most previously used sites and the
purpose of this credit is not to reward this. For this reason this category is for sites where there are
hazardous substances present that have, or are reasonably likely to have, significant adverse effects on
the environment. Sites in this category fit within the RMA definition of Contaminated Land (see section 2).
Local authorities must be satisfied that the evidence available is sufficient for a site to be placed in this
category.
A site wishing to be eligible for these points would normally be expected to be on the national HAIL
(Hazardous Activities and Industries List).
In remediating the site, there should be substantial recommendations for containment and/or removal in
the site contamination report. The evidence required (such as a site investigation) and sampling and
analysis should be in keeping with Ministry for the Environment guidelines. The signed statement
confirming that the site has been correctly and appropriately remediated can be provided by either the
relevant local Council or an Environmental Specialist.
Where assessing a project that is part of an ongoing development phase on land that was previously
contaminated, and where prior to the first phase of development the land was decontaminated, the credit
can be awarded. However, confirmation that no activity has taken place in the intervening years that
could have lead to potential recontamination is required.

Background
Compared to many industrialised nations, New Zealand has generally low levels of toxic contaminants in
the environment (Ministry for the Environment web site).
However, there are some sites throughout New Zealand that are affected by contamination in the urban
environment, caused by petrochemical, manufacturing, urban, agricultural and mining activities. Many of
these sites are suitable for development with the correct remediation. The development of contaminated
sites not only brings back into use a redundant, formerly developed area but also makes safe an area
that would otherwise be considered unhealthy for human occupation and a danger to the local natural
environment.
The Ministry for the Environment is taking a lead on addressing historical issues relating to land
contamination. This includes assisting to remediate or manage high-risk areas, expanding existing
guidelines, leading a national collection of unwanted agricultural chemicals and developing national
environmental standards. Government policy is to implement remediation or clear management
programmes for all high-risk contaminated sites by December 2015 (Ministry for the Environment web
site).
Remediating contaminated sites for re-use also reduces the demand for undeveloped sites that may be
of ecological importance.

References & Further Information
Environmental Risk Management Authority of NZ
•
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Contaminated Land Management Guidelines
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/hazardous/contaminated-land-mgmt-guidelines-no4/index.html

The Environment Protection and Heritage Council
•

www.ephc.gov.au/nepms/cs/con_sites.html

National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure 1999
•

www.ephc.gov.au/pdf/cs/cs_measure.pdf

•

Schedule B (10) Guidelines of Competencies and Acceptance of Environmental Auditors and
Professionals

•

www.ephc.gov.au/pdf/cs/cs_10_auditors.pdf

•

Standards Australia

•

AS 4482.1-1997 Guide to the Sampling and Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Soil - Nonvolatile and Semi-volatile Compounds

•

www.standards.com.au

Queensland EPA
•

Environmental Protection Act 1994 — Chapter 3 Part 9B Contaminated land

•

www.epa.qld.gov.au/cgi-bin/w3msql/environment/business/contaminated/msqlwelcome.html?page=introduction.html

Ministry for the Environment New Zealand
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/hazardous/contaminated-land-mgmt-guidelines/index.html

ANZECC Publications
•

Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of Contaminated
Sites, published by Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council
(ANZECC) and the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC), January 1992

•

Australian Water Quality Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Waters, Australian and New Zealand
Environment and Conservation Council (ANZECC), November 1992, which are only approved for
the purposes of contaminated site assessment, investigation, remediation and site auditing under
the Contaminated Land Management Act (or other relevant legislation) commenced before
September 2001

•

Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality, Australian and New
Zealand Environment and Conservation Council and Agriculture and Resource Management
Council of Australia and New Zealand, Paper No 4, October 2000
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ECO-4 Change of Ecological Value
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the minimisation of
ecological impact from development and encourage
ecological enhancement of a site for new and
existing buildings.

4

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
Up to four points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the ecological value of a site is either not
diminished or is enhanced beyond its previously existing state.
In order to demonstrate that the ecological value of a site is either not diminished or is enhanced
beyond its previously existing state, the ecological values and potentials of the existing site before any
construction starts are to be assessed through an Assessment of Ecological Value Report.
For Existing Buildings where there is no Current Refurbishment, or where no site works are planned or
have been undertaken in the Current Refurbishment, one point is awarded. In this case, check the
appropriate box in the Change in Ecology Calculator sheet. Please refer to the Existing Building
Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.
The points are calculated using the Change in Ecology Calculator that compares the relative ecological
value of land use before and after development.
Total Change in Calculator Points

Number of points for ECO-4

31-40

4

21-30

3

11-20

2

0-10

1

Table ECO-4.1: Change in Ecology Calculator.

Compliance Requirements
If a project has received a Green Star NZ rating at the Design phase, then this credit is automatically
awarded and no documentation is required. A complete list of credits awarded under the Green Star NZ
Design certification must be located at the front of the submission.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Ecological
Assessment
Report

The report must be project specific and address matters set out in the 4th
Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991, including the following
• A list of each bio-region in which the site is located and the breakdown of
existing land use type by area and references the aerial photograph or
drawings of the site prior to the proposed development
• A list of each land type area after redevelopment of the site and the
breakdown of proposed landscaping, land use type by area and which
references the design drawings
• Indigenous biodiversity values (including, but not limited to: species,
habitat, and ecosystem diversity, quantity and quality assessment)
• Ecosystem services (including, but not limited to: water quality protection,
carbon sequestration/uptake, air quality protection, temperature and shade
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ECO-4 Change of Ecological Value

modulation and amenity provision) and
• All other ecological matters requiring consideration by the applicable
City/District Plan and Regional Plans.
 Statement from
Ecologist

Confirming that the Ecological Assessment Report complies with the
requirements of this credit, in particular the 4th Schedule RMA 1991.

 Change in
Ecology
Calculator sheet

Copy of completed Change in Ecology Calculator.

 Aerial photograph
OR
Drawings

Of the site prior to the commencement of development, with each ecological
type and area (m²) clearly marked on the photograph/drawings.

 Extract of the
specification
OR
Landscaping
schedule

If more than one point is claimed for this credit, an extract of the specification
or landscaping schedule where planting is nominated.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings where no
site works are planned in the Current Refurbishment.
 Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that no site
works are planned in the Current Refurbishment.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Ecological
Assessment
Report

Ecological Assessment Report that is project-specific addressing matters set
out in the 4th Schedule RMA 1991 including the following
• A list of each bio-region in which the site is located and the breakdown of
existing land use type by area and which references the aerial photograph
or original plan drawings
• A list of each land type area after redevelopment of the site and the
breakdown of landscaping proposed land use type by area and which
references as-built drawings
• Indigenous biodiversity values (including, but not limited to, species,
habitat, and ecosystem diversity, quantity and quality assessment)
• Ecosystem services (including, but not limited to, water quality protection,
carbon sequestration/uptake, air quality protection, temperature and shade
modulation and amenity provision) and
• All other ecological matters required by the applicable District Plan and
Regional Plans.

 Statement from
Ecologist

Statement from Ecologist confirming that the Ecological Assessment Report
complies with the requirements of this credit, in particular the 4th Schedule
RMA 1991.

 Change in
Ecology
Calculator sheet

Copy of completed Change in Ecology Calculator.

Land Use & Ecology
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 Aerial photograph
OR
Drawings

Of the site prior to the commencement of development, with each ecological
type and area (m²) clearly marked on the photograph/drawings.

 As-built drawings

Of the site design layout clearly showing each ecological type and area (m2).
If more than one point is claimed for this credit, as-built drawings of the site
design layout clearly showing planting.

The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings where there
is no Current Refurbishment, or where no site works have been undertaken in the Current
Refurbishment.
 Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that there is
no Current Refurbishment, or no site works have been undertaken in the
Current Refurbishment, whichever is applicable.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Additional Guidance
The calculator assesses the value of changes in type and area from before construction starts (i.e. before
any development work) to “after construction” (i.e. the completion of development).
Any vegetation or site clearance is considered to be part of the “construction” stage. “Completion” is the
point at which any proposed planting or enhancement work is established.
The Change in Ecology Calculator determines the number of points achieved. For a worked example,
refer to the Appendices.
If a wall garden is installed this is to be counted as 75% ‘Exotic Garden’ and 25% ‘Building’ (even if it
comprises native species). The area is to be calculated as plan area.
The Change in Ecology Calculator is used to assess the different types of vegetative and non-vegetative
cover on a proposed development site. It employs the following philosophy
•

The different ecological land types have been assigned relative Ecological Weightings by
qualified ecologists for comparative purposes only (refer below for further advice)

•

The area of each land type is multiplied by the Ecological Weighting, for both before and after
development, to give an Ecological Score for each

•

For native land types, wetlands and waterways the Ecological Score is multiplied by a Bioregion
Reservation Importance Factor

•

A Total Ecological score for both before and after is determined by then adding the Ecological
Scores for each land type

•

A comparative Ecological Diversity Index for before and after is calculated by dividing the Total
Ecological Score by the site area and

•

The Change in Ecological Value is calculated by subtracting the Ecological Diversity Index
(before) from the Ecological Diversity Index (after).

Points are then awarded based on the Change in Ecological Value achieved.
Ecological Weightings
Land Type

Building
Impermeable/concreted area
Bare ground
Herbaceous wildland - exotic
Herbaceous wildland - native
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Woody wildland - exotic
Woody wildland - native
Exotic grazing pasture
Exotic crop farming
Exotic woodlot and trees
Exotic garden
Exotic roof garden
Native roof garden
Native low grassland
Native short tussock grassland
Native tall tussock grassland
Native fernland
Native shrubland/scrub
Native low forest - successional
Native broadleaf forest - climax
Native tall forest - beech
Native tall forest - podocarp
Natural waterways/riparian
Constructed waterways/riparian
Swamp wetland - exotic
Swamp wetland - native
Mire wetland - exotic
Mire wetland - native
Saltmarsh - exotic
Saltmarsh - native
Duneland - exotic
Duneland - native
Threatened microhabitats - exotic
Threatened micro-habitats - native

ECO-4 Change of Ecological Value

5
30
5
5
10
10
50
100
70
40
70
20
70
70
100
150
200
70
50
20
75
50
200
25
100
25
150
50
200
Table ECO-4.1: Ecological weightings

Definitions
Bare Ground

>80% unvegetated cover

Wildland

Untended ground where plants have been allowed to grow wild

Exotic

Species that would be considered to not naturally occur at the site.
Comprises species from other countries plus non-local and nonsite natives.
Endemic and indigenous species considered to naturally occur at
the site.
Calculate the area of wildland that is herbaceous. Estimate the
percentage cover that is native and then multiply the area by the
proportion. Allocate the native proportion to that category and the
rest to exotic. Do the same for woody wildland. For the land type
after construction there is the expectation that the land will not be
left to become wildlands, but some original wildlands may remain.
Must have been grazed within the last year or is classified as
wildland.
Category covers permanent and semi-permanent crops. Must
have been cropped within the last year or is classified as wildland.
Trees need to be >5 yrs old, otherwise classified as the
surrounding matrix of recently planted trees.
The ecological values reflect the difficulty of creating these plus the
inherent values. Examples
low grassland: danthonia grasses
short tussock: silver tussock, hard tussock and
tall tussock: snow tussocks (note toetoes are regarded as
wetland species).

Native
Wildland categories

Exotic grazing pasture
Exotic crop farming
Exotic woodlot and trees
Native grassland types

Land Use & Ecology
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Native tall forest - beech

Non-successional shrublands of for example, Coprosma, Corokia,
Matagouri.
Dominated by species that are expected to succeed through
natural processes to climax forest. For example, kanuka and
manuka forest.
Broadleaved species dominant, for instance mahoe, broadleaf,
titoki, rewarewa.
Dominated by Nothofagus species

Native tall forest - podocarps

With emergent podocarps or continuous canopy of the same

Podocarps

Native conifers. Includes kauri, kahikatea, rimu, matai, miro, NZ
cedar etc.
Includes permanently or intermittently wet areas, shallow water,
and land water margins that support a natural ecosystem of plants
and animals that are adapted to wet conditions (RMA 1991).
Wetlands where water salinity is >0.5% NaCl. The native and
exotic categories work as in the wildlands situation.
The native and exotic categories work as in the wildlands situation.

Native shrubland/scrub
Native low forest– successional

Native broadleaf forest – climax

Wetlands

Saltmarsh
Dunelands
Threatened Microhabitats

These are those that are listed in the Department of Conservation
lists of Threatened Habitats. They are very specialised and usually
very localised.
Table ECO-4.2: Definitions

Background
Changes to the landscape and native habitat as a result of human activity and habitation have put many
of New Zealand’s unique species at risk. Over the last two hundred years many species of plants and
animals have become extinct. The aim is to reward those sites that have a limited impact on the local
ecology and/or enhance their sites through the re-introduction of indigenous species, thus helping to
reduce the impact of building development on the local environment.

References & Further Information
NZ Department of Conservation
•
•

www.doc.govt.nz/
For their conservation-specific publications (on land and freshwater, marine and coastal,
protecting and restoring natural heritage, native plants and animals, threats and impacts) refer:
www.doc.govt.nz/templates/summary.aspx?id=39577

New Zealand Threat Classification System Lists
•
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ECO-5 Topsoil and Fill Removal from Site
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise practices that reduce
the amount of topsoil and fill removed from
development sites.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that:
Cut and fill requirements are balanced on site and where there is no exportation of fill or topsoil
from the site and
That there is a topsoil management plan for the duration of the project.
For Existing Buildings that have not undergone any site works requiring a Consent, the credit is ‘Not
Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the Land Use & Ecology
Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the 'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the
Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building.

Compliance Requirements
Where topsoil or fill is contaminated and taken off-site for treatment or disposal this credit cannot be
achieved.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Specification
extracts

Where the restriction on the importation and exportation of fill and top soil to
and from the site is stated.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Signed statement

From the construction project manager or owner’s project manager confirming
that there was no exportation of fill or topsoil from the site.

 Topsoil
Management
Plan

For the duration of the project which addresses
• Excessive storage heights
• Storage duration
• Stockpile movement
• Cover from rainfall
• Mixing with fill
• Topsoil reapplication staging and
• Detailed plans of transient storage areas.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings.


Signed statement
from the building
owner or
manager

Land Use & Ecology

Signed statement from the building owner or manager confirming that there
is no Current Refurbishment that involves site works requiring a Consent,
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the
definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.
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Background
Topsoil is a valuable and diminishing natural resource. The most meaningful indicator for the health of
the land, and the long-term wealth of a nation, is whether soil is being formed or lost. If soil is being lost,
so too is the economic and ecological foundation on which production and conservation are based
(Jones, 2002).
It is estimated that New Zealand has lost 30mm of topsoil in 100 years of farming (Anthoni, 2000).
Despite efforts to implement better methods of practice in soil conservation, the situation continues to
deteriorate.
According to best estimates for New Zealand, the Construction and Demolition sector accounts for 40%
of waste to landfill, with concrete and cleanfill accounting for around 35% of the construction waste
stream by weight (Patterson, 1997).

References & Further Information
REBRI – Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries
•

Jones C. E., Building New Topsoil, 2002.
www.rebri.org.nz

Soil
•

Floor Anthoni, Dr J., Soil: erosion and conservation, 2000.
www.seafriends.org.nz/enviro/soil/erosion.htm Accessed 1 March 2007

Construction Bin Waste
•
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Patterson, Chris J., Report on a Sorting Trial of Constriction Bin Waste, Part of Project C&D,
1997.
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Appendix B Energy Credit Allocation and CO2 Emissions

Emissions
The credits in the Emissions category target the environmental impacts of a building‘s emissions. The
Green Star rating tools target emissions including and relating to watercourse pollution, light pollution,
ozone depletion, global warming, Legionella and sewage. In recent years ambient air quality in large urban
areas has deteriorated due to these emissions and poses many health risks as a result.
Traditionally in New Zealand, stormwater has been transported separately from the sewerage system.
Unlike sewage, stormwater has received little, if any, treatment. The aim has been to channel the
stormwater as rapidly as possible from within urban areas to the nearest waterway, which has increased
pollution in watercourses. The necessity to deal with both the quantity and quality of runoff has now been
recognised.
Light travelling up into the night sky or spilling on to neighbouring properties is also seen as a form of
pollution. It can disrupt the habits of migratory species, causing major impacts upon overall biodiversity.
Light pollution might also disrupt biological rhythms and otherwise interfere with the behaviour of nocturnal
animals and insects.
Substances such as Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) as well as Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), used as
refrigerants and in insulation materials, deplete the ozone layer and contribute to global warming when
20
emitted . Long-term damage to the Earth‘s stratospheric ozone layer exposes living organisms to harmful
radiation from the sun.
Growth of bacterium ‗Legionella‘ (the causative agent for Legionnaires‘ disease) can take place in any
21
water-based system if there is warm water and a supply of nutrients . There is evidence that the inhalation
of such drift containing Legionella is a means of infection and the Green Star tool recommends design
initiatives which eliminate the growth of this bacterium.
Hazardous substances can enter the environment in a variety of ways, for example fossil fuel emissions,
wastewater discharges and stormwater run-off, and by-products of activities such as agriculture and
manufacturing. These hazardous substances may be absorbed by humans and other living things, the
most common of which is by inhalation, absorption through the skin, and ingestion. About 1,100 New
22
Zealanders die prematurely each year from exposure to air pollution . Green Star Emissions credits seek
to ensure that buildings are designed to decrease primary source pollution and therefore reduce
associated environmental and health risks.

20

―ChloroFluorocarbons‖, Ozone Hole Watch, http://www.nas.nasa.gov/About/Education/Ozone/cfc.html
(Accessed February 2009)
21
―Patient Facts: Learn More about Legionnaires‘ Disease‖, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
http://www.cdc.gov/legionella/patient_facts.htm (Accessed February 2009)
22
―State of the Environment Publication‖, Ministry of the Environment NZ, 2007
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/ser/enz07-dec07/chapter-7.pdf (Accessed February 2009)
Emissions
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EMI-1 Refrigerant ODP
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise the reduction of
potential long-term damage to the Earth's
stratospheric ozone layer through the accidental
release of ozone depleting substances to the
atmosphere.

1

Related Credits:

EMI-2

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where:
All HVAC refrigerants used have an Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) of zero
OR
No refrigerants are used.

Compliance Requirements
If a number of different systems are installed on a project, the documentation must account for and
describe all systems within the project.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where no refrigerants are present in the project. This must be consistent with other credit claims
 Short report

Where it is mechanically ventilated, describing both the non-refrigerant cooling
systems used (such as absorption chillers) and the number of non-refrigerant
systems required to provide cooling to the building.

Where refrigerants are present in the project
 Short report

That is prepared by a mechanical engineer to describe how the Credit Criteria
have been met by
• Describing the HVAC system and all its components
• Identifying all systems that contain refrigerant
• Indicating all of the type and volume of refrigerant(s) used in the system(s).
Where the project is a refurbishment
• Describing how the existing system(s) are to be converted
• Confirming this can be performed and maintained viably and without any
refrigerant loss to the atmosphere.

 Calculation

Calculation demonstrating that 100% of all refrigerants have a ODP of zero.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance:
Where no refrigerants are present in the project, this must be consistent with other credit claims
 Short report

Where it is mechanically ventilated
• Detailing both the non-refrigerant cooling systems used (such as absorption
chillers) and the number of non-refrigerant systems required to provide
cooling to the building.
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Where refrigerants are present in the project
 Short report

Prepared by a mechanical engineer that describes how the Credit Criteria have
been met by
• Describing the HVAC system and all its components
• Identifying all systems that contain refrigerant
• Indicating all of the type and volume of refrigerant(s) used in the system(s).
Where the project is a refurbishment
• Describing how the existing system(s) have been converted
• Confirming this was performed and can be maintained viably and without
any refrigerant loss to the atmosphere.

Additional Guidance
All ODP values are to be determined from HB 40.1-2001: The Australian Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
Code of Good Practice (Appendix 3 and 4) or AIRAH Refrigerant Selection Guide 2003. At the time of print
there were no Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) and Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) refrigerants available which
meet the requirements of this credit. The credit can, however, be achieved through the use of
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) or hydrocarbon-based refrigerants.

Background
Building services have an impact on the amount of damage done to the ozone layer from CFCs and
HCFCs. These substances are used as refrigerants and in some insulation materials. These substances
have been known to cause long-term damage to the Earth’s stratospheric ozone layer, exposing living
organisms to harmful radiation from the sun. They also have significant global-warming potential and so
contribute to global warming (refer EMI-2).
The ODP provides a measure of the potential for damage that a chemical has relative to that of the
refrigerant type CFC11. CFC11 has an ODP of one and is the most damaging of the CFCs. The ODP is
defined as the total change in ozone, per unit mass, when the substance has reached a steady state in the
atmosphere.
Ozone depleting substances have been controlled in New Zealand since 1990 under the Ozone Layer
Protection Act (updated in 1996) and regulations. Because New Zealand does not produce these
substances a system of import controls is used to meet our obligations under the Montreal Protocol in
23
phasing them out. CFCs have not been imported into New Zealand since 1996 and other substances
now phased out include Halons, Carbon Tetrachloride, Methyl Chloroform and Hydrobromofluorocarbons
(HBFCs).
HCFCs (hydrochlorofluorocarbons) were developed as “transitional” refrigerants. They do much less
damage to the ozone layer than CFCs, and they are being used by the refrigeration industry while other
longer-term replacements are developed. Imports of HCFCs will be phased out by 2015 and are scheduled
to be phased out internationally by 2030 under the Montreal Protocol.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment – management of CFC’s
•

www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/ozone/depleting-substances/cfc-mgmt-strategy.html

Ozone Layer Protection Act
•

http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/StandardSummary____14444.aspx

Ozone Depleting Substances Information Guide V.4
•

http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/MultipageDocumentTOC____12346.aspx

23

Ministry of Economic Development, Summary of Ozone
http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/StandardSummary____14444.aspx
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Recovery Trust
•

For the recovery and
rod.tapp@nz.pwc.com.

safe

destruction

of

refrigerant

from

old

equipment,

email

Ozone Protection Company
•

www.opc.co.nz/

No Loss training Programme
•

For people who work on refrigeration and air conditioning equipment containing fluorocarbons.
Run by The Institute of Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers (IRHACE): contact:
admin@irhace.org.nz

United Nations Environmental Program
•
•

Ozone Secretariat
http://ozone.unep.org/

Standards Australia
•
•

HB 40.1-2001 The Australian Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Code of Good Practice Appendix 3
and 4 summarise OPD potential for most common types of refrigerants
www.standards.com.au

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•
•
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EMI-2 Refrigerant GWP
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise the selection of
refrigerants that reduce the potential for increased
global warming arising from the emission of
refrigerants to the Earth's atmosphere in the event of
accidental release of intensive greenhouse gases to
the atmosphere.

1

Related Credits:

EMI-1

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where:
It is demonstrated that all refrigerants have a Global Warming Potential (GWP100) of less than 10
OR
No refrigerants are used.

Compliance Requirements
If a number of different systems are installed on a project, the documentation must account for and
describe all systems within the project.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where no refrigerants are present in the project. This must be consistent with other credit claims:
 Short report

Where it is mechanically ventilated
• Detailing both the non-refrigerant cooling systems used (such as absorption
chillers) and the number of non-refrigerant systems required to provide
cooling to the building.
.

Where refrigerants are present in the building:
 Short report

That is prepared by a mechanical engineer to describe how the Credit Criteria
have been met by
• Describing the HVAC system and all its components
• Identifying all systems that contain refrigerant
• Indicating all of the type and volume of refrigerant(s) used in the system(s).
Where the project is a refurbishment
• Describing how the existing system(s) are to be converted
• Confirming this can be performed and maintained viably and without any
refrigerant loss to the atmosphere.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where no refrigerants are present in the project. This must be consistent with other credit claims:
 Short report

Where it is mechanically ventilated
• Detailing both the non-refrigerant cooling systems used (such as absorption
chillers) and the number of non-refrigerant systems required to provide
cooling to the building.

Emissions
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Where refrigerants are present in the project:
 Short report

Prepared by a mechanical engineer that describes how the Credit Criteria have
been met by
• Describing the HVAC system and all its components
• Identifying all systems that contain refrigerant
• Indicating all of the type and volume of refrigerant(s) used in the system(s).
Where the project is a refurbishment
• Describing how the existing system(s) have been converted
• Confirming this was performed and can be maintained viably and without
any refrigerant loss to the atmosphere.

Additional Guidance
All Global Warming Potential (GWP) values are to be determined from HB 40.1-2001: The Australian
Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Code of Good Practice (Appendix 3 and 4) or AIRAH Refrigerant
Selection Guide 2003 (section 7.6).
At present, there are no Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) or Hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) refrigerants which
meet the requirements of this credit. There are, however, some hydrocarbon refrigerants which have been
developed which are able to meet these criteria and this credit seeks to further encourage the
development of low GWP refrigerants.
This Credit addresses GWP and not energy efficiency. Initiatives which reduce greenhouse gas emissions
due to energy efficiency are addressed in the Energy category.

Background
The use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and HCFCs as refrigerants has been addressed under the
International Montreal Protocol, and subsequent phase-out programs have resulted in the removal of these
substances from the market. However, the replacements currently favoured by the industry are HFCs
which have a high GWP.
The GWP provides a measure of the potential for damage that a chemical has relative to one unit of
carbon dioxide, the primary greenhouse gas. Figures in excess of 3000 times are not uncommon amongst
some refrigerants currently specified. Their long half-life is a major contributory factor in this.
Hydrocarbons and ammonia-based refrigerants have low or zero GWP. As such, they are preferable longterm options. These refrigerants are now readily available and are valid alternatives to HFCs.

References & Further Information
IRHACE (Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning New Zealand
•

www.irhace.org.nz/

Ministry for the Environment
•

www.mfe.govt.nz

NZ strategy for management of chloroflurocarbons
•
•
•

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/ozone/depleting-substances/cfc-mgmt-strategy.html
Ways of limiting emissions of synthetic greenhouse gases used to replace ozone depleting
substances in New Zealand: Discussion paper
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/discussion-paper-sggs-oct04/html/page1.html

Ozone Depleting Substances Information Guide V.4
•

http://www.med.govt.nz/templates/MultipageDocumentTOC____12346.aspx

Department of Trade and Industry (U.K.) (now Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform)
•
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Refrigeration and Air Conditioning CFC and HCFC Phase-Out: Advice on Alternatives and
Guidelines for Users
http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file29101.pdf
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AIRAH (Australian and Heating)
•
•
•

Refrigerant Selection Guide 2003.
www.airah.org.au
www.airah.org.au/downloads/AIRAH_RSG2003.pdf

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
•
•

Climate Change 2001, Working Group 1:
The Scientific basis Chapter 6 Radiative forcing of Climate Change, accessed December 2007.
http://www.grida.no/climate/ipcc_tar/wg1/247.htm
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EMI-3 Insulant ODP
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise designs which reduce
the potential for long-term damage to the Earth's
stratospheric ozone layer from ozone depleting
substances used in the manufacture or composition
of thermal insulation.

1

Related Credits:

EMI-1

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it can be demonstrated that all new thermal insulation avoids the use of ozone depleting substances in
both its manufacture and composition.
For Existing Buildings, the credit applies to thermal insulation used in the Current Refurbishment only. Where there is no Current
Refurbishment, or if no Significant Amount of thermal insulation is used as part of the Current Refurbishment, the credit is ‘Not
Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available used to calculate the Emissions Category Score. In this case, type "NA" in the
'No. of Points Achieved' column. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing
Building, Current Refurbishment and Significant Amount.

Compliance Requirements
As a minimum, all thermal insulation materials likely to be used in the following applications must be
assessed
Building services insulation, including but not limited to
• Chilled water pipework
• Refrigerant pipework
• Ductwork
• Hot & cold water pipes and
• Water tanks.
Building fabric insulation, including but not limited to
• Walls
• Roof
• Floors
• Window frames
• Doors
• Cavity closures
• Lintels.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Listing all specified thermal insulation materials, and whether or not they meet
the credit criteria.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Nominating thermal insulation requirements and stipulating the insulation
type for each requirement.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Referring to insulation requirements.
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• Including a statement that the contractor is required to obtain approval of the
design team or client before substituting the insulation listed in the
specifications.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

Listing all thermal insulation used in the building and whether or not they meet
the Credit Criteria.

 Product data
sheets

Demonstrating that insulants did not use ozone depleting substances in
manufacture or composition.

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for Existing Buildings
 For Current Refurbishments, the statement must:
• Confirm the Current Building Replacement Value and include a calculation to define the
appropriate Significant Amount.
Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building,
Current Refurbishment, Significant Amount and Current Building Replacement Value.

Additional Guidance
Substances that have an Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP) greater than zero are to be avoided in the
manufacture or composition of all thermal insulants whilst satisfying all other criteria for their purpose.
Alternatives to insulation manufactured and blown with ozone-depleting substances are available for
almost all insulation applications.
The manufacturing process of thermal insulants changes regularly manufacturer data will need to be
consulted by the design and specification team in order to achieve compliance.

Background
Some thermal insulants are manufactured with blowing agents that can cause long-term damage to the
Earth’s stratospheric ozone layer, exposing living organisms to harmful radiation from the sun. Ozone
depletion is measured as the ODP of a product, and is dependent on its chlorine content, plus factors such
as molecular durability.
Following the Montreal Protocol the production of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) is now banned.
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) are ozone depleting but have a much lower ODP than CFCs, and are
considered a transitional chemical to aid the CFC phase-out. CFCs are commonly used as refrigerants,
solvents and blowing agents for plastic foam manufacture, and are scheduled to be phased out by 2020.
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are used as blowing agents and have the advantage of being non-ozonedepleting (since they don't contain chlorine or bromine), but they are significant greenhouse gases. Most
HFCs are also expensive to manufacture. An alternative is a hydrocarbon blowing agent, usually pentane.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment
•
•

www.mfe.govt.nz
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/ozone/depleting-substances/

United Nations Environmental Program
•

Ozone Secretariat
http://ozone.unep.org/

Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating (AIRAH)
•

Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating (AIRAH) (2003), Refrigerant
Selection Guide 2003, Melbourne.
www.airah.org.au

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, U.S.)
•

ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook 1997.
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Journal of Non Destructive Testing (2003)
•
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A New Type of Refrigerant Leak Detector for Leak Tests in the Refrigerating and Air Conditioning
Industry. Volume 8.
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EMI-4 Stormwater Management 2009.1
Points:

3

Aim:
To encourage and recognise developments which
minimise peak stormwater flows and protect the
receiving environment from pollutants.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
Up to three points are awarded as follows:
1. Stormwater Quantity
One point is awarded for stormwater quantity management where the following requirement is met:
The project must demonstrate that the post-development peak discharge leaving the site does not
exceed the pre-development peak discharge leaving the site for a 1 in 2 year (50% AEP) event with a 10
minute storm duration and a 1 in 10 year (10% AEP) event with a 10 minute storm duration (see over
page for definition of “pre-development”).
2. Stormwater Quality –Treatment
One point is awarded for stormwater quality management where the following requirements are met:
• All discharges that may contain gross pollutants (excluding discharges from roofs) must pass
through an on-site device that will remove gross pollutants and floatable material;
• All discharges from the site shall be treated to remove suspended sediment to an average
concentration of less than 35 milligrams per litre (mg/L); AND
• The project does not use uncoated zinc or copper materials for flashing, guttering, spouting,
cladding and roofing.
An additional point is awarded for stormwater quality management for treating at least three other
contaminants likely to be in the discharge from the list below:
•
•
•
•
•

Metals – particulate and dissolved
Temperature increases
Nutrients – nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P)
Hydrocarbons
Micro-organisms, including pathogens.

For Existing Buildings, pre-development is defined as the site prior to the Current Refurbishment. Please
refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and
Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
Stormwater quantity management for flood protection
The runoff from pervious and impervious surfaces must be included in the model. When modelling the
peak discharge from hardscape (buildings and impervious areas), a 10% hydraulic loss can be assumed.
The baseline model output should simulate the peak discharge leaving the site for pre-development
conditions. The model inputs should correlate with the information in the ‘before’ column of the Change in
Ecological Value Calculator.
The design model should simulate peak discharge from post-development conditions using the actual
project design. This should correlate to what has been input into the ‘after’ column of the Change in
Ecological Value Calculator.
For the purpose of (b), “Pre-development” is defined as:
• Grass or bush covered site (as appropriate) (for a greenfield site) or
Emissions
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• Percentage of impervious area existing before the re-development occurred (for a brownfield site).
Stormwater quality management
An on-site device that will remove gross pollutants and floatable material may take the form of a catchpit
filter or a proprietary device installed before stormwater is discharged from the site.
Under the additional point, the “three other contaminants” must not be from the same contaminant group. If
there is more than one contaminant present in any contaminant group then these must all be treated.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Short report prepared by a suitably qualified professional that describes how
the Credit Criteria have been met.
Quantity
The report should include:
• Description of the site, including the pre-development site usage and any
changes to impervious areas of the site.
• Stating the pre-development peak discharge and the post-development peak
discharge for a 1 in 2 year (50% AEP) event with a 10 minute storm duration
and a 1 in 10 year (10% AEP) event with a 10 minute storm duration, and
showing that it is not exceeded by:
• Software or calculation methods used; and
• Summary of results of calculations. This should include quantity of
stormwater captured and used on site (annually) and summary of water
balance and total storage capacity of any systems that use stormwater
on site.
Quality
• Likely contaminants potentially in stormwater discharged from this site.
• Description of how the stormwater quality – basic treatment objectives are met,
including method of treating suspended sediment and suspended sediment
discharge concentration in relation to the receiving environment. This should
include:
• Identification of what parts of the site are treated;
• Methods of stormwater quality treatment; and
• Sizing of all stormwater treatment devices to be installed.
Where the additional point is claimed:
• Description of how the stormwater quality – enhanced treatment objectives are
met (if applicable), including what contaminants are being targeted for treatment
and the treatment method used. This should include:
• Expected concentration of contaminants in stormwater;
• Identification of what parts of the site are treated;
• Methods of stormwater quality treatment and how the level of treatment
is materially beneficial; and
• Sizing of all stormwater treatment devices to be installed.

 Design site
drawings
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Showing the stormwater collection, storage and treatment facilities and detailing
their functional elements.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short Report

Short report prepared by a suitably qualified professional that describes how the
Credit Criteria have been met.
Quantity
The report should include:
• Description of the site, including the pre-development site usage and any
changes to impervious areas of the site.
• Stating the pre-development peak discharge and the post-development peak
discharge for a 1 in 2 year (50% AEP) event with a 10 minute storm duration
and a 1 in 10 year (10% AEP) event with a 10 minute storm duration, and
showing that it is not exceeded by:
• Software or calculation methods used; and
• Summary of results of calculations. This should include quantity of
stormwater captured and used on site (annually) and summary of water
balance and total storage capacity of any systems that use stormwater
on site.
Quality
• Likely contaminants potentially in stormwater discharged from this site.
• Description of how the stormwater quality – basic treatment objectives are met,
including method of treating suspended sediment and suspended sediment
discharge concentration in relation to the receiving environment. This should
include:
• Identification of what parts of the site are treated;
• Methods of stormwater quality treatment; and
• Sizing of all stormwater treatment devices installed.
Where the additional point is claimed:
• Description of how the stormwater quality – enhanced treatment objectives are
met (if applicable), including what contaminants are being targeted for treatment
and the treatment method used. This should include:
• Concentration of contaminants in stormwater;
• Identification of what parts of the site are treated;
• Methods of stormwater quality treatment and how the level of treatment is
materially beneficial; and
• Sizing of all stormwater treatment devices installed.

 Signed Statement
from the
Contractor or the
Quantity Surveyor

Confirming that no copper or zinc-based materials have been used as
described in the Credit Criteria.

 As-built site
drawing(s)

Showing the stormwater collection, storage and treatment facilities and detailing
their functional elements.

Additional Guidance
Good stormwater quantity management ensures that projects address a 1 in 100 year event (1% Annual
Exceedence Probability (AEP)) with a 10 minute storm duration and meet requirements relating to
floodplain management and onsite attenuation for its region. A 1 in 100 year event with a 10 minute
stormwater duration is often not attributable to an individual site. Solutions are often catchment-specific
and beyond the ability of individual sites to mitigate.
Emissions
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Project teams will need to treat contaminants listed under stormwater quality in the Credit Criteria
depending on the nature of the contaminant and the sensitivity of the receiving environment.
Guidance on best methods to treat other contaminants is provided in Auckland Council Technical
Publication 10 (TP10) and its revised version, Guideline Document 01 (GD01 (in publication). Information
may also be obtained from manufacturers of proprietary storm water treatment devices.
Glossary of Terminology
Gross pollutants: Are defined as debris items larger than five millimeters. They typically include litter
(mainly paper and plastics) and vegetation (leaves and twigs), which are transported by stormwater runoff
into receiving waters (urban creeks, rivers and estuaries).
Catchment: The total area draining to a given point or an area within a set of stormwater or wastewater
sheds.
Pervious: Any part of a site which is grassed or planted in trees or shrubs and is capable of absorbing
water.
Impervious: Any part of a site which is covered in a surface constructed of materials which is resistant to
water passing through them.
Greenfield: Undeveloped land.
Brownfield: Land previously used for industrial purposes.
Stormwater: Rainwater which lands on the ground or roof.
Sediment: Solid material, both mineral and organic.

Background
The issue of stormwater management for New Zealand is very relevant, as its rate of urban expansion is in
the order of 3-5% per year. How stormwater is managed has a great effect on quality of streams, rivers,
lakes and harbours, due to the contaminants it contains and the unnatural volume increase due to
impervious surfaces. In addition, promoting stormwater runoff can reduce groundwater recharge and
therefore diminish aquifer supplies.
Stormwater is mainly transported separately from the sewage system in New Zealand. Unlike sewage,
stormwater has received little, if any, treatment. The aim has been to channel the stormwater as rapidly
and invisibly as possible from within urban areas to the nearest waterway.
To maintain the ecological integrity of important water bodies it is necessary to appropriately manage both
the quantity and quality of urban runoff. Of course, roading and car parking introduce toxic heavy metals
from vehicles and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) from fuels into our natural watercourses and
harbours significantly impact our natural heritage.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment
• Managing stormwater and trade waste water factsheet
• www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/sus-dev/risk-radar-sheets-jul06/risk-radar-managing-stormwater2.html
Incorporating climate change into stormwater design
• http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/stormwater-design-mar05/html/index.html
• Low Impact Urban Design (p. 64-65)
• http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/urban/urban-toolkit-2009/
Australian and New Zealand Environment Conservation Council (ANZECC)
• Guidelines for Urban Stormwater Management
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http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/water/anzecc-water-quality-guide-02/anzecc-water-qualityguide-02-pdfs.html

Auckland Council
Technical Publication 10 (July 2003)- Design Guidelines for Stormwater Management
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/planspoliciesprojects/reports/technicalpublications/Pages/t
echnicalpublications1-50.aspx
Technical Publication 108 (1999) Guidelines for Stormwater Runoff Modelling in the Auckland
Region
• http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/planspoliciesprojects/reports/technicalpublications/Pages/t
echnicalpublications101-150.aspx
Landcare Research
•
•

Low Impact Urban Design & Development (LIUDD)
http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/research/built/liudd/

Department of Environment and Water Resources
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Urban Stormwater Management in Australia. Canberra. (2002)
www.environment.gov.au/coasts/publications/stormwater/pubs/stormwater.pdf
National Water Quality Management Strategy. Canberra.
www.environment.gov.au/water/quality/nwqms/index.html

Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology
• http://www.clearwater.asn.au/sites/clearwater.asn.au/files/resources/CRC%20Gross%20Pollutants
%20Industry%20Report%202001.pdf
Water Sensitive Urban Design, Melbourne
•

http://wsud.melbournewater.com.au/

Environmental Protection Authority, Victoria
•
•
•

Urban Stormwater - Best-Practice Environmental Management Guidelines
Stormwater Management Program (1999)
http://www.publish.csiro.au/pid/2190.htm

Watercare NZ
• https://www.watercare.co.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/AllPDFs/Engineering%20Standards%20091
110/Auckland%20Engineering%20Standards/DCS(2009)_Glossary.pdf
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EMI-4 Watercourse Pollution
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise developments which
reduce water run-off from buildings and hard
surfaces to natural watercourses, to limit flooding
and pollution.

3

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

SUPERCEDED – AVAILABLE TO PROJECTS REGISTERED PRIOR TO SEPT2014

Credit Criteria
Up to two points are awarded where stormwater quantity leaving the site during a 24 hour duration of a 1in-2 year storm is reduced compared to the stormwater quantity leaving the site from pre-development
conditions. Pre-development is defined here as the site, as it exists, in its current state. Points are
awarded by achieving the following:
One point = 50% reduction in stormwater quantity
Two points = 90% reduction in stormwater quantity.
An additional point is awarded to buildings that do not use un-coated Zinc or Copper materials for flashing, guttering, spouting,
cladding and roofing
AND have car parking areas which achieve a minimum of one point for TRA-1.
For Existing Buildings, pre-development is defined as the site prior to the Current Refurbishment. Where there is no Current
Refurbishment, Existing Buildings will only be eligible for the additional point. Please refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the definition of Existing Building and Current Refurbishment.

Compliance Requirements
The stormwater quantity leaving the site should be modelled using an input of the 24 hour duration 1-in-2
year rainfall event.
All naturally pervious surfaces (e.g. gardens, landscaping) are assumed to have zero stormwater runoff.
The runoff from pervious paving must be included in the model.
The baseline model output should simulate runoff for pre-development conditions. The model inputs
should correlate with the information in the ‘Change in Ecological Value Calculator before column’.
The built design model should simulate runoff from post-development conditions using the actual project
design. Again this should correlate to what has been imputed into the ‘Change in Ecological Value
Calculator after column’
When modelling the runoff from hardscape (buildings and impervious areas), a 10% hydraulic loss can be
assumed.
Where both the base case and the built design total stormwater runoff quantity are calculated to be zero
during a 24 hour duration 1 in 2 year rainfall event (e.g. for green field sites) this will be deemed equivalent
to a 90% reduction in stormwater quantity and receive two points.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

That describes the stormwater management system including
• A description of the design assumptions and
• Calculations that demonstrate the baseline and built runoff quantity and how
that has been achieved.

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

Where the additional point is claimed detailing the materials to be used for
flashing, cladding and roofing.

 Design site
drawing(s)

Site drawing(s) showing the systems included in the project design.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short Report

That describes the stormwater management system including
• A description of the design assumptions and
• Calculations that demonstrate the baseline and built runoff quantity and how
that has been achieved.

 As-built site
drawing(s)

Site drawing(s) showing the systems included in the project design

For the additional point
 Signed statement

From the Contractor and or the Quantity Surveyor confirming that no copper or
zinc based materials have been used as described in the Credit Criteria

Background
The issue of stormwater management for New Zealand is very relevant, as its rate of urban expansion is in
the order of 3-5% per year. How stormwater is managed has a great effect on quality of streams, rivers,
lakes and harbours, due to the contaminants it contains and the unnatural volume increase due to
impervious surfaces. In addition, promoting stormwater runoff can reduce groundwater recharge and
therefore diminish aquifer supplies.
Stormwater is mainly transported separately from the sewerage system in New Zealand. Unlike sewage,
stormwater has received little, if any, treatment. The aim has been to channel the stormwater as rapidly
and invisibly as possible from within urban areas to the nearest waterway.
To maintain the ecological integrity of important water bodies it is necessary to appropriately manage both
the quantity and quality of urban runoff. The optimum solution for managing an increased volume of run-off
is to encourage infiltration, storage and re-use. The optimum solution for managing quality of run-off is
through source control. Treatment will also be necessary. One key source of pollution from buildings is
exposed (un-coated) zinc and copper-based building materials (especially roofing, cladding, spouting,
guttering and flashings). Of course, roading and car parking introduce toxic heavy metals from vehicles
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) from fuels into our natural watercourses and harbours
significantly impact our natural heritage.

References & Further Information
Ministry for the Environment
•

Managing stormwater and trade waste water factsheet
www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/sus-dev/risk-radar-sheets-jul06/risk-radar-managing-stormwater2.html

Incorporating climate change into stormwater design
•
•

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/stormwater-design-mar05/html/index.html
Low Impact Urban Design (p. 64-65)
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/urban/urban-toolkit-apr07/urban-design-toolkit-apr07.pdf

Australian and New Zealand Environment Conservation Council (ANZECC)
•

Guidelines for Urban Stormwater Management
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/water/anzecc-water-quality-guide-02/anzecc-water-qualityguide-02-pdfs.html

Auckland Regional Council
•
•

Regional Stormwater Solutions
http://www.arc.govt.nz/environment/water/stormwater/regional-stormwater-solutions.cfm
Technical Publication 10 (July 2003)- Design Guidelines for Stormwater Management
http://www.arc.govt.nz/albany/main/plans/technical-publications/technical-publications-150.cfm#TP10

Landcare Research
•

Low Impact Urban Design & Development (LIUDD)
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http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/research/built/liudd/
Department of Environment and Water Resources
•
•

Introduction to Urban Stormwater Management in Australia. Canberra. (2002)
www.environment.gov.au/coasts/publications/stormwater/pubs/stormwater.pdf
National Water Quality Management Strategy. Canberra.
www.environment.gov.au/water/quality/nwqms/index.html

Water Sensitive Urban Design, Melbourne
•

http://wsud.melbournewater.com.au/

Environmental Protection Authority, Victoria
•
•
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EMI-5 Reduced Flow to Sewer
Points:

4

Aim:
To encourage and recognise building design that
reduces water flows to the municipal sewerage
systems for treatment.

Related Credits:

WAT-1

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
Up to four points are awarded where it is demonstrated that the design outflows to the sewerage system
due to building occupants’ usage have been reduced. The number of points are determined using the
Green Star NZ Sewage Calculator.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure that
• The calculations for the proportion of wastewater diverted from the sewer are realistic and clearly
documented and
• All water treatment systems are clearly incorporated into the design documentation
Where water reuse systems are installed, the applicant will be required to show how those systems work,
to demonstrate that they have been installed in accordance with the data entered into the Sewerage
Calculator and to demonstrate that those systems are operating correctly. Note that data for the Sewerage
Calculator is entered through the Water calculator.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Sewerage
Calculator

A copy of the completed Sewerage Calculator.

 Potable Water
Calculator

A copy of the completed Potable Water Calculator.

Where water treatment systems are used, also provide the following
 Short report

That describes the system and,
• How it works
• Its treatment capacity compared with typical demand annually
• Including how the annual percentage of water diverted from the sewer was
calculated
• That show where the system is described and

 Extract(s) from
the
specification(s)

• Details the capacity of the system as it is described in the attached report

 Design
drawing(s)

That shows the systems and their location relative to the building including the
location of water storage systems.

 Evidence of the
relevant authority
approval

Evidence of the relevant authority approval.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Sewerage
Calculator

A copy of the completed Sewerage Calculator.

 Potable Water
Calculator

A copy of the completed Potable Water Calculator.

Where water treatment systems are used, also provide the following
 Short report

That describes the system and,
• How it works
• Its treatment capacity compared with typical demand annually
• Including how the annual percentage of water diverted from the sewer was
calculated

 Extract(s) from
the
commissioning
report

That demonstrates that the systems are operational.

 As-built
drawing(s)

That shows the systems and their location relative to the building including the
location of water storage systems.

 Evidence of the
relevant authority
approval

Evidence of the relevant authority approval.

Additional Guidance
Points can be achieved for this credit by minimising water use. This can be done through efficient fittings
and fixtures, or through treatment and re-use of water before sending it to sewer.
There are a number of water treatment and re-use technology options, most of which are generally divided
into greywater treatment and blackwater treatment.
Greywater is water which would normally go to sewer from sources which are low risk relative to
pathogens, chemicals and viruses - such as the water from the showers or hand basins. This water may
only require low level treatment before it can be re-used for applications such as irrigation. Higher level
treatment technologies can allow greywater to be re-used for toilet flushing.
Some applications where greywater has recently been treated and re-used in commercial building designs
in Australia and New Zealand include
• Irrigation
• Toilet flushing
• Cooling towers and
• Wash-down.
Storage is important as it maximises the usefulness of greywater.
disinfected before storage. Storage requirements will depend on the

Greywater is to be treated and

• Climate
• Demand for re-use water
• Presence/size of disposal area and
• Maximum daily greywater output.
How the Sewage Calculator works
The points are determined using the Sewage Calculator and are based on the water efficiency of the
fixtures/fittings less any reduction of flow to sewer through the use of greywater treatment/recycling
systems, as follows
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Shower
Use (%
Tenant
Use)
No
Showers
Installed
Low
Demand
5%
Medium
Demand
10%
High
Demand
15%
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Water Use
for 3 Star
WELS
Rated
Fittings
(L/day/p)

1 Point

2 Points

3 Points

4 Points

Sewerage
for
Base
Case
(L/day/p)

15%
Reduction

30%
Reduction

45%
Reduction

60%
Reduction

11

11

9.4

7.7

6.1

4.4

13

13

11.1

9.1

7.2

5.2

15

15

12.8

10.5

8.3

6.0

17

17

14.5

11.9

9.4

6.8

Table EMI-5.1: Table of criteria for Sewage Calculator

The benchmark set for the reduction in sewerage is based on a building with all fixtures and fittings having
a 3 star WELS rating. The credits are then based on a percentage reduction of sewerage against this base
case building, as shown in the table above. The Sewerage Calculator also incorporates shower demand
into the calculation. Low demand and high demand shower use correspond to one and two points
achieved in the ‘TRA-3 Cyclist and Foot Commuter Facilities’ credit (refer to the Green Star NZ – Office
Design & Built Potable Water Calculator and the Appendices in this manual for more details and
examples).
The steps for using the Sewerage Calculator are as follows
All inputs required for the sewerage calculator are located in the water calculator or in the building input
tab.
• Enter the assessable area into the Building input tab.
• Enter into the Potable Water Calculator the anticipated hours of occupancy, expected shower demand
and types of fixtures and fittings and the percentages of greywater collected from showers and WHB..
This information is automatically transferred to the Sewerage Calculator and a summary provided.

Background
Wastewater is the biggest waste by volume in New Zealand. Approximately 1.5 billion litres of domestic
24
wastewater is discharged into the environment daily . Wastewater from buildings places a significant
demand on public infrastructure and the local environment. Minimising waste water loading allows
infrastructure investment to focus on improvement rather than increased capacity and reduces discharge
quantities.
In most cases, the vast proportion of the wastewater is water, which has the potential to be re-used and
which makes the waste treatment more expensive. Despite this, very little of the total wastewater is reused. Wastewater is primarily disposed to waterways in New Zealand and can be a significant source of
pollution. Increased nutrient levels from wastewater disposal can cause algal blooms and oxygen
deficiency in rivers and harbours while insufficiently treated wastewater poses a public health risk.
As a result, wastewater represents a polluting emission from a development and minimisation of this
emission is encouraged through this credit.

References & Further Information
New Zealand Water and Wastes Association
www.nzwwa.org.nz/
Water Efficiency Labelling Scheme (NZ)
www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/water/wels-scheme.html
24

Ministry for the Environment, Wastewater, http://www.mfe.govt.nz/issues/waste/wastewater/index.html
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The National Water Conservation Rating and Labelling Scheme
•

www.wsaa.asn.au/frameset2.html

SaveWater
•

www.savewater.com.au

South Australia Department of Human Services - Greywater Management
•

www.dhs.sa.gov.au/pehs/branches/wastewater/greywater03.pdf

EPA Victoria - Onsite wastewater systems information
•
•

www.epa.vic.gov.au
www.epa.vic.gov.au/localgov/

CSIRO - Urban Water Systems and Technology
•

www.cmit.csiro.au/research/urbanwater/

Bristow, J. and Prieto-Curiel, R., The Changing Perception of Wastewater Reuse in Australia and
New Zealand.
•
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EMI-6 Light Pollution
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise lighting design that
reduces pollution from the unnecessary dispersion
of light into the night sky and onto neighbouring
property.

1

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Site

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where:
No light beam, generated from within the building or outside of the building boundary, is directed
at any point in the sky hemisphere without falling directly onto a non-transparent surface
AND
The lighting design complies with AS4282 “Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting”
AND
The average illuminance in outdoor areas is not more than 20% above the minimum levels given
in AS/NZS 1158.

Compliance Requirements
Allowance will be made where it can be shown to be a council requirement to reinstate lighting to
pavement subject to shadow created by the installation of a rain canopy over the public footpath.
Where a local controlling authority’s minimum illuminance levels require more light than is allowed
according to the Credit Criteria, this will be accepted provided no more than 20% above the councils
minimum is provided.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

That is prepared by a lighting engineer to describe how the Credit Criteria have
been met by
• Detailing the external, internal perimeter and atrium lighting on the site, the
areas illuminated,
• Calculations or illumination diagrams (including horizontal and vertical light
distribution) to demonstrate that no light spill is impacting the night sky or
neighbouring properties in accordance with AS 4282-1997, and the average
illuminance in outdoor areas shall not be above 20% of the minimum
average levels given in AS/NZS 1158; or below a local controlling authority’s
maximum requirements.

 Design
drawing(s)

Design drawing(s) detailing
• Site plan indicating the location, aim points and type of all external
luminaires, and marked up to show the area(s) that does not exceed the
minimum requirements of AS/NZS 1158 for illuminance levels and
• Where a glazed atrium is present, atrium drawings indicating the location
and type of internal Luminaires.
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Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

Short report from the lighting engineer describing how the credit criteria have
been met by
• Detailing the external, internal perimeter and atrium lighting on the site,
areas illuminated, and either calculations or illumination layouts (including
horizontal and vertical light distribution) to demonstrate that no light spill is
impacting the night sky or neighbouring properties in accordance with
AS4282 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting and referring to
the documents below, and that 95% of outdoor spaces do not exceed the
minimum requirements of AS1158 for illuminance levels.

 As-built
drawing(s)

As-built drawing(s) detailing
• Site plan indicating the location, aiming and type of all external Luminaires,
and marked up to show the area(s) that does not exceed the minimum
requirements of AS/NZS 1158 for illuminance levels and
• Where a glazed atrium is present, atrium drawings indicating the location
and type of internal Luminaires.

Additional Guidance
Where the credit is achieved, there is to be no angle from the sky hemisphere from which the light source
of a luminaire can be directly seen; or the luminous intensity of route markers and other low intensity
decorative uplighting is to be no greater than 100 candelas per square meter and cover no more than 1%
of the external site area (ie the site area minus any building footprint area).
Light reflected off external surfaces (which do not form part of the light luminaire) is not considered as light
spill for the purposes of the credit.
Light luminaires that are appropriately aimed and have a spill light guard or polished (specular)
asymmetrical reflectors will meet the requirements for the awarding of this credit.
AS4282 “Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting” provides guidance on how to achieve this
credit.

Background
Light travelling up into the night sky (sky glow) or spilling on to neighbouring properties is a form of
pollution. Light pollution has cultural, physical and biological impacts.
Adverse physical effects of artificial light include sky glow, glare, light trespass and decreased visibility at
1
night . Urban sky glow hinders professional and amateur astronomy and deprives the public of its view of
the night sky.
Daily cycles are common to all organisms, including bacteria. More research is needed on the
consequences of the loss of dark nights although there is increasing evidence of consequences to a range
of species. The effects of artificial light on nocturnal animals have the potential to disrupt entire ecosystems
by interfering in the fine balance of competition and predation. Artificial light at night has been shown to
3
affect the mating, migration and predation behaviours of many different species and appears to be
particularly disruptive for animals displaying seasonal breeding patterns. Species that communicate and
hunt through light (biolumescent flashes) such as glow-worms and fireflies are compromised. Many
animals use light from the night sky to navigate and become disorientated when artificial light drowns out
the moon and stars. Newly hatched turtles, for example, use the moon’s reflection off the sea to guide
them into the water but urban lights may lead them inland. Migratory birds in North America become
disorientated in cities and often crash into brilliantly-lit broadcast towers or buildings, or circle them until
they drop from exhaustion.
Light pollution can also be unhealthy for humans. Studies on the effects of disrupted circadian rhythms by
the World Health Organisation have found exposure to artificial light at night suppresses the brain’s
3
production of melatonin, a hormone that helps regulate sleeping and waking cycles. Reduced melatonin
levels have been linked to an increased incidence and development of cancerous tumours leading the
IARC, the cancer research agency of the World Health Organisation, to conclude that ‘shift work that
involves circadian disruption is probably carcinogenic to humans’. Other studies have found long term night
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workers have a much higher incidence of breast cancer than women who do not work at night. The risk of
developing breast cancer is about five times higher in industrialized nations than it is in underdeveloped
countries and increased night time use of electric lighting, both at home and in the workplace may be a
4
significant factor. More research is needed to investigate the risks of other cancers.
5

Although some doctors involved in the studies do not believe artificial light would affect people who are
asleep several cities have reduced the intensity of their city lighting in response to their increased
understanding of the environmental, health and economic consequences of light at night.
In order to minimise the adverse effects of artificial light, design measures should be taken to minimise
potential disruption. Safe lighting is different from bright, unshielded lighting that causes glare and harsh
shadows or lighting that aims to replicate daylight conditions. Sensors to turn lights off when they are not
needed reduce unnecessary lighting levels at night. Building illumination lighting design should be directed
downwards as much as is practicable. When directed upwards care should be taken to ensure as little light
as possible escapes building structures into the night sky.
• International Dark Sky Association, www.darksky.org
• International Dark Sky Association
• New Research Shows Artificial Light at Night Stimulates Breast Cancer Growth in Laboratory Mice,
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), National Institutes of Health (U.S.A),
http://www.nih.gov/news/pr/dec2005/niehs-19.htm
• Reinlib Les, New Research Shows Artificial Light at Night Stimulates Breast Cancer Growth in
Laboratory Mice
• Dr. Eva Schernhammer, an epidemiologist, lead a Harvard Medical School study published in the
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, (U.S.A.) showing that post-menopausal women with lower
levels of melatonin had higher levels of breast cancer

References & Further Information
International Agency for Research on Cancer – the cancer research agency of the World health
Organisation: IARC Monographs Programme finds cancer hazards associated with shiftwork,
painting and firefighting
•

http://www.iarc.fr/en/Media-Centre/IARC-Press-Releases/Communiques-recents/IARCMonographs-Programme-finds-cancer-hazards-associated-with-shiftwork-painting-and-firefighting

New Research Shows Artificial Light at Night Stimulates Breast Cancer Growth in Laboratory Mice,
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), National Institutes of Health (U.S.A)
•

http://www.nih.gov/news/pr/dec2005/niehs-19.htm

Standards Australia
•

AS 4282-1997 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
www.standards.com.au

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
•

www.iec.ch/

Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
•

www.iesna.org

International Dark-Sky Association
•

www.darksky.org

The Urban Wildlands Group (U.S.)
•

www.urbanwildlands.org

Fatal Light Awareness Program (U.S.)
•

www.flap.org
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EMI-7 Purge Control
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise systems that reduce
and prevent unnecessary loss of refrigerants during
contaminant purge.

Related Credits:

N/A

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where it is demonstrated that purge control is available in low pressure machines.
This credit is ‘Not Applicable’ and is excluded from the points available to calculate the Emissions
Category score where:
• No refrigerants are used OR
• If all credits in EMI-1 and EMI-2 are achieved OR
• The HVAC system is a high pressure system.

Compliance Requirements
Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

That describes
• The low pressure HVAC system installed
• The availability of purge control
• A description of how the purge control works
• References to all other required documentation where appropriate

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short summary

That describes
• The low pressure HVAC system installed
• The availability of purge control
• A description of how the purge control works
• References to all other required documentation where appropriate

Submission Checklist: Where the credit is claimed Not Applicable
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance for both Design and Built phases
Where a high pressure HVAC system is used in the building:
 Short summary

That describes the high pressure HVAC system used or designed.

Background
It is common practice during the maintenance of low pressure HVAC systems to purge contaminates in the
refrigerant cycle. Refrigerant losses to the atmosphere can occur during this process and can cause
significant environmental damage, particularly if the refrigerants have a high ozone depletion or global
warming potential.
The specification of purge control in low pressure HVAC systems is a practical way to assist in the
minimisation of unnecessary loss of refrigerants in the event of a leak.
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EMI-8 Legionella
Points:

1

Aim:
To encourage and recognise building systems
design that eliminates the risk of Legionnaires’
disease (Legionellosis).

Related Credits:

WAT-4

Assessable area:

Whole building

Credit Criteria
One point is awarded where there are no water-based heat rejection systems serving the building.

Compliance Requirements
In order to meet the Credit Criteria please ensure that the alternative used in place of the cooling towers is
of a sufficient capacity and is documented in the design. Or it is clearly demonstrated that the building
systems do not require heat rejection. The NZGBC Assessors will also look for consistency with other
Green Star NZ – Office credit claims.

Submission Checklist: Design Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where the building is air-conditioned without water-based heat rejection systems:
 Short report

Prepared by a mechanical engineer that indicates the type of the HVAC system
used within this building and how it complies with the credit criteria.

Submission Checklist: Built Phase
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
Where the building is air-conditioned without water-based heat rejection systems:
 Short report

Prepared by a mechanical engineer that indicates the type of the HVAC system
used within this building and how it complies with the credit criteria.

Additional Guidance
There are a number of alternatives to cooling towers for buildings with heat rejection requirements.
Alternatives that have already been applied on projects in Australia and New Zealand include
• Air-cooled heat rejection
• Harbour heat rejection
• River heat rejection and
• Ground heat rejection.

Background
Colonisation and growth of bacterium Legionella (the causative agent for Legionnaires’ disease) can take
place in any water-based system if the water is warm and supplied with nutrients. Such organisms can be
transported outside the cooling tower within drift aerosol. There is evidence that the inhalation of such drift
containing Legionella is a means of infection.
In Philadelphia in 1976, the American Legion held a bi-centennial conference to celebrate the 200 year
anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence from Britain. The Legion is an organisation
of ex-servicemen, similar to the Australian RSA. More than 180 delegates, all staying at the same hotel,
developed an acute illness. The final toll was 34 deaths; some were simply passers-by in the street.
Initially the cause of their illness was unknown, with food poisoning a major suspect. We now know that
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they had Legionnaires’ disease, a form of pneumonia or infection of the lung. The cause of Legionnaires’
disease is a family of bacteria and, as such, it is a micro-organism not a virus. This distinction is important
when it comes to treatment because few viral diseases respond to antibiotics, whereas most bacterial
diseases do.
Legionella pneumophila is the name scientists gave to the bacterium but there are at least 50 other
species, all closely related. Incubation in the lung is slow and may not be detected until a few days after
infection. Growth in cooling towers can also be relatively slow. While the spread of Legionella can be
prevented by the biocide effect of appropriate disinfectants in cooling towers, this requires significant
maintenance regimes including
• Water quality and treatment frequency
• Frequency and methods of cleaning of cooling towers
• Frequency of testing for total bacteria
• Use of testing for Legionella
• Follow-up actions if Legionella or high total bacterial counts are detected
• Disinfection of the system during periods of disuse
• Decontamination of cooling towers in the event of outbreaks or notification of legionnaires’ disease
• Maintenance and availability of records and
• Auto-dosing and drift eliminators (subject to consultation with industry).
There are a number of formal mechanisms in New Zealand to ensure testing for Legionella bacteria occurs
regularly. Legislation is developed by both the Department of Building and Housing and the Ministry of
Health and involves Territorial Authorities, the Department of Labour and the Public Health Services.
Legislation to prevent growth and airborne dispersal of Legionella in commercial buildings is administered
by The Department of Building and Housing in the Building Act (2004) and enforced by the local Territorial
Authority through the Warrant of Fitness regime.
However, while risks can be reduced by adequate maintenance they cannot be eliminated altogether;
there have been one or two outbreaks each year for the past 5 years with an average of 9.25 clinical cases
25
of Legionellosis each year. In a serious outbreak in Christchurch in 2005 three people died . For this
reason this credit rewards buildings which do not contain any evaporative cooling.

References & Further Information
National Environmental Health Forum - Guidance for the Control of Legionella
•

www.dhs.sa.gov.au/pehs/publications/monograph-legionella.pdf

AIRAH (Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating)
•

www.airah.org.au (click on ‘Legionella’)

Standards New Zealand
•
•
•

AS/NZS 3666.1:2002 Air-handling and Water Systems of Buildings - Microbial Control - Design,
Installation and Commissioning
AS/NZS 3666.2:2002 Air-handling and Water Systems of Buildings - Microbial Control - Operation
and Maintenance
AS/NZS 3666.2:2000 Air-handling and Water Systems of Buildings - Microbial Control Performance-based Maintenance of Cooling Water Systems
www.standards.co.nz

Department of Building and Housing - Legionellosis – Building owners’ responsibilities
•

http://www.dbh.govt.nz/bomd-legionellosis

Legionellosis and the Role of Agencies
•
•

http://www.dbh.govt.nz/media-legionellosis
Public Health Surveillance - Annual Outbreak summary 2007

25

Public Health Surveillance, Annual Outbreak summaries 2003-2007,
http://www.surv.esr.cri.nz/surveillance/annual_outbreak.php?we_objectID=1557
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Innovation
The Innovation category is included as a way of encouraging, recognising and rewarding the spread of
innovative technologies, designs and processes for building applications that exceed Green Star NZ
requirements.
Green Star aims to acknowledge ground-breaking environmental achievements, or projects demonstrating
sustainable development principles in broader circumstances than solely the assessed building. This may
include collaboration between developers and other parties, and is recognised independently from any
consequent outcomes rewarded in other categories.
Innovation points are awarded at the discretion of the New Zealand Green Building Council, and the points
can be awarded in a variety of combinations which are further explained within each Credit. There is a
maximum of five points available in total within the Innovation category. These points can be obtained for
up to five innovation initiatives across the three credits.
Innovation raises the benchmark by challenging design and construction sectors to develop more efficient
methods and resourceful processes.

Innovation
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INN-1 Innovative Strategies and Technologies
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise the spread of
innovative initiatives that reduce the environmental
impact of buildings.

Related Credits:

5
INN-2, INN-3

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to five Innovation points are awarded where it is demonstrated that an innovative strategy or
technology included in the building has a significant environmental benefit to the project and the New
Zealand property industry. The application will be assessed by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee
against the following criteria:
• Does the application have systematic, investigative and experimental activities as part of the
innovation?
OR
• High levels of technical risk associated with it, for the purposes of acquiring new knowledge (whether
or not for a specific technical purpose) or creating a new or improved material, products, devices,
processes or services?
AND
• What is the environmental benefit of the innovation?
More than one innovation can be submitted, however the maximum points available for any one building
under INN-1, INN-2 and INN-3 is five (in total).

Compliance Requirements
Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Description of the innovative strategies or technologies.
• Description of the quantified environmental benefits
environmental impact the innovation brings to the building.

or

reduced

• Description of the quantified environmental benefits or reduced
environmental impact the innovation brings to the New Zealand property
industry.
 Supporting
documentation

• Demonstrating the innovative strategy or technology.
• Demonstrating that the innovation is included in the project.

Where the project has been awarded innovation points at the Design phase.
 Supporting
documentation

• Design documentation for this credit must be included in the Green Star NZ
Built submission for reference by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee.
• Demonstrating that the innovation as detailed in the design phase has been
included in the project.

Additional Guidance
The awarding of points for this credit is entirely at the discretion of the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee
and their decision is final. In awarding points the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee will consider the
innovative initiative’s environmental benefit relative to existing Green Star NZ credits, where relevant. The
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metric used to demonstrate environmental benefit should, where possible, be the same as the metric used
in the Green Star NZ – Office Design & Built tool.
Information provided within Innovation credit applications may be used by the NZGBC to review the
existing credits and/or develop new credits.
Issues that will be examined and considered by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee are as follows
Research and Development Activities:
•

Systematic, investigative and experimental activities that involve innovation or high levels of
technical risk and are carried on for the purpose of

•

Acquiring new knowledge (whether or not that knowledge will have a specific practical application)
or,

•

Creating new or improved materials, products, devices, processes or services

Background
According to BRANZ, the built environment is the nation's largest asset. It is where all New Zealanders live
and where by far the majority work. The technologies available for its design, planning, construction and
operation are fundamental to the productivity and competitiveness of the economy, the quality of life of our
citizens and the ecological sustainability of the country.
Compared to similar developed nations in North America and Europe, New Zealand spends less on
building research and innovation. This credit recognises the value that changes in design and technology
can have in terms of increasing occupant comfort and safety, and consuming fewer resources, and aims to
reward organisations that seek to improve the built environment in a unique way.

References & Further Information
Building Research
•

www.buildingresearch.org.nz/

BRANZ Ltd
•

www.branz.co.nz

The Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation
•

www.construction-innovation.info/

Innovation
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INN-2 Exceeding Green Star Benchmarks
Points:

Aim:
To encourage and recognise initiatives which
demonstrate additional environmental benefit by
exceeding the current benchmarks in the Green Star
NZ Tool that the project is registered under.

Related Credits:

5
INN-1, INN-3

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to five Innovation points are awarded where it is demonstrated that one or more existing credit criteria
benchmark(s) is exceeded by a significant margin and where that improvement can be demonstrated or
considered to have a commensurate additional environmental benefit. The application will be assessed
by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee against the following criteria:
• How have the initiatives exceeded the benchmarks in the Green Star NZ Tool that the project is
registered under?
• What is the measurable environmental benefit of the innovation?
• More than one innovation can be submitted, however the maximum points available for any one
building under INN-1, INN-2 and INN-3 is five (in total).

Compliance Requirements
Where graduated benchmarks are used in a credit, the upper benchmarks must be exceeded in order to
comply with the credit.

Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Evidence that the benchmarked requirements of the relevant Green Star
credit have been significantly exceeded. The documentation must quantify
the extent to which the benchmark has been exceeded.
• Detail on how the innovation delivers an additional environmental benefit
above the benchmark of the relevant credit of the Green Star NZ Tool that
the project is registered under.

 Supporting
documentation

• Demonstrating the innovative strategy or technology.
• Demonstrating that the innovation is included in the project.

Where the project has been awarded innovation points at the Design phase.
 Supporting
documentation

• Design documentation for this credit must be included in the Green Star NZ
Built submission for reference by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee.
• Demonstrating that the innovation as detailed in the design phase has been
included in the project.

Additional Guidance
The awarding of points for this credit is entirely at the discretion of the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee
and their decision is final.
The NZGBC Technical Sub Committee will consider how many points are claimed for the benchmark being
exceeded and the resulting environmental benefit, in addition to the relative impact on the building’s final
score when compared to the points available in other credits in the Green Star NZ Tool that the project is
registered under. Category environmental weightings will also be taken into account.
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The metric used to demonstrate environmental benefit should, wherever possible, be the same metric as
the one used in the credit benchmark that is being exceeded in the Green Star NZ Tool that the project is
registered under.
For example, if the building design significantly reduced potable water consumption, the metric used would
be the 6 star WELS benchmark + x % reduction (in L/person/day).

Background
The weightings and benchmarks in Green Star NZ rating tools have been set to reflect what is perceived
as possible in the current market. These benchmarks were in a large part based on the capacity to
benchmark a Four Star Green Star Certified Rating at the top quartile of the industry.
This Innovation credit is designed to encourage and recognise design initiatives which go beyond existing
benchmarks.

References & Further Information
Building Research
•

www.buildingresearch.org.nz/

BRANZ Ltd
•

www.branz.co.nz

The Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation
•

www.construction-innovation.info/

Innovation
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INN-3 Environmental Design Initiatives
Aim:

Points:

To encourage and recognise design initiatives which
have a significant measurable environmental benefit
and which are not otherwise awarded points by the
Green Star NZ Tool that the project is registered
under.

Related Credits:

5
INN-1, INN-2

Assessable area:

N/A

Credit Criteria
Up to five Innovation points are awarded where it is demonstrated that a design feature provides a
significant quantifiable environmental benefit that is not awarded points under other credits within the
Green Star NZ Tool that the project is registered under.
The application will be assessed by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee against the following criteria:
• What is the measurable environmental benefit of the innovation?
• Which significant environmental benefits of the innovation have been addressed by existing credits
within the Green Star NZ Tool that the project is registered under.
• More than one innovation can be submitted but the maximum points available for any one building
assessment under INN-1, INN-2 and INN-3 is five (in total).

Compliance Requirements
Submission Checklist: Design and Built Phases
The following documentation is required to demonstrate compliance
 Short report

• Description (including diagrams where appropriate) of the innovation.
• Description of the significant environmental benefits provided by the
innovation and supporting calculations to quantify the benefit.

 Supporting
documentation

• Demonstrating the innovative strategy or technology.
• Demonstrating that the innovation is included in the project.

Where the project has been awarded innovation points at the Design phase.
 Supporting
documentation

• Design documentation for this credit must be included in the Green Star NZ
Built submission for reference by the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee.
• Demonstrating that the innovation as detailed in the design phase has been
included in the project.

Additional Guidance
The provision of points for this credit is entirely at the discretion of the NZGBC Technical Sub Committee
and their decision is final.
The significance of the environmental benefit of the nominated innovation must be calculated and clearly
conveyed in the submission. This credit is aimed at initiatives which provide an environmental benefit and
have not otherwise been addressed by credits within the Green Star NZ Tool that the project is registered
under.

Background
All Green Star NZ tools recognise environmental initiatives that have the potential to reduce the
environmental impact of development. Some design features or project initiatives will provide a significant
environmental benefit that is not currently addressed by credits within the Green Star NZ Tool that the
project is registered under.
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This credit is designed to recognise such innovative initiatives.

References & Further Information
Building Research
•

www.buildingresearch.org.nz/

BRANZ Ltd
•

www.branz.co.nz

The Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation
•

www.construction-innovation.info/

Innovation
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Appendix A Weightings
A rating tool that provides a single score must make some assumptions regarding the relative importance
or environmental impact of different building features and design decisions. Green Star NZ uses the
framework adopted by the United Kingdom’s BREEAM (Building Research Establishment’s Environmental
Assessment Method) system to provide more flexibility in the approach to weightings by providing a twotiered weighting structure, as follows
•

Each credit category (e.g. Energy, Indoor Environment Quality etc.) has an environmental
weighting and

•

The number of points allocated to each issue (e.g. Daylighting and Noise in Indoor Environment
Quality Category) is effectively a weighting between issues within a credit category.

Category Weightings
The weighting values were derived by considering a variety of scientific and stakeholder opinion, including
•

Environmentally Sustainable Buildings: Challenges and Policies’ – a 2003 report by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

•

Comparison with overseas rating tools BREEAM (U.K.) and LEED (U.S. and Canada) and

•

Australia’s Green Star – Office Design background information

The OECD ‘Environmentally Sustainable Buildings: Challenges and Policies’ report found that the building
sector has a great impact on energy and material use, as well as on human health.
The report claimed that:
•

The building sector accounts for around 25-40% of final energy consumption in OECD countries

•

The construction sector accounts for between one-third and one-half of the commodity flow in
selected OECD countries

•

Indoor air quality can significantly affect human health. Indoor air levels of many pollutants may be
2.5 times – and occasionally more than 100 times – higher than outdoor levels. People usually
spend as much as 90% of their time indoors

The second point of reference in the derivation of the category weightings was a comparison of the
overseas rating tools BREEAM and LEED.
The following table compares their respective effective weightings for commercial office buildings:
ISSUE
Management
Indoor Environment Quality
Energy
Transport
Water
Materials
Ecology
Emissions

LEED (%)
7
22
24
6
7
16
13
4
100

BREEAM (%)
15
15
12.5
12.5
5
10
15
15
100

NZGBC (%)
10
20
25
10
10
10
10
5
100

Table App.A.1: Credit Category comparison of LEED, BREEAM and NZGBC
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Appendix B Energy Category Credit Allocation and Associated
CO2 Emissions
No recent figures on the breakdown of commercial buildings energy end use are available for the NZ case.
However, the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO) ‘Australian Commercial Building Sector Greenhouse
Gas Emissions 1999-2010’ report gives Commercial Building Energy Share by End Use 1990 as:

Cooking & Hot
Water, 6%
Office
Equipment/Other ,
9%

Heating, 33%

Lighting, 15%

Ventilator, 16%
Cooling, 21%

The SEDA Tenant Energy Management Handbook (2000) interprets Energy Use as:
Tenants = 48% contribution and
Other (heating, cooling, house lighting) = 52% contribution.
This handbook also notes that, in a typical tenancy, lighting uses approximately 67% of energy (the
remainder being office equipment).
While Green Star NZ - Office Design does not consider tenancy issues it is usual for the tenancy lighting to
be installed as part of the base building works.
According to the Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria’s ‘Building Energy Brief for Commercial and Public
Buildings’ (Version 1.3, Jan 2003), the energy consumption of a building is influenced by three main
factors:
•

Building fabric (25%)

•

Building services (25%) and

•

Building occupants and their behaviour (50%).

Three credits relate to rewarding initiatives that allow building owners and occupants to better monitor
and/or manage their energy consumption, which may lead to changing their behaviour.
The remaining credits for peak energy consumption are to reduce excess power generation and
transmission capacity of electricity suppliers to meet peak demand. The final breakdown of energy credits
is:
Approx. Energy
Use in Office
Buildings*

Credits
Available

Relative
Weighting of
Credits

Predicted base building
energy consumption (fabric
and services)

50-75%

20

65%

Predicted tenant lighting

15-30%

6

19%

Credit

Aim

Base Building
Energy
Tenant Lighting
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energy consumption
Energy
Management

Metering and location of
switches

3

10%

Peak Demand

Reduce need for more
power generation

2

6%

31

100%

Table App.B.1: * The range estimated from AGO and SEDA references above.

The commissioning and hand-over of documentation, as well as training of building users, has significant
influence on the actual energy consumption versus the predicted consumption during design. Points for
commissioning
and
user
manuals
are
allocated
in
the
Management
category.
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Appendix C Water Category Credit Allocation
New Zealand has very little information available on the breakdown of water use figures for offices and
commercial buildings in general. As an interim measure, the Australian figures have been applied to the
New Zealand tool.
The following table details water use in office buildings as provided by Sydney Water 2003.

Water Use in
Office Buildings*

Points
Available

Relative
Weighting of
Credits

Reduce potable water use by
building occupants

40%

5

42%

Water Meter

Monitor water consumption
and link to BMS for leak
detection

25%

2

17%

Irrigation

Reduce potable water
consumption for irrigation

5%

1

8%

Cooling
Tower

Reduce potable water
consumption for cooling
systems

30%

2

33%

10

100%

Points

Aim

Potable
Water

Table App.C.1: Water use in office buildings as provided by Sydney Water 2003

The relative weightings correlate to the water use in office buildings. Differences are due to the fact that
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•

The provision of water meters linked to a Building Management System can help detect leaks but
does not guarantee that the 25% of water use due to leakage and wastage will be eliminated and

•

Irrigation may be greater than 5% in suburban/regional offices.
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Appendix D Change in Ecology Calculator Example
How to use the Change in Ecology Calculator
1)
Determine the breakdown of existing land use type by area.
2)
Determine the land type areas after redevelopment of the site.
3)
Enter the data into the relevant sections of the Calculator.
Example – 2 point design

Note that the calculator will show an error until both the before and after column add to the same area.
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The following definitions shall apply unless noted otherwise:
NABERS
Australian Building Greenhouse Rating. The ABGR scheme
assesses the greenhouse intensity of office buildings. Green Star
in Australia utilises the ABGR scheme under the energy section.
See www.nabers.com.au.
Accredited Professional
A building professional who has attended a one day Green Star
NZ Accredited Professional training course, has passed the
associated examination and is registered with the NZ Green
Building Council. See also GSNZAP.
AIRAH
Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air Conditioning and Heating.
See www.airah.org.au
ASHRAE
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Engineers. See www.ashrae.org
Australian Standards
Where referenced, these shall be the currently enforced version
as defined in the Building Code of Australia (BCA). Where
Australian Standards are not referenced in the BCA then the latest
version available from Standards Australia (not draft versions)
shall be used unless noted otherwise.
Blackwater
Water which has been mixed with waste from the toilet.
Blackwater requires biological or chemical treatment and
disinfection before re-use.
BMS
Building Management System. The BMS automatically controls
the building services systems to maintain temperature, humidity,
ventilation rates and lighting levels to pre-determined load
requirements and to provide safe, efficient operation of
equipment.
BRANZ
Building Research Association of New Zealand. See
www.branz.co.nz
BREEAM
British Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method - The U.K.-based BREEAM green building rating system
assesses the environmental performance of both new and existing
buildings. See www.products.bre.co.uk/breeam/.
CAR System
Comprehensive Adequate Representative reserve system.
Commonwealth and State government officers have indicated that
in the absence of other relevant data, the CAR System is the most
appropriate for assigning conservation priorities.
NZGBC Assessor
A consultant, independent of the client, design team and
contractor, engaged directly by the New Zealand Green Building
Council to undertake the certification of a Green Star NZ rating
application on its behalf.
CFCs
Chlorofluorocarbons. CFCs are refrigerants which cause ozone
depletion when released in the atmosphere.
CIBSE
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, U.K. See
www.cibse.org
The building owner or developer responsible for the
Client
development/refurbishment of the building and for the
engagement (directly or indirectly) of the design team and the
contractor.
CLO Constant
The CLO Constant refers to the clothing variable used to assess
the predicted mean vote (PMV). It recognises that people are
warmer if they are wearing more clothes, and air velocity
represents draught.
Contractor
The main contractor or builder engaged to construct or refurbish
the building.
Current
Building
Replacement The Current Building Replacement Value, as shown on the
Value
Insurance Certificate, is the reasonable cost to rebuild, replace or
repair the building to the same condition it was in when new.
Current Refurbishment
The Current Refurbishment is defined as:
• any/all refurbishment work planned to occur within the 2 years
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Design Team

EECA
EPA
EMP
EMS
ESD
Existing Building

Greywater

GSNZAP

GWP

HCFCs
HDPE
HFCs

HVAC
IAQ

IEQ

Integrated Fit-out
ISO 14001
IWEC (International Weather for
Energy Calculations)
LEED

Mixed Mode Ventilation
MET Values

Glossary
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following project registration (for a Design rating),
or
• any/all refurbishment work undertaken within the 2 years prior to
project registration (for a Built rating if completed or design rating
if not completed).
The Design Team comprises all those professionals normally
engaged in the design and contract administration of a building
project. These typically include architects, engineers (structural,
civil, mechanical, electrical, hydraulics, fire), project manager, cost
consultant and building surveyor plus other specialists including
ESD consultant, landscape architect, acoustics consultant, façade
engineer, lighting consultant, etc.
The Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority. See
www.eeca.govt.nz.
State Government Environment Protection Authority or Agency.
Environmental Management Plan.
Environmental Management System.
Environmentally or Ecologically Sustainable Development.
Buildings completed prior to and including April 2007 (the launch
date of Green Star NZ). This time threshold is fixed and does not
move as time passes.
Sometimes spelled graywater, grey water or gray water, is waste
water generated from processes such as washing dishes, laundry
and bathing. Greywater is distinct from blackwater in the amount
and composition of its chemical and biological contaminants.
Green Star New Zealand Accredited Professional is the title given
to people who have completed level 1 and level 2 Green Star NZ
Accredited Professional courses and passed the GSNZAP exam.
Global Warming Potential. GWP provides a measure of the
potential for damage that a chemical has relative to one unit of
carbon dioxide, the primary greenhouse gas.
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons. HCFCs are refrigerants which cause
ozone depletion when released in the atmosphere.
High Density Polyethylene Plastic. HDPEs are commonly used to
make pipes.
Hydrofluorocarbons. HFCs are commonly used to replace HCFC
refrigerants to reduce the ODP, however HFCs refrigerants have
a high GWP.
Mechanical systems to provide Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning in buildings.
Indoor Air Quality. Deals with the content of interior air that could
affect health and comfort of building occupants, such as microbial
contaminants, chemicals, or any mass or energy stressor that can
induce health effects.
Indoor Environment Quality. Covers issues such as indoor air
quality, thermal comfort, illumination, daylighting, views, acoustics
and occupant control of building systems.
A fit-out where the tenancy design and construction is being fully
coordinated with the base building design and construction.
An international standard for Environmental Management
Systems.
The IWEC are the result of ASHRAE Research and are 'typical'
weather files suitable for use with building energy simulation
programs.
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. The US-based
LEED Green Building Rating System® is a voluntary, consensusbased national standard for developing high-performance,
sustainable buildings. See www.usgbc.org/leed
when a combination of natural and mechanical ventilation is used
to condition a space.
MET refers to metabolic rate and is used to assess PMV because
active people are warmer.
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Natural Ventilation

Net Lettable Area (NLA)

New Building

Non-potable Water

NZBCSD
NZCIC
NZIA
NZS

ODP

O&M Manual
OECD
Office Building
PMV
PPB
PPM
PVC
RAIA
REBRI
SEDA
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The process of supplying and removing air in building spaces by
natural means by using openings in the façade (e.g. windows),
non-powered ventilators, solar chimneys and infiltration
processes.
There are two different definitions of NLA used in Office Design
and Built 2009.
1. Eligibility NLA
The method for calculating the nett lettable area when determining
eligibility is in accordance with the methodology for measuring
office ‘Rentable Area’ as stipulated within the “Guide for the
Measurement of Rentable Areas (2006)”, produced by the
Property Institute and Property Council of New Zealand.
Please note, when calculating NLA for the purposes of
determining eligibility, that stairwells, lift shafts and other standard
building facilities serving more than one tenant are excluded from
the office ‘Rentable Areas’.
2. Credit NLA
Where Credits refer to NLA, this is defined as the office ‘Rentable
Area’ of the building, as stipulated within the “Guide for the
Measurement of Rentable Areas (2006)”, but excludes:
toilets
external decks and balconies
fire reel cupboards
cleaners’ cupboards
lift lobbies
All other areas within the office ‘Rentable Area’ must be included
within the NLA calculation. The figure used as NLA must be
consistent throughout the submission.
Buildings completed after April 2007 (the launch date of Green
Star NZ). This time threshold is fixed and does not move as time
passes.
Water collected on-site or recycled/recovered from a previous use
such as blackwater or greywater recovery. It does not include
water from rivers, lakes or groundwater (bore water) unless the
water has previously been used. This definition of non-potable is
different to the ANZEC guidelines which refer to drinking quality of
the water.
New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development. See
www.nzbcsd.org.nz
New Zealand Construction Industry Council. See www.nzcic.co.nz
New Zealand Institute of Architects .
Standards New Zealand. Where referenced, these shall be the
currently enforced version as defined in the NZ Building Code
(NZBC). Where NZ Standards are not referenced in the NZBC
then the latest version available from Standards NZ (not draft
versions) shall be used unless noted otherwise.
Ozone Depleting Potential. ODP provides a measure of the
potential damage that a chemical has relative to that of refrigerant
type CFC11. CFC11 has an ODP of one and is the most
damaging of CFCs.
Operations and Maintenance Manual.
Organisation for Economic Development. See www.oecd.org.
Class 5 buildings as defined by the Building Code Of Australia
Predicted Mean Vote. PMV is a measure of thermal comfort which
represents the predicted proportion of dissatisfied occupants.
Parts Per Billion.
Parts Per Million
Poly Vinyl Chloride.
Royal Australian Institute of Architects.
Resource Efficiency in the Building and Related Industries. See
www.rebri.org.nz
Sustainable Energy Development Authority. SEDA is a NSW
state government agency which developed ABGR. The agency is
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now called Sustainable Energy Programs and is incorporated into
the NSW Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability. See
www.deus.nsw.gov.au.
Sustainable Energy Authority Victoria – Victorian state
government agency
The amount of a material used as part of the Current
Refurbishment above which the relevant credit is “Applicable”, and
below which the relevant credit is “Not Applicable”. It is based on
% of Current Building Replacement Value and includes lower and
upper values. Refer to the Existing Building Guidance in the
Introduction for the various Significant Amount values for each
credit,
A shell and core office includes finishes and fit out to landlord
areas only with services capped off within the riser at each floor
and office areas left as a structural shell. Refer to MAT-4 for more
detailed definition.
Defined as 8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday.

SEAV
Significant Amount

Shell and Core

Standard Hours of Occupancy
Validation Protocol for the Use of
Computer Simulations to Estimate
Building Energy Performance
VAV systems
Ventilation

The validation protocol aims to ensure that energy computer
simulations provide useful and realistic assessment of predicted
energy use.

VOC
WHB
WHO

Variable Air Volume air conditioning systems.
The process of supplying and removing air in building spaces by
natural or mechanical means.
Volatile Organic Compound.
Wash Hand Basin.
World Health Organisation.

WC

Water Closet (i.e. toilet).
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